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Preface
This report is the result of a research to ‘Pykrete Dome’, a 
thesis at the Eindhoven University of Technology, Master 
Architecture, Building and Planning, department Building 
Technology / Product Development. 

After a year of various research, experiments and establishing 
new contacts, we, and many with us, have enjoyed the 
construction of the world’s largest ice dome as a goal of this 
graduation research. This would never have been possible 
without the contribution of many companies, institutions and 
volunteers. Therefore we would like to thank everyone who 
participated in this project. In particular, we would like to 
thank the following:

First of all, we want to express our gratitude towards the staff 
and authorities of the Eindhoven University of Technology for 
helping us gather all information necessary to construct the 
Pykrete Dome.

In addition, many companies, both in the Netherlands and 
Finland, contributed by sharing materials, equipment and 
expertise during the preparationsand construction of the 
Pykrete Dome. The cooperation was very pleasant and we 
hope to work on more innovative projects in the future.

During the construction period, we have had help of many 
volunteers. Without their commitment, we would not 
have been able to successfully finalize the Pykrete Dome. 
Therefore, we want to thank everyone who helped during the 
construction period for their support and insight.

Finally, we want to thank the volunteers, residents and 
municipality of Juuka, who made the construction of the 
Pykrete Dome possible. The fast acting, open attitude, 
organization, help and commitment during the construction 
have been of major importance for both the succeeding of the 
project and the wellbeing of the crew of the Pykrete Dome. 
A sincere “thank you” for the hospitality and participation of 
Juuka.

Special thank to the graduation committee for supervision 
during the progress in this thesis. In particular, Ir. A.D.C. Pronk 
as co-initiator of the Pykrete Dome Project. 

17-03-2014
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Abstract
Since the early 1980s, Japanese researcher Tsutomu Kokawa 
studied the behavior and construction method of large span 
ice shell structures. These shells are thin curved plate 
structures which are used as temporary festival structure. 
The method consists of an inflatable membrane covered with 
a geodesic rope pattern. The structure is inflated and layers 
of water and snow are sprayed onto the membrane structure 
to create layers of ice. In the past 30 years, different models 
up to 25m span [2001] have been constructed.

The material pykrete is founded during the Second World 
War. Pykrete is a frozen mixture of water and wood fibers. 
This results in reinforced ice, which is stronger and tougher 
compared to regular ice. The reinforced ice is a promising 
construction material; however, despite the many studies on 
the behavior of the material, it has never been applied in the 
construction industry. The goal of this research is to combine 
the construction method and construction material to realise 
an optimal ice dome structure.

To gain more information about the behavior of the dome, 
the structure has been analysed. Modern shell structures 
have been build since the early 1920s. These unique 
structures are the architectual translation of mathematical 
calculations. The thin curved plates can be designed 
based on the specifications and distinct properties of the 
construction material. Every different shape imposes its own 
tensional law. The optimal structure for an ice shell consists 
of the top section of a spherical dome structure. The structure 
is only exposed to compression forces in the material. The 
concrete shell structures are built with the use of shotcrete. 
By spraying a liquid fiber reinforced concrete mixture onto 
a free form shaped membrane, a shell structure can be 
constructed. The water, which is used in ice shell structures, 
can be compared to the shotcrete construction method. The 
wet application of the construction material is applied onto 
the inflatable membrane. The shell structure is reinforced 

with a geodesic ribbed structure. This geodesic structure 
improves the stability and structural behavior of the shell 
structure.

To validate the theory and improve the construction 
method, different experiments are conducted. Important 
is the production of the inflatable structure which was 
tested in Snowworld, Landgraaf, The Netherlands. During 
the experiment, an ice dome of 5m has succesfully been 
constructed at a temperature of -7oC. In addition, the 
processability and quality of the pykrete have been tested 
with a centrifugal pump test. 

The optimal structure of a spherical ice dome has been 
defined with a structural analyses [Finite Element Method]. 
The stresses in the numerical model are calculated under 
extreme conditions. A thickness of 300mm is required 
to distribute the relatively low internal forces in the shell 
structure. Theoretically it is even possible to construct an ice 
shell structure with a 100m span.

The goal of the Pykrete Dome  is to realise world largest ice 
dome with a span of 30m in Juuka, Finland. The new design 
consists of a combination of a simple construction method 
and a strong structural material. The construction method 
of T. Kokawa has been adjusted with the implemention of 
pykrete. With the use of biodegradable wooddust fibers, the 
Pykrete Dome will be the first fiber reinforced ice structure.
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During the warmest winter in 146 years, the Pykrete 
Dome has been successfully realised. A dome, with a span 
of 29,06m, has been constructed with the help of 50 Dutch 
volunteers in three weeks time. The high temperatures 
caused a delay in the construction process. Therefore, it 
was not possible to complete the 300mm thick ice layer 
in time. Heavy equipment and the help of local companies 
were required to complete the Pykrete Dome in time before 
the official opening on the 18th of January 2014. Before the 
opening, the dome has been tested on structural behavior 
to ensure the safety of the visitors. Due to the thinner 
structure [150mm] and small deformations, the structure 
was weakened and collapsed after 10 days.

The pykrete layers were tested and analysed to validate 
the numerical model. Cubic samples were obtained from 
the shell structure and compressed until failure. With these 
tests, the strength of the construction material could be 
calculated. The ice seemed to be of very high quality and was 
comparable to the theoretical values. The pykrete [41%] were 
difficult to test and appeared to be 21% stronger than regular 
ice. Due to the imperfections, the pykrete was weaker than 
the theoretical values.

The construction of large span ice domes is feasable. The 
construction material pykrete has been applied successfully. 
However, improvements can be made on the construction 
method and processability of the pykrete. Slight failures in 
the construction process can deform the structure which 
weakens the dome. Creep deformation has a large influence 
on ice structures. The temperature and load of the structure 
can influence the creep rate. These deformation cause 
a change of the geometry which can alter the structural 
behavior of the shell structure. Further research is required to 
guarantee the safety of the structure.
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The past decades different kind of research have been done in the area of ice structures. This 
research is a respond on certain developments in this area. The focus of the research will be 
explained in this chapter.

1 INTRODUCTION
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Despite the fact everyone knows the material snow and ice, 
it is still an uncommon building material in the construction 
industry. One of the few famous ice structures is the Ice Hotel 
in Sweden. Because of the exclusivity, the Ice Hotel annually 
attracts thousands of visitors in a short period of only five 
months. Due to the short life span of the Ice Hotel it requires 
an innovative and fast construction method where safety, 
durability and longevity are important topics.

For the last years, durability has become an increasingly 
growing topic. A structure of purely and solely natural 
construction materials such as snow and ice would perfectly 
fit the growing aspects of durability. However, it is impossible 
to use the specific construction material in every climate. 
Due to the high temperature influences on the material, it 
is important to maintain the design conditions during the 
construction of an ice structure. Negative properties of ice, 
such as relatively low tension strength and creep behavior 
in ice, have high influences on temporary ice structures. For 
example, it is only possible to subject the ice construction 
to compressive forces and is irresistant to thermoshock. 
Temporary thawing and freezing of the structure can cause 
an instable and unsafe construction.

Japanese researcher Tsutomu Kokawa is investigating in ice 
dome structures since 1985. In his research he explains the 
possible dangers of the construction of ice dome structures. 
One of his findings is described as follows: 

“According to the ice shell construction experiences 
so far, Ice shell has a tendency to creep easily with 
time even if the working stress is small. Large 
creep deformations end the dome’s usability as 
an architectural structure, and cause instability 
leading to collapse. Therefore, it is very important 
to reduce the creep deformation for the durability of 
ice shells.” [T. Kokawa]

1.1 Motivation
For the last few years, Tsutomu Kokawa has been building 
various ice dome structures in collaboration with the Tokai 
University. In 2008, Kokawa was accompanied by students 
from the Tokai University with the start of the Ice Pantheon 
Project [IPP]. The goal of the IPP was to design and realize 
an ice dome with a span of 40m. The ice dome would have 
a span similar to the current known Pantheon in Rome; 
however, the IPP will be completely constructed of snow and 
water.

In 2009, Kokawa has made the first step towards the 
realization of the Ice Pantheon. Along with the students of 
the Tokai University he build an ice dome with a span of 10m. 
Since then, a new ice dome is built each year which improves 
the dimensions of last year. Until now, the largest ice dome 
realized in the IPP has a span of 25m. However, before the 
start of the IPP, Kokawa conducted experimental research on 
different ice domes with a span of 20m and 30m to provide 
information about the creep behavior and construction safety 
of ice structures.

The information available from the previous realized ice 
structures and experimental studies provide a good start 
for research on the behavior of ice and new improved 
construction methods for ice dome structures.

Fig 1 Ice Pantheon Project 2009
Realization of a 10m ice dome [Intern 
Diameter=8.6m, Height=3.0m]

Fig 2 Ice Pantheon Project 2010
Realization of a 15m ice dome [Intern 
Diameter=12,6m, Height=5.0m]

Fig 3 Ice Pantheon Project 2011
Realization of a 20m ice dome [Intern 
Diameter=16.0m, Height=6.3m]

Fig 4 Ice Pantheon Project 2012
Realization of a 25m ice dome [Intern 
Diameter=21.0m, Height=8.1m]

Fig 5 Ice Dome Construction 2001
Experimental study of a 30m ice dome 
[Intern Diameter=25.0m, Height=9.2m]

Fig 6 Ice Village in Tomamu 2009/2010
View of the festival in Tomamu where the ice 
domes are built.

Fig 7 Ice Village in Tomamu 2008/2009
View of the festival in Tomamu where the ice 
domes are built.

Fig 8 Free Shape Ice Shell
Realization of a free form ice structure 
during the festival in Tomamu.

Fig 9 Experiment; Creep Behavior
Experimental setup of creep behavior in ice 
on a 20m ice dome.
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An important part of the investigation is the previous research 
conducted in the past. By studying different papers related to 
ice, it becomes clear that ice is still an exceptional material 
which requires further research to gain full knowledge of ice 
as a construction material;

“Ice is a peculiar material, there is still clearly 
insufficient understanding of ice as a material. 
This state of affairs requires further theoretical 
and experimental research also at basic level. The 
potential for using ice as a construction material is 
presently underestimated. Ice is a relatively strong 
material that, in cold regions, is abundant and 
inexpensive to manufacture.”  [L. Makkonen 1994]

Particular research on ice structures is conducted by a 
Japanese researcher [T. Kokawa, 1985]. His research 
specifically focuses on the construction and behavior of 
ice shell structures. Since 1985 he has conducted several 
field experiments on the structural behavior. Desipite of the 
common appearance of snow, it is still an underestimated 
construction material;

“Snow has been generally considered to be a 
nuisance in the cold and snowy regions. However, 
snow becomes a useful structural material for the 
construction of the ice shell. An ice shell creates a 
fantastic, beautiful space providing quite a unique 
built environment in winter. Particularly, in case of 
a large span, it will be more exciting artistically and 
getting more useful to apply to various kinds of 
architectural facilities for winter activity. It emerges 
in winter season, and disappears in summer.”         
[T. Kokawa 2003]

1.2 Previous Research
As previously mentioned, the most famous ice structure is 
the Ice Hotel in Sweden. However, a disadvantage of these is 
hotels is that although they look beatiful on the inside, they 
are very limited in their shape. Most of the ice hotel mainly 
consist out of tunnels. These tunnels are approximately 
5 meters wide and 6 meters high and are constructed out 
of snow layers with a total thickness of 1,5 meter. When 
ice instead of snow is used, the thickness can greatly be 
reduced. Another advantage is the possible application of 
reinforcement in the ice, which causes the ice to greatly 
increase both compressive and tension strength. 

The purpose of reinforcing any material is to provide 
an enhancement of various mechanical properties 
for that material. This holds true for ice, which 
exhibits a number of drawbacks when considered 
as a structural material. It is relatively weak, 
and brittle. Furthermore, owing to the very high 
temperatures, ice usually exhibits significant creep 
deformation over time.”  [L. Makkonnen, 1994]

The first appearance of wood fibre reinforced ice, so-called 
pykrete, was during the second world war in 1942. Since 
the first appearance further development has stagnated. 
Therefore, recent papers hardly describe new development 
on reinforced ice. 

“In spite of the accelerating development of the 
methods of ice and ice-soil reinforcement the 
application of them is limited. On one hand despite 
of a lot of papers devoted to this problem a  more 
detailed and systematic knowledge of strengthening 
mechanism of reinforced ice and ice- soil  would 
obviously allow for a better design of reinforced ice 
for a particular field of application. On the other hand 
it is also necessary to develop procedures of using 
the methods in practice. “  [Vasiliev et. Al, 2011] 
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Since the second world war, research is conducted on 
the application of fibre reinforced ice, an ice composite 
called Pykrete [Geoffrey Pyke, JD Bernal & Max Oerutz]. 
Different studies have concluded that the addition of fibres 
to ice structures result in higher strength properties of the 
reinforced ice. In addition, water is a world-wide common 
and durable material, which can be formed to ice under 
the right conditions. Various applications of pykrete were 
investigated, including an aircraft carrier and temporary 
road structures made of reinforced ice. The addition of 

1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975

Ice Composites
Development of ice composites 
and the creation of Pykrete          
[F. Janssen & R. Houben]

Ice Domes
Development and creation of 
Kokawa Ice Dome Structures.

natural fibres can cause the pykrete structure to become a 
very strong and durable application. However, pykrete has 
not been applied in the construction industry yet. Recently, 
Rémy Houben and Frank Janssen have conducted a research 
at the Eindhoven University of Technology on the application 
of pykrete focused on the construction industry. One of the 
possibilities might be a combination of the existing ice shell 
structures of Tsutomu Kokawa and the application of pykrete 
to improve the construction strength and increase the design 
possibilities of the ice structures.

1942

Project Habakkuk; 
Geoffrey Pyke, 
JD Bemal & 
Max Perutz. 
Aircraft carrier of 
reinforced ice.

1943

Project Habakkuk; 
Testing of ice 
beams in Canada. 
Development of 
Pykrete 
[Ice & Woodpulp]

1944

Construction 
of airstrip for 
B52 airplanes  
using fibreglass 
reinforced ice.

1957

Research by 
Duneav on sea ice, 
reinforced with 
sawdust and blast 
furnace slag.

1964

Kagan en Wuori; 
Scientific research on 
mechanical properties 
of sawdust reinforced 
ice and snow.

1963

Coble en Kingery; 
Scientific research 
on reinforced ice 
[Wood, Fibreglass, 
Asbestos].
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1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015

1986

Tsutomu Kokawa; 
Research on 
collapse as a 
result of creep 
behavior in ice.

1988

Tsutomu Kokawa; 
Start experiment 
on creep behavior 
of a 15 meter ice 
dome.

1997

First time Ice 
Shells are 
used during 
the Tomamu 
winterfestival.

2001

Tsutomu Kokawa; 
Start experiment 
and testing on 
a 30 meter ice 
dome.

2001

Tsutomu Kokawa; 
Redesign and 
research on a 20 
meter ice dome.

2008

Start Ice Pantheon 
Project under 
supervision of 
Tsutomu Kokawa.

2009

Ice Pantheon Project; 
Realization of a 10 
meter ice dome.

2010

Ice Pantheon Project; 
Realization of a 15 
meter ice dome.

2011

Ice Pantheon Project; 
Realization of a 20 
meter ice dome.

2012

Ice Pantheon Project; 
Realization of a 25 
meter ice dome.

1980

Jagget en Biggar; 
Scientific research 
on geotechnical 
fabric reinforced 
snow and ice 
structures. 

1987

Nixon en Smith; 
Research on 
strength of wood 
fibre reinforced 
ice

1988

Glocknet; 
Research on glass 
fibre reinforced ice 
domes.

1988

Kuehn en Nixon; 
Research on 
compressive and 
flexural strength 
of van wood fibre 
reinforced ice.

1992

Haynes en Sirotyuk; 
Start research on ice 
composites.

2006

Altunina; Research 
on Polymeric 
cryotopic gel 
formation 
reinforced ice.

2013

Janssen & Houben; 
Research on fibre 
reinforced ice 
structures. 

1985

Tsutomu Kokawa; 
Start experiments 
on 5 and 10 meter 
ice domes.

1986

Tsutomu Kokawa; 
Start new 
experiments on 5, 
10 en 20 meter ice 
domes.

2013

Alaska University; 
Experiment on 
the application 
and behavior of 
pykrete in an arch 
structure.
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‘Kokawa’ Ice Shell
Tsutomu Kokawa, working at the Tokai University in Japan, 
has been building ice shell structures since 1985. Until now,  
the largest ice shell he managed to realize had an intern 
span of 25 meter and was built in 2001 as an experimental 
research. Results show specific strength, deformation and 
creep behavior of the ice shell structure. The various field 
experiments show the high influence of different variables 
regarding to the creep behavior and safety of ice structures. 
Some examples of these variables which are important to 
ice structures are: humidity, air temperature, solar radiation, 
wind and snow density.

“A 25 meter span ice dome is quite a huge ice shell 
that is never experienced before, so its structural 
behaviors are not known as well. Therefore, the 
confidence of its structural reliability is not enough 
at all, even though this first experiment was 
successful. Towards the realization of the 25m 
span ice dome for architectural structure, the field 
studies concerning to the reliability of its structural 
safety and the improvement of the construction 
technique will be needed much more in the future.” 
[T. Kokawa, 2002]

Various Universities investigated the structural strength of ice 
in order to use such an ‘Ice Shell’ as an architectural building. 
However, a dome with an internal span of 30 meters has 
not been realized yet. Further research and field studies are 
required to obtain more data on the mechanical properties 
and behavior of ice structures.

1.3 Problem Area

Fig 10 Ice Dome Construction 2001
Experimental study of a 30m ice dome 
[Intern Diameter=25.0m, Height=9.2m]

Fig 11 Experiment; Deformation/Collapse
Large deformations in the Ice Shell are 
visible before eventual collapse of the 
structure.

11

10
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Pykrete
The construction of a large sized structure requires a lot of the 
construction material strength. The construction material ice 
in particular has low mechanical properties. Ice is a material 
with a relatively low strength value, and in particular  low 
tensile strength [Vasiliev, Perutz, Kingery, Nixon and Smith]. 
By adding a fibre to the ice, the material is able to improve 
in both compressive and tensile strength. An example of fibre 
reinforced ice is the so-called pykrete [Geoffry Pyke, 1942]. 

“The disadvantage of ice as a construction material 
is its relative weakness and its creep behavior. To 
make ice more suitable and thus more applicable 
as an arctic construction material its strength must 
be increased and its tendency to creep must be 
diminished. It has been found that the mechanical 
properties of ice can be improved by adding fibrous 
reinforcement” [N.K. Vasiliev, 1992]

Recent research [Frank Janssen & Rémy Houben, 2013] 
contributed to the increased amount of information on the 
mechanical properties of pykrete, which has resulted in more 
possibilities when designing and constructing ice structures. 
Although, further research is required on the application 
of pykrete to validate and improve the current available 
information.

Fig 12 Pykrete
Ingredients to create various pykrete 
samples.

Fig 13 Pykrete
Pykrete sample before and after 
compressive tests results.

Ice structures are always temporary structures, because of 
the temperature conditions of the structure. Therefore, the  
disadvantage is that the construction is bound to a period of 
the year dependant on the location. After a certain time, the 
ice structure will start to melt and completely degrade into 
the earth. However, research shows the improved properties 
of ice compared with plain ice. Among others, the melting 
behavior, creep behavior and tensile and compressive 
strength values increase with the use of pykrete. In addition 
to the advantages on constructive improvements, the building 
physical aspects, in particular melting behavior, have a large 
impact on the application of pykrete. However, the available 
information on the melting behavior of pykrete is limited. 

Future research on pykrete can provide opportunities 
for longer life-span of ice structures, enlarge possibile 
construction locations and use of pykrete as a temporary 
mold technology. Current ambiguities applied in the field of 
pykrete that require further research are:

 » Possible application of pykrete in construction industry.
 » Quality preservation during the construction.
 » Building physical aspects and applications of pykrete.

13

12
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Innovative Construction Method
The construction method is an important aspect of a 
successful realisation of the ice shell structure. Extensive 
research is necessary to create the ideal construction 
method for an ice shell, that has an internal diameter of 30 
meter. In addition, the possible application of pykrete should 
be investigated, because there are no earlier applications of 
pykrete in the construction industry.

“Taking the actual Construction equipments such as 
the snowplow for blowing snow and the adjustable 
nozzle for spraying water into consideration, the 
size of the ice may be limited up to 25m span so far. 
However, it would be possible to construct a 40m 
span ice dome if the equipments were prepared”  
[T. Kokawa, 2002]

Up to now, only smaller ice shell structures are constructed 
by Tsutomu Kokawa. Currently, the largest ice shell measures 
an internal span of 25 meter. The construction of these ice 
shells require different equipment than the possible larger ice 
shell structures. When the internal span increases, the size of 
the required equipment increases as well. Further spraying 
distance and higher capacity machinery are necessary 
to successfully realise the 30 meter ice shell. The exact 
requirements are still unknown and should be investigated in 
further experimental research.

In addition, the effects of pykrete, when applied in ice shell 
structures, should be further investigated. The area and 
method of pykrete application on shell structures is relatively 
unknown and requires model- and experimental research. 

Fig 14 Construction Method; 15m Ice Shell
15m Ice Shell during the construction 
phase of spraying water and snow onto the 
membrane.
 

15
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Fig 15 Construction Method; 30m Ice Shell
30m Ice Shell during the construction 
phase of spraying water and snow onto the 
membrane. Variation in equipment size and 
capacity 
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1.4 Research Question
The research on ice shell structures can be divided in 
two research questions focused on Structural Behavior 
Construction Method. The structural behavior will focus on 
optimization of the structural design of ice shell structures. 
While the construction method will focus more on the 
analysation and improvement of the current construction 
technology. Both research questions will be linked together 
to answer the main research question;

How can an ice dome structure be optimally realized?

Research Question #1 [Structural Design]
Which geometrical design gives the optimal internal 
force distribution in an ice shell construction?

Sub-Question#1.1
What is the current structural design of an ice shell 
structure?

Sub-Question #1.2
What is the optimal distribution of internal forces in a 
shell construction?

Sub-Question #1.3
What are the consequences on the distribution of 
the internal forces by applying pykrete in an ice shell 
construction?

Note: Various types of geometry, which can be applied to an 
ice shell, will be researched. The various forms of geometry 
have different properties, which are collected in a matrix and 
will be compared with each other. 

Research Question #2 [Construction Method]
What is the best construction method to realize an ice 
shell structure?

Sub-Question #2.1
What is the current construction method of ice shell 
structures?

Sub-Question #2.2
What is the influence of ice and pykrete on the 
construction method of the shell construction?

Sub-Question #2.3
How can the construction method meet the structural 
requirements of an ice shell structure?

Note: Practical and theoretical research will be performed for 
the optimum construction method for an ice shell structure. 
This will contain logistics, construction method, material, 
equipment, etc.
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1.5 Research Goal
The goal of the research consists of four different components: 
Scientific Relevance, Social Relevance, Graduation Goal and 
Ambition. Each element will briefly be described.

Graduation Goal
The goal of the graduation research is to investigate the 
possibilities to design and construct the optimal ice shell 
structure. An overview matrix can demonstrate the various 
possibilities of ice shell construction methods. In addition, 
a model of the optimal structural geometry shows the 
most efficient use of construction material in the structure. 
Eventually, a scenario planning will describe the final 
construction method of the final design

Ambition
In collaboration with the graduation project of Frank Janssen 
& Rémy Houben [Reinforced Ice Structures], research on the 
behavior, properties and application of pykrete are conducted. 
This results in increased possibilities of the application of 
pykrete in the construction industry. The common ambition of 
both investigations is to design, construct and realize an ice 
shell structure with an internal diamter of 30 meter.

Scientific Relevance
The graduation research of optimized reinforced ice shell 
structures contributes to the vision of “SlimBouwen” 
[Lichtenberg, 2004]. SlimBouwen is a construction strategy 
which reacts on the current construction method, in which 
innovations are based on previous construction innovations. 
Therefore, innovations are highly dependent on each other, 
resulting in higher costs and environmental impact. This 
research is based on the SlimBouwen strategy, creating 
independant innovations focused on new construction 
methods and materialization in the field of ice structures.

Social Relevance
Sustainable building is becoming more important in the current 
society. The goverment is increasing demands of sustainable 
us of materials and energy [Rijksoverheid, 2012].  The use 
of “healthy materials” has a growing priority to diminish the 
high environmental impact of construction materials. The 
graduation research of reinforced ice structures gives more 
information on the possibilities of biodegradable construction 
materials. In addition, the research focusses on reusable 
construction material and equipment.

Fig 16 SlimBouwen
Construction strategy developed by 
Professor Jos Lichtenberg at the Eindhoven 
University of Technology.

16
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Due to the changes in the construction industry, many new 
visions are developed to improve the construction process 
and durability aspect of the construction industry. An 
important step within these changes has been made by the 
construction strategy of SlimBouwen. This strategy has been 
developed by professor Jos Lichtenberg at the Eindhoven 
University of Technology. Sustainability is one of the elements 
of this new strategy which is one of the aspects within this 
graduation research. The research focusses on reusable, 
temporary, free form designs.

Ice has been used for centuries as a simple and effective 
construction material. To broaden the scope of ice structures, 
an investigation is required on the behavior and properties of 
ice shell structures. In particular, the ice shell structures of 
Tsutomu Kokawa give a convincing start towards research 
on improved and optimized shell structures.

1.6 Theoretical Framwork
During the 1950s, we lived in an architectural culture of 
reconstruction. During these years construction materials 
were scarce and relatively expensive compared to the 
performed working labor. Since then, an explosive growth 
of economy and prosperity occured during the industrial 
revolution. Today, the ratio of available material and labor cost 
are shifted. High labor costs are currently more important 
than the production costs of the required construction 
material. However, the environmental impact of the applied 
construction material is getting more important.

Sustainable building has become a topic of high interest, 
both nationally and internationally. Rising energy prices and 
increased political demands result in the need for sustainable 
applications in the construction industry. For example, 
sustainable constructions include the use of sustainable 
materials and renewable energy.

Fig 17 Theoretical Framework
Overview of the research scope of ice shell 
structures. 

SlimBouwen

Strategy focused on the construction industry

Ice Structures

 Use of ice in structures

Ice Shells

Ice Domes

T. Kokawa, 1980

Domes

Temporary structures

Free Form Design

Shell structures

Sustainable Building

Material properties

Construction methods
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1.7 Boundary Conditions
The research can be broadly interpreted. Principles and 
boundary conditions create the possibility to frame the 
research on ice structures into a smaller scope. The required 
principles and conditions are now further described. 

Ice Dome

 » This research will focus on the construction of an ice 
dome, similar to the ice shell structures of T. Kokawa, 
Japan.

 » The ice shells are analysed, adapted and improved to 
research on the possibility of a larger span of the ice 
structure.

Construction Method

 » In context of the realization of the Pykrete Dome, only 
the construction method of the concerning dome will be 
implemented in this research.

 » Regarding the construction method of the Pykrete Dome, 
research is required on the performance, production,  
quality retains, degree of tollerance and risk reduction 
of the construction process.

Structural Design

 » The optimization of the Pykrete Dome exclusively 
investigates the dome shape structure. Variations in 
shape are only allowed in small extends.

 » Regarding the optimization of the Pykrete Dome, 
research is required based on variation models in 
thickness, size, materialization and shell openings.

Fig 18 Ice Shell T. Kokawa 
De focus will be based on improving the ice 
shells designed by T. kokawa. 

18 19 20

Fig 19 Construction Dome
The realization of the dome will be 
researched and improvements are made.

Fig 20 Optimalisation Dome Structure
The dome will be reasearched as an optimal 
dome.
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1.8 Methods
A proper approach and method are required to successfully 
conduct a research on ice structures. The applied methods 
are described according to different research options.

Literature Research
The literature review concerns a documentary research 
in which secundairy sources are used. Terms such as: ice 
structures, shell structures, pykrete and ice composites, are 
a few examples of the keywords in the literature research. 
When looking for new literature references various steps 
are taken to validate and categorize the source. The 
categorization includes a distinction by theme and relevance 
of the document regarding the research. The literature of T. 
Kokawa, regarding the ice shell structures, contain the basis 
for the stocktaking and improvement of the current building 
technology.

Experimental Research
During the investigation on structural behavior and 
construction technique of ice shell structures, some 
experimental research is required. The experimental research 
involves various test setups regarding the structural behavior 
and technical application of the construction material. This 
includes tests on material properties of both ice and pykrete 
as a construction material.

Model Research
The model-based research focuses on the structural 
aspects of the research. A digital 3D-model with distinctive 
materialization has been used for the research. As a result, 
the model can be calculated and tested for structural 
properties. These results indicate an optimized rendering 
of the structural properties of the ice shell construction. 
When the optimized model is calculated and tested, it will be 
compared to the experimental research in order to validate 
the structural and constructive application.

Fig 21 Experimental Research
Experimental research has been done to 
create an ice dome and to validate the 
theoretical values.

Fig 22 Model Research
Researching the models can predict 
behavior in reality. 
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1.9 Research Model
Prior to the investigation, a research model was designed in 
order to chronologically complete the research. From various 
literature review, the theme and problem area are defined 
and formulated. As a result of the problem area, the research 
question is defined. The research question limits the research 
within a certain framework. The research question is further 
divided in sub-questions which eventually answer the main 
research question described in chapter 1.4.

The research model, shown in figure 23, shows a visual 
approach of the investigation on ice structures. The 
research is divided in two parts, namely, Structural Design 
and Construction Technology. Both parts are further 
investigated within the field of ice applications. Literature 
studies followed by experimental and model-based research 
define an optimization process for both studies. The results 
of both studies are compared to each other. Based on the 
comparisons an optimized realization method of the final 
design is selected.

Fig 23 Research Model
The model shows various steps of the 
research process on ice structures.
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In this chapter the characteristics of shell structures are descibed. The history of membrane and 
geodesic shells isexplained and the possibilities of the structural behavior is analyzed. 

2 SHELL STRUCTURES
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A dome structure resembles different shapes which appear 
in the nature. Examples are a soap bubble and various  fruit 
structures. A sphere can create a maximum amount of space 
in combination with a minimum amount of the material 
surface needed to create this shape [Makowski, 1984]. This 
phenomenon has been implemented into the design process 
of the Pykrete Dome. Currently, these structures are often 
used in sports stadiums, convention centrums and exhibition 
halls. Designing with the efficient shape of a sphere makes 
well constructed large span buildings possible. 

“Three-dimensional spatial structure made up of 
one or more curved slabs or folded plates whose 
thicknesses are small compared to their other 
dimensions. Thin shells are characterized by their 
three-dimensional load carrying behavior, which is 
determined by the geometry of their forms, by the 
manner in which they are supported, and by the 
nature of the applied load.” [R.N. te Maten, 2011]

The dead load and the shape of the structure determine 
how the weight of the structure is transfered to the ground. A 
well-designed shell structure follows the line of the internal 
forces. The materials are applied on places where they are 
most needed.

A shell structure offers great potential in the field of 
architectural and structural engineering, aerodynamics 
and mechanical engineering. An example of concrete shell 
structures made are domes which serve as a roof.

2.1 History of Shells

Fig 24 Concrete Dome; Pantheon
Image of the Pantheon in Rome, with a 
span of 43,3m it was the largest dome 
structure for a long time. 

History
Domes can be seen as the oldest three-dimensional 
structures. The oldest domes known are constructed at the 
palace of Senna Cheribbo Nineve in 705-681 BC [Chun Wai 
Hung, 2009]. The palace was a cluster of buildings, some of 
which were constructed with a point-like or circular dome. 
This innovation was a way of building which was used later 
in different designs. Well-known examples of domes are the 
Pantheon [27 BC] in Rome and St. Sophia [AD 636] in Istanbul. 
Both constructed in brick , mortar and/or reinforced concrete. 
These domes are still an impressive way of designing. In 
a later stadium concrete domes were constructed with a 
reinforcement. This reinforcement allows higher absorption 
of tensile and compressive forces. Therefore, larger span 
structures and design flexibility were possible. Local 
omissions of the material are also possible, such as holes 
and deformations in domes [Chun Wai Hung , 2009].

Pantheon
One of the most popular and beloved domes is the Pantheon 
in Rome. The Pantheon is constructed in a circular plane 
with a diameter of 43,3 meters [Chun Wai Hung, 2009]. For 
over 1800 years, it was the largest dome structure in the 
world. The Romans used a material similar to concrete. The 
Pantheon was designed by optimally using the construction 
material; therefore, using the maximum allowable forces 
in the concrete, making it almost impossible to improve 
the design.The dome is constructed from a combination of 
mortar and bricks with a massive 7 meter thick concrete 
base. The large mass at the base is able to resist the external 
forces of the dome structure [Makowski, 1984]. At the top, 
the dome becomes thinner and eventually ends with a large 
hole [8,7m] in the center of the dome.

x
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Fig 25 Concrete cilo
The cilos can be created with a span up to 
100 meters. 

Fig 26 Leipzig Market
The market hall in Germany has a span of 
68 meters.

Fig 27 The Faith Chapel
The chapel in Birmingham in the United 
States has aspan of 85 meters. .

Fig 28 Hagia Sohpia
The span of this concrete an massory 
structure is 73 meter.

Fig 29 Centennial Hall
The Centennial hall in Wroclaw, Poland has 
a span of 66 meters..

Fig 30 Belgrade Fair
The 109 meter span concrete dome is 
situated in Belgrade, Servbia.
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Heinz Isler
Heinz Isler was a constructive engineer who was inspired 
by many other famous architects [Candela, Torroja, Nervi]. 
Isler was characterized by the thin, slender structures of 
the shell designs. An important aspect in the designs of 
Isler is the funicular line. If the shape of the structure stays 
within this funicular line, the structure is mainly subjected to 
compressive forces. Therefore, the construction material can 
optimally be implemented in the design. To find the exact line, 
Isler used previous construction techniques of Gaudi. This 
technique uses a textile cloth, soaked in plaster. The cloth 
is then attached to a wooden framework and hung upside 
down. The wet, soaked cloth now shapes itself to the optimal 
form due to the gravity applied to the structure. As a result, 
the cloth stays within the funicular line and is subjected to 
pure tensile forces. When the plaster is dried, the textile 
becomes stiff. At last, the structure is turned upside down 
[Reversed] and the internal forces change from tensile to 
pure pressure based; thus, creating many possible structures 
mainly subjected to compressive forces. [Figure 31]

A second method to find the funicular line is by inflating 
a balloon within a frame [Figure 32]. The balloon creates an 
optimal shape between the frame, creating the perfect shell 
structure.

These relatively simple techniques created the foundation 
of many shell structures designed by Heinz Isler.Next, the 
models were calculated, improved and optimized before final 
realisation of the shell structure.  

2.2 Modern Shells
In 1920, architects started with the design of modern 
shell structures with large spans, used as roof structures 
[Isler, 2000]. This was a direct response to the invention 
of reinforced concrete. This new material offered many 
possibilities for new architectural designs. Well-known 
architects who worked with these new materials and design 
methods are Isler, Candela, Torroja and Nervi. Because of 
the complex work and high degree of design, the new free 
form shell structures were relatively expensive. However, the 
new design of membrane shell structures introduced a new 
construction style based on mathematical geometry.

Fig 31 Heinz Isler; Experiment
The hanging textile cloth is method of 
designing for Heinz Isler.

Fig 32 Heinz Isler; Experiment
Blowing a inflateble causes a natural design 
based on compression forces. 

Fig 33 Heinz Isler; Design
A shell structure designed by Heinz Isler is 
shown. 
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Felix Candela
This Spanish architect is most famous for his development 
in Mexican architecture and structural engineering. He 
graduated in 1935 in Madrid and continued some minor 
studies in Germany. During these studies he discovered 
that his main interest was the combination of math and 
architecture. Therefore, he started designing thin shell 
structures based on compression forces; thus, eliminating 
the tensile forces in the structure. Most designs consisted 
of hyperbolic or paraboloid geometric shapes which comply 
with the optimal combination of math and architecture.

Eduardo Torroja
Like Candela, Torroja is both an architect and structural 
engineer. Torroja was a pioneer in concrete shell designs and 
the optimized structures constructed during his career show 
his passion for free form structures. Each building is designed 
with a unique shape, creating a different appearance for 
every design. This is what makes Torroja unique as well. He 
was always searching for the optimal balance between math, 
shape and material and was one of the first designers who 
used reinforced concrete shells.

“Every material has a specific and distinct 
personality and every shape imposes its own 
tensional law.” [E. Torroja]

Pier Luigi Nervi
Nervi combined the roles of architect, engineer, entrepreneur, 
and academic to an unusual extent. He is famous for his 
innovative use of reinforced concrete in the civil- and 
construction industry. Like the Roman and Renaissance 
architecture, Nervi used many mathematical design 
techniques. The designs made by Nervi, are most know for 
its ribbed and vaulted structure to improve the strength and 
stability and eliminate colomns in the design. By combining 
simple geometry and prefabricated structures he created 
innovative design solutions.

Fig 34 Design: Felix Candela
This shell structure is construced with 
reinforced concrete. 

Fig 35 Design: Eduardo Torroja
Eduardo Torroja was a pioneer with building 
shell structures.

Fig 36 Design; Pier Luigi Nervi
Nervi used a ribbed structure as 
reinforcement for the shell structure. .
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Shell structures are designed with the principle of following 
the ideal construction line. By focusing on a specific material, 
which can only resists pressure, it is important to design the 
dome structure based on compression forces. By staying 
within the funicular line of the construction, the parabolic 
dome [figure 37] is only subjected to internal compression 
forces. Another example is the spherical dome design      
[figure 38] which is also based on pressure by using the 
top section of a sphere, which is the optimal mathematical 
shape. Optimization of the design results in a spherical flat 
dome. This optimized design contains less material, more 
effective space and high wind load resistance.

Shell Structures
Shells can be constructed in many different shapes and have 
many similarities with mathematics. For instance, the shape 
is often related to math formulas. These formulas describe 
the surface of the shell structure which is based on a thin 
layer constructed of one single surface area. 

Materials
Shells can be constructed from many different materials. 
An interesting method is the use of a homogeneous shell 
structure. One of the most used materials in a homogeneous 
structure is concrete. Concrete is a material which has a 
relatively high compressive strength compared to the tensile 
strength. Therefore, it is the perfect construction material in 
shell structures. Another similar homogeneous construction 
material is ice, which has a high compressive strength 
and low tensile strength, making it a suitable construction 
material for shell structures. Because of the high mechanical 
properties of the homogeneous construction material, the 
structure can be fully optimized. This results in a thinner  
shell structure using less material than regular structures.

2.3 Structural Behavior

Fig 37 Parabolic Shell
A parabolic shell is higher and created more 
space. 

Fig 38 Spherical Shell
Spherical dome creates used less material 
than a parabolic dome with the same span. 
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Figure 41 shows the transition of tensional to compressive 
forces in a spherical dome. The dashed line indicates the 
neutral line, which works as a mark between the compressive 
forces [Top] and tensile forces [Bottom] in the design. By 
adjusting the shape of the spherical dome, it is possible to 
create a dome only subjected to compression forces. By 
taking the top section of the spherical dome, the tensile 
forces are eliminated from the structure. The ideal neutral 
line can be found at 51o from the center of the sphere. In 
addition, the ideal spherical shape is flatter than the original 
spherical dome; thus creating a more efficient use of space 
compared with the total volume of the dome [B. Peerdeman, 
2008].

Funicular Line - Spherical Dome
Despite the fact that the funicular line appears to create the 
optimal construction shape, the spherical dome shows some 
differences in shape and design.

Funicular line
Figure 39 shows the main difference between the funicular 
line and the spherical dome. As can be seen, the funicular 
line has a higher peak compared to the spherical dome                    
[Height/Span Ratio = 1:1]. Researchers discovered that 
constructing a dome which follows the funicular line requires 
much more construction material, compared to a spherical 
dome [R. Ramm & W.A. Wall, 2004]. This is mainly due to the 
height of the structure, which requires more material. This 
causes an increase in dead load of the structure, resulting in 
higher forces and thicker structures. In some cases material 
has to be added in the foundation in order to withstand the 
additional forces. In addition, the parabolic shape is less 
efficient in terms of space efficiency. Therefore, a new and 
more efficient shape had to be researched to create the 
optimal shell structure.

Spherical dome
A spherical dome is a shell structure which can be seen as 
a sphere cut in half. Therefore, the height of the structure 
equals the radius of the dome [Height/Span Ratio = 0,5:1]. 
This results in a smaller surface and less use material. 
Because the spherical dome surface is dissimilar to the ideal 
construction of the funicular line, other forces than purely 
compression forces occur in the structure. The weight of the 
shell surface creates tensile forces in the lower section of the 
dome structure [Figure 40] [B. Peerdeman, 2008]
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Fig 39 Model; Geometic differences
A spherical and parabolic dome are viewed 
in a model

Fig 40 Model; Hoop forces
The hoop forces in a spherical dome show 
a neutral line. 

Fig 41 Model; Transition of forces
Red coloring show the areas where tensile 
forces are distributed. 
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Stability
In addition to the dead load, the structure can be subjected 
to extreme wind and snow loads. These loads have a large 
influence on the stability of a shell structure. The force of 
the load depends of the height, width, and shape of the 
structure. For instance, a large surface perpendicular to 
the wind load has a high wind resistance, causing the wind 
load to disturb the inner stresses of the shell structure. A 
dome which resembles the shape of the funicular line has 
a relatively large surface which is exposed to wind loads 
compared to a spherical dome, which has a much smaller 
exposed surface. However, the spherical dome is constructed 
of less construction material; thus having less weight to 
resist the forces applied by the wind load. A Finite Element 
Method [FEM] is used to model and predict the behavior of 
the different shell structures. 

In practice, locations with high stresses can be enhanced 
by introducing a reinforcement material in the ring structure. 
The reinforcement takes over the tensile forces, caused by 
the external wind load. When the internal forces of the dome 
are too disturbed, the stability is affected and the chance of 
structural collapse increases. Therefore, an optimal structural 
design of a spherical dome is more aerodynamic, creating 
less wind load on the shell structure.

Optimalization
There are different aspects which require attention when 
designing the optimal shell structure.

//  Thin shell structure.
//  Minimize applied forces.
//  Maximize material properties and behavior.
//  Shape design for optimal space efficiency.

Studies compared two main shapes [Parabolic, Spherical] 
on these optimized design qualities. The parabolic dome 
optimally uses the shape [Funicular Line] to minimize 
the internal forces; however, due to the large surface and 
high material usage, the forces [Wind-, Snow-, Dead Load] 
increase and create tensile stress in the structure due to 
instability resulting from the external forces [Wind Load].

The traditional spherical dome is subjected to both tensile 
and pressure forces. However, if the shape is adjusted to the 
compression zone of the spherical dome [Top], the tensile 
forces are excluded from the design. Due to the optimized 
shape, the structure is relatively thin and flat and is hardly 
exposed to high wind loads. Therefore, the optimized 
spherical dome is very stable and is mostly subjected to 
pressure forces. In addition, the space efficiency is much 
higher compared to the volume of the parabolic dome. In 
practice, extreme wind loads can disturb the internal stress 
in the shell structure. Therefore, reinforcing the construction 
material on critical locations is recommended to stabilize the 
structure. In summary, the top section of a spherical dome 
can be used as an optimal light weight shell structure.

Fig 42 Model; Pressure Based Dome
The top part of the dome is only based on 
pressure. 

Fig 43 Model; Neutral Line
The neutral line gives the theoretical 
conclusion for the optimal dome. .
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Many different materials are used to construct shell structures. 
Each shape and design has its own properties and behavior. 
Therefore, some designs require a specific construction 
material. The most common construction materials for shell 
structures are Glass, Concrete, Ice and Mud. Some examples 
show the properties, behavior and most common construction 
method of the different construction materials.

Glass 
Glass is used more frequently as a construction material in 
modern architecture. Designers and Architects demand more 
versatile and flexible applications of the design. A relatively 
new productin the construction industry is Structural Glazing. 
This new method requires no support structure and creates 
a stable, self-supporting glass structure. Structural glazing 
created new possibilties including transparant glass shell 
structures.

Properties
Glass is available in many different strengths, compositions 
and designs. Over the last few years, with the increasing 
demand for new glass applications, many innovations 
created new possibilities for glass structures. With the large 
range of glass supply the possible applications are unlimited.

2.4 Materialisation

Fig 44 Glass; Reinforced Glass
Foils integrated into glass result into a 
higher strenght. 

//  Traditional Glass 
The transparance behavior of glass give the material the 
appearance of a very weak structural material. However, in 
spite of the brittle behavior, glass can be relatively strong 
compared to other construction materials.

//  Self-Supporting Glass
The strength of glass can be improved in many different 
ways. The most conventional way of improving the strength 
of glass is to add different foils between the glass layers. The 
increased strength create the possiblity to walk on the glass. 

Construction Method
Due to the production process of glass, the construction 
methods are limited to prefabricated elements. Due to the 
automated production method, many different shapes and 
designs are possible for flexible and versatile structural 
designs.

Examples
The last years, glass has been used more and more in 
modern designs. The appearance of a fully transparant shell 
structure have inspired many architects and engineers to 
new innovative designs.

//  Frameless Structural Glass Dome [Figure 45]
Architect Lucio Blandini calls it the soap bubble, floating above 
the ground. The eight frameless prefabricated double curved 
glass elements form a self-supporting bubble structure. The 
dome has a span of 8,5 meters and a thickness of 10 mm.  
[T. van Dooren, 2014] 

//  Geodesic Glass Dome [Figure 46]
The geodesic glass dome in Norway is designed to let 
sunlight into the dome. The dome is constructed of equilateral 
triangles, which are placed in a steel frame structure. The 
steel structure makes the span possible and the triangular 
glass plates ensure the stability of the sturcture. 

Fig 45 Structural Glazing
The dome made by Lucio Blandini is 
constructed out of structural glazing. .

Fig 46 Geodesic Glass Dome
The geodesic structure of the glass shapes 
the dome. The geodesic dome has a 
triangular grid. 46

45
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Concrete
Concrete is the most common used construction material 
in shell structures. One of the most famous architects who 
designed concrete shell structures is Felix Candela. His 
designs are unique for the optimal shape and thin appearance 
of the design.

Properties
As one of the most common construction materials, concrete 
has been redeveloped over the last years to increase the 
applicability and behavior of the material. With the introduction 
of reinforced concrete, the construction industry obtained 
many new possiblities on architectural and structural designs. 
One of the most common used materials in shell structures 
are Traditional Concrete, Steel Net Reinforced Concrete and 
Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete.

//  Traditional Concrete 
Conrete is chemical mixture composed of cement, gravel 
and water. In the liquid stage, the mixture can be casted in 
various shapes and designs. After hardening the material 
can resist high compression forces; however, is only able to 
resist minimal tensile forces. The strength of the concrete 
depends on many variables. For example, the ratio of the 
ingredients and the method of curing have high influence on 
the properties of the material.

//  Steel Net Reinforced Concrete
First, a steel bars are placed in a mold. The bars are then 
subjected to high tensile forces. Next, a liquid concrete 
mixture is casted on the steel frame into the mold. When the 
concrete is hardened, the steel bars are integrated into the 
structure. The combination of concrete and steel is unique 
because of the heat expansion coefficient. The materials have 
almost the same deformation when exposed to temperature 
fluxuations.

Fig 47 Fiber Reinforced Concrete
Fiber reinforced concrete can be used to 
get a higher strenght of the material. 

//  Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete
A variant on traditional reinforced concrete is the fiber 
reinforced concrete. With this method, steel fibers are 
added to the liquid concrete mixture and is applied as a 
homogeneous construction material. When the mixture is 
hardened, the material has the same behavior as traditional 
reinforced concrete. The reinforced concrete can resist both 
compression and tensile forces.

Construction method
There are a number of methods to construct a concrete shell 
structure. The most common way is to spray the concrete 
during the liquid stage onto an inflatable membrane. The 
application of the construction material can be done from 
the inside of the inflatable or the outside of the inflatable 
depending on the construction method. In both cases, 
the membrane determines the final shape of the concrete 
shell structure. A more uncommon construction method to 
construct concrete shell structures is to cast the concrete 
into a mold. This requires a large mold and a large amount of 
construction material; therefore, the molding method is more 
complex and expensive and not used very often.

Fig 48 Free Form Structure
Concrete is applied in a liquid phases and 
can beapplied on a free form mold. 

Fig 49 Heinz Isler
The picture shows a gass station designed 
by Heinz Isler. The shell structure is made of 
reinforced concrete. . 49
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Ice
Ice is a relatively uncommon construction material with a 
limited usage. The location of the construction site is very 
important due to the low temperatures which are required to 
freeze the water and turn in into a solid ice structure. Today, 
the most known ice structure is the traditional Igloo, originally 
designed many years ago by the Inuits. Blocks of ice are 
stacked in a circle, narrowing to the top. After completion, 
the igloo is heated from the inside, causing the ice blocks 
to partially melt. When the temperatures drop, the layer of 
water on the inside of the dome freezes resulting in a small 
shell structure.

Properties
Despite the fact that ice is a well-known material over the 
world it is still an uncommon but challenging construction 
material. For many years, research has been conducted on the 
properties and behavior of ice. However, the strength of ice 
is very unreliable and highly dependant on the temperature.

//  Traditional Ice 
The behavior of ice is very comparable to the behavior of 
concrete. Traditional ice is able to resist relatively high 
compression forces but has a very low tensile resistance. In 
addition, ice is a very brittle material and not used commonly 
in construction applications. Similar to concrete, ice is applied 
during the construction stage in the liquid stage [Water] and 
hardens under certain circumstances [Cold Temperatures] 
into a solid and strong material.

Fig 50 Ice Shell Structure, Orange Peel Ice Shell
Impression of the completed ice shell 
structure. [J. Kollegger, 2010]

//  Reinforced Ice
Similar to the reinforced concrete, the innovation of reinforced 
ice creates many new possible applications. The strength of 
the reinforced ice is improved by almost 3 times the strength of 
regular ice. To reinforce the ice, many different reinforcement 
materials can be used [Paper, Sawdust, Fiberglass]. 

Construction Method
Since ice as a material which is still in an expirmental stage, 
many construction methods have been studied to construct 
ice shell structures. One of the most common methods to 
create ice shell structures is to use an inflatable membrane 
similar to the concrete shell construction methods.

Examples
Due to the limited knowledge and experience with ice 
structures, the applications are very limited. Since the last 
years, ice has gained more attention due to the environmental 
friendly appearance.

//  Summer Igloo [Figure 51]
The Summer Igloo has a slighly different approach than 
the traditional ice structures. The igloo is designed with 
an inflatable mold covered in cooling tubes. When water 
is sprayed onto the cooled tubes, the water freezes on the 
surface creating a thin layer of ice over the structure. When 
the desired thickness is reached, the membrane is deflated 
and removed. [A. Pronk, 2012]

//  Textile Ice Sculpture [Figure 52]
Next to concrete structures, Heinz Isler also experimented 
with textile shaped ice structures. Similar to previous textile 
construction methods, Isler attached a sheet to a supporting 
structure. The textile is then sprayed with water. When the 
water freezes, the textile becomes very stiff covered in a 
layer of ice. The textile construction method creates many 
possible shapes and designs in ice structures. [H. Isler, 1986]

Fig 51 Ice Shell Structure, Summer Igloo
Impression of the completed structure.

Fig 52 Ice Shell Structure, Textile Ice Sculpture
Impression of the completed structure.52
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Mud 
Just like the material ice, is mud a widely known material but 
a very uncommon construction material. The wide availability 
and low cost make it a perfect construction material in 
developing countries.

Properties
Mud is a material which is made of a mixture of sand and 
water. When the material dries and hardens it becomes a solid 
stiff material. However, in contrast to concrete, the hardening 
process can be reversed. By moistening the material, the 
chemical process is reversed and the mixture becomes fluid.

//  Traditional Mud 
The strength of mud depends on many variables. The type of 
sand and mixture ratio have a large influence on the strength 
of the mixture. Due to the reversable process, the material 
requires carefull mainenance. In addition, the material can 
easily crack when drying [Domo de Argila] and needs close 
attention during the construction process.

//  Reinforced Mud
To prevent the material from cracking, the mud can be 
reinforced by adding a new material to the liquid mixture. 
For instance, straws or wooden sticks are used to reinforce 
the material. Similar to reinforced ice, the reinforcement 
improves both compression and tensile strength of the 
material. [H. Binici, 2004]

Construction Method
Due to the limited strength but cheap construction properties, 
mud is mostly used in developing countries. Similar to ice 
structures, mud structures are made of dried bricks or 
temporary inflatable support structures. When an inflatable 
membrane is used, the inflatable is removed when the 
structure is completed. However, the structure requires close 
attention after completion and need to be repaired on a 
regular basis.

Fig 53 Mud Shell Structure, Domo de Argila
Wooden framework before application of 
the construction material.

Examples 
Due to the low strength properties compared to concrete, 
mud structures are mainly used in developing countries. 
Therefore, the application, experience and knowledge is 
still very limited. However, due to the increased attention to 
durability and developing countries, interest in mud structures 
has increased over the years.

//  Domo de Argila [Figure 54]
This clay dome is designed and constructed by an artist. His 
innovative method used a wooden framework as a mold for 
the final structure [Figure 53]. The spaces between the mold 
are filled with straw reinforced clay.  The layers of reinforced 
clay are then smoothed by traditional clay. When the mixture 
dries, many cracks occur in the structure. However, the 
structure can still support its own weight.  [Andy Goldsworthy, 
2013]

//  Geodesic Clay Mud Dome [Figure 55]
The Geodesic Clay Mud Dome is an experimental project. The 
idea is to create a clean inner shell with optional window 
frames in the structure. A Geodesic Triangular 4 Division 
wooden frame is constructed with a transparant plastic sheet 
to cover the triangles. Next, mud is applied in thin layers onto 
the framework. The application is repeated untill the shell 
structure is completed. To create a window in the structure, 
the triangles can be left open as shown in figure 55. The 
wooden frame ensures the stability of the structure with a 
total span of 5,5m. [SETI, 2010]

Fig 54 Mud Shell Structure, Domo de Argila
Inner view of the completed structure.

Fig 55 Mud Shell Structure, SETI
Impression of the construction process of 
the geodesic clay mud dome. 55
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2.5 Shotcrete
Shotcrete is a relatively new construction method which 
was introduced because of the high demand for free form 
concrete structures in the early 1900. Normally, the large 
free form concrete structures were very labor intensive and 
expensive. However, with the invention of shotcrete, the 
free form architecture got a new boost and created new 
possibilities. [P.T. Seabrook, 1990] [B. Hazenberg, 2009]

Material
Shotcrete is a specific construction method where concrete 
is sprayed onto a formwork. When the concrete hardens, 
a strong, uniform shell structure is formed. Each design 
demands a different type of material and construction 
method. With more complex designs, the material is 
reinforced to enhance the properties and behavior. The most 
common method is to place the reinforcement [Steel Bars] 
to the mold and spray the concrete onto the mold. However, 
a more interesting relatively new method is to integrate the 
reinforcement material [Fibers] in the sprayed mixture to 
create a homogeneous construction material.

Fig 56 Shotcrete; Application
Example of an application of shotcrete in 
Eindhoven. [Tunnel]

Shotcrete
As described, the concrete, used in the shotcrete construction 
method, is sprayed during the liquid stage onto a shell 
structure. To spray the concrete, the mixture water/cement 
ratio is specified to create a perfect spraying mixture. 
The reinforcement [Steel Bars] are attached to the mold 
before applying the concrete mixture. This is comparable 
to traditional reinforced concrete structures, where fluid 
concrete is casted into a framework.

Fiber Reinforced Shotcrete
A different method to reinforce the shotcrete is to mix the the 
reinforcement material [Fibers] to create a composite material. 
The small fibers in the concrete mixture reduce cracks and 
enhance the durability of the material. The fibers are added 
to the concrete mixture and sprayed simultaneously onto the 
formwork. The strength of the reinforcement depends on 
the type, dimenions, elasticity and ratio [Concrete/Fiber] of 
the fiber. For instance the shape of the steel fibers shown 
in figure 58 improve the adhesion to the concrete. Some 
examples of different fiber materials are as follows:

//  Synthetic fibers
//  Fiberglass
//  Natural fibers
//  Steel fibers

[F. Janssen & R. Houben, 2013]

Fig 57 Shotcrete; Materialisation
Impression of a reinforced shotcrete 
section.

Fig 58 Shotcrete; Reinforcement Fiber
Steel fibers added to the concrete mixture 
to reinforce the shotcrete properties.58
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Construction Method
Shotcrete was first introduced in Europe by Earl Weber in 
1919. It was used to improve the constructions of mining, 
tunnels and bridges. Since then, architects used the 
construction method to create large free form designs. Many 
studies and research has been conducted to improve the 
quality and process of the construction method. This has 
resulted in many different methods for specific occasions. 
[J.A. Moore, 1984]

Dry & Wet Mix Shotcrete
Shotcrete can be processed in two different techniques     
[Dry & Wet Shotcrete]. Both methods use accelerators to 
improve the drying time, sulfate resistance, hydration heat 
reduction, mixture control and processability of the mixture. 
In addition, a reinforcement material can be added to improve 
the strength and behavior of the material.

//  Dry Shotcrete
During the process of dry shotcrete, the different ingredients 
are mixed without the addition of water. Next, a dry mixture 
is pumped with the use of compressive air. At the end of the 
hose, water and possible accelerators are added through the 
adjusted nozzle. The advantage of spraying dry shotcrete is 
the increased spraying distance. In addition, the mixture is 
unable to harden during the process because it is unable to 
react with water. However, the disadvantage is the large dust 
production when spraying the dry mixture.
 
//  Wet Shotcrete
During the process of wet shotcrete, the water and possible 
accelerators are added to the original mixture. The complete 
wet mixture is pumped through the hose under high pressure. 
At last, air pressure is added at the nozzle in order to spray 
the shotcrete onto the formwork. Thin homogeneous layers 
are applied onto the formwork. In addition, no dust is formed 
during the construction process, thus creating a better work 
environment.  [F. Janssen & R. Houben, 2013]

Fig 59 Shotcrete; Construction Process
Impression of the application of shotcrete 
during the construction process.

Pumps
Many different pumps can be used to process the shotcrete 
mixture. The most common pump for regular shotcrete in the 
Netherlands is the Worm Pump [Figure 61]. A spiral in the 
pump pushes the thick concrete mass through the pump into 
a tube which is attached to a nozzle. Worm pumps are  even 
suitable to process flexible reinforcment fibers [Fiberglass] in 
the mixture. However, when the fiber ration becomes to high, 
the fibers might get stuck in the pump.

When stiff fibers are required [Steel Fibers], the worm 
pump is not sufficient enough. The mixture requires a Piston 
Pump. Piston pumps consist of less moving elements, thus 
creating less surface for fibers to get stuck. However, the 
mixture must be applied from a closer distance onto the 
molded surface compared to other pumps.  [F. Janssen & R. 
Houben, 2013]

Fig 60 Shotcrete; Reinforcement Addition
The reinforced fiber added to the mixture 
through a high pressurized pump.

Fig 61 Shotcrete; Worm Pump
Impression of a large worm pump used for 
shotcrete processing. 61
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Mixture
The exact composition of the mixture varies for each 
different application. Next to the construction of new flexible 
designs, shotcrete is also used for repairwork and complex 
construction area’s. There are three main type composition 
which are considered as shotcrete for different applications.

//  Conventional 
“Using Portland cement,  conventional aggregates, 
and ordinary additives.”

//  Refractory 
“Using high temperature binders and refractory 
aggregates.”

//  Special
“Using a proprietary combination of binder and 
aggregate or conventional shotcrete with special 
additives.”

[P.T. Seabrook, 1990]

Fig 62 Application; Reinforced Rock Formation
Shotcrete used to reinforce an existing rock 
formation.

Conclusion
The specific construction method of shotcrete can be 
compared to various ice shell structures. Due to the use of 
water in ice shell structures, the construction method can 
best be compared with the wet shotcrete application. By 
spraying a liquid mixture onto a free form shaped membrane, 
the material can be applied as a homogeneous uniform 
shell structure. When the reinforcement material [Fiber] is 
tuned to the new construction material [Water/Ice], a similar 
construction method can be used to complete reinforced 
ice shell structures. With this method, the accuracy of the 
mixture ratio can be controlled very precisely. At last, when 
the applied material hardens, the support structure can be 
removed and the structure is completed.

Fig 63 Application; Curved Structures
Application of shotcrete on curved pre-
tensed structures.

Fig 64 Application; Tunnels
Automised application of shotcrete in tunnel 
engineering industry.64
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The ideal prefabricated construction system consists 
of a repetition of identical elements. The production of 
repetitive elements with the same shape, materialisation 
and dimensions have a faster construction time and lower 
cost than similar elements with various properties on each 
element. Many structures and design use prefabricated 
construction elements. However, until recently domes and 
free form structures have not used this construction method. 
The Geodesic Dome was an innovation in 1954 which made  
the prefabricated production process suitable for dome and 
shell structures [Makowski, 1984].

Definition
A Geodesic Dome is a spherical or partial-spherical shell 
structure based on a network of circles [Geodesics] on the 
surface of a sphere. In a geodesic dome, the curved elements 
are converted into flat surfaces [Makowski 1984]. The 
geodesic intersections form triangular elements with local 
truangular rigidity to distribute the stress across the structure.

Buckminster Fuller
Born on July 12, 1895 Buckminster Fuller was the original 
designer and founder of the Geodesic Dome. The first model 
[1945] investigated the reduction of the number of variables 
in braced dome structures. With this research it was possible 
to develop a prefabricated dome structure with a minimum 
amount of variables. During his studies Fuller maintained the 
quality and flexibility of the design [Makowski 1984]. His first 
geodesic dome was constructed at the University of Oregon 
Architecture School in 1959 with the help of students. For 
the next years, Fuller developed many ideas, designs and 
inventions, particularly regarding practical, inexpensive 
shelter and transportation

“A designer is an emerging synthesis of artist, 
inventor, mechanic, objective economist and 
evolutionary strategist” [B. Fuller]

2.6 Geodesic Dome

Fig 65 Geodesic Dome; The Montréal Biosphère
Former American Pavilion of Expo 67, by   
R. Buckminster Fuller

Fig 66 Geodesic Dome; Buckmister Fuller
Buckmister Fuller was the founder of the 
Geodesic Dome.
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Design
The patent, applied by Buckminster Fuller, concerned 
different geodesic shapes with various frequencies. The 
exact dimensions of the design can be determined according 
to the project conditions. The different design vary in Pattern, 
Strength and Rib Frequency.

Pattern
The pattern frequency determines the shape of the dome. A 
higher frequency results in a smoother surface of the shell 
structure. For instance, higher patter frequency creates 
more elements which results in a rounder appearance of 
the structure [Figure 68]. However, more elements create a 
longer and more complex construction process. Therefore, 
the pattern designed should be balenced between shape 
and processability. In addition, since the grid is visible on the 
surface, the pattern also determines the appearance of the 
dome structure.

Strength
The pattern of the geodesic dome influences the strength 
of the structure. In general, perfect circular dome structures 
provide the best loadbearing capacity. Therefore, a high 
frequency geodesic dome creates a rounder ground surface, 
resulting in a better loadbearing capacity compared to low 
frequency geodesic dome structures.

Next to the frequency of the dome, the geometrical 
shape of the element also influences the strength of 
the structure. The triangular pattern has the smallest 
surface area compared to the other geometrical patterns                                                              
[Square, Pentagonal, Hexagonal], creating the most circular 
surface. In addition, the triangular shape has the strongest 
mechanical properties and best processability.

Rib Frequency
The rib frequency depends on the pattern and frequency of the 
pattern. When the pattern frequency increases, the amount 
of ribs in the structure increases exponentially [Figure 68]. 
The simplest geometrical shape [Triangle] also has the least 
amounts of ribs, thus creating a less complex framework.

3D Models
The geodesic surface method is often used in 3D modelling 
programs such as Rhino. To create a smooth surface shell 
structure, the program composes a curved surface area ou 
of many small flat surfaces which are created from linked 
fixed points. These flat surfaces are angled in a specific 
direction. This results in a smooth curved surface area. The 
more flat surfaces in the model, the smoother the curved 
area. However, more elements create a more complex model. 
[J. Koeken, 2013]

Fig 67 Geodesic Dome; 3D Model
The model is constructed out of triangles 
connected to each other. The collection of 
triangels shape dome structure. 

Fig 68 Geodesic Dome; Variables
Variations in shape and pattern define the 
final geodesic design.
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Example
Geodesic Domes are an uncommon sight in the construction 
industry. The dome structures are very different to the 
traditional buildings. This is mainly due to the complexity 
and space efficiency of the structure. Therefore, geodesic 
structures are an interesting and rare appearance in the 
architectural world. However, the few realisations provide a 
good view on how esthetically unique these structures can 
be. The different patterns and designs give a good impression 
on the possible variations of geodesic dome structures.

Nagoya Dome, Japan [Geodesic Triangular]
The Nagoya dome is constructed in 1997 and used as a 
Baseball Stadium. The Dome is located in the city of Nagoya 
in Japan. The sollid, concrete geodesic dome has a span of 
120m and a capacity of 40.500 people.

Geodesic Buildings, Spain [Geodesic Triangular]
The Geodesic Building structure in Spain gives the opportunity 
to assamble your own geodesic dome. A simple construction 
kit lets you build your own dome in your garden for storage, 
gardenhouse or guesthouse. 

Climatron, United States [Geodesic Triangular & Hexagonal]
The Climatron is a greenhouse which is part of the Missouri 
Botanical Garden in St. Louis. The dome has a double layered 
geodesic hexoganal structure which measures a total height 
of 21m and a span of 53m. The surface of the geodesic grid is 
filled with triangular glass elements to create a closed inner 
area.

Dome A / Dome Argus, Antartica [Geodesic Triangular]
The Argus Dome on Antartica is built on the natural coldest 
place on the earth [-90Co]. The dome is located 4.091 meter 
above sealevel near the center of East Antartica where it is 
used as a research and storage center in the cold regions. 

Geodesic Greenhouse, Norway [Geodesic Triangular]
This geodesic structure in Norway uses the framework to 
create a span of 15m. The open framework of the geodesic 
structure enables to combine both closed and open surfaces 
in the facade. Therefore, the optimal greenhouse climate can 
be achieved inside the structure.

Eden Project, United Kingdom [Geodesic Hexagonal]
The Eden project is a large complex in Cornwall, which serves 
as is a visitors attraction. Inside the geodesic domes there are 
different artificial biospheres to grow many different kind of 
flora from all over the world. The tropical domes are covering 
15.600m2 and have a total height of 55m and length of 200m. 
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Fig 69 Geodesic Dome, Nagoya Dome
Impression of the Nagoya Dome in Japan. 

Fig 70 Geodesic Dome, Geodesic Building
Impression of the Geodesic Building in 
Spain.

Fig 71 Geodesic Dome, Climatron
Impression of the Climatron in the United 
States. 

Fig 72 Geodesic Dome, Dome Argus
Impression of the Argus Dome in Antartica.

Fig 73 Geodesic Dome, Geodesic Greenhouse
Impression of the Geodesic Greenhouse in 
Norway.

Fig 74 Geodesic Dome, Eden Project
Impression of the Eden Project Domes in 
the United Kingdom.. 
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During the research studies a scale model has been made to 
study the behavior of the structure. Figure 75 show the setup 
of the construction model. To resemble the concrete behavior, 
a plaster has been used as a construction material. When 
the plaster hardens, the inflatable structure can be removed. 
Figure 76 shows a good impression of the ribbed structure 
after removing the inflatable membrane.

Design
The previous experiments show the possibilty to construct a 
ribbed geodesic shell structure. However, to determine the 
influence of the ribbed structure an analysis has to be made 
to define the enhanced strength and stability of the structure. 
The top section of the shell structure is used in the model 
to create a relatively flattened surface area with mainly 
compression forces and vertical load assets.

Variants
To compare the results of the geodesic ribbed shell structure, 
two models have been made. These models show the 
difference between ribbed and non-ribbed structures. 

//  Membrane Shell Structure
//  Ribbed Membrane Shell Structure

Analysis
When the models are completed, an analysis has been done 
on different aspects of the model to varify the results.

//  Deformation
//  Meridional Forces
//  Hoop Forces
//  Reaction Forces

Recent studies investigated the behavior of a ribbed geodesic 
shell structure [Éva Hamar, 2011]. The research investigated 
the possible new designs for free form structures. Besides 
an architectural influence, the ribbed structure also improves 
the strength and stability of the shell structure. Therefore, 
it might be an important aspect in future development of 
structural behavior of ribbed shell structures.

Construction Method
Traditionally, molds are used to construct the free form 
shell models. Another method is to create a framework and 
place the construction material onto the frame. However, 
both methods require much preparation time. Therefore, 
the challenge is to create a construction method which can 
be constructed on the construction site. For instance, an 
inflatable membrane covered with a grid pattern [Figure 75] 
can be used as a mold for the shell structure. The flexibility 
of the inflatable determines the size and curvature of the 
model. Higher flexibility create larger curves in the inflatable 
structure. 

2.7 Geodesic Ribbed Shell

Fig 75 Experiment; Ribbed Shell; Construction Method
Impression of the inflatable structure 
covered with a grid pattern.

Fig 76 Experiment; Ribbed Shell; Shell Structure
Final impression of the plaster scale 
model resembling the original construction 
method.

Fig 77 Experiment; Ribbed Shell; Ribbed Frame
Final impression of the ribbed structure in 
the geodesic shell formation.  77
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Result
Figure 79 and 80 show the results after application of the 
loads to the model. After analysation the results are varified 
and compared to the ribbed shell modelation.

Location       Top              Base          
Deformation [mm]   -0,42      N.A.
Meridional Forces [kN/m] -31,61    -5,85
Hoop Forces [kN/m] -29,95   -45,59
Reaction Forces [kN/m]    N.A.  +46,57

Observation
The original shell structure is designed on pure compression 
forces. The model shows a gradual gradiant of forces which 
resembles and validates the expected behavior of the shell 
structure.

Numerical Model  [Membrane Shell]
First, the traditional membrane shell structure has been 
modeled and analysed.

Design
The design of the membrane shell is described on a various 
number of aspects. Figure 78 shows an impression of the 
final model.

//  Type    Curved Shell
//  Pattern  Triangular [3.33m per Rib]
//  Span    40m
//  Constrain   Hinged
//  Top   0o

//  Base   45o

//  Materialisation  Concrete

Model
The shell modelation has been calculated and analysed 
with the structural engineering program Axis. The joints and 
surfaces are subjected to different loads. Next, the program 
calculates the reaction and deformation of the forces on the 
membrane shell structure. In the calculations the model has 
been subjected to a main load of -3kN/m2 [Body & Snow 
Load]. 

Fig 78 Membrane Shell Model, Axis
Impression of the Axis 3D model. The 
model serves as a base for the FEM 
analysis.

Fig 79 Membrane Shell Model, Hoop Forces
Force distribution in the membrane shell 
model. 

Fig 80 Membrane Shell Model, Reaction Forces
Force distribution of the reaction forces on 
the foundation of the model. 80
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Numerical Model [Ribbed Shell]
Next, the adjusted ribbed membrane shell structure has been 
modeled and analysed in the same structural engineering 
program.

Design
The design of the ribbed membrane shell is described on a 
various number of aspects. Figure 81 shows an impression 
of the final model.

//   Type   Curved Ribbed Shell
//   Pattern  Hexagonical [3.33m per Rib]
//   Span   40m
//   Constrain  Hinged
//   Top   0o

//   Base   45o

//   Materialisation  Concrete

Loads
Similar to the traditional membrane shell model, the ribbed 
membrane shell model has been subjected to a main load of 
-3kN/m2 [Body & Snow Load].

Results
Figure 82 and 83 show the results after application of the 
loads to the model. 

Location       Top               Base          
Deformation [mm]   -0,39       N.A.
Meridional Forces [kN/m] -27,36     -1,42
Hoop Forces [kN/m] -24,90    -42,89
Reaction Forces [kN/m]    N.A.  +109,32

Observation
The location of the ribbed structure in the shell membrane 
show a higher force exposure [+109,32 kN/m] compared to 
the non-ribbed structure [+29,16 kN/m].

Fig 81 Ribbed Membrane Shell Model, Axis
Impression of the Axis 3D model. The 
model serves as a base for the FEM 
analysis.

Fig 82 Ribbed Membrane Shell Model, Hoop Forces
Force distribution in the membrane shell 
model. 

Fig 83 Ribbed Membrane Shell Model, Reaction Forces
Force distribution of the reaction forces on 
the foundation of the model.

Conclusion
Despite the fact that both models are designed on 
compression. The behavior slightly differs between the 
models. For instance, the deformation in the ribbed shell 
model is less compared to the normal shell structure. In 
addition, the internal forces in the top of the shell structure 
are 15% reduced when the rib structure is applied. 

In contrast to the regular shell structure where the 
forces are concentrated in the center of the shell, the forces 
in the ribbed shell structure are applied on the location of 
the ribs. This is especially applicable to the difference in the 
foundation of both models. Due to the high local forces in the 
ribbed structure, the forces at the foundation give a high peak 
value [+109,32 kN/m] on the ribbed location compared to the 
surfaces where no ribs are applied [+29,16 kN/m]. While the 
forces in the traditional shell model are equally distributed in 
the structure [+36,84 kN/m / +46,57 kN/m].

In summary, the ribbed structure provides improved 
stability and strength to the shell; however, the forces are not 
equally divided and are accumulated at the ribbed structure. 
The application of the rib structure highly influences the 
behavior of the shell structure. The ribs practically divide and 
support the surface in separated smaller surfaces without the 
use of columns [Éva Hamar, 2011].
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Japanese researcher Tsutomu Kokawa has studied the behavior and construction process of the ice 
shell structures for many years. An analysis of his work provides more information about the unique 
construction process and structural behavior of the ice shell structures.

3 KOKAWA ICE SHELLS
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Japanese researcher Tsutomu Kokawa has studied the effects 
and behavior of ice shell structures for many years. In 1985 
he started his first experiment of the construction of a 5m and 
10m ice shell. These relatively small shell structures gave a 
good impression on the behavior of the construction material 
ice and the unique construction method. The timeline gives 
a good overview on the conducted experiments of T. Kokawa 
since 1985 when he started his first experiment. Since then 
he created different shapes, sizes, patterns and methods to 
construct and realise the ice shell structures.

In 2001 he finished the largest ice shell structure so far. 
Despite the fact that Kokawa calls it the 30m ice dome, the 
final dimensions were 25m internal span and a height of 9,2m. 
Due to the fact that this was the first ice dome of this size, the 
effects and behavior were still unknown. Therefore, he tested 
and studied the behavior of the ice dome after completion. 
These test results give a good view on the different behavior 
of ice between small and large shell structures. Especially 
the creep behavior [Chapter 3.8] has a large influence on the 
structural behavior.

3.1 Introduction

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015

1986

Tsutomu Kokawa; 
Research on 
collapse as a 
result of creep 
behavior in ice.

1988

Tsutomu Kokawa; 
Start experiment 
on creep behavior 
of a 15 meter ice 
dome.

1997

First time Ice 
Shells are 
used during 
the Tomamu 
winterfestival.

2001

Tsutomu Kokawa; 
Start experiment 
and testing on 
a 30 meter ice 
dome.

2001

Tsutomu Kokawa; 
Redesign and 
research on a 20 
meter ice dome.

2008

Start Ice Pantheon 
Project under 
supervision of 
Tsutomu Kokawa.

2009

Ice Pantheon Project; 
Realization of a 10 
meter ice dome.

2010

Ice Pantheon Project; 
Realization of a 15 
meter ice dome.

2011

Ice Pantheon Project; 
Realization of a 20 
meter ice dome.

2012

Ice Pantheon Project; 
Realization of a 25 
meter ice dome.

1985

Tsutomu Kokawa; 
Start experiments 
on 5 and 10 meter 
ice domes.

1986

Tsutomu Kokawa; 
Start new 
experiments on 5, 
10 en 20 meter ice 
domes.

Next to the structural behavior, Kokawa also experimented in 
the construction process of the ice shell structures. During 
the construction process there are many variables which can 
influence the final ice shell and the typical structural behavior 
of the shell.

//  Inflatable Membrane
//  Rope Quality
//  Pattern
//  Experience
//  Equipment
//  Temperature
//  Environment [Weather]

These are only a few of the variables which affect the 
behavior and appearance of the ice shell structure. To get 
more knowledge about the construction process and the 
structural behavior, the current method of building the ice 
shell has been analysed and documented for later review.
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In order to start the construction process of the ice shells, the 
building equipment [Inflatable Structure] has to be produced.  
A well organized production process greatly reduces the 
construction time on site. In addition, it is necessary to test 
the construction equipment in order to create a fast and 
smooth construction process.

The production process of the construction equipment 
can be divided in three different production aspects.

//  Production of the Inflatable Membrane
//  Production of the Rope Cover
//  Production of the Foundation Wall

Each production requires a different process. The various 
productions are analysed and documented. In addition the 
variables are studied and evaluated for further research.

3.2 Production Process
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Production [Inflatable Membrane]
In order to create a rapid building process, it is necessary that 
the essential construction equipment is produced in time. 
One of the produced equipments is the inflatable membrane 
bag. The production process can be divided into a number of 
steps [Dimensions, Connection, Test, Alternative]

Dimensions membrane
First, the dimensions of the membrane are determined. 
The dimensions are dependent on the size of the ice shell, 
the specifications of the different shell designs can be 
found in Appendix 12.1.1. The dimensions of the inflatable 
membrane are slightly larger than the span of the ice shell 
design. By oversizing the membrane the extra space in the 
foundation ring can be filled. When the final dimensions of the 
membrane are determined, two [oversized] circles are cut out 
of a PVC sheet. The circles are placed on top of each other 
and connected to create a closed membrane bag.

Connecting membrane
When both circles are cut out and placed in position, the 
circles are connected. This is mostly done with an adhesive 
connection method [Figure 85]. An overlap is made to create 
a sufficient connection surface. Next, the adhesive material 
is applied to the connection surface and both PVC circles 
are connected to each other. With the use of this simple 
connection method, no professional aid is required to create 
the 2D-membrane.

Alternative
Another method to connect the two circular PVC sheets is 
by means of a sewed connection. This sewing connection 
is in generall a more labor-intensive connection process 
compared to the adhesive connection technique. However, it 
can provide an alternative when the adhesive connection is 
impossible due to certain conditions. For instance,when the 
adhesive bond fails due to temperature influences.  Further 
research is required to test the temperature influences on 
both the adhesive and sewed connection. In addition, any 
extra production costs and time should be considered in 
order to choose the applicable connection method. 

Testing membrane
The final step in the production process of the inflatable 
membrane, is  testing the membrane bag. Once the adhesive 
bonding is at full strength, the membrane is inflated. The 
membrane is tested and checked for air gaps. These gaps 
must be closed in order to prevent damage to the ice shell 
structure during the construction process. Air gaps causes 
air to escape from the membrane, which can result in air 
bubbles in the ice layers. These air bubbles weaken the 
structure significantly and must be avoided. In addition, when 
there are too many air gaps in the inflatable, the membrane 
pressure is reduced which causes a reduction in the strength 
of the membrane.
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Fig 84 Membrane; Dimensions
Cutting the flat circular sheets from the 
desired material.

Fig 85 Membrane; Connection
Connection of the circular sheets by means 
of an adhesive connection.

Fig 86 Membrane; Testing
Testing and checking the membrane on air 
gaps in the membrane bag.
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Production [Rope Cover]
The production of the rope cover is, next to the production 
of the inflatable membrane, also an imporant aspect in the 
preparation of the construction equipment. First it is important 
to determine the Geodesic Pattern of the rope cover in order 
to create the final design of the shell structure. Next to the 
pattern, the quality of the rope also determines the strength 
and behavior of the structure.

Quality
The quality of the ropes depend on the required properties 
of the rope cover. After deflation, the ropes have to be 
removed from the shell structure. It is necessary that the 
ropes do not freeze and attach to the shell structure during 
the construction process. Therefore, an hydrophobic rope 
[Polypropylene] is used.

The strength is determined by the thickness of the 
polypropylene rope. Larger dome structures require larger 
inflatable structure, thus a larger force on the inflatable. 
Therefore, the thickness of the rope depends on the size of 
the inflatable structure. A small dome [10m] only requires 
a thickness of 10mm, while a large dome [25m] requires 
stronger and thicker ropes of 14mm.
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Fig 87 Polypropylene Rope
Image of the polypropylene rope used to 
make the rope cover.

Fig 88 Rope Cover; Connection
Connecting the rope cover pattern with 
connection nodes.

Fig 89 Rope Cover; Storage
Folding the rope cover to store and 
transport to the construction site.

Pattern
In order to create the Inflatable Structure, the desired 
rope pattern must be determined. The pattern shapes the 
appearance of the ice shell. The rope cover also contributes 
to the ribbed structure in the ice shell.

A common pattern in geodesic dome structures is the 
triangular pattern [Geodesic Triacon]. This pattern uses the 
strongest geodesic shape, the triangle, to create the geodesic 
dome structure. To create a fine pattern, the amount of 
triangles is defined by the division of the pattern. Larger 
shell structures use a larger division to create more triangles, 
resulting in a better and rounder shape of the structure. 
Smaller domes [10m] mostly use the Geodesic 4 Division, 
while large dome structures [25m] tend to use the Geodesic 
8 Division.

Connecting nodes
When the pattern has been defined, the exact location of 
the connecting nodes can be determined. The crossing 
ropes are connected with a node [Figure 88]. By applying a 
loose connection, the nodes can still partially shift over the 
ropes. However, when the inflatable structure is inflated, the 
membrane pressure correctly positions the rope cover and 
the connecting nodes on location.

Storage
When the rope cover is completed, it can easily be folded and 
stored for transport. To prevent a tangled package, the ropes 
are labelled and tied before folding. This saves time when 
unfolding the rope cover on the construction site. By using 
the inflatable construction method, the required transport 
is relatively low and cheap compared to other construction 
methods.
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Fig 90 Foundation; Wall Element
View of the production process of the stable 
foundation element.

Fig 91 Foundation; Anchoring Block
View of the anchoring block to anchor the 
rope cover.

Fig 92 Foundation; Final Result
Final result of the foundation wall elements 
on the construction site.

Production [Foundation Wall]
At last, the foundation wall elements are prepared for 
production. These wooden elements require a stable and 
steady support structure to resist the large mass and high 
forces of the foundation ring.

Wall Elements
The foundation wall, which is used when creating the 
foundation ring, consists of supported wooden panels. 
Depending on the size of the foundation, the dimensions of 
the wooden elements are defined. The elements are water 
resistant in order to remain the maximum strength of the 
material. By using a simple wooden framework [Figure 90], 
the production cost is relatively low.

Production
The production of the wall elements can be conducted both 
at the construction site or prefabricated in a workshop. When 
the elements are produced on location, transportation costs 
are saved; however, the working conditions in a workshop 
are better to create a strong foundation element.

Anchoring blocks
In order to attach the rope cover to the foundation ring, 
anchoring blocks are placed in the foundation. These 
wooden blocks are attached to an anchoring rope                                           
[Figure 91], which can be attached to the rope cover. The 
end of the anchoring rope is placed at the top of the wall 
element and forms the connection between the anchoring 
and the rope cover. Due to the high mass of the snow in the 
foundation, the anchoring blocks are relatively simple. The 
weight of the foundation pressing on the anchoring nullifies 
the forces on the anchoring.
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3.3 Foundation

Fig 93 Table; Ice Shell; Dimensions
Overview of previous constructed Kokawa 
Ice Shells with focus on various dimensions.

An important part of the ice shell construction by Tsutomu 
Kokawa, is the construction of the foundation. The foundation 
ring ensures a better distribution of the forces in the structure. 
Because of the mechanical properties of ice, the design of the 
dome is very important. The low tensile strength of ice causes 
the design to be mainly compressive based. The tensile 
forces in the structure are transfered to the foundation ring. 
By using of a large mass of snow and ice in the foundation, 
the tensile force are converted to an axial force which acts as 
a compressive force on the ice. This compressive force can 
easily be absorbed by the mechanical properties of the ice. 
An example of a similar effect is used in old cathedrals. In 
these cathedrals the forces of the roof are transferred to the 
buttresses. These buttresses are overdimnesioned to convert 
the tensile forces into axial forces.

Foundation Ring
Figure 93 shows the speficications of the ice shell construction 
method by Tsutomu Kokawa. Due to the fact that an ice shell 
of 35m with an internal span of 30m has never been realised 
before, there are no exact specifications of the dimensions of 
the shell structure. However, when we derive the dimensions 
of the previous designs to the new design, the dimensions of 
the foundation are approximately 1500mm x 1800mm [WxH].

The preparation and construction of the foundation ring is 
defined by a number of steps. These steps are analysed and 
documented for further research.

//  Measuring total construction dimensions
//  Leveling construction site
//  Placing foundation elements
//  Placing the anchoring
//  Varify anchor location
//  Application of snow & water
//  Complete the foundation ring

93
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Measuring total construction dimensions
In order to determine the exact location of the foundation 
ring, the total construction dimensions have to be defined. 
Due to the symmetrical shape of the design, this is relatively 
easy to achieve. This is done with the use of a fixed base 
point [Figure 94]. From this center point, a circle is drawn in 
the snow by using a fixed rope. The length of the rope is equal 
to the radius of the dome structure. Next, a second circle is 
indicated on the construction site which indicates the outer 
edge of the foundation.

Leveling construction site
The construction site needs to be leveled to create a well 
based foundation. When the shell structure is built on a slope, 
it affects the structural behavior of the structure. To prevent 
the change in structural behavior, the construction site is 
leveled. By using heavy equipment [Loader] the snow is 
removed from the site, leaving a solid, flat construction site. 
To varify the flatness, the construction site is measured with 
a laser device to measure the absolute height of a specific 
location [Figure 95].

Placing foundation elements
Once the preparations are completed, the foundation wall 
elements are placed on the construction site. The panels 
are placed on the inner and outer circle defined during the 
measuring preparations [Figure 96]. In order to resist the 
mass of the foundation, the elements can be reinforced by 
placing snow against the panels.

Placing rope anchoring
Figure 96 shows the anchoring blocks placed inside the 
foundation elements. The end of the anchoring rope is 
attached to the top of the wall element. After the foundation is 
completed, the rope cover is attached to the anchoring rope. 
The mass of the foundation provides enough resistance to 
absorb the forces applied on the anchoring blocks. However, 
the anchoring should be placed in the right angle to provide 
an optimal force distribution in the anchoring; otherwise, 
cracks might occur in the foundation due to settling of the 
ropes. 
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Fig 94 Foundation Ring; Measuring
Measuring total construction dimensions by 
using a fixed center point.

Fig 95 Foundation Ring; Leveling
Leveling construction site to create an 
optimal force distribution on the foundation.

Fig 96 Foundation Ring; Foundation Panels
Placing the foundation panels with rope 
anchoring. 
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Application of snow & water
When all the preparations have been met, the construction 
material [Snow & Water] is added to the foundation ring. 
With the use of heavy equipment, the construction of the 
foundation is relatively fast. During the addition of snow to 
the foundation, water is simultaniously added to the structure 
to create a solid ice layer, which is strong enough to meet the 
foundation requirements.

Complete the foundation ring
The process is repeated untill the desired result of the 
foundation has been achieved. By moving and replacing 
the foundation wall elements, the foundation ring is slowly 
forming the right shape. When the process is finished, the 
end result is completed and the next step of the construction 
phase can be started. The inflatable structure is placed inside 
the foundation ring and attached to the anchoring connection 
points.
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Varify anchor location
A noteworthy aspect is the relation between the location of 
the anchoring and the inflatable structure. The position of the 
anchor in the foundation ring should be adequately defined. 
This design has two main reasons. First of all it is important 
for the forces distribution in the ropes. If the thickness of 
the anchor rope and the location of the connection are not 
correct, the applied layers of ice become unstable in the early 
construction stage. This can result in cracks and even failure 
of the structure in the early process of the construction. A good 
design shows the exact location of the anchor connection  to 
the rope cover.

In addition, the specific location of the anchoring 
connection determines the link between the upper shell and 
the lower part [Foundation] of the shell. If the lower part 
of the inflatable structure does not connect properly to the 
foundation ring, the resulting gap takes a very long time to 
fill [Figure 97]. To prevent the formation of a gap between 
the foundation and the membrane, the shape and position of 
the inflatable structure requires a precise design. [T. Kokawa, 
2012]

Fig 97 Foundation Ring; Section Design
Conceptual section of the relation between 
foundation ring, anchor placement and the 
inflatable structure.

Fig 98 Foundation Ring; Repetition
Repetition of the foundation construction 
process until the desired result has been 
reached.

Fig 99 Foundation Ring; Result
The result of the foundation ring. 
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After completing the foundation, inflatable structure is placed 
and attached to the foundation. This formwork consists of 
two parts: a 2D-Membrane Bag and a Rope Cover. These two 
parts are the basic components of the relativley simple and 
easy construction method. The ropes play an important role 
in forming the shape of the inflated membrane. The tension 
in the ropes is in equilibrium with the inside air pressure. [T. 
Kokawa, 2000]

In contrast to normal free form membrane formworks, 
this method does not require 3-dimensional cutting patterns. 
By using the cover ropes stretched over the 2D-membrane, 
a similar construction is created as when using an expensive 
3D-cutting pattern. This makes the membrane easy to 
fabricate, resulting in low production time and costs.

3.4 Inflatable Structure
Membrane
One of the important features in the inflatable structure is 
the air inflated membrane bag. Due to the low requirements 
of the membrane mechnanical properties, valuable time 
and money can be saved. Figure 100 below shows some 
specifications of the different membranes used during the 
construction of previous Ice Shell Structures. The material 
used for the membrane bag requires some specific 
characteristics to make it suitable for the extreme conditions. 
Most of the time, PVC is used as membrane material. The 
choice of the material has two main reasons. First of all, 
because of the water repellent bahvior, the ice will not attach 
to the PVC. Therefore, the membrane can easily be removed 
after completing the ice structure. 

Secondly, only the first number of ice layers are supported 
by the pressure controlled membrane. After a certain 
thickness is reached, the ice layers can carry their own 
weight. The following ice layers are supported by the existing 
ice layers instead of the inflatable structure. Therefore, only 
a low pressurized system is required and the membrane 
produced of relatively light weigth material. This reduces the 
production costs, heavy transportation and use of expensive 
high pressure systems.

Fig 100 Table; Ice Shell; Membrane
Overview of previous constructed Kokawa 
Ice Shells with focus on membrane 
specifications.

100
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Specifications
As mentioned before, the 2D-membrane does not require 
any cutting patterns or formfinding programs. The rope 
cover stretched over the membrane provides an equilibrium 
with the inside air pressure. The use of a rope cover with a 
2D-membrane gives a couple of advantages over the use of 
a 3D-membrane structure.

Cost
The production of a 3D-membrane requires advanced 
techniques in formfinding and cutting patterns. This is done by 
advanced computer programming, which require experience 
and complex processing. Therefore, the production cost is 
higher for a 3D-membrane compared to the 2D-membrane.

Time
Beside the extra costs, the production of a 3D-membrane 
requires more valuable time. Due to the complex process it 
takes more time to create the desired formwork. By using a 
2D-membrane in combination with a rope cover, the complex 
formfinding process has become redundan, which saves 
much production time.

Knowledge
The complex process of a 3D-membrane requires specific 
knowledge of advanced formfinding techniques. By skipping 
this complex step in the production process, only relatively 
simple production techniques are required. 

Many different shapes can be made from the same 
membrane bag by changing the length and mesh pattern of the 
ropes. Free-shaped formworks with various shapes of non-
axisymmetric surfaces can be prepared easily in combination 
with a 2-dimensional membrane bag and the correct rope 
cover. Because the shape is formed automatically under the 
uniform pressure of the membrane, the completed ice shell 
structure works mainly in compression membrane forces. 
This also applies with freeform shell structures as shown in 
figure 102. Therefore, this method works best in combination 
with a high pressure resistant construction material such as 
ice.

Furthermore, the general shape of the formwork which 
is obtained automatically, regularly consists of a number 
of geometrical shaped bulges. This specific shape creates 
a reinforced rib structure which improves the structural 
performance of the shell structure. [T. Kokawa, 2012]
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Fig 101 Membrane
Example of an air inflated membrane or so-
called inflatable structure

Fig 102 Freeform; Membrane
Example of an freeform non-circular 
inflatable structure.

Fig 103 Freeform; Model
Model of non-circular 2-dimensional 
membrane bag with square mesh 
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Pattern
The tension in the ropes also depends on the type of pattern 
used in the rope cover. Especially the division, or scale of 
the pattern determines the tension in each individual rope. 
A low pattern division requires less anchor points, which 
means that the tension force in each rope is higher. The 
scale also determines the space between each conecting 
node. A smaller pattern requires a shorter length between 
the connections, thus a better force distribution between the 
ropes.

The pattern also influences the architectural appearance 
of the ice shell. Changing the pattern from triangular to 
rectangular or hexagonal patterns, changes the appearance 
of the shell structure. The rib structure created by the rope 
pattern gives, beside the architectural influences, a structural 
improvement to the ice shell structure. The combination of 
the geodesic rib structure and the shell structure creates a 
stable design.

Rope Cover
The second important aspect of the inflatable structure is the 
rope cover. The rope cover can vary in material, pattern and 
production process. The loose knot used in the production 
of the rope cover gives more flexibility to the structure. This 
creates the optimal force distribution in the rope cover, 
thus reducing the tension in the ropes. Figure 106 shows 
an overview of previous constructed ice shells and the 
specifications of the inflatable structure.

Material
The type of material determines the strength, behavior and 
specific properties of the rope. 

//  Strength
The required strength of the rope depends on the size of 
the shell design. Larger dome structures create higher 
tension in the rope, resulting in stronger and thicker ropes.

//  Behavior
The high stress in the ropes can lead to a fluxuation in the 
length of the rope. To retain the correct pattern, the ropes 
should not vary in length under high tension forces.

//  Specific Properties
As mentioned before, the ropes are removed after 
deflating the structure. Therefore, the ropes should be 
water repellent. Otherwise, the ropes freeze and are stuck 
in the ice structure.
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Fig 104 Rope Pattern; Rectangular

Example of a rectangular rope pattern.

Fig 105 Rope Pattern; Hexagonal
Example of a hexagonal rope pattern.

Fig 106 Table; Ice Shell; Rope Pattern
Overview of previous constructed Kokawa 
Ice Shells with focus on rope pattern 
specifications.
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Fig 107 Inflatable Structure; Placement
Placing and attaching the inflatable 
structure to the foundation ring.

Fig 108 Inflatable Structure; Inflation
Inflation of the membrane on location.

Fig 109 Inflatable Structure; Completion
Final result of the inflated mold structure.

Construction
Before the applicaton of snow and water to the formwork, the 
inflatable structure is placed and attached to the foundation 
ring. The completion of the inflatable structure takes place 
in several steps [Placement, Spacers, Inflation, Completion] 

Placing the inflatable structure
The inflatable membrane is placed inside the foundation ring 
and unfolded with the inflation tube towards the entrance 
location. When the membrane is placed correctly, the rope 
cover is unfolded and attached to the indicated anchoring 
points which are mounted in the foundation ring.

Attaching spacers
Prior to the inflation of the inflatable structure, spacers 
are placed on the membrane. These spacers ensure that 
the thickness of the ice layer can be checked during the 
construction process. Extra attention should be given to the 
attachment of the spacers at low temperature. Extreme cold  
conditions can cause poor adhesion of the spacers. This can 
cause the spacers to detach from the membrane, which 
results in no possible varification of the correct thickness of 
the ice layers. [T. Kokawa, 2002]

Inflation of pneumatic formwork
When all the preperations have been made, the formwork 
is inflated. This is done with an air blower with an average 
capacity of 45m3/min. The inflation will take approximately 
30min, depending on the membrane size. Due to the 
low membrane pressure required for the construction, 
the pressure inside the membrane can be conducted at a 
relatively low rate of 0,686kN/m2.

Completing the pneumatic formwork
Figure 109 shows the end result of the inflated structure. 
When the membrane is fully inflated, the rope pattern is 
clearly visible. Before the start of the next stage in the 
construction process, any openings in the ice shell should be 
defined and indicated by a wooden framework. With the use 
of structural optimization, the dimensions and exact locations 
of the openings can be defined. After the application of snow 
and water, the frame can be removed and the opening 
remains in the stable shell structure. 
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With the inflatable structure completed and all the preparations 
met, the next construction phase can start. By applying water 
and snow onto the inflatable structure, thin layers of ice are 
created. The accumulation of several ice layers result in 
the final ice shell structure. During this construction phase, 
several important aspects ensure the succesfull realisation of 
the ice shell. These points are analysed and documented for 
further research.

//  Construction equipment
//  Construction method
//  Varification of layer thickness
//  Shell specifications

3.5 Application
Construction Equipment
To achieve a succesfull realisation of the ice shell structure, 
the appropriate construction equipment is required. During 
the construction of an ice shell structure, the supply of snow 
and water is very important. The supply should constantly 
be checked and correctly applied to the inflatable structure. 
Hereby, the quality of the applied snow requires a low density 
[0.4 to 0.5 g/cm3] [T. Kokawa, 2004]. By using rotary snow 
plow machines, the snow will be crushed and sprayed over 
the membrane with the correct distribution. The dimensions 
and capacity of the snow plow is dependent on the scale 
of the ice shell. The larger the shell, the higher the capacity 
and casting distance of the snow plow. Also, the water which 
is added to the layer of snow is related to the scale of the 
structure. To create a fine mist to distribute the water over 
the membrane structure, the water is sprayed onto the 
snow layer with an adjustable nozzle. To remain a constant 
supply of recources, it is important to calculate the required 
amount of construction material and define the capacity of 
the construction equipment. Figure 110 gives an overview 
of the construction equipment used during previous ice shell 
constructions.

Fig 110 Table; Ice Shell; Construction Equipment
Overview of previous constructed Kokawa 
Ice Shells with focus on the required 
construction equipment.
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Fig 111 Spraying Method
Outline of the ice layer construction method.

Fig 112 Application of Snow
Application of snow onto the inflatable 
structure with the use of a rotary snow 
plow.

Fig 113 Application of Water
Application of water onto the inflatable 
structure with the use of an adjustable 
nozzle.

Construction Method
The application of snow and water is a very long and time 
consuming process. During this construction phase, thin 
layers of snow and water are sprayed onto the membrane. 
Then the snow and water form a thin layer of ice of less than 
1cm thick. This proces is repeated until the desired thickness 
of the shell structure is reached. The total thickness is 
dependant on the size of the structure, which is calculated 
with a simple formula.

d indicates the thickness of the desired ice layer, and D 
indicates the span or diameter of the total dome. [T. Kokawa, 
2005]

Studies show, that an ice layer of 1cm has an average 
construction time of 1.5 hours, provided that the average air 
temperature is -10oC [T. Kokawa, 2004]. This means that a 
30m dome, with an average thickness of 30cm, has a total 
construction time of 30 x 1.5 = 45 hours, provided that 
there is a continuous supply of snow and water. However, 
in practice this is not the case. Because of the unreliable 
temperature and weather conditions, the ice shell structure 
is often constructed in various working shifts spread over a 
number of days.

Layer Construction
An important aspect during the application of snow and 
water, is the varification of the thickness of the ice layer. 
Figure 111 shows the conceptual view of the established ice 
layers during the construction process. The snow is sprayed 
onto the membrane in layers of less than 1cm. When the layer 
exceeds this limited value, the applied water only mixes with 
the upper snow layer. The underlying layer of snow is not able 
to mix with the water, creating a so-called Snow-Sandwich. 
This results in a structural imperfection which causes an 
unstable and weak structure. Therefore, it is important to 
regulate the applied layers within certain proportions.

When the first ice layer is finished, the next layer can be 
applied. Again the application consists of a snow layer less 
than 1cm thick, to which water is added to create the desired 
ice layer with a density of 0.83 to 0.88 g/cm3 [T. Kokawa, 
2004]. This proces is repeated until the desired thickness of 
the ice shell is reached. When a certain thickness of the ice 
shell has been reached, the shell structure can support the 
weigth of the next ice layer. This ensures that the inflatable 
structure does not have to support the full weight of the 
shell. The new ice layer is supported by the previous ice 
layers. Therefore, the membrane pressure is relatively light 
compared to the weight of the structure. [T. Kokawa, 2002]

d =
1

100
D
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freezes on the dome surface during construction is 30 % to 
70 %. This amount of sprayed water is equal to 14 - 40 L/
min for a 10m dome. However, 40 L/min is too much, even 
with an average air temperature of -20 oC. Over-watering 
seems to be one of the factors in the delay in freezing time. 
Research results indicate that, with improvement in the water 
spraying method, the freezing time can be improved and the 
construction period can be shortened. [T. Kokawa, 2004]

Human Live Load
Under certain circumstances the ice shell is subjected to a 
human live load. If, by external weather influence, the ice 
shell is subjected to additional snow, this excessive snow 
should be removed. The excessive amount of snow can affect 
the structural behaviour of the ice. As previously described, 
during the construction of the ice layer, the applied snow may 
not exceed the maximum layer thickness of 1cm. In order 
to avoid the problem, the excessive snow must manually be 
removed.

This indicates one of the situations where the ice shell is 
subjected to a human live load during the construction 
process. In order for the ice shell to carry the human live 
load, a minimum shell thickness is required. Estimating that 
the weight of a human is 100kg and the allowable stress of 
the ice is 3kg/cm2, where the flexural strength is 10kg/cm2, 
it is concluded that the minimum thickness of the ice is 6cm 
for spans up to 15m, and 7cm for spans between 15m and 
30m. [T. Kokawa, 2007]

This brings up one of the major problems of the construction 
method. If there is a snowfall of more than 1cm on a very thin 
ice shell at the beginning of the construction process, workers 
have to remove the snow just before the application water in 
order to avoid so-called ‘Snow-Sandwich’. However, they are 
unable to climb the dome as it might break by the extra load. 
So far, there is no smart solution to this problem. The success 
of the ice shell depends on the weather condition at the start 
of the construction process. [T. Kokawa, 2012]

Freezing Time
Studies show that the freezing time [tf] of the ice layer is 
given by the following formula.

s indicates the snow density in g/cm3. i indicates the ice 
density in g/cm3. And Ta indicates the air temperature in oC. 

Since the desired i is 0.85 g/cm3, the total freezing time 
is highly dependent on the snow density and the air 
temperature. When the air temperature remains stable, the 
only adjustable value is the applied snow density. Therefore, 
it is important to design a method of preparing high density 
snow in order to lower the required freezing time of the ice 
layers. [T. Kokawa, 2004]

Combination of Snow & Water
The applied water freezes rapidly due to the low temperatures 
of the snow, creating an ice layer onto the membrane. This 
enables a faster realization of the ice layer compared to when 
only water is sprayed onto the inflatable structure. In addition, 
the snow sticks very well to the membrane. Therefore, the 
snow, which works like a sponge, absorbs the water before 
it can flow of the inflatable. This technique also lowers the 
amount of water required during construction. The general 
amount of water required, can be calculated by the following 
formula.

Ad indicates the surface area of the structure in m2. Ta indicates 
the outside air temperature in oC. [T. Kokawa, 2011]

This shows that the amount of water is dependent on two 
values; The size of the structure, and the air temperature. 
A large surface and lower air temperature require a higher 
amount of water. However, not all of the sprayed water turns 
into ice. Currently, the amount of sprayed water which actually 

tf = 8,724 x 105
( i - s )

( 50,95 - 7,225Ta )

Wv (l/min) = 
500

( 38,2 - 5,42Ta ) Ad
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Fig 114 Construction Phase #1
Start application of snow & water.

Fig 115 Construction Phase #2
Repeat process of application of snow & 
water.

Fig 116 Construction Phase #3
Repeat process of application of snow & 
water.

Fig 117 Construction Phase #4
Repeat process of application of snow & 
water.

Fig 118 Construction Phase #5
Construction maintainance; removing 
excessive snow due to snowfall.

Fig 119 Construction Phase #6
Completion of the ice shell structure.
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In the last stage of the construction proces, the final steps are 
completed. The inflatable memrbane is deflated and removed 
and openings are cleared from excessive ice. At the location 
of the opening, the shell structure is reinforced with additional 
layers of ice to resist the high forces in the interruption of the 
shell structure.

After clearing the openings in the shell structure, the 
membrane is deflated. For a 25m dome, the deflation takes 
approximately 5 hours to fully deflate the membrane. The 
membrane is then folded and stored for re-use. The rope 
cover is also detached from the ice shell structure and folded 
for storage. The complete inflatable structure is very durable 
and can be used in future research and realisations. [T. 
Kokawa, 2002]

When the construction is finished, the ice shell structure is 
ready for use. This could include an ice bar, hotel or any other 
leisurment activity. However, during the lifetime of the ice 
shell, some maintainance is required. Excessive snow should 
be removed from the ice shell to reduce the creep behaviour 
of the ice and increase the lifespan of the structure. In 
addition, new layers of water can be applied to strengthen 
the structure.

3.6 Completion
Research shows that the south side, where the impact of 
the sun is the highest, the structure was weaker compared 
to the rest of the ice shell. Due to solar radiation and warm 
temperatures, the ice shell structure can become very brittle. 
To improve and maintain the ice quality, and thus improve the 
structural safety, it is advisable to regularly spray additional 
water and snow on the dome. [T. Kokawa, 2002]

The relatively simple, fast and reusable building method is 
one of the strengths of the Ice Shell Structure. The building 
components are inexpensive and easy to manufacture. In 
addition, the design also plays an important role. By making 
use of a shell structure, the inflatable structure is relatively 
light weigth compared to the weigth of the total structure.
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Fig 120 Clearing openings
Clearing the openings in the ice shell 
structure.

Fig 121 Membrane deflation
Deflation of the inflatable structure.

Fig 122 Removing inflatable membrane
Start removing the inflatable membrane.

Fig 123 Folding membrane
Folding membrane for storage and further 
research.

Fig 124 Folded membrane
Membrane in folded state, ready for 
storage.

Fig 125 End Result
Intern view of the ice shell structure.
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Membrane Shell
Kokawa has experimented with the dimensions and shape of 
the shell structure; however, every design was based on the 
spherical dome. Due to the structural behavior of spherical 
shell structures described in chapter 2.3, most designs 
were based on compression force. However, the larger shell 
structures were also subjected to certain tensile forces in the 
structure. The tensile force only appears in the lower section 
of the shell structure. The high mass of the foundation absorb 
the tensile force; therefore, the rest of the shell structure can 
still be constructed relatively thin.

In theory, the optimal spherical dome is designed 51° from 
the center of the sphere. Figure x shows a spherical design 
constructed 63° from the center of the sphere. The higher 
angle introduce low tensile forces in the structure. However, 
the large foundation [2m] is able to resist the tensile forces.

Geodesic Pattern
The pattern design determines the shape, appearance and 
force distribution of the shell structure. Most ice shell designs 
of Kokawa use the triangular pattern. In case of the largest 
ice dome [25m], a Geodesic Triacon 8 Division pattern is 
used to construct the ice shell. Higher pattern divisions result 
in a better shape; however, due to the increased amount 
of geometrical shapes, the complexity of the design also 
increases. This pattern [Geodesic Trican 8 Division] allows 
a good round spherical shape while still retain an easy 
construction method. 

Fig 126 Kokawa Ice Shell; Design Model [25m]
The structural design and calculations of the 
25m Ice Shell model.

Fig 127 Kokawa Ice Shell; Spherical Angle Graph
An overview of various spherical designs 
[angle] of the Kokawa Ice Shell. 

Since 1980, Kokawa has been investigating the behavior of 
ice shell structures. Many of the constructed ice shells have 
been analysed for new studies. Appendix 12.1.2 gives an 
overview of the most important properties of various ice shell 
structues by Tsutomu Kokawa. The theoretical values are 
compared to the practical values resulted from the various 
designs and realisations.

Record
In 2009 Kokawa started the Ice Pantheon Project at the 
Hokkaido University. The goal of the project is to create an 
ice shell which resembles the dimensions of the Pantheon 
in Rome [43m]. Each year he constructed a larger ice shell 
to exceed the previous design. In 2012 he realised an ice 
shell structure with an internal span of 21m. Despite the 
good progress, the project canceled due to the retirement 
of Kokawa in 2013. Therefore, the record of largest ice shell 
was the experimental ice shell structure built in 2001 with an 
internal span of 25m and an internal height of 9,2m.

Design
Chapter 2.3 [Structural Behavor], describes the importance 
of the shell structure design. The Kokawa Ice Shell is a 
combination of two different shell designs, the Geodesic 
Dome and the Shell Structure. The combination of two 
structural designs is the result of the unique construction 
method. This method combines the pattern [Geodesic Dome] 
with the inflatable [Shell Structure].

3.7 Structural Behavior

Neutral line
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15m 20m 25m 30m10m

Foundation
One of the first steps in the construction process is the 
construction of the foundation. The foundation plays an 
important role in the structural behavior of the dome. Due to 
the heavy large mass of the snow in the foundation ring, the 
ice shell is able to resist higher amounts of compression and 
tension forces in the structure.

Force Distribution [Figure 128]
As found in the overview in Appendix 12.1.2, the dimensions 
of the foundation vary with each design. The foundation of 
the largest design measures a width of 1,8m and a height of 
1,5m. The foundation is a solid snow/ice ring which directs 
the internal forces from the shell structure to the ground 
surface. Due to the high mass of the foundation, the force 
distribution is gradually defined in the shell structure. Due 
to the split construction process of the foundation ring and 
the shell structure, the geometric shape of the section of the 
foundation ring is hard to define. During the application of 
snow and water to the inflatable surface, the construction 
material also attaches to the foundation ring thus constantly 
changing the exact structure and shape of the foundation.

//  Ice Shell, 20m [2000]
The total weight of the foundation ring [0,9m x 1m] was 
approximately 40.000kg, which is enough weight to resist 
the forces applied by the inflatable membrane [15.000kg].

//  Ice Dome, 20m [1985]
The total weight of the foundation ring [1,2m x 0,6m] was 
approximately 38.000kg, which is enough weight to resist 
the forces applied by the inflatable membrane [22.000kg].

Construction Process
As described in the previous examples, the foundation ring 
has, next to the internal force distrubution, an important role 
during the construction process. The weight and shape of 
the foundation ring provide enough resistance to absorb the 
forces applied by the inflatable structure as can be seen in 
figure 129.

Space Efficiency [Figure 130]
The flat design of the spherical shell gives a low spae 
efficiency on the edge of the internal shell structure. However, 
by placing the shell structure on a socket [Foundation Ring] 
the edge of the internal shell structure is lifted, improving the 
space efficiency of the dome.

Fig 128 Foundation Model; Force Distribution
Concept of the internal force distribution 
due to the high mass of the foundation ring.   

Fig 129 Foundation Model; Construction Process
Concept of the forces applied by the 
inflatable membrane pressure, creating a 
lifted and friction force on the shell. 

Fig 130 Foundation Model; Space Efficiency
Concept of the improved space efficiency 
inside the shell structure. 

Fig 131 Graph; Foundation Dimensions
Overview of the different dimensions 
of foundations used in various ice shell 
designs. 131

128

129

130
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Shell Thickness
One of the aspects of the design calculations of various 
ice shells is the shell thickness. The calculations give an 
approximated value, the final design thickness should not 
deviate much from the given value. A thinner thickness of 
the shell structure is unable to resist all the forces applied 
onto the shell structure. However, exceeding the thickness of 
the calculated value can cause an increase of the dead load, 
resulting in high inner forces and collapsing of the structure. 
Therefore, it is important to maintain the exact thickness of 
the shell structure during the construction process to ensure 
the quality of the structure.

Design
Kokawa has developed a rule of thumb to calculate the  
average thickness of the shell structure. 

Figure 133 shows an overview of the average shell 
thickness of previous constructed ice shells. The realised 
thickness matches the indicated thickness calculated by the 
formula.

To retain the indicated thickness of the ice shell during 
the construction process can be very hard. For instance, 
the environment [Sun, Wind] can influence the construction 
of the ice shell. For example, the largest constructed dome 
[25m] differs on each side of the structure. The top section 
of the shell measures a thickness between 22cm and 26cm. 
The windward side of the ice shell varies between 25cm and 
30cm. In contrast to the leeward side of the structure which 
varies between 22cm and 27cm. This is mainly due to the 
wind blowing the construction material away at the leeward 
side of the structure. At the location of the ribbed structure, 
the thickness is even higher. Due to the cables shaping the 
inflatable, an additional 20cm is added to the thickness of the 
ribbed shell structure.

Construction Process
To ensure the quality of the ice, it is very important to 
construct the shell layer by layer. The inflatable structure is 
only limited in strength and can only support a certain weigth. 
By applying each thin layer seperately, the inflatable only 
supports the relatively low mass of the first layers. When a 
certain layer thickness has been reached, the shell structure 
is able to carry part of the weight. Therefore, the inflatable 
membrane only requires to support a relatively low weight of 
the first ice layers. 

In addition, it is important to prevent unwanted snow 
onto the membrane [Snowfall]. Too much snow can lower 
the quality of the ice and weaken the structure. Therefore, 
it is important to maintain the shell structure during the 
construction process. The maintainance [Figure 132] 
consists of clearing the shell from excessive snowfall. In 
order to clear the shell structure one person climbs the shell 
structure. Therefore, the shell structure has to be able to 
resist the weight of a person during the construction process. 
Calculations  [chapter x.x] show that the minimum thickness 
of a shell structure to carry a single live load requires to 
be 6-7cm. Lower shell thickness can result in cracks and 
deformation of the inflatable supporting the shell structure.

“When the ice thickness reaches a certain value, 
the ice itself can support the weight of a snow-ice 
sherbet layer instead of the inflated membrane”    
[T. Kokawa, 2002]

Fig 132 Ice Shell Maintainance
Maintanance of the shell structure during 
the construction process to ensure the 
quality of the shell.

Thickness = 
1

100
span

Fig 133 Graph; Shell Thickness
Overview of the shell thickness compared to 
the total span of the shell structure.

132

133

Rule of the tumb
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Geodesic Ribbed Shell Structure
Due to the application of the rope pattern in the inflatable 
structure a geodesic ribbed shell structure appears. The 
rope pattern shapes the inflatable membrane and due to 
the flexible behavior of the membrane, the rope pattern is 
deepened in the structure. When applying the construction 
material, a ribbed geodesic pattern is created at the location 
of the ropes. Despite the fact that the exact behavior of the 
geodesic ribbed structure has never been investigated, it is 
presumed that the ribbed structure improves the strength and 
stability of the shell structure. In addition, the ribbed pattern 
reduces the creep behavior and decreases the occurance of 
collapsing. Even though the exact influence of the grid has 
never been proven, Kokawa ensures the positive effect of the 
grid on the structural behavior of the dome.

“A family of reinforced ribs with large sectional 
areas along the ropes, bring not only improvement 
of structural efficiency but also the geometrical 
beauty at the inside surface” [T. Kokawa, 2002]”

135

134

Fig 134 Kokawa ice shell; Ribbed triangular pattern
The ice domes can be used for different 
kind of activities. The triangular grid is 
clearly visable form the inside.   

Fig 135 Kokawa ice shell; Ribbed triangular pattern
The triangular pattern is shown form the 25 
meter ice dome made in 2001 by Japanese 
Kokawa.

Temperature
The minimum temperature during the construction of an 
ice shell is very important. When the ice is exposed to high 
temperatures for too long, the loadbearing capacities of the 
structure are uncertain. Direct radiant heat from the sun 
also causes the ice shell to weaken and become very brittle. 
These effects can result in a [local] collapse of the structure. 
Therefore, the air temperature, climate and structural 
temperature are very important during the construction of an 
ice shell structure.
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Every construction material shows creep behavior. For 
instance, the materials ice and concrete both show effects of 
creep behavior. However, the creep behavior in ice structures 
is much higher and thus has more influence on the structural 
behavior. The creep rate in ice structures is highly dependant 
on the temperature; higher temperatures increase the creep 
rate. Due to the high creep rate, ice has only been used in 
temporary structures. The permanent creep behavior lowers 
the lifespan of the ice structure drastically. Eventually the 
creep deformation causes the structure to collapse. Even 
when there are very low temperatures during the lifespan of 
the structure, which lowers the creep rate, the ice structure 
eventually collapses under the creep deformation.

The graph in figure 137 shows a simplified deflection-time 
curve due to the creep behavior in ice structures. The curve 
shows two stages of deflection over time. The first stage is 
the stationary stage, here the deflection has a linear function 
over time. This means that the creep deflection grows over 
time even when the total stress in the structure remains equal 
under the same circumstances. The second stage indicates 
the accelerating stage, in which the deflection rate increases 
exponentially over time up to the point of failure or collapse. 

The creep deflection gives one positive effect at the 
structural behaviour of ice. When correctly designed and 
constructed, the collapse will not occur suddenly; the 
structure gives warning before totally collapsing. This 
warning is given by a sudden, high deformation in the ice 
composition. The structure can no longer be used safely and 
should be evacuated before total collapse of the structure 
occurs. The total collapse will occur about a few hours after 
the high deformation. This ductile behaviour makes use of ice 
shells possible for architectural structures.

Definition
The strength of the Kokawa Ice Shell is initially based on the 
dead load of the structure. The creep behavior enables ice to 
allow large deformations before it collapses. Since creep is 
an important time-dependent phenomenon with a large effect 
on the load capacity of the structure, it is recommended to 
study the effects of creep.

“In materials science, creep is the tendency of a 
solid material to move slowly or deform permanently 
under the influence of mechanical stresses. It can 
occur as a result of long-term exposure to high 
levels of stress that are still below the yield strength 
of the material. Creep is more severe in materials 
that are subjected to heat for long periods, and 
generally increases as they near their melting point. 
Creep always increases with temperature.”

3.8 Creep

137

136

Fig 136 Creep; Structural Deformation 
Creep changes the shape of the structure 
over time. The deformation has influence on 
the structural behavior.

Fig 137 Graph; Creep Behavior
Two main stages of creep behavior, the 
stationary stage and the adccelerating 
stage.
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Experimental Research
To gain more information about the specific creep behavior 
in ice structures Kokawa conducted many experiments. By 
measuring the deformation over time, he was able to create 
an overview of the creep behavior specifically in ice shell 
structures. 

Ice Shell 2001 [Figure 138]
In 2001, Kokawa built an ice shell with an internal span of 
25m. The structure was used as an experimental research 
to investigate and varify the creep behavior in ice shell 
structures. Calculations provided an approximate creep 
deformation of 5,4mm - 7,2mm per day. The ice shell, 
which was succesfully build in 7 days, confirmed the creep 
deformation values. The final results showed a consistent 
creep deformation of 6,5mm per day. [Kokawa, 2012]

Collapse [Figure 139]
When the creep deformation rate had been tested on the ice 
shell [25m], the devices were removed from the structure. 
However, the structure remained standing and was observed 
untill collapse of the structure occured. After one month, 
temperatures raised to the melting point [0Co] and the 
structure was weakened. The south side of the ice shell was 
much thinner due to the direct sun radiation on the structure. 
The brittle and poor quality of the ice caused a large 
deformation on the weakened south side of the structure. 

Various research showed that the collapse of the ice shell 
does not occur suddenly. Due to the slow creep deformation, 
the structure shows a large deformation. This gives enough 
time to safely evacuate the structure. After a few hours 
the deformation results in a local collapse of the structure.
[Kokawa, 2012]

10m 15m 20m 20m 30m 30m* 30m* 30m* 40m*

Construction failure

*Calculated value
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Fig 138 Graph; Creep Deformation
Graph shows the creep deformation each 
day of different ice shell structures.

Fig 139 Collapse
Collapse of the ice shell structure after 
long stages of creep deformation and sun 
radiation on the south structure.
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Creep Formula
A simplified formula can be derived from the various theoretical 
calculations and experimental research conducted on ice 
shell structures. The formula calculates the displacement of 
the spherical shell in millimeters. [Kokawa, 2012]

η = Viscosity
α = Angular Displacement
q = Vertical Load Per Unit
R = Radius
h = Shell Thickness

Summary
In summary, there are a couple of important aspects when 
designing with the creep behavior of ice shell structures. 
These variables determine the creep deformation rate of ice.

//  Temperature
The temperature has a large influence on creep behavior of 
construction material. When the temperature approaches 
the melting point of the material, the creep deformation 
increases. Since the melting point of ice is relatively low 
[0Co] the creep in ice is very high compared to other 
construction materials.

//  Solar Radiation 
Direct sunlight causes the ice to weaken even under very  
low temperature conditions. The ice becomes brittle and 
porous. This causes a weak spot in the structure and 
accelerates the creep behavior. [Kokawa, 2012]

//  Load 
When the structure is exposed to a higher load, the creep 
deformation increases. Longer exposure to a high amount 
of load causes an acceleration in creep deflection.

//  Ice Quality
High quality of ice [High Density] reduce the creep effect 
on the structure. The higher properties and strength of the 
ice result in a higher creep resistance.

q R2

η hDisplacement = (1 - cos2α) + 1,5log
1 + cosα

2
)({ }

Fig 140 Displacement Location
Top view of the shell structure with the 
indicated displacement locations. 
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Fig 141 Table; Creep Displacement
Creep displacement compared to the 
temperature during an experimental 
research. 
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During the experimental research, Kokawa uses a mixture 
of snow and water to create an ice layer on the inflatable 
structure. However, the properties of the ice are highly 
dependent on the quality of the ice. Therefore, the quality of 
the ice has been analysed.

Quality
To ensure the quality of the ice, Kokawa conducted some 
experiments on the strength of the ice. The analysis is 
divided in four aspects [Density, Viscosity, Tensile Strength, 
Compressive Strength].

//  Density  0,85g/cm³
//  Viscosity  3730N/mm² [Average Results]
    3500 N/mm² [Value Kokawa]
//  Tensile Strength  10 - 27,5 kg/cm² [Test Results]
    3 kg/cm² [Value Kokawa]
//  Compressive Strength 39,5 kg/cm² [Average Results]

Analysis
The weakness of the ice is the limited tensile strength of 
the material. Tests with snow-ice [Snice], show that the 
tensile forces differ between 10-27,5 kg/cm². The average 
value of tensile strength of normal ice measures 14,5kg/cm² 
[Petrovic, 2003]. This varifies the minimal difference between 
normal ice and snice.

Because of the unreliable ice quality due to the unique  
construction method, Kokawa only uses a maximum 
allowable stress of 3kg/cm². Compared to the theoretical 
allowable stress, Kokawa uses a safety factor of almost 5 
times the strength of ice. [Kokawa, 2012]

3.9 Ice Properties

Fig 142 Table; Ice Properties
Overview of the ice properties in different 
ice shell designs. Both calculated and 
realised values are given.

142
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Mechanical Behavior
An analyses is required to varify the data used by T. Kokawa. 
Due to the large influence of the behavior of the ice, accurate 
date is required for further research.

Strength
The strength of the ice depends on many different variables.  
For instance, a function of strain rate, temperature, grain 
size, grain structure and porosity all have influence on the ice 
quality [F. Janssen & R. Houben, 2013]. Various studies show 
the different properties of ice.
           N/mm2

//  Tensile Strenght [Petrovic, 2003]  +1,45
//  Flexural Strenght [Masterson, 2009]  +1,73
//  Compressive Strength [Makkonen, 1994]  -5,00

When these values are compared to the values used by          
T. Kokawa during his studies on ice shell behavior, it can be 
concluded that Kokawa uses relatively low strength values 
of ice.

Ductility
Ice can both be a brittle and ductile material depending on 
the given load. For example, a glacier behaves more ductile, 
while an ice cube is very brittle. The behavior of ice depends 
on the strength of the ice and the load application on the 
ice. Figure 144 shows the tensile and compressive behavior 
of ice with difference in low [ I ], intermediate [ II ] and high                  
[ III ] strain rates. This proves that ice under a low strain rate 
behaves more ductile. [E.M. Shulson, 1999]

Density
Ice and snow are closely related. Snow consists of tiny 
particales of ice christals filled with air; therefore, ice is a 
pure form of snow. To divide each different type of snow 
an overview is created for each different snow stage.                    
[V.F. Petrenko, 1999]

     Material   kg/m3

//  New snow   50-100
//  Settled snow   200-300
//  Wind packed snow  350-400
//  Snow-ice   700-800
//  Ice    916 

Due to the construction method of the Kokawa Ice Shell, the 
quality of the ice is lower than pure ice. The density can be 
compared to snow-ice which has a slightly lower density; 
thus a lower strength value compared to pure ice.

Thermoshock
As described, the temperature has a high influence on the 
strength of the ice. Lower construction temperatures result 
in stronger ice structures. However, sudden temperature 
changes negatively affect the ice. This phenomenon is called 
Thermoshock. The sudden temperature change causes the 
ice to shrink rapidly, resulting in crack formations in the ice 
structure. The effects of the thermoshock weaken the ice and 
cause a decrease in structural strength. [J.J. Petrovic, 2003]

Fig 143 Graph; Ductile & Brittle Behavior
Deformation of the ice is compared to 
the absorption of ice under tensile and 
compressive forces.

144

143

Fig 144 Graph; Tensile Strength
Tensile strength of ice under different 
temperatures and densities.
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3.10 Conclusion
Japanese researcher Tsutomu Kokawa has researched the 
methods and behavior of the ice shell structures since 1980. 
The results provide much information for further research 
and use of the ice shell.

Construction Method
The goal of the research is to develop a relatively fast and 
easy construction method for ice shell structures. The 
construction method of spraying snow and water onto an 
inflatable structure, which consists of an inflatable membrane 
bag and a rope pattern, has been developed over time. The 
unique construction of an ice shell creates a translucent 
structure with an amazing interior experience. This unique 
ice shell structure is constructed using a simple, quick and 
economical building method. To achieve these results, many 
experimental field studies have taken place on different scale 
models. The construction process of the ice shell can be 
divided in five different steps

//  Production process
//  Foundation
//  Inflatable structure
//  Application
//  Finishing

The studied construction method of Tsutomu Kokawa is 
an effective and efficient way of building an ice dome. The 
construction method is one of the boundaries for the Pykrete 
Dome design. The process is analysed and improved where 
necessary.

Structural Behavior
Ice shells are thin, curved, plate structures made of ice and 
have a similar structural behavior as other shell structures. The 
main difference is the material used to construct these shell 
structures. Ice shells require extreme climate conditions to be 
built with sufficient snow and low temperatures. Researcher 
Tsutomu Kokawa has been developing, experimenting, 
and improving the structure of ice shells for many years. 
The largest model consisted of a 25 meter span ice dome, 
which was tested on various structural properties such as 
creep tests and vertical displacement in the structure. The 
structural behavior of the ice shells is analyzed and divided 
in three aspects.

//  Design
//  Creep
//  Ice Properties 

The analysis of the structural behavior of ice shells has 
given a clear impression of the concerns of safely constructing 
an ice shell. The input data which Kokawa studied for over 30 
years is usefull for reuse in new designs and further structural 
calculations. 
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Pykrete originated from the Second World War but reinforced ice has been known since many years. 
The following chapter will explain the history and properties of fibre reinforced ice, Pykrete.

4 PYKRETE
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3.1 Introduction
Reinforcing a material to enhance the mechanical properties 
of that material has been used for many years. One of the 
current most known reinforced materials is concrete. When 
steel fibres are added to the concrete mixture, the fibres 
enhance the tensile strength of the material. Depending on 
the type of reinforcement and the properties of the fibre, 
there are many possibilities and variations to increase the 
strength of the reinforced concrete. This enhancement, of 
adding a fibre reinforced material to the mixture, can also be 
used in ice. Where ice and concrete both have a relative high 
compressive strength, the added reinforcement will enhance 
the tensile strength of the mixture.

In addition to the improved tensile strength of reinforced 
ice, the reinforcement has more benefits compared to the 
original material. A second advantage is the improved 
time dependent behavior of ice by slowing down the creep 
rate. Both the improved strength and the decreased creep 
rate have a direct effect on the mechanical behavior of ice              
[F. Janssen & R. Houben, 2013].

The positive effects of reinforced ice has been known for 
many years. The inhabitants of northern regions traditionally 
used lichen to strengthen their igloos [N.K. Vasiliev et. Al, 
2003]. However, the first studies on the development of 
improved properties of ice was the investigation of Pykrete. 
The pykrete consisted of a mixture of ice and sawdust to 
enhance the properties of normal ice. The new improved 
material was intended to build an aircraft carrier during the 
Second World War [W.D. Kingery, 1960]. 

Project Habbakuk
The first reported attempt to use ice with reinforcement 
occurred during the Second World War. The plan, part of 
operation Habbakuk, was to build a fleet of iceberg aircraft 
carriers to provide fighter cover for the North Atlantic convoys 
[L. Makkonen et. Al, 1994]. The aim of the project was to build 
aircraft carriers, with a length of 610m, out of ice. The idea to 
use ice as a construction material came by Mr. Geoffrey Pyke, 
who pointed out that all strategic materials such as metals, 
wood and concrete were already being used on other war 
operations [M.F. Perutz, 1946].

A first test ship was made in one month on Patricia Lake 
in the Canadian Rockies. It was a 18m long, 1000 ton ship, 
constructed with plain ice [M.F. Perutz, 2002]. This first 
experiment of an iceberg carrier proved that plain ice was 
not suitable for ships, mainly because the surface above 
water was too small and the ship was too thin to withstand 
the waves of the Atlantic. Therefore, investigations were done 
on the behavior and application of reinforced ice. This new 
material proved to be stronger and less brittle, which made it 
a very promising construction material.

After several experiments Geoffrey Pyke learned that a 
mixture of ice and wood fibres created a strong solid mass, 
much stronger than pure ice. With a variation of 2% wood 
fibres [Liquid Condition] to 14% wood fibres [Dry Condition] 
the optimum strength was found between 4% and 8% wood 
fibres in the mixture [L.W. Gold, 1989]. With similarities 
to concrete and in honour of the founder Geoffrey Pyke, 
the new reinforced ice was given the code name Pykrete                    
[W.D. Kingery, 1961].
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Fig 145 Geoffrey Pyke
Geoffrey Pyke, who started the investigation 
on fibre reinforced ice during the Second 
World War.
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With this new material, a preliminary design for the vessel 
was made to estimate the time and cost of the construction. 
The results had shown that it would be impossible to 
complete the ships before the spring of 1945. This brings us 
to the reason why project Habbakuk was never completed. 
The tides of war changed, flight ranges increased markedly 
and the war was about to be won by conventional machines 
[W.D. Kingery, 1961].

Despite the uncompleted project Habakkuk, pykrete has 
remained a scientific curiosity, unexploited by research or 
construction of any significance [P. Breeze, 1985]. Several 
researchers have investigated new methods and behavior 
of reinforced ice, ranging from different reinforcement 
types [Wood Products, Fiberglass, Asbestos, Algae] to 
various applications [Reinforced Ice Domes, B-52 Runway]                                                  
[N.K. Vasiliev et al, 2011]. 

Until recently, the research and applications were mostly 
of a theoretical approach. In 2013 new investigations 
on the behavior of wood fibre reinforced ice showed the 
difference in mechanical properties between particle size 
and volume in the mixture. Experiments proved that small 
fibre size and relatively high volume gave the best results. 
A mixture of 10% sawdust enhanced the mechanical 
properties of pykrete by three times compared to plain ice                                                             
[F. Janssen & R. Houben, 2013].
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Fig 146 Project ‘HMS Habbakuk’
Rendered image of the idea and dimensions 
of project Habbakuk.

Fig 147 Project ‘HMS Habbakuk’
Drawings of the project Habbakuk during 
the Second World War.
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3.2 Examples
Since the Second World War various experiments and 
research has been conducted on pykrete. Some of the 
projects will be shortly described.

Pykrete Arch
In the winter of 2013 a pykrete arch was constructed by 
the University Alaska Fairbanks [UAF]. The annual tradition 
of building an arch has existed at UAF for over 50 years. 
However, in 2012 arch designer Ryan Cudo choose the 
promising material pykrete instead of the traditional ice. Will 
Riley, captain of the ice arch team, determined the perfect 
weight ratio of the pykrete required to be 18% saw dust and 
82% water [F. Janssen & R. Houben, 2013].

Unlike previous ice arches which were constructed using 
blocks of plain ice supported by a wooden frame. The pykrete 
arch is constructed using continuous molds. The construction 
process involves assembling the molds, mixing and pouring 
the pykrete and finally erecting the structure to its final state.

To prevent the pykrete from cracking during the construction 
process, the mixture was poured in different stages during 
outside temperatures [-12Co / -20Co]. By applying only one 
inch [254mm] of pykrete during each stage, each layer had 
the opportunity to freeze over night resulting in a uniform 
distribution across the arch [F. Janssen & R. Houben, 2013].

When the arch was finished [20-02-2013] the dimensions 
of the structure [460mm - 460mm] were the same over 
the whole arch. Just before collapsing [28-04-2013] the 
thickness was greatly reduced [100mm - 100mm]; however,  
it is remarkable that there is no deformation visible in the 
structure. Where ice structures show a large deformation 
over time, pykrete shows no deformation during the melting 
process. This presumes that all the pykrete elements have a 
similar melting rate. [F. Janssen & R. Houben, 2013]
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Fig 148 Pykrete Arch, Mold
in contrast to previous experiments, the 
arch is constructed using a continuous 
molding technique.

Fig 149 Pykrete Arch, Application
Pykrete added in thin layers [254mm] into 
the uniform mold.

Fig 150 Pykrete Arch
End result of the Pykrete Arch of the UAF.
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Various
During the last years various scientific programs 
experimented with the material pykrete. The material has 
been tested, analysed and even shot to prove the enhanced 
properties. The use of pykrete as a bulletproof material has 
first been tested during a conference of project Habbakuk 
in 1943 when Louis Mountbatten brought a block of pykrete 
to demonstrate the potential to the entourage of generals of 
Winston Churchill and Franklin D. Roosevelt. Mountbatten 
placed two blocks on the ground, one block of normal ice and 
one block of pykrete. When he shot at the first block, the ice 
shattered through the room. Next, he fired at the pykrete to 
prove the resistance of projectiles on the material. The bullet 
ricocheted off the pykrete block ending up in the wall. Despite 
the promising tests, project Habbakuk was never funded.

Since 1943, many private scientific experiments have been 
conducted on the mechanical behavior of pykrete. However, 
in 2009 the scientific TV show Mythbusters devoted an 
episode on the material to test the properties of pykrete. 
The various test proved the bulletproof behavior, stength 
and lower melting rate than regular ice. The final test was 
done by creating a boat of so-called “Super Pykrete” where 
newspapers were used as a reinforcement material. It was 
concluded that pykrete was indeed much stronger than 
regular ice; however, the usability has yet to be proven.

Reinforced Ice
In 2013 Frank Janssen and Rémy Houben revealed new 
confirming values of the mechanical behavior of pykrete. 
As described in chapter 7.2, a small particle size and 
relatively high fibre/water ratio gave the best results.  
After several flexural and compressive test setups the pykrete 
showed an increase of almost three times the strength 
compared to regular ice. These promising values gave a good 
input for new experiments to design, construct and realise 
new structures with the use of pykrete.

However, the experiments showed that the processability 
of pykrete is more complicated than regular ice. Normally, 
pykrete is casted in a mold to create blocks of pykrete. 
However, when creating different shapes using pumps 
to process the material, the pykrete can sink creating a 
separation between the water and wood fibre. In addition, 
the pykrete can clog the pumps and obstruct the process. 
To create an optimum processability and remain the high 
enhanced mechanical properties of pykrete, new experiments 
are required to determine the perfect mixture.
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Fig 151 Pykrete; Bulletproof
Example of bulletproof pykrete experiment.

Fig 152 Pykrete; Mythbusters
Science show Mythbusters creating a paper 
reinforced ice boat.

Fig 153 Pykrete; Compressive Test
Pykrete sample during the compressive test 
setup of Frank Janssen & Rémy Houben.
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3.3 Properties
The following summary gives a short overview of the 
properties and mechanical behavior of pykrete.

Strength
The strength of pykrete compared to plain ice has regularly 
been tested. In these tests, mostly the compressive and 
flexural strength of pykrete have been analysed. This 
research describes the most recent values obtained by the 
experiments conducted by F. Janssen and R. Houben.

Compressive Strength
As shown in Figure X, the values provided by the compressive 
strength test of various pykrete samples compared to regular 
ice, show an increase in compressive strength depending on 
the type and amount of reinforcement used. The optimum 
values of pykrete are approximately three times stronger 
as regular ice. As mentioned before, the optimum sample 
contains small particle size wood fibres [Sawdust] and a high 
water/reinforcement ratio [10.5%]. Larger fibres and lower 
mixture ratio still enhance the material compared to regular 
ice; however, the values decrease rapidly compared to the 
optimum values of the pykrete sample. 

Flexural Strength
The increase in flexural strength is almost similar to the 
increase in compressive strengthof pykrete. Like the previous 
test in compressive strength, the flexural strength reaches 
its peak at approximately three times the strength of plain 
ice. Again, the same sample [Sawdust, 10.5%] appears 
to result in the optimum values. Compared to previous 
experiments [R.L. Coble and W.D. Kingery, 1963], the values 
seem to be lower as expected; however, the relative values 
of the samples appear to be the same. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that a pykrete sample with approximately 11% 
sawdust can be three times as strong in both compressive 
and flexural strength compared to plain ice.

Toughness
Another important aspect of pykrete is the thoughness. A good 
example is provided by the bulletproof experiments in figure 
151. Where regular ice shatters and splinters when shot or 
dropped on a solid surface, the pykrete samples remain 
almost completely intact. This typical behavior decreases 
crack formations in the structure and allows the material to 
be flexural, thus allowing the structure to deform without loss 
of strength. Compared to the brittle behavior of ice [Cracking, 
Shattering], the pykrete is much more ductile. This allows 
the pykrete to be used in the construction industry while 
remaining safe building conditions.

Melting Rate
Various experiments showed that pykrete has an average 
lower melting rate than regular ice; however, the exact 
melting behavior has never been determined. One of the 
assumptions on why pykrete melts slower than regular ice 
is the following:

“Pykrete initially melts faster than pure ice because 
of the lower heat capacity. However, melting the 
outer pykrete layer results in a different melting 
behavior. The outer layer consists of dry wood fibre 
and air, insulating the inner frozen pykrete from high 
temperatures and solar radiation. Eventually the 
pykrete lasts longer than pure ice under the same 
conditions.” [F. Janssen & R. Houben]

Other investigations have come to a similar conclusion, 
proving that the melting rate of pykrete is indeed lower. 
Nevertheless, the exact properties of the melting behavior of 
pykrete have yet to be studied. For example, the influence 
of higher temperatures on the strength reduction and 
thoughness of pykrete.
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Fig 154 Compressive Strength, F. Janssen and R. Houben 
Pykrete compressive strength results of 
various test samples.

Fig 155 Flexural Strength, F. Janssen and R. Houben
Pykrete flexural strength results of various 
test samples.
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Processability
A recent studied aspect of pykrete is the processability of 
the mixture. The sawdust added to the mixture creates a 
more complex processable material. Previous experimental 
research [F. Janssen & R. Houben] showed that a slush 
mixture [Snow, Water, Sawdust] caused various problems 
in the process. The compressible behavior of snow caused 
clogging in equipment. The snow was compressed under 
high pressure of the pump, resulting in an ice formation in 
end of the hose at the nozzle. It was concluded, that a slush 
mixture of snow, water and sawdust was too difficult to 
process at once and should be applied seperately. 

The problem of the processability of the material had never 
been a problem in the past. As described before, previous 
methods of pykrete constructions always used a casting 
processing technique. Therefore, the problem of processability 
never occurred. Future research should provide a solution to 
the processability of pykrete when using high pressurized 
pumps. With this new technique, the material might be used 
in different construction methods; including the construction 
method of the Pykrete Dome, where the construction material 
is applied by spraying thin layers of pykrete under high 
pressure onto a membrane.

Cost
Adding a second material to the construction process 
increases both the difficulty and cost of the material. Next to 
the cost of the reinforcement material [Sawdust], the complex 
process requires more specific equipment, knowledge and 
experience. Particularly, when the reinforcment is desired 
on a specific location in the structure and must be applied 
accurately, the cost increases significantly. Furthermore, if the 
reinforcement material is not available on site, transportation 
of the material is included in the process; thus, increasing the 
cost of the construction.

In summary, the additional material, equipment, knowledge 
and time required to process the reinforced ice increases the 
cost of the construction and should be taken into account 
during the process.
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Fig 156 Pykrete; Melting Rate
Example of the melting behavior of a 
pykrete sample.

Fig 157 Pykrete; Slush
Slush consisting of snow, water and wood 
fibres.
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3.4 Conclusion
Previous research resulted in an optimum reinforced mixture 
with high mechanical properties. The mixture of water and 
sawdust [10%] appeared to provide the best values for both 
mechanical and processing behavior. This optimized behavior 
is described by a number of aspects.

Homogeneous
First of all, the small particle size [Sawdust] creates a very 
homogeneous mixture in contrast to the other reinforcement 
materials [Wood Shaving, Woodchips]. However, the mixture 
requires a certain water/fibre ratio to provide the enhanced 
properties. When there are not enough fibres in the mixture, 
the distance between the fibres is too high and the enhanced 
properties are severely diminished. The homogeneous 
behavior created by the sawdust mixture, enhances the 
mechanical properties of the material; thus, resulting in a 
stronger product.

To maintain the homogeneous behavior of the mixture, 
the sawdust should be prevented from sinking. When 
the sawdust is saturized, it becomes heavier than water 
and sinks to the bottom. This effect creates a separation 
between the sawdust and the water. The effect can 
be prevented by adding an emulsifier to the mixture                                                                                
[F. Janssen & R. Houben] or keeping the mixture in motion 
and retaining the homogeneous properties of the mixture.

Processability
When using pumps to process the pykrete mixture and retain 
the homogeneous aspects, extra attention should be payed 
to the size and type of the pump. The small particle size 
[Sawdust] creates a better processability compared to the 
other reinforcement materials [Wood Shaving, Woodchips]. 
Especially the risk of conglomeration and clogging of the 
pumps is greatly reduced when using a smaller reinforcement 
material.

Thoughness
An important aspect when using reinforced ice is that, next 
to the enhanced strength [Compression & Tension], the 
thoughness is highly increased. Cracking of the pykrete 
material is greatly reduced compared to regular ice. This 
effect also improves the resistance against thermoshock. Due 
to the rapid temperature fluctuations during the construction 
process, the material starts to crack. However, with the 
increased thoughness and ductile behavior of pykrete, the 
thermoshock effect is greatly reduced.

With the improved thoughness, the pykrete also allows a 
higher deformation of the structure. Unlike regular ice, which 
loses its strength after cracking, the reinforcement enables to 
absorb higher forces and reduces crack formations to limited 
dimensions.
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Fig 158 Pykrete; Homogeneous
The cellulose reinforcement creates a 
separation between the materials [Water, 
Sawdust] resulting in a non-homogeneous 
mixture..
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The design of the Pykrete Dome Project is composed of a combination of previous described 
methods, analysis and experiments. The final design describes the different choices and aspects of 
the Pykrete Dome Project [Design, Process, Production].

5 DESIGN
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5.1 Introduction
The final Pykrete Dome design is a result of a combination 
of various studies. The literature research gives insight in the 
current information of shell structures. The literature research 
provides the base of the research goal. The combined studies 
in the design are Shell Structures   [Chapter 2], Kokawa Ice 
Shell [Chapter 3] and Pykrete [Chapter 4]. Parallel to the design 
process of the Pykrete Dome, Structural Analyses [Chapter 6] 
and Experiments [Chapter 7] have been conducted to validate 
the Pykrete Dome design.

Pykrete Dome Project
The main research goal of the Pykrete Dome project is to 
combine two innovative construction technologies. The 
combination of these technologies create new possibilities 
of ice structures. The new design consists of an efficient 
and simple construction method in combination with a 
strong structural material. The new design is calculated and 
validated with various experimental and numerical studies.

The ambition is to create the largest ice shell structure in 
the world. An overview of previous ice shells show the largest 
ice shell, measuring an internal diameter of 25 meters made 
by Japanese Tsutomu Kokawa in 2001. The case consisted 
of an experimental field study. The goal of the Pykrete Dome 
is to exceed the record. The new design measures an internal 
span of 30m.

Ice Shells
The research on ice shells by T. Kokawa provide a simple 
and efficient construction method. The construction method 
is analysed and improved for an optimal design of the Pykrete 
Dome. The relative weak and brittle construction material [Ice] 
is reinforced and replaced with a stronger ductile material 
[Pykrete]. By using an almost similar construction material, 
the construction process can mostly remain the same and is 
only adjusted where necessary.

Pykrete
Part of the innovative building method is the use of fiber-
reinforced ice [Pykrete] in the structure. The enhanced 
mechanical properties of pykrete provide a great potential 
as a new construction material; however, pykrete has never 
been used in the construction industry yet. Experiments 
[Chapter 7] prove the strength and processability of the 
material. Results show that pykrete [Sawdust] can be 
sprayed when mixed with water. By implementing pykrete 
in the construction process, the Pykrete Dome is the first 
reinforced ice structure.

Sustainability
Because ice is a product found in nature, building with ice 
can been seen as a sustainable construction method. The 
pykrete also contains only sustainable materials; for example 
wood fiber.  The Pykrete Dome can be constructed relative 
fast and can be used for one season. When the temporary 
structure exceeds the minimal temperature, the structure 
starts melting and is fully degradable in the earth’s surface. 
The pykrete dome will be an optimal sustainable design with 
no waste involved.

Experiments
Various experiments have been conducted to validate the 
research and design boundaries. The experiments on the 
construction method of T. Kokawa and the mechanical 
behavior of Pykrete provided new information and experience 
of the construction process and created new input data for 
the Pykrete Dome design. 

Structural Calculations
The Finite Element Method [FEM] is used to validate the 
different design choices. The structural analyses checks 
and varifies the numerical model. In addition, the model can 
change the force distribution and apply external forces to the 
structure to check the influence on the structural behavior of 
the ice shell structure.

Fig 159 Pykrete Dome Project
Record attempt of worlds largest ice dome 
with an internal span of 30 meters. .

159
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Location
To build the ice shell structure, an extremely cold climate is 
necessary. Juuka, Finland, is one of the coldest regions in the 
European Union with temperatures of -15oC to -30oC. With an 
average temperature of -11oC in January, the conditions are 
perfect to build an ice shell structure. Therefore, this provides 
a suitable location to realize the Pykrete Dome.

Juuka
The construction site is situated in the center of Juuka. Juuka 
is a small town in  North Karelia, Finland. The municipality of 
Juuka has approximately 5.000 inhabitants which are spread 
over 1.846 km2. The community is interested to participate 
in the project and helps to provide accommodation, services, 
transportation and construction equipment.

Juuka

Eindhoven

Construction Site
The construction site is situated at an old sport field which 
is not in use during the winter. The large open field can 
completely be used to construct the largest ice dome in the 
world. The available accomodation is supplemented with 
additional accomodation to provide a complete and safe 
construction site.

Old sports field
Koskelantie

83900 Juuka, Finland
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Fig 160 Construction Site
Impression of the construction site lay-out.

Fig 161 Location
The geographical orientation of Eindhoven 
and Juuka
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Planning
The realisation of the Pykrete Dome takes place in January 
2014. A total of three weeks are required in order to prepare 
and construct the project. First, preparations are met and an 
test dome [11m] is constructed to gain more experience and 
knowledge of the construction process and behavior of the 
material. With this knew experience, the Pykrete Dome [30m] 
is constructed. 

A work schedule [Appendix 12.2] provides the information 
in order to create a continuous process. Both dome structures 
can be constructed in two different time schedules. First, the 
construction process can be done during the regular working 
hours [Daytime]. This way, the construction time is 6 days for 
the 11m dome and 9 days for the 30m dome. To save time, a 
second time schedule has been made. This second schedule 
describes a continuous process with 24-hour working shifts. 
This way, no storage or cleaning is required after work 
and the construction time is reduced to 2 days and 5 days 
respectively [Appendix 12.2] . 

Project team
The construction team consists of 50 Dutch volunteers. The 
project group is led by Roel Pluijmen, Jorrit Hijl and Arno 
Pronk and is assisted by a group of eight master students 
of the Eindhoven University of Technology. Other volunteers 
who help during the realisation are concerned with the 
organisation, accomodation and media of the Pykrete Dome 
project.
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Planning and development of the 
Pykrete Dome process.

 Planning Pykrete Dome

January 2014December 2013

Departure

Return flight to 
the Netherlands.

29 30 31  1  2            3            4            5            6             7           8          9          10          11           12          13          14          15         16        17          18         19         20         21         22           23           2827

Opening 

Municipality of 
Juuka organised 
the Opening 
Ceremony

Test 

Cleaning the 
construction site 
and testing the 
dome.

Start 30 m dome

Start construction 
Pykrete Dome 
[30m]. 

Start 11 m dome 

Start construction 
test dome [11m].

Arrival 

Flight to Finland 
and introduction 
in Juuka. 

Preparations 

Preparing the 
construction site.
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5.2 Design
The design of the Pykrete Dome covers a number of topics 
[Dimensions, Pattern, Foundation, Anchoring, Pykrete, 
Inflatable], which will now be discussed.

Dimensions
The final dimensions of the Pykrete Dome design are derived 
from previous projects [Kokawa], research [Pykrete] and 
analysis [FEM, Chapter 6]. A combination of these aspects 
leads to the final design. 

Tsutomu Kokawa
The previous work of T. Kokawa gives a good indication 
of the Pykrete Dome design input. Because of the similar 
construction method and shell design, much information 
can be provided by studies and research of T. Kokawa. For 
instance, the span, height and thickness can be derived 
from previous ice shell designs. As described in chapter 3.1, 
Kokawa’s largest design had an internal span of 25m, height 
of 9.2m and average thickness of 25cm. With the intention to 
break the current record, the Pykrete Dome design requires a 
minimum internal span of 30m. With this span the height will 
approximately be 10m and the thickness 30cm.

Pykrete
The pykrete research provides an input for the final Pykrete 
Dome design. With the information of the mechanical 
properties and behavior of pykrete the model can be calculated 
and analysed to provide the final design information.

Finite Element Method
The analytical and numerical calculations of the final model 
[Chapter 6] provide the final dimensions of the Pykrete Dome 
design. The model varifies the span [30m], height [10m] and 
thickness [30cm] of the design on strength and mechnical 
behavior.

Pattern [Geodesic Triacon 8 Division]
Next to the dimensions of the design, the pattern also varies 
between different ice shell designs. The choice of the rope 
pattern depend on previous projects [Kokawa], research 
[Ribbed Structure Strength] and processability [Production].

Tsutomu Kokawa
Once again, the previous ice shell structures of T. Kokawa 
provide a good indication of the different pattern possibilities.  
As described in chapter 3.2, a variation of patterns is possible 
[Triangular, Rectangular, Hexagonal], which each give a 
different appearence to the shell structure. In addition, the 
division of the Geodesic Pattern can be determined depending 
on the size of the shell structure. The Pykrete Dome design 
[Span: 30m] requires a Geodesic 8 Division in order to create 
the right pattern proportion. 

Ribbed Structure Strength
Previous research [Chapter 2.7] shows that the ribbed 
structure in geodesic shell designs have a slight influence 
on the strength and stability of the shell structure. The exact 
influence is hard to determine; however, the triangular pattern 
provides the best properties on increased strength and 
stability of the structure. Therefore, the Geodesic Triangular 
Pattern is implemented in the Pykrete Dome design.

Production
At last, the different patterns require a different production 
process. The advantage of the triangular pattern compared 
to the other patterns, is the assembly of the ropes. The 
triangular pattern, consist of long, continuous ropes along the 
shell structure; thus, creating less complicated nodes and a 
fast and easy production process.

Fig 162 Model; Rope Pattern [Geodesic Triacon 8 Division]
Model of the rope pattern used in the 
Pykrete Dome design. 

162
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Foundation
The original ice shell foundation consists of a solid ice ring, 
constructed during the preparations of the construction 
process. The Pykrete Dome design implements a new 
foundation method, where the construction of the foundation 
is combined with the shell construction. This new method 
saves construction time compared to the traditional method 
of ice shell structures of T. Kokawa. The new foundation 
method is developed on experimental research [Snowworld, 
Chapter 7], processability [Production] and construction time 
[Process].

Experimental Research [Snowworld, Landgraaf]
During the experimental research in Snowworld, Landgraaf 
the traditional foundation method [Kokawa, Chapter 3.3] was 
used in the construction of the ice shell. The construction of 
the foundation took a third of the total construction time. In 
the Pykrete Dome design this would be a large amount of the 
total construction time, especially with the large dimensions 
of the traditional foundation [2.0m x 1.8m] this would require 
a large amount of material [Snow & Ice].

Production
To reduce the construction time, a new method is 
implemented in the Pykrete Dome design. The method 
leaves out the original foundation ring and fixes the rope 
cover directly to the ground with strong anchors. This way, 
the original foundation mold becomes unnecessary and the 
foundation ring can directly be constructed after inflation of 
the membrane structure.

Process
The new foundation method has a slightly different 
construction process. First the inflatable and rope cover are 
placed and fixed to the anchoring points. Next, after inflation, 
loose snow and ice is applied to the bottom of the inflatable 
structure. This process is repeated untill a solid, thick snow-
ice foundation ring is created. Due to the possibility to 
use heavy equipment to construct the foundation ring, the 
construction time of the foundation ring is greatly reduced. 
However, the foundation requires a certain height, width and 
slope in order for the shell structure to absorb and keep the 
applied material onto the structure. If the foundation is too low 
or flat, the applied construction material falls off the inflatable 
shell structure, wasting a large amount of construction time. 
Therefore, it is important to create a proper foundation ring, 
or else the fast construction time of the foundation ring is 
lost.

In contrast to the traditional method where all the 
construction material can be re-used for future purposes. 
With the new foundation method, the anchor ropes are frozen 
into the foundation ring and should be dettached from the 
rope cover. Therefore, the rope cover and anchoring points 
need to be adjusted or reproduced for future use. 
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Fig 163 Foundation; Old Method
Old foundation method with straigth edges 
remaining from the molding technique.

Fig 164 Foundation; New Method
New foundation method with steep slopes 
after applying the snow and ice.
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Fig 165 Earth Anchor; Drive Anchor
Earth anchor is driven into the ground with a 
steel bar attached to a drill.

Fig 166 Earth Anchor; Remove Drive Anchor
The steel rod is removed, leaving the earth 
anchor in the ground.

Fig 167 Earth Anchor; Pull Rod
The steel rod is pulled, rotating the earth 
anchor and creating a high ground 
resistance of the anchoring.
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Anchoring [Earth Anchors]
With the new foundation method, the anchoring of the 
rope cover becomes very important. A strong and fast 
anchoring method is the use of earth anchors. By placing 
the earth anchors during the preparations of the project, the 
construction time is greatly reduced. In addition, the insertion 
of the earth anchors only requires relatively light equipment 
and can be done manually. The process of the anchoring is 
as following:

Dimensions
First, the location of the anchors are determined on the 
construction site. With a Geodesic Triacon 8 Division the 
total amount of anchor points is 40. When the locations of all 
anchors are determined, the earth anchors can be inserted 
into the ground.

Insertion
As can be seen in figure 165-167, the earth anchors are 
placed in three simple steps. First, the earth anchor is driven 
into the ground with a steel bar, which is attached to a drill. 
When the desired depth has been reached the steel bar is 
removed, leaving the earth anchor in the ground. At last, the 
steel rod, which is attached to the earth anchor, is pulled, 
resulting in a rotation of the earth anchor and creating a high 
ground resistance.

Construction
When the earth anchors are placed and the membrane is 
inflated, the inflatable structure is finished. Heavy equipment 
can now fastly create a foundation ring around the inflatable, 
using the inflatable as a mold. Despite the fact that the 
required amount of snow and dimensions of the foundation  
ring remains the same, the construction time is reduced 
due to the use of heavy equipment during the construction 
process. 

Conclusion
The advantages of the new anchoring method are still 
uncertain and have to be proven during the construction 
process. For instance, the depth and insertion of the earth 
anchors are dependent of the ground type. A hard and solid 
ground might be hard to drill; on the other hand, a loose 
ground might not give enough resistance against the high 
forces applied on the anchoring. In addition, the reusability  of 
the earth anchors is limited and should be improved for future 
use in order to reduce the cost and production time. Despite 
the uncertain process, the potential of a faster construction 
time is very promising.
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Pykrete
As described in chapter 3.3, the sawdust in the pykrete 
mixture enhances the properties of the material. Besides the 
increase in strength of the reinforced ice, other mechanical 
properties differ as well from regular ice. An important aspect 
is the processability of pykrete, which is more complex 
compared to regular ice. 

Process
Previous experiments [Pykrete Spray Test #1 & #2] show the 
complexability of the pykrete process. By spraying the pykrete 
onto the inflatable membrane, the pykrete mixture must be 
pumped using specific pumps. Experiments  [Chapter 7.4] 
show that centrifugal pumps provide the best qualities to 
process the pykrete. To prevent the pykrete from sinking 
seperate pumps are placed in the container where the 
pykrete is mixed and pumped onto the inflatable membrane.

Application
Despite the increase in many mechanical properties and 
behavior of pykrete, there is also a downside to the material. 
Next to the complex processability, the pykrete is also non-
translucent. As the appearance of the ice shell is one of the 
important features of the structure, the translucency has an 
important influence to the design. For this reason, the design 
has been adjusted to place the pykrete only at the most 
critical locations. Analysis [FEM, Chapter 6] show that the 
highest forces occur at the bottom of the dome. Therefore, 
the pykrete is only applied at the bottom half of the shell 
structure. The top is only subjected to compression force and 
thus made of pure ice, resulting in a translucent top of the 
dome while still creating a strong, stable shell structure.

Inflatable
The design of the inflatable membrane is slightly oversized 
compared to the original dimensions. The span of the 
membrane bag is 110% of the original span, resulting in a 
33m inflatable membrane bag, compared to the 30m span 
of the Pykrete Dome design. The 10% oversize results in a 
better indication of the shape of the inflatable structure. Due 
to the oversize measurements, the inflatable settles and fills 
the triangular shapes of the geodesic pattern. 

Entrance [Double Air-Lock System]
Next to the oversize measurements of the membrane bag, 
the entrance of the inflatable is also adjusted compared 
to the original inflatable design of Kokawa [Chapter 3.4]. 
By attaching an inflatable tube to the membrane with an 
integrated double air-lock system, it is possible to enter the 
inflatable before the construction process starts. The inside 
pressure presses the PE sheets together and closes the 
entrance. When entering the inflatable, the system remains 
under high pressure and creates a minimum pressure loss 
because the entrance closes immediately after entering the 
dome.

The entrance is constructed according to the drawings 
in Appendix 12.4.2 / 12.4.3. The system consists of five 
parts [4x Air Pocket, 1x Air Tube] which are assembled and 
formed into the final design. When completed, the air pockets 
create a compressed entrance hole. For safety reasons, an 
extra entrance is made behind the first hole to minimize 
the pressure loss in the inflatable structure. This way, when 
entering the inflatable, the air loss is compensated with an 
extra air compartment.

In addition, the inflatable entrance tube also shapes 
the entrance of the final shell structure [Height: 3m]. This 
reduces the complexibility during the construction process, 
but increases the complexibility of the production process.

169
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Fig 168 Pykrete; Application
Area of pykrete application. Only at the 
bottom half of the shell structure.

Fig 169 Air Pocket; Assembly Part
Production drawings of the air pocket, 
required for the double air-lock system.
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5.3 Process
During the construction process, many workers, material and 
equipment is required on the construction site. However, all 
these machines and materials are not required at the same 
time. Therefore, a smooth description of the construction 
process helps to provide a good indication of the amount and 
time certain equipment, machines and workers are required 
on location.

The construction process is divided in 7 steps, which 
each describe the type of work and required equipment. The 
different steps are as follows:

//  Preparing Construction Site
//  Placing Inflatable Structure
//  Inflation
//  Snow Supply
//  Application
//  Deflation
//  Finishing

When all these steps are completed, the Pykrete Dome 
structure can be tested and varified according to the model. 
After varification, the Pykrete Dome is ready for future use 
and evaluation.

Fig 170 Pykrete Dome Production Process
Conceptual overview of world largest ice 
dome production process.
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Preparing Construction Site
The construction process of the pykrete dome starts with the 
preparations of the equipment and construction site. 

Leveling Construction Site
The first part of the construction process focuses on the 
preparations of the construction site. In order to create 
a solid building location, the construction site should be 
leveled. Loose, excessive snow should be removed to clear 
the construction site. The snow can be placed at the side of 
the building location for later use during the application of the 
construction material. 

Indication Structure Location
After preparing the construction site, the location of the 
structure is indicated on the site. The anchoring points are 
indicated using the centre of the dome as a reference point 
and measuring the length between two anchors. This process 
is repeated until all the anchoring points are indicated and 
placed into the ground. To place the anchors on the desired 
depth in the ground, a drill is used to ensure the location of 
the anchoring points.

Lighting
During the winter in northern regions of the world, daylight 
is very limited. Therefore, construction lights are placed in 
order to work during the night. Various lightpoles ensure the 
possibility to work all around the dome. In addition, the lights  
provide safety on the construction site.

Other
To completely prepare the construction site a site office, 
storage and other accomodation should be placed to 
provide the workers with proper accomodation during the 
construction period. In addition, the construction site can be 
surrounded with construction fences to provide extra safety.

//     Type:  Construction Light
//     Amount:   6
//     Height:   > 8m
//     Preparation Time: 8h

//     Type:  Loader
//     Amount:   1
//     Work:  Leveling Construction Site
//     Preparation Time: 4h

//     Type:  Worker
//     Amount:   4
//     Work:  Indicating Structure Location
//     Preparation Time: 4h
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Placing Inflatable Structure
When all preparations are finished, the inflatable structure 
is placed on the indicated location. First, the inflatable 
membrane is placed inside the circle indicated by the 
anchoring points. The membrane is unfolded with the 
opening placed towards the desired direction. The rope 
cover is adjusted to the inflatable opening; therefore, extra 
attention should be payed to the direction of the opening 
facing towards the right anchoring points. Next, the centre of 
the inflatable should match the centre of the anchoring circle. 
At last the inflatable should be checked at the edge of the 
circle wether it is equally divided along the circle. 

Attaching Rope Cover
When the inflatable membrane is placed properly, the rope 
cover can be attached to the anchoring points. First the 
rope cover is unfolded and detangled. When the rope cover 
is detangled and the pattern is clearly visable, the correct 
rope ending should be attached to the matching anchoring 
point. This can be done with a simple self-tightening knot to 
prevent the structure from loosening.

Workers
Due to the heavy, clumsy weight of both the inflatable 
membrane and the rope cover at least twelve workers are 
required to place the inflatable structure. However, the 
placement can be done rapidly; therefore, the high amount of 
workers are only necessary for a relatively short time. //     Type:  Worker

//     Amount:   >12
//     Work:   Placing Inflatable    
    Attaching Rope Cover
//     Preparation Time: 2h

//     Type:  PE Inflatable Membrane
//     Diameter:  30m
//     Weight:  300kg
//     Amount:   1

//     Type:  Polypropylene Rope Cover
//     Pattern:  Geodesic Triacon 8 Division
//     Weight:  100kg
//     Amount:   1200m
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Inflation
With the construction material and equipment installed, the 
inflatable structure can now be inflated.

Air Blower
To inflate the structure, a relatively low pressurized air blower 
is required. With an average capacity of 45m3/min and a 
maximum pressure of 70mm water head [0.686kN/m2], the 
inflatable is already strong enough to carry the weigth of 
the first ice layers. It is recommended to use an adjustable 
air blower to inflate the structure at high speed and keep 
the pressure low in the end. This way, the inflation time is 
reduced to approximately 2 hours.

Other
During the construction process, the air blower should be 
checked regularly. If the air blower fails or is shut down, the 
pressure inside the inflatable drops rapidly and the applied 
layers can crack. Therefore, a second blower should be ready 
to replace the air blower if failure occurs to the main blower. 
This way the damage to the structure is kept to a minimum. 
In addition, the power control should be monitored in order to 
prevent any failure to the air blower.

//     Type:  Worker
//     Amount:   1
//     Work:   Monitor Power Control

//     Type:  PE Inflatable Membrane
//     Diameter:  30m
//     Height:  10m
//     Weight:  300kg
//     Amount:   1

//     Type:  Air Blower
//     Capacity:  45m3/min
//     Pressure:  0.686kN/m2

//     Amount:   1
//     Inflation Time:  2h
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Snow Supply
To provide an optimal construction process, the construction 
material should be easily available and ready to use. 
Therefore, it is necessary to spread the snow around the 
inflatable structure in order to equally apply the snow onto 
the membrane.

Snow
There are many types of snow. For the construction of an 
ice shell structure, fresh snow [100kg/m3] or settled snow 
[300kg/m3], provides the best construction qualities. When 
the snow is unavailable at the location, the snow should be 
produced with a snow cannon or snow lance.

Equipment
Next to the snow cannon, other equipment is required 
to create a smooth snow supply during the construction 
process. The most important machine during this process 
is the loader, which transports and places the snow on 
the desired location on the construction site. The use of a 
loader, instead of human labour, to transport the snow from 
one location to another, greatly increases the process and 
decreases the required amount of time.

//     Type:  Worker
//     Amount:   6
//     Work:   Support Snow Transport

//     Type:  Snow Storage
//     Amount:   600m3

//     Type:  Loader
//     Amount:   1
//     Work:   Transport Snow
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Application
The main part in the construction process is the application 
of the building material [Snow, Water, Pykrete]. Each material 
has a different approach in the process and requires different 
equipment. The work is done in shifts [3h] with a minimum 
of seven people.

Snow
As described before, the best snow used to apply 
onto the inflatable structure is relatively light snow                                              
[100-300kg/m3]. The snow is applied with a rotary snow 
thrower with a throwing distance of at least 30m in order to 
reach the top of the dome. A second snow thrower is optional 
to speed up the construction process. The snow is applied 
in thin layers [<1cm] onto the membrane, after which water 
and sawdust is added to the snow creating thin layers of ice 
and pykrete.

Water
Water is mainly applied on the top of the inflatable structure. 
This way, the top is formed out of pure ice. This results in a 
translucent top of ice in contrast to the pykrete layers, which 
are non-translucent. In order to reach the top structure, high 
pressurized water supply is required. With an adjustable 
nozzle the water is nebulized and applied in thin layers onto 
the membrane.

Pykrete
The processing of pykrete has a more complex approach. 
First, large waste containers [10m3] are filled with water. Next, 
the sawdust is added to the container, creating a mixture of 
liquid pykrete. To prevent the sawdust from sinking after it 
is saturized, the mixture must be kept in motion. This can 
be achieved by placing pumps into the container, creating 
a continuous mixing process. At last, the pykrete is sprayed 
onto the inflatable structure using a centrifugal pump which 
is placed in the mixing container. A number of containers are 
used to reduce the construction time.

//     Type:  Construction Worker
//     Amount:   3
//     Work:   Application of Water

//     Type:  Container 10m3

//     Amount:   4
//     Pump:   Centrifugal Pump
//     Capacity:   30-50m3/h
//     Work:   Mixing Water & Sawdust

//     Type:  Fire Hoze & Adjustable Nozzle
//     Amount:   4
//     Diameter:   Ø60mm - Ø120mm
//     Total Length:   150m
//     Total Capacity:  240L/min
//     Work:   Application of Water & Pykrete

//     Type:  Rotary Snow Thrower
//     Amount:   1
//     Throwing Distance: 30m
//     Work:   Application of Snow

//     Type:  Technical Worker
//     Amount:   3
//     Work:   Application of Snow
    Monitoring Mixing Process

//     Type:  Organisator & Planner
//     Amount:   1
//     Work:   Monitoring Planning
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Deflation
When the structure reaches the desired thickness, the 
inflatable membrane is deflated and removed from the 
structure.

Measurements
Before deflating the membrane, the thickness of the ice 
shell is checked. A hole is drilled in the structure on various 
locations of the ice shell to varify the thickness. When the 
thickness is insufficient, more construction material [Snow, 
Water, Pykrete] should be applied until the desired thickness 
has been reached.

Deflation
If the thickness is varified, the membrane is deflated. If the air 
blower has a reversed option, the air blower can be remained 
attached to the inflatable and simply deflating the membrane 
using the reversed option [Recommended]. If the air blower 
has no reversed option, the blower should be detached from 
the inflatable. Then the inflatable should be attached to the 
suction side of the air blower, creating a manual reversed 
air blower which will deflate the membrane. Both options 
use the capacity of the air blower [45 m3/min] reaching a 
deflation time of approximately 2-3 hours. 

 

//     Type:  Worker
//     Amount:   1
//     Work:   Monitor Power Control

//     Type:  Pykrete Dome
//     Diameter:  30m
//     Height:  10m
//     Thickness:  300mm

//     Type:  Air Blower
//     Capacity:  45 m3/min
//     Amount:   1
//     Deflation Time: 2-3h
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Finishing
At last, after fully deflating the membrane, the inflatable 
structure is removed from the ice shell and final installations 
are made.

Inflatable Membrane
Due to the size and weight of the membrane, removing the 
material should be done with a minimum of 12 people. When 
the membrane is deflated, it is folded, packed and removed 
from shell structure. The membrane is then stored and can be 
used for future shell structures.

Rope Cover
Similar to the membrane, the rope cover can be removed 
from the shell structure after the construction process has 
been completed. To remove the ropes from the structure, the 
ropes should be detached from the anchoring ropes. If the 
ropes are covered in a layer of ice, the ropes are removed by 
force or they can remain in the structure and are removed 
later when the shell structure is demolished. The rope cover 
is then packed and stored and can be used for future shell 
structures.

Installations
At last, when the shell structure is cleared and finished, the 
lights can be installed. For an optimal effect, powerfull lights  
[Color Changing] are installed to light the dome. This way the 
translucent effect can be experienced from both the outside 
and inside of the ice dome.

//     Type:  Worker
//     Amount:   >12
//     Work:   Remove & Store Material

//     Type:  PE Inflatable Membrane
//     Amount:   1
//     State:   Folded & Packed

//     Type:  Polypropylene Rope Cover
//     Pattern:  Geodesic Triacon 8 Division
//     Amount:   1200m
//     State:   Folded & Packed

//     Type:  Electrician
//     Amount:   1
//     Work:   Install Color Lighting
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5.4 Production
With a detailed design and elaborated construction process, 
the construction material [Anchoring, Inflatable Membrane, 
Rope Cover] can be produced and shipped to location.

Each production follows certain steps according to the 
design and the experience of previous conducted experiments 
as described in chapter 7. With this information and the 
professional advice of various companies, the materials have 
been tested, produced and shipped to location.

Earth Anchors
As described before, earth anchors are a special type of 
anchoring which settle in the ground after placing them. This 
gives the anchoring a higher resistance, thus absorbing higher 
forces. Too lower the costs, the anchors are ordered in parts 
which have to be assembled manually. A short description is 
given on the assembly of the earth anchors.

Parts
The earth anchor consists of three different main parts 
[Anchor, Steel Rod, Aluminum Ferrule] and an optional part 
[Anchoring Rope]. The Pykrete Dome requires 40 earth 
anchors and the test dome [11m] requires another 20 earth 
anchors. This brings the total amount of earth anchors to 60, 
with no margin for failure during the construction process.

Assembly
For the assembly, the anchor, which is the main part of the 
earth anchor, is a mass produced standardized part which can 
be ordered in various sizes. For this project, a 75mm anchor 
with a maximum of 1300kg distribution, is used. A steel rod is 
attached through the hole in the anchor. The length of the rod 
determines the depth of the anchor, in this case the length is 
1m. This gives the earth anchor enough ground resistance 
to withstand the forces applied on the anchoring. The steel 
cable is fastened with an aluminum ferrule on both sides of 
the cable as shown in figure 172. At last, an anchoring rope 
[Optional] is attached to the end of the steel rod, this way the 
steel rod is easily found on site after drilling the earth anchors 
into the ground.

172

171

Fig 171 Earth Anchor; Assembly Part
The main part of the earth anchor before 
assembly.

Fig 172 Earth Anchor; Final Product
The final product after assembly of the three 
different parts.
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Rope Cover [30m]
The rope cover is produced similar to the experimental 
method described in chapter 7.5. Before the assembly of 
the rope cover, each rope is cut and tagged according to the 
design. When all the ropes are completed, the rope cover can 
be assembled.

The assembly of the rope cover follows a few steps. First, 
all the anchor locations are numbered and indicated on a 
large open area. Next, the ropes are placed on the location 
according to the pattern design. The best way to place the 
ropes is to place all similar ropes first and then place the 
next set of ropes. Starting with the short ropes on the edge 
of the pattern and working towards the center of the circle. 
This way the nodes, where different ropes cross, are easily 
checked with the design.

With help of the pattern design, the ropes are now 
connected to eachother on the nodes. For the connection, an 
simple loose knot is used in order to give the possibility for 
the ropes to slide along the node. This way, the rope cover 
can settle itself during the inflation process, forming the 
optimal design pattern according to the membrane forces 
applied to the rope cover.

Again, it is recommended to work from one edge to the 
center of the circle towards the other side of the circle. This 
way, possible failure is minimized and can easily be checked 
and resolved without large impact to the production process.

It is recommended to carefully fold the rope cover when 
completed. During the storage and transport of the rope 
cover, it is important to tie the ropes together to prevent a 
tangled structure on the construction site and saving much 
time during the construction process. Tagging and numbering 
the ropes also makes it easy to unfold and place the rope 
cover correctly on location according to the indicated anchor 
points.

174

Fig 173 Rope Cover; Production
Production process of the final rope cover 
design.

173

Fig 174 Rope Cover; Material
Polypropylene rope [1400m] used in the 
production of the rope cover.
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Inflatable Membrane [30m]
The production of the inflatable membrane consist of 
four different parts [Material Testing, Material Assembly, 
Membrane Production, Entrance Production].

Material Testing
Before determining the right material and connection, various 
tests have been conducted on the strength of the material and 
the different connection methods [Welding, Ironing, Sewing]. 

//     Translucent PE

The translucent PE foil consists of one thick layer. 
When testing various connections, the welding 
method appears to be the most reliable connection 
method. By welding the material, both layers melt 
together creating one solid layer of polyethylene. In 
contrast to the sewing method, where two layers are 
stitched together creating small weak spots on the 
joint surface.

//     Reinforced PE

Due to the composition of the reinforced PE sheet [PE, 
Reinforcement, PE] the welding method only melts 
the top layers together, creating a weak connection 
between the other layers. Therefore, the welded 
connection is not viable when using reinforced PE. 

A sewn connection seems to be much weaker than 
the welded connection of the translucent solid PE. The 
weak connection makes the reinforced PE, despite of 
the high strength and low weight, not viable for the 
production of the large inflatable membrane.

//     Heavy, Non-Translucent PE

A stronger and heavier PE foil, also consisting of one 
thick layer, promises high potential compared to the 
translucent PE sheet. However, despite the better 
mechanical behavior and higher durability, the cost 
of the material are too high. Besides, the translucent 
aspect creates new possibilities and convenient 
processing methods when welding the complex 
connections [Dual Air-Lock Entrance] from the inside 
of the membrane. 

Material Assembly
Now that the optimum material and connection method 
have been studied [Welded, Translucent PE], the inflatable 
membrane can be cut and produced according to the design. 
However, due to the limited size of the supplied PE-sheet 
[50m x 12m], the sheets have to be connected to each other 
in order to create one large piece of PE-sheet. The supplied 
rolls were unrolled and welded, creating one large sheet 
[50m x 36m] which was cut to the required dimensions    
[36m x 36m].

175
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Fig 175 Materialisation; Welded Translucent PE
Translucent PE foil with a welded 
connection.

Fig 176 Materialisation; Reinforced PE
Reinforced PE foil with a welded 
connection.

Fig 177 Materialisation; Heavy Non-Translucent PE
Strong and heavy non-translucent PE foil 
[no connection].177
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Membrane Production
With the polyethylene sheets assembled to the right 
dimensions, two large sheets [36m x 36m] are placed and 
fixed on top of eachother. Next, according to the oversized 
membrane design, two oversized circles [Diameter: 33m] are 
cut out of the membrane. With both circles placed exactly on 
top of each other, the sheets are welded together creating 
one large membrane bag.

Entrance Production
With only limited experience and complex design, the 
entrance is the most complex part of the inflatable production 
process. According to the design [Chapter 5.2], the entrance 
consists of four air sockets attached to a large inflatable tube. 
Due to the complex connection points and the limitations of 
the welding machine, the air sockets have to be connected 
manually. By ironing and melting the air sockets from the 
outside and inside to the tube, the connections are accurately 
fixed and secured to the inflatable entrance.

The danger during the ironing process, is the high 
unreliable temperature of the ironing machine. If the PE is 
subjected to high temperatures for a long time, the material 
shrinks and is damaged, thus highly weakening the material. 
This creates local weak spots at the connection points; 
therefore, the damaged material should be repaired or 
replaced before use. This proves that the welding method 
is more reliable compared to the ironing method. However, 
the ironing connection is more versatile and can be used on 
complex locations when used carefully.

At last, the inflatable tube is connected to the membrane 
bag. First, a hole is cut out of the membrane according to 
the dimensions of the inflatable entrance tube. Then the 
inflatable tube is placed on the indicated location. Next, 
the tube is carefully connected to the membrane bag. Due 
to the difficult connection, the sheets are manually ironed 
and melted together. For safety reasons and high expected 
tension forces at the entrance, an extra connection strip is 
ironed next to the existing connection to create a larger and 
stronger connection surface. The joints are then taped with 
translucent tape to reduce the tension on the joint surface. 

The inflatable membrane is now finished and carefully 
folded for storage and transported to the construction site. 
The inflatable membrane is covered with a strong PVC 
bag protecting the material from any damages during the 
transport.

179
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Fig 178 Assembly; Unrolling Polyethlyne Roll
The supplied polyethylene sheets were 
unrolled and welded together.

Fig 179 Production; Entrance Assembly
Design of the dual air-lock entrance before 
assembly.

Fig 180 Production; Entrance Connection
Due to the complex location of the entrance 
joint, the sheets are manually ironed and 
melted from the inside. 180
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Inflatable Membrane [11m]
The production of the small inflatable membrane [11m] is 
almost similar to the large inflatable membrane [30m]. 
However, there are some differences in the production 
process of both inflatables.

Materialisation
A light reinforced polyethelyne sheet was used for the 
production of the small inflatable membrane. The reinforced 
PE is relatively light and strong compared to regular PE foil. 
The cost efficiency is very high and due to the lower forces 
on the inflatable membrane, the reinforced PE is sufficient 
enough for the production of the small inflatable membrane 
bag.

Connection Method
Previous tests showed that the reinforced PE can hardly be 
welded correctly without damaging the material. Therefore, 
another test was conducted on the strength of a sewn 
connection. The results showed that the connection was 
eventually strong enough for the relatively lower applied 
forces on the inflatable structure. A second sew seam was 
applied next to the first  in order to enlarge the connection 
surface, thus strengthening the total structure.

Entrance
Next to the sewn connection, thus a different connection 
procedure, the entrance also differs from the original design. 
Due to the long and complex production time of the dual air-
lock entrance, the small inflatable lacks a possible entrance 
into the inflatable. The original entrance system was replaced 
with a simple closed tube, which was attached onto the 
membrane bag to create the shape according to the design 
of the inflatable structure. This way, it was impossible to enter 
the small inflatable; however, the entrance to the ice shell is 
still implemented in the design. By leaving out the complex 
entrance design, the production time was greatly reduced 
compared to the original design.

At last, the completed membrane bag is carefully folded 
and stored for transport. Just as the large inflatable, the small 
inflatable membrane is covered with a PVC bag to protect 
the structure from damaging during the transport to the 
construction site.

181
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Fig 181 Test; Sewn Connection Reinforced PE
Test setup of the sewed connection 
strength test.

Fig 182 Test; Sewn Connection Reinforced PE
Zoomed image of the sewed connection 
during testing.

Fig 183 Production; Inflatable Membrane [11m]
Production process of the inflatable bag 
before assembly.
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5.5 Responsabilities
Since various parties are involved during the project, it 
is important to clearify the responsabilities of the project 
during the different stages. Different important conditions 
are described to remain safety measurements along all the 
involved parties.

Eindhoven University of Technology
The Eindhoven University of Technology mainly conducts 
research towards the structural behavior and construction 
method to create a high feasability for the project. A small 
number of people lead the project and provide communication 
between the different parties. In addition, the research group 
conducts several experiments on the dome to varify the 
safety of the structure and material behavior of the structure. 
This results in a safety advice towards the use of the final 
structure.

Municipality of Juuka
The municipality is mainly responsible for the accomodation, 
organisation and aftercare of the project. This includes most 
non-technical aspects of the project. In addition, safety 
measurements and agreements after realising the project are 
important for the municipality and future use of the Pykrete 
Dome Project.

Other
Other parties included in the project are expected to follow 
the rules and agreements set by the Eindhoven University of 
Technology and the Municipality of Juuka.

Important Conditions [Construction Process]
//  It is not allowed to enter the inflatable structure during the 

construction process. When someone enters the inflatable, 
the pressure might be lost and cracks can occur in the ice 
structure. A surveyor should always be on site to check 
and remain the safety conditions.

//  First aid and fire department should be informed and 
notified about the construction process. This way, 
accidents and injuries are kept to a minimum.

//  The project and construction workers must be insured for 
legal claim responsibility during the construction process. 
Everybody involved in the project must be informed about 
the risks during the construction and environmental 
influences.

// Construction equipment is only allowed to be used by 
experienced workers. Safety regulations should be 
followed at all times.

Eindhoven University of Technology
N: Arno Pronk
    Jorrit Hijl
    Roel Pluijmen
F: Project Leader
E: info@pykretedome.com
T: +31 625080151
    +31 623630454
    +31 652678072

Juuka Municipality
N: Seppo Portimo
E: seppo.portimo@juuka.fi
T: +358 401042603

Juuka Fire Department & First Aid
N: Jari Repo
F: Fire Department & First Aid
E: jari repo@pp2.inet.fi
T: +358 407577999

Juuka Accomodation
N: Jan & Tuula Graafmans
F: Organisation Pykrete Dome Juuka
E: jan.graafmans@gmail.com
T: +358 503699733

Sanders-Projectadviezen
N: Hugo Sanders
F: Ambassador Pykrete Dome Project
E: hugo@sanders-projectadviezen.nl
T: +31 653276510
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Aftercare 
After completing the pykrete dome, the construction site 
requires attention for a safe and clear aftercare. When the 
dome is finished, the Eindhoven University of Technology 
ensures that all equipment and other facilities are removed 
from the construction site. In agreement with the concerning 
municipality [Juuka], the sawdust, snow and other bio-
degradable materials remain on the building site. The 
concerning municipality [Juuka] is responsible for the pykrete 
dome and construction site after completion and ensures 
safety on location. To remain safety, various important 
conditions are described which should be checked on regular 
basis.

Important Conditions [Aftercare]
// The Pykrete Dome Project is defined as an experimental 

research project; therefore, it should not be used as an 
official building.

//  The air inside and outside temperature of the dome must 
remain below 0˚C. If the temperature remains above 0˚C 
for more than 12 hours, the dome is considered unsafe.

//  The deflection of the dome must be checked regularly. 
If the dome shows strong deflections, the dome must be 
evacuated immediately and is considered unsafe.

//  If the snow load limitations [1.5m Settled Snow] are 
exceeded, excessive snow should be removed to remain 
a safe structure.

//  If there is nobody at the construction site, the entrance of 
the dome should be closed to remain safety.

//  When above conditions are unfulfilled, the dome must be 
closed and locked until the conditions are met and safety 
can be guaranteed.
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5.6 Conclusion

Dimensions
//  Span    30m
//  Height   10m
//  Shell Thickness  300mm
//  Shell Surface   1000m2

//  Weight   300.000kg
//  Foundation  2m x 1,8m
//  Entrance  3m

Materialisation
//  Membrane   Translucent PE [2000m2]
//  Rope    Polypropylene Ø14 [1400m]
//  Pattern  Geodesic Triacon 8 Division
//  Snow   600m3

//  Water   600m3

//  Sawdust  60m3

Process
//  Pumps   Centrifugal Pump [30-50m3/h]
//  Water Storage  Container [10m3]
//  Accomodation  Storage & Office
//  Anchoring  Earth Anchors [40]
//  Air Blower  Reversable Air Blower [45m3/min]
//  Water Hose  150m Fire Hose Ø60 [240L/min]
//  Heavy Equipment Snow Loader
     Rotary Snow Thrower [25 - 30m]
     Boomlift [20 - 25m]
     Snow Cannon [Optional]

The design can be summarized in a few points of 
attention. These points represent the important aspects 
and requirements of the Pykrete Dome design for eventual 
construction and future research.
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Finite Element Method can be used to analyse complex structures. The modeling and calculation 
process of the Pykrete Dome are discribed in the following chapter. These defined values areused 
as boundary conditions for the realisation of the Pykrete Dome. 

6 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
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The internal forces in a shell structure can be defined with 
an analytical and numerical method. The analytical method 
is based on differential equations which are calculated by 
different variables. The results from the equations define 
the force distribution of the design. The numerical analyses 
involves a modeling calculation study.

Analytical Method
The analytical calculation method is applied to a concrete 
dome model. The results calculations are compared to the 
theoretical results of the dome. In addition, the results can 
also be compared to the numerical model. When these 
methods corrode, the numerical model can be validated. 

Numerical Method
After validaton of the model with the analytical calculations, 
a variant study can be performed to optimize the ice dome 
design. The study models different sitiuations and designs. 
The results provide the optimal model to realise the ice dome 
structure.

6.1 Introduction

Fig 184 Zeiss Planetarium; 
The concrete dome structure of the zeiss 
planetarium is used as a validation model.

Fig 185 Spherical Dome Structure [Pykrete Dome]
The spherical geometry is important for 
calculations of the structural behavior.

185

Calculation Process
The Finite Element Method [FEM] is used to analyse the 
optimal ice dome structure. The create a valid model of 
the ice dome, the model is checked by different calculation 
methods.

//   Planetarium, Method Validation
Make:    Basic analytical calculations
Check:   Basic analytical validation [Peederman, 2008]
Make:    Numerical model
Check:   Numerical model validation by analytical   
     calculation

//   Ice Dome, Model Validation
Make:    Basic analytical calculations
Make:    Numerical model
Check:   Numerical model validation by analytical   
     calculation

//   Ice Dome, Structural Analyses
Analyse: Numerical model
Make:    Variant model study
Analyse: Variant models
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Diana
Diana is a software program which can be used to calculate 
the loadcase of the model. To define the structural behavior, a 
linear elastic analysis is done.

//   Import .dat file via mesh editor
//   Calculate model

iDiana
At last, the software program iDIANA is used to visualize the 
calculated model. The visualisations give a good view on the 
structural behavior of the model.

//   Import .V72 file
//   Analyse model

Method
The analytical results arised from theory of membrane shells.  
However, the numerical model is designed and based on 
different modeling software. 

Rhinoceros
The software program Rhinoceros is used to create a detailed 
3D-model of the shell structure. Next, the model is exported 
in a special file [.step] to divide the model in simple elements. 
Another software program [Midas Fx+] uses the simplified 
model to apply the loads.

//   Create detailed 3D-model
//   Export 3D-model to .step file

Midas Fx+ 
The software program Midas Fx+ is used to apply a loadcase 
to the 3D-model. First, the model is imported and converted 
to a meshed model. Next, different properties are applied to 
the model [Load, Constrains, Material].

//   Import complex geometry [.step file]
//   Define model properties
//   Export .fxd file

Diana Mesh Editor
When the model properties are defined, the model is 
orientated to the right coordinate system in Diana Mesh 
Editor. The implementation of the coordinate system makes 
it possible for Diana to calculate to model according to the 
design orientation.

//   Import .fxd file
//   Determine orientation
//   Export .dat file

Fig 186 Model; Rhinoceros
Top view of the 3D-Rhino model.

Fig 187 Model; Midas Fx+
Top view of the meshed Midas Fx+ model. 

Fig 188 Model; TNO Diana
Top view of the visualised calculation Diana 
model. 188

187

186
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Geometry of Shell Constructions
A shell structure can be classified by a Gaussian curvature. 
This classification defines the orientation of the curve which 
determines the shape of the surface [K]. A positive curve 
value indicates a spherical shape, while a negative curve 
value indicates a saddle shape [J. Koeken, 2013]. The various 
classified geometries are defined according the Gaussian 
curvature [R.N. te Maten, 2011]. 

Synclastic Surface
//  The surface has a curvature which is similar in every

direction [Spheres & Ellipses]
//   Positive Gaussian-curvature
//   K > 0

Anticlastic Surface
//  The curves on the different axes are reversed. [Saddle]
//   Negative Gaussian-curvature
//   K < 0

Cylindrical Surface
//  At least one of the curves has a rotation angle of zero. 

[Cylinder]
//   Neutral Gaussian-curvature
//   K = 0

Fig 189 Gaussian-Curvature; Synclastic
Concept image of the synclastic surface.
 

The theory of membrane shells explains the structural 
behavior of shell structures. The flexural rigidity, membrane 
forces and the distribution of forces in the shell structure with 
an ideal geometry are analysed during the research.

This study analyses a simple synclastic surface, the spherical 
dome. The surface consists of a sphere cut in half and pinned 
to the ground. This way a shell structure is determined. The 
model is the boundary input for the Finite Element Method 
analyses of the Pykrete Dome

191

190

189

6.2 Theory of Membrane Shells

Fig 190 Gaussian-Curvature; Anticlastic
Concept image of the anticlastic surface.

Fig 191 Gaussian-Curvature; Cylindrical
Concept image of the cylindrical surface.
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Fig 192 Membrane: Force Distribution
Different forces in the shel structure are 
shown. The material is pressed with stress 
on different axis.

Fig 193 Membrane: Force Distribution
The forces are calculated form the geometry 
of the structure. The radius of the spherical 
shell is important in the calculation.

Analytical Calculation
The dome is calculated using the linear elastic theory with a 
vertical load. To validate the structural safety of the structure, 
the hoop- and meridional forces and the membrane stresses  
are determined. The calculations can be compared to the 
material properties.

Hoop Forces [Nxx] and Meridional Forces [Nyy]
Hoop forces are the stresses in the x-axis or y-axis which are 
the result of a vertical load. The hoop forces in a membrane 
shell can be calculated with the following formula [Values in 
N/mm]:

Body Load 
Formula stress resultants Nxx:

Formula stress resultants Nyy:

Snow Load 
Formula stress resultants Nxx:

Formula stress resultants Nyy:

P = Load per surface
r = Radius spherical shell
Cos (φ) = angle shell calculation
t = thickness

Nxx

t
Sxx=

Nyy

t
Syy=

193

Nyy= -p0r
1

1+cosφ

Nxx= -p0r
1

1+cosφ
cosφ - ( )

Nxx= -Psnow* r cosφ2 - 0,5( )

Nyy= -Psnow * r *0,5

Membrane stresses 
To contain the stresses in the material the following formula 
is used [Values in N/mm]:

        [Haas 1962, Csonka 1987, Peederman, 2008]
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The Zeiss Planetarium is a spherical dome which is situated 
on a circular base. The reinforced concrete structure consist 
of a spherical shape cut in half. The calculations of the design 
only include the shell structure of the model, the bottom 
section of the structure is negated [Peerdeman, 2008]. 

Goal
The calculations of the concrete structure validate the 
analytical calculations of the concrete dome structure. The 
validated analytical calculations are compared to the output 
data of the numerical model. When the models corrode, the 
calculation methods can be used for further research.

Properties
The structural behavior of the model depends on different 
variables [Geometry, Material, Load]. Both the analytical 
and numerical calculation methods use the same defined 
variables.

6.3 Zeiss Planetarium
Geometry
//   Type   Curved shell
//   Span  25000 mm
//   Thickness  60 mm [t]
//   Constrain  Hinged
//   Radius  12500 mm [r/a]
//   Top   0o [φ]
//   Base   90o degrees [φ]
//   Orientation  x, y and z axis

Material [Library Midas Fx+]
//   Type   Concrete S20/25
//   Density  2500 Kg/m3 
//   Viscosity  30000 N/mm2 [E]
//   Poision  0 [v]
//   Maximium Compressive Strength  -28 N/mm2

//   Maximium Tensile Strength  +3,4 N/mm2

Loads
//   Snow  0,00058 N/mm2

//   Body  0,00150 N/mm2

//   Total  0,00208 N/mm2 [p]

Fig 194 Zeiss Planetarium 
The concrete dome structure of the Zeiss 
planetarium is used as a model to validate 
the calculations.

Fig 195 Spherical Dome Sturcture
Calculations of the section between the 
upper and lower part of the structure.
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Analytical Calculation
The analytical calculation is conducted with the previous 
defined data input. The analytical calculation describes the 
internal shell forces, membrane stress and displacement of 
the model.

Hoop forces [Nxx ], Meridional forces [Nyy]
The calculations of the hoop- and meridional forces provide 
important data output. The maximium occurring compression 
stress is -26 N/mm and the maximium tensile strength is 26 
N/mm.

Location    Top   Base
Nxx [N/mm]  -13  26            
Nyy [N/mm]  -13  -26  
 
Membrane Stresses [Syy , Sxx ]  
The stress in the construction material is derived from the 
forces and thickness [60mm] of the shell structure.

Location    Top   Base
Sxx [N/mm2]  -0,22  0,43            
Syy [N/mm2]  -0,22  -0,43

The maximium occurring compression stress is -0,43 N/mm2 
and the maximium tensile stress is 0,43 N/mm2. It can be 
concluded, that the stress is much lower than the maximum 
allowable stress in the construction material [C20/25].

Membrane Displacement [ΔZtop]
The stress in the construction material result in a vertical 
displacement of the shell structure. When the displacement 
is too high, the structure might collapse and is considered 
unsafe. The maximum displacement in the top of the 
dome is 0,361 mm. This concludes that data output of the 
analytical calculation correlate with the theoretical values.    
[Peerdeman, 2008]

Numerical Calculation
The numerical model is calculated with the same properties 
[Geometry, Material, Load] as the analytical model. Therefore, 
the output data can be compared and validated with each 
other. 

Numerical Model
The numerical model is designed with the software program 
Rhinoceros [Rhino]. To calculate the model, it is important 
to provide the correct data input. An important aspect in 
the model design is the mesh of the model. The mesh size 
determines the final geometry of the model [TU Delft, 2012]. 
Previous study show that a mesh size of 1000mm provides 
the best balance between result and calculation time. A 
smaller mesh creates a better geometry; however, the 
smaller mesh creates a more complex design, resulting in a 
higher calculation time. 

Calculation
The calculations provide an output data of the numerical 
model. This data can be compared and validated with the 
analytical output data. When the calculation methods are 
validated, the model can be used to calculate various designs 
and structural behavior of the shell structure. 
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Fig 196 Numerical Model; DplZ
The vertical displacement of the concrete 
dome structure is shown with Diana & 
Midas Fx. 

197

Fig 197 Numerical Model; N
xx

The stress on the x-axis of the membrane is 
shown with Diana & Midas Fx. 

Validation
The numerical model is validated by comparing the analytical 
calculation with the numerical calulations. When the model 
is validated, the forces, stress and displacement of the shell 
structure can be defined.

Hoop forces [Nxx ] 
The hoop forces in the top and base of the shell model are 
calculated, defined and compared to the analytical values.

Location    Top   Base
Nxx [N/mm], Analytical -13  26            
Nxx [N/mm], Numerical -13  21,7
Difference  0  4,3
Validated   Yes  No[*] 

Meridional forces [Nyy]
The meridional forces in the top and base of the shell model 
are calculated, defined and compared to the analytical values.

Location    Top   Base
Nyy [N/mm], Analytical -13  -26            
Nyy [N/mm], Numerical -12,8  25,1
Difference  0,2  0,9
Validated   Yes  Yes

Hoop Stress [Sxx]
The hoop stress in the top and base of the shell model are 
calculated, defined and compared to the analytical values.

Location    Top   Base
Sxx [N/mm2], Analytical -0,22  0,43            
Sxx [N/mm2], Numerical -0,22  0,36
Difference  0  0,07
Validated   Yes  No[*]

Meridional Stress [Syy]  
The meridional stress in the top and base of the shell model 
are calculated, defined and compared to the analytical values.

Location    Top   Base
Syy [N/mm2], Analytical -0,22  -0,43            
Syy [N/mm2], Numerical -0,22  -0,40
Difference  0  0,03
Validated   Yes  Yes

Membrane Displacements [ΔZtop]
The vertical displacement appears due to the occuring stress 
in the construction material. 

Location    Top     
DPLz [mm], Analytical -0,361 
DPLz [mm], Numerical -0,298 
Difference  0,063
Validated   Yes

[*] The differences of the values are caused by an error in the 
coordination software [Figure 197]. The orientation of the mesh 
surface is pointed in different directions for each mesh element. 
To solve the problem, another coordination system has to be 
chosen.
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Conclusion 
By calculations of the Zeiss Planetarium dome structure, both 
the analytical and numerical method are validated and used 
to determine the specific calculation method of the ice dome.

Analytical Calculations
At first, the analytical calculation are done and varified with 
the theoretical data output. The values corrolate, which 
means that the calculation method can be used to calculate 
the structural behavior of the Pykrete Dome.

//  It is necessary to calculate the snow load with another
method. In the example, the snow load is added to the 
body load, while it has to be applied in a different way. 
[A.M. Haas, 1962]

//  It is required to implement the wind load in the structural
calculations. In the example, the wind load is not included 
in the structural calculations.

Numerical model
The numerical model is validated by the analytical model. The 
model requires minor changes to improve the quality of the 
calculated data output

//  It is necessary to adjust the coordination system of the 
model. Otherwise, the output data is not validated and the 
numerical model is unuseful.

//  In order to obtain the right calculation data output, the 
required mesh element size has to be at least 1000mm. 
Smaller mesh size improve the model; however, the 
calculation time greatly increases with the complexity of 
the model.

Safety Factor
The values obtained by the data output of the numerical 
calculations are relative low. However, these values only 
resemble the realistic values and are slightly different in 
pracice. Therefore, it is important to implement safety factors 
in the calculation process.

“As can be seen, the membrane stresses with 
conventional load are extremely low. The stresses 
even do not violate the tensile strength of the plain 
concrete; hence, there is no structural need for 
reinforcement at all.” [Peerdeman, 2008]
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With the validation of the modeling software programs, the 
Pykrete Dome design is designed and calculated. The model 
is defined as an ice shell structure with a circular foundation 
ring which is frozen to the ground surface.

Dimensions
//  Type   Curved Shell
//  Span   30000 mm
//  Shell Thickness 300 mm [t]
//  Constrain  Hinged
//  Radius  16800 mm [r/a]
//  Top   00 [φ]
//  Base   63,40 [φ]

Model
//  Mesh   500 mm
//  Axis   Spherical Orientation [0, 0, -7561]

Material
//  Settled Snow 300 kg/m3 [V.F. Petrenko et. Al, 1999]
//  Snow-Ice 850 kg/m3

//  Viscosity  3500 N/mm2 [E]
//  Poison  0,3 [v]
//  Shear Strength  2,1 N/mm2 [W. Weeks, 1967]

Compression Force
//  Maximum Absorbable Stress -2,00 N/mm2 

//  Average Strength Pykrete  -12,45 N/mm2

//  Safety Factor   6,2

Tensile Force
//  Maximum Absorbable Stress -1,00 N/mm2 

//  Average Strength Pykrete  -3,73 N/mm2

//  Safety Factor   3,7

Fig 198 Spherical Dome Sturcture
The geometry of the model is defined by 
different mathematical methods.

6.4 Pykrete Dome
As can be seen in the design data input, the model is 

designed with the construction material ice instead of the 
new innovative material pykrete. Regular ice is used as a 
safety measurement, because the mechanical properties of 
ice are lower than pykrete; therefore, the model is calculated 
on the weakest material used in the construction process.

 Strength    Compressive      Tensile
 N/mm2    Average [Lowest]      Average [Lowest]
Snice, Kokawa [*]    -3,95 [-3,75]      +1,2 [+1,0]
Plain Ice, TU/e    -3,18 [-2,00]      +1,24 [+1,02]
Layered Ice, TU/e   -6,55 [-4,38]      +1,80 [+1,39]
Pykrete, TU/e   -12,45 [-12,45]      +3,73 [+ 3,59]
 

The structural behavior of ice and pykrete differs from 
source to source. Because the exact value is not defined, 
the lowest value found in previous research is used in the 
calculation model of the Pykrete Dome.

[*] Kokawa uses a tensile strength of 0,3 N/mm2 in the 
structural analyses as an extra safety measurement to 
negate any failure of the construction material during the 
construction process.

Fig 199 Ice Dome Kokawa [25m] 
The ice dome structure of the Kokawa Ice 
Shell is used as an example for calculation 
models.
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Loadcase
To create a safe structural environment, the model is 
calculated under extreme conditions. The calculation includes 
body load, extreme snow load [1,5m] and extreme wind load. 
Furthermore, a safety factor is added to cover highly extreme 
situations.

//  Body load 
850 Kg/m3 x 0,3 m   0,00255 N/mm2

0.00255 x 1,2 [Safety Factor]  0.00306 N/mm2

//  Snow load
Snow Density [Settled]  300 Kg/m3 
300 Kg/m3 x 1,5 m   0,0044 N/mm2

0,0044 x 1,5 [Safety Factor]  0.0066 N/mm2

//  Wind load
Standard wind load  0,001 N/mm2

0,001 x 1,5 [Safety Factor]  0.0015N/mm2

Windward side   +0.0015N/mm2

Leeward side   -0.0015 N/mm2

200

201
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Fig 200 Dead Load
The dead load of the structure is calculated 
on 0,00306 N/mm2 which is pointed 
perpendicular tot the Z-Axis. 

Fig 201 Snow Load
The Snow load is calculated on 0,0066 N/
mm2 which is pointed perpendicular tot the 
Z-Axis. 

Fig 202 Wind Load
The wind load is calculated on 0,0015 N/
mm2 which is pointed perpendicular tot the 
surface. 
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Fig 203 Drawing; Structural Detail
Detail of the foundation structure of the 
design in Juuka, Finland. 

Design
Figure 203 shows how the structure is constructed. Important 
in this detail is the solid ice plate foundation. This ice plate is 
frozen to the ground and can be seen as a solid foundation. 
Important in the numerical model is the solid connection 
between the ice shell and the ice plate. The special aspect 
about ice is when two different components connect, they 
first melt and then freeze together. This way, the connection 
can be seen as one solid structure.

Figure 204 gives a good impression of the dimensions 
of the Pykrete Dome design. The dimensions of the entrance 
are defined and implemented in the model. With a height of 
3600mm, the entrance forms a disturbance of the continuous 
foundation ring.

Fig 204 Drawing; Section
The drawing shows a section of the ice 
shell. In this section the proportions of the 
construction can be compared with the 
total span. 
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Safety Measures
The analysis is preformed with the use of certain safety 
measurements. These measures make sure that the ice 
dome will remain safe in case of different and unexpected 
circumstances. The measures will extremely reduce the 
chance of collapse in an extraordinary situation. Furthermore, 
the numerical model is designed perfectly, while the design 
can be affected during the construction process of the dome.

//   Failure in the construction method
//   Extreme weather situations
//   Extreme loads

Design
The design of the numerical model contains some differences 
with the practical design. In this model the thickness of the 
shell is 300 mm over the whole shell structure. In reality the 
thickness of the shell varies over the total structure. Because 
of the construction method, the shell thickness will be thicker 
in the bottom layer. A thicker layer results in the structure 
being able to resist much more stress than calculated in 
the numerical model. The expected thickness at the bottom 
will be 4 to 6 times wider. This can be assumed based on 
the practical experiments at Snowworld, Landgraaf, The 
Netherlands. 

The opening in the model of the ice shell has the 
measurements of 3600 mm [height] and 3600 mm [width]. 
In reality the opening will be smaller which is positive if 
concerning the stresses in the shell. Besides that, the opening 
will be strengthened by additional material as can be seen in 
figure 205. The amount of extra material assures that forces 
can be aborbed more easily.

205

Fig 205 Example of the opening
The reinforced ribs surrounding the 
entrance absorb the internal forces. 

Material
The caculations of the ice dome are based on a homogeneous 
ice shell structure. In the experiments, preformed earlier 
during this project, pykrete was discovered as a material 
which was able to resist approximate three times as much 
stress as normal ice. This enlarges the posibilities with the 
ice dome structure. Because there is a chance of failure 
during the construction process, ice is used as a construction 
material in the numerical model. Additionally, pykrete is only 
used in the bottom layer of the structure because stresses 
are higher in this layer. Also the top of the dome remains 
translucent without the use of Pykrete. The use of ice in 
the numerical model gives a higher safety value and the 
possibility to create the structure out of ice while the safety 
is still guaranteed. 

Ice
The properties of the material depend on the formation of 
ice, temperature and purity. Because it is hard to determine 
the exact values, adverse values are used in the numerical 
model. Some values which are assumed as negative are 
listed below. 

//   The maximal allowable tensile stresses of plain ice are 
1,24 N/mm2 [Janssen, Houben, 2012] or 1,2 N/mm2 [T. 
Kokawa, 2002]. Maximum value used in the model is 
1,02 N/mm2 [extra safety: 0,3 N/mm2].

//   The maximal allowable compressive stresses of plain ice 
are 3,18 N/mm2 [Janssen, Houben, 2012] or 3,95 N/mm2 
[T. Kokawa, 2002]. Maximum value used in the model is 
2,00 N/mm2.

//     The density of ice varies alot. A value of 850 kg/m3 is used 
which is, in proportion to reality, a relatively high value [T. 
Kokawa, 2002]. Therefore, more weight is applied to the 
model compared to the final design.  

//  Modulus of elasticity is assumed lower than certain 
literature values; 3500 N/mm2 instead of 9000 N/mm2 

[Makkonen, L. & Tikanmäki, M., 2013]

Loading
In the numerical model an extreme loadcase is applied to 
the ice dome. The combination of forces are body load, 
an 1,5 meter thick layer of snow and extreme wind load 
perpendicular to the opening. These loading are multiplied 
by a factor for extra safety measures in exeptional situations.

The different factors on the loading cases are listed below:
//   Factor 1,2 x body load
//   Factor 1,5 x snow load
//   Factor 1,5 x wind load
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6.5 Analytical Calculations
Method
In the following calculation the body load and the snow 
load are determined using an analytical method.  With these 
results the numerical model can be validated. 

The spherical dome is caluclated at three different locations, 
described as follows [figure 30]:

Location    Top Middle   Base
Angle φ   0 30   63,4

Body Load
The force distribution is analytically calculated as a reaction 
of the body load of the structure. 

Body Load = Pbody load

850*9,81*0,3 = 2501 N/m2

2501/10^6 = 0,0025 N/mm2

0,0025*1,2 = 0,003 N/mm2

Nxx

The hoop forces are calculated with the formula which is 
shown below. In the table an overview is plotted with the 
axial forces on the different angles. 

Location     Top Middle    Bottom
Nxx [N/mm]  -25,2 -16,64    +12,25

Nyy= -0,003 * 16800
1

1+cosφ

Nxx= -0,003*16800
1

1+cosφ
cosφ - ( )

Nyy

The meridional forces are calculated with the formula which 
is shown below. In the table an overview is plotted with the 
axial forces on the different angles. 

Location   Top Middle     Base
Nyy [N/mm]             -25,2 -27,01    -34,81

Geometry
The geometry for the analytical calculations of the ice dome 
is described below. The ice dome is built on a circulair 
foundation ring frozen to the ground surface,  consisting of 
a solid ice plate. 

//   Type    Curved shell
//   Span    30000 mm
//   Shell Thickness   300 mm [t]
//   Constrain   Hinged
//   Radius   16800 mm [r/a]
//   Top    00 [φ]
//   Base    63,40 [φ]

Materialisation
The goal of the research is to built the ice dome with the 
innovative material Pykrete. In this model ice is used as an 
extra safety measure for the structural calculations. 

//   Type    Snice [Snow & Water]
//   Density   850 Kg/m3 
//   Youngs modules  3500 N/mm2 [E]
//   Poision ratio   0,3 [v]
//   Maximium shear strenght   2,1 N/mm2

//   Maximium tensile strenght 1,02 N/mm2 

//   Maximium compressive strenght  2,0 N/mm2

                  [W. Weeks, 1967 , Houben & Janssen 2013]

//   Type     Settled snow 
//   Density    300 Kg/m3

[Houben & Janssen 2013]

Fig 206 Angles in membrane shell 
The Ice dome is calculated in different 
angles of the membrane shell.
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Snow Load
The force distribution is analytically calculated as a reaction 
of the snow load of the structure. The dome is loaded with 1,5 
meter settled snow with a density of 300 kg/m3.

Body Load = Psnow

300*9,81*1,5 = 4414 N/m2

4414/10^6 = 0,004414 N/mm2

0,004414*1,5 = 0,0066 N/mm2

Nxx

The hoop forces are calculated with the formula which is 
shown below. In the table an overview is plotted with the 
normal forces on the different angles. 

Location   Top Middle    Base
Nxx [N/mm] -55,44 -27,72    +33,21

Nyy

The meridional forces are calculated with the formula which 
is shown below. In the table an overview is plotted with the 
normal forces on the different angles. 

Location   Top Middle     Base
Nyy [N/mm]           -55,44 -55,44    -55,44

Body load + Snow Load
The total normal forces can be determined by combining  the 
forces of the snow and body load. 

Total Nxx

The hoop forces calculated with the sum of the snow and 
body load forces. In the table an overview plotted with the 
normal forces on the different angles. 

Location   Top Middle    Base
Nxx [N/mm] -80,6 -44,36    +45,46

With the following formula the membrane stress can be 
specified. 

Location   Top Middle    Base
Sxx [N/mm2] -0,27 -0,15    +0,15

Total Nyy

The total meridional forces are calculated with the sum of the 
snow and body load forces. In the table an overview is plotted 
with the normal forces on the different angles. 

Location   Top Middle     Base
Nyy [N/mm]   -80,6 -82,45    -90,25

With the following formula the membrane stress can be 
specified. 

Location   Top Middle    Base
Sxx [N/mm2] -0,27 -0,28    -0,3

Nxx= -0,0066*16800 cosφ2 - 0,5( )

Nyy= -0,0066*16800*0,5

Nxx

t
Sxx=

Nyy

t
Syy=

Fig 207 Hoop & meridional forces
Indication of the hoop & meridional forces.
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Body Load
The force distribution is analytically calculated as a reaction 
of the body load of the structure. The analytical values will be 
compared with the values in the numerical model. With this 
method the model can be checked and validated.

Nxx

The hoop forces are calculated with the body load forces. The 
numerical values are drawn from the model. In the table an 
overview is plotted with the normal forces on the different 
angles. Additionally, the difference is calculated and shown 
in the table. With the difference between the values, the 
numerical model can be validated. 

Location    Top Middle    Base
Nxx [N/mm], Analytical -25,2 -16,64    +12,25
Nxx [N/mm], Numerical -25.1 -16,6    -10,5
Difference  0,1 0     22,25
Validated   YES YES     NO

The difference in the analytical calculation in the bottom of 
the ice dome cannot be validated by the numerical model. 
The cause of this difference can be the hinged constrain at 
the foundation in the numerical model. The foundation has 
an effect on the internal forces in the membrane structure. 
The analytical values are determined on a continuously 
calculation. Near the support, a disturbed area is formed. 
Hoop forces are prevented by the boundry constrain. A 
bending moment apears at the support. This appearance 
can be checked by observation of a bending moment in the 
structure. 

Nyy

The meridional forces are calculated with the body load 
forces. The numerical values are drawn from the model. In 
the table an overview is plotted with the normal forces on the 
different angles. Additionally, the difference is calculated and 
shown in the table. With the difference between the values, 
the numerical model can be validated.

Location    Top Middle     Base
Nyy [N/mm], Analytical -25,2 -27,01    -34,81
Nyy [N/mm], Numerical -25,1 -27,1    -35,0
Difference  0,1 0,1     0,2
Validated   YES YES     YES

208

209

Fig 208 Numerical Model Dome; N
xx

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fig 209 Numerical Model Dome; N
yy

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

6.6 Validation of the Numerical Model
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Myy

The occuring bending moments in de structure are analyzed 
by Myy. In the table an overview is plotted with the bending 
moments on the different angles. 

Location   Top Middle Middle[2]   Base
Angle   0 30 55 63,4
Myy [Nmm], Num. -74,8 -75,8 +648    +215

The overview shows a high bending moment at the angle of 
55 degrees. This value proves that the hinged constrain is 
causing a disturption in the linear distribution of forces. 

Reaction Forces
The calculation of the sum of all reaction forces in the 
foundation model can be checked by the analytical calculation 
of the structure. 

Surface, A [mm2]: 975021934 - 14000000 [opening]
Body Load, Pbody [N/mm2]: 0,00294
Radius, r [mm]: 15000
Height, h [mm]: 9239

Formula surface, A:  [ 2 * π * h *  r ] 
Formula Load:   [ A:* Pbody ] 

 Location      Value    
Total mass [N], Analytical  -2828288
Total mass [N], Numerical  -2828000
Difference  [N]   288
Validated    YES 

210

Fig 210 Numerical Model Dome; M
yy

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.

Fig 211 Numerical Model Dome; M
yy

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 
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Snow Load
The force distribution is analytically calculated as a reaction 
of the snow load of the structure. The analytical values are 
compared with the values in the numerical model. With this 
method the model can be checked and validated.

Nxx

The hoop forces are calculated with the snow load forces. 
The numerical values are drawn from the model. In the table 
an overview is plotted with the normal forces on the different 
angles. Additionally, the difference is calculated and shown 
in the table. With the difference between the values, the 
numerical model can be validated. 

Location    Top Middle    Base
Nxx [N/mm], Analytical -55,44 -27,72    +33,21
Nxx [N/mm], Numerical -55,2 -27,7    -17,4
Difference  0,2 0     40,2
Validated   YES YES     NO 

The difference in the analytical calculation in the bottom of 
the ice dome cannot be validated by the numerical model. 
The cause of this difference can be the hinged constrain at 
the foundation in the numerical model. The foundation has an 
effect on the internal forces in the structure. The analytical 
values are determined on a continuously calculation. Near 
the support, a disturbed area is formed. Hoop forces are 
prevented by the boundry constrain. A bending moment 
apears at the support. This appearance can be checked by 
observation of a bending moment in the structure. 

Nyy

The total meridional forces are calculated with the snow 
forces. The numerical values are drawn from the model. In 
the table an overview is plotted with the normal forces on the 
different angles. Additionally, the difference is calculated and 
shown in the table. With the difference between the values, 
the numerical model can be validated.

Location    Top Middle     Base
Nyy [N/mm], Analytical -55,44 -55,44    -55,44
Nyy [N/mm], Numerical -55,5 -55,4    -55,1
Difference  0,1 0     0,3
Validated   YES YES     YES

212
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Fig 212 Numerical Model Dome; N
xx

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fig 213 Numerical Model Dome; N
yy

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.
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Myy

The occuring bending moments in de structure are analysed 
by Myy. In the table an overview is plotted with the bending 
moments on the different angles.  

Location   Top Middle Middle[2]   Base
Angle   0 30 55 63,4
Myy [Nmm], Num. -233 -152 +1510   +509

The overview shows a high bending moment at the angle of 
55 degrees. This value proves that the hinged constrain is 
causing a disturption in the linear distribution of forces. 

Reaction Forces
The calculation of the sum of all reaction forces in the 
foundation model can be checked by the analytical calculation 
of the structure. 

Surface, A [mm2]: 706500000 - (+/-)10000000 [opening]
Snow Load, Psnow [N/mm2]: 0,0066
Radius, r [mm]: 15000

Formula surface, A:  [ π * ( r )2 ] 
Formula Load:   [ A:* Psnow ] 

Location       Value    
Total mass [N], Analytical  -4596900
Total mass [N], Numerical  -4597000
Difference  [N]   100
Validated    YES

214

Fig 214 Numerical Model Dome; M
yy

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.

Fig 215 Numerical Model Dome; M
yy

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.
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Body load + Snow Load
The total normal forces can be determined by combining  the 
forces in the snow and body load. The analytical values are be 
compared with the numerical values in the model. With this 
method the numerical model can be checked and validated.

Total Nxx

The total hoop forces are calculated with the sum of the snow 
and body load forces. The numerical values are drawn from 
the model. In the table an overview is plotted with the normal 
forces on the different angles. Additionally, the difference 
is calculated and shown in the table. With the difference 
between the values, the numerical model can be validated.

Location    Top Middle    Bottom
Nxx [N/mm], Analytical -80,6 -44,36    +45,46
Nxx [N/mm], Numerical -80,9 -44,4    -28,1
Difference  0,3 0    73,5
Validated   YES YES     NO

Total Sxx

The local stresses in the membrane model are compared 
with the analytical calculations. 

Location    Top Middle    Base
Sxx [N/mm2], Analytical -0,27 -0,15    +0,15
Sxx [N/mm2], Numerical -0,29 -0,15    -0,07
Difference [N/mm2]  0,02 0,1     0,2
Validated   YES YES     NO

The difference in the analytical calculation in the bottom of 
the ice dome cannot be validated by the numerical model. 
The cause of this difference can be the hinged constrain at 
the foundation in the numerical model. The foundation has 
an effect on the internal forces in the membrane structure.  
The analytical values are determined on a linear computation 
while the model is interrupted at the foundation. This 
appearance can be checked by observation of a bending 
moment in the structure. 

Total Nyy

The total meridional forces are calculated with the sum of 
the snow and body load forces. The numerical values are 
drawn from the model. In the table an overview is plotted 
with the normal forces on the different angles. Additionally, 
the difference is calculated and shown in the table. With the 
difference between the values, the numerical model can be 
validated.

Location    Top Middle     Base
Nyy [N/mm], Analytical -80,6 -82,45    -90,25
Nyy [N/mm], Numerical -80.7 -82,5    -89,4
Difference  0,1 0,1     0,8
Validated   YES YES     YES

Total Sxx

The local stresses in the model are compared with the 
analytical calculations. 

Location    Top Middle    Base
Sxx [N/mm2], Analytical -0,27 -0,28    -0,3
Sxx [N/mm2], Numerical -0,28 -0,29    -0,26
Difference [N/mm2]  0,01 0,01     0,04
Validated   YES YES     YES

216
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Fig 216 Numerical Model Dome; N
xx

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.

Fig 217 Numerical Model Dome; N
yy

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 
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Myy

The occuring bending moments in the structure are analysed 
by Myy. In the table an overview is plotted with the bending 
moments on the different angles. 

Location   Top Middle Middle[2]   Base
Angle   0 30 55 63,4
Myy [Nmm/mm] -313 -231 +2160    +722

The overview shows a high bending moment at the angle of 
55 degrees. This value proves that the hinged constrain is 
causing a disturption in the linear distribution of forces. 

Reaction Forces
The calculation of the sum of all reaction forces in the 
foundation model can be checked by the analytical calculation 
of the structure. 

The total mass of the structure is calculated by the sum of the 
body and snow load. 

Location      Value    
Total mass [N], Analytical  -7425188
Total mass [N], Nummerical  -7425000
Difference  [N]   188
Validated    YES 

220

Fig 218 Numerical Model Dome; S
xx

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.

Fig 219 Numerical Model Dome; S
yy

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.

221

Fig 220 Numerical Model Dome; M
yy

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.

Fig 221 Numerical Model Dome; M
yy

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.
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Body load + Snow load + Wind load
The total normal forces can be determined by combining the 
forces in the snow, body and wind load. However, the wind 
load cannot be calculated by an analytical approach. A logical 
approximation of the analytical values can be achieved by 
using the numerical model. This approximation is possible 
due to the direction of the forces applied in the structure. The 
validation can be described as follows: 

“The wind load at the windward side is applied 
perpendicular towards the surface at one side           
[ 1/2 * A ] and away from the surface at the other 
side [ 1/2 * A ]. The model can be validated by 
comparing the first model [snow & body load] with 
the second model [snow, body & wind load]. The 
reaction forces in the foundation have to be equal 
with and without wind load.”  

PWind

Wind load is 0,001 N/mm2

0,001 x 1,5 = 0.0015 N/mm2

Windward side perpendicular on surface: +0.0015 N/mm2

Leeward side perpendicular on surface: -0.0015 N/mm2

Fig 222 Wind Load
The wind load [N/mm2 ] is calculated 
perpendicular to the surface. 

222

Reaction Forces
The calculation of the sum of all reaction forces in the 
foundation model can be checked by the analytical calculation 
of the structure.  

Location       Value    
Total mass [N], Logical excl. Wind Load  -7425000
Total mass [N], Numerical   -7425000
Difference  [N]    0
Validated     YES 

The model is validated because the difference between the 
numerical and analytical approach equals zero. This shows 
that the numerical model is validated. 

Conclusion
The validations prove that the numerical model is valid for 
analyzation of the ice dome structural performance. The 
adjusted method of calculation has given better results and 
proves that the numerical model is validated on the analytical 
values. Therefore, the model can be maintained and reused 
for complete analysis. The model can be further analyzed 
on various features. These features are important in the 
analysation, because they can be crucial for a complete 
elaboration of the structure.  

Analysis 
//   Reaction forces
//   Displacement
//   Internal forces
//   Membrane stresses
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6.7 Numerical Analysis
Calculation Check 
The maximum shear stresses in the ice shell are calculated 
by determining the surface area of the force. The maximium 
absorbable shear stress of ice is 2,1 N/mm2; the mesh size is 
approximately 500 mm; the thickness of the shell is 300 mm. 
With these values, the maximum amount of forces applied to 
that surface area are as follows: 

300 * 500 * 2,1 =  315 kN 

This value is much higher than the occurring force of 25,8 kN. 
Therefore, the structure is safe on this aspect. 

PFBY (V) Reactions in Y-axis
This section describes the analyses of the reactions on 
the Y-axis, where the compression and tensile forces are 
indicated. The numbers, indicated with negative and positive 
values are analysed from the center of the shell structure. 
The different values [negative & positive] are now correct 
values. Therefore, the direction [negative & positive] are now 
indicated with the correct force [compression & tension], 
respectively.

 Post-processing 
The internal forces of the ice dome occur on the circular 
constrain push away from the center of the dome. The 
maximum amount of force occurring in the Y-axis of the 
structure is -24600 N. This value is almost equal to the 
maximum force on the X-axis [25800 N]. A remarkable note 
is the force occurring at the opening, indicated on figure 47. 
At the opening the maximum force is -41000 N. However, 
opposite from the opening a tensile force of +5220 N occurs.

223

Fig 223 Numerical Model Dome; FBX
The support reactions of the ice dome 
structure is shown with  Diana. 

48

Fig 224 Numerical Model Dome; FBY
The support reactions of the ice dome 
structure is shown with Diana. 

Support Reactions
The reactions in the foundation ring are important to control 
the distribution of the internal forces. The internal forces have 
to be conducted to the ground. The model of the support 
reaction shows the forces of the ice shell structure on the 
different axis. 

Boundary conditions
The ice dome structure is supported at the circular curve on 
the ground surface. The curve is interrupted by the opening 
in the membrane shell. In the model the following boundary 
conditions are established.

//   Constrain: Circular curve
//   Type: Hinged 

Post-processing and calculation check
Figure 46 and 47 show the post-processing of the support 
reactions on the X- and Y-axis of the ice shell. First, the most 
important values of the analyses will be mentioned. 

PFBX (V): Reactions in X-axis
This section describes the analyses of the reactions on the 
X-axis, where the compression forces are indicated. The 
numbers, indicated with negative and positive values are 
analysed from the center of the shell structure. The different 
values [negative & positive] indicate different reaction forces 
[compression & tension]; however, both forces have a similar 
direction [compression] despite the different values.

Post-processing 
The internal forces of the ice dome occur on the circular 
constrain push away from the center of the dome. The 
maximum amount of force occurring in the X-axis of the 
structure is -25800 N. 

Avarage
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Calculation Check 
The maximum shear stresses in the ice shell are calculated 
by determining the surface area of the force. The maximium 
absorbable shear stress of ice is 2,1 N/mm2; the mesh size is 
approximately 500 mm; the thickness of the shell is 300 mm. 
With these values, the maximum amount of forces applied to 
that surface area are as follows: 

300 * 500 * 2,1 =  315 kN 

This value is much higher than the occurring force of 41,0 kN. 
Therefore, the structure is safe on this aspect. 
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PFBXYZ (V): Reactions in XYZ-axis
The reactions in the XYZ-axis indicate the 3D combinations of 
the forces in X, Y and Z-axis. The model gives the visualisation  
of resulting force of the X, Y and Z-axis.

Post-processing
The 3D forces at the constrains appear to be stable, excluding 
the forces near the opening. These opening forces are much 
higher, because a larger part of the the shell forces must be 
distributed to the ground. The constant force on the surface 
of the circular constrain is -42800 N. However, near the 
opening the maximum compression force is -84200 N and 
and maximum tensile force is +17700 N.
 
Calculation Check
The maximum pressure stresses in the ice shell are calculated 
by determining the surface area of the force. The maximum 
absorbable compression strength of ice is 2,00 N/mm2; the 
maximum absorbable tensile stress of ice is 1,02 N/mm2; the 
mesh size is approximately 500 mm; the thickness of the 
shell is 300 mm. With these values, the maximum amount of 
forces applied to that surface area are as follows:  

Compression Forces
300 * 500 * 2,00 = 300 kN kN 

This value is much higher than the occurring force of 84,2 kN. 
Therefore, the structure is safe on this aspect. 

Tensile Forces
300 * 500 * 1,02 = 153 kN 

Tensile Force [Safety]
300 *500 * 0,3 = 45 kN

Both values are higher than the occurring force of 17,7 kN. 
Therefore, the structure is safe on this aspect. 

PFBZ (V): Reactions in Z-axis
This section describes the analyses of the reactions on 
the Z-axis, where the compression forces on the circular 
constrain are indicated. 

Post-processing
The vertical forces at the constrains appear to be stable, 
excluding the forces near the opening. These opening forces 
are much higher, because a larger part of the the shell forces 
must be distributed to the ground. The constant force on the 
surface of the circular constrain is -36600 N. However, near 
the opening the maximum compression force is -73400 N 
and maximum tensile force is +14400 N.

Calculation Check
The maximum pressure stresses in the ice shell are calculated 
by determining the surface area of the force. The maximum 
absorbable compression strength of ice is 2,00 N/mm2; the 
maximum absorbable tensile stress of ice is 1,02 N/mm2; the 
mesh size is approximately 500 mm; the thickness of the 
shell is 300 mm. With these values, the maximum amount of 
forces applied to that surface area are as follows: 

Compression Forces
300 * 500 * 2,00 = 300 kN 

This value is much higher than the occurring force of 73,4 kN. 
Therefore, the structure is safe on this aspect.  

Tensile Forces
300 * 500 * 1,02 = 153 kN 

Tensile Force [Safety]
300 * 500 * 0,3 = 45 kN

Both values are higher than the occurring force of 14,4 kN. 
Therefore, the structure is safe on this aspect.  

Fig 225 Numerical Model Dome; FBZ
The support reactions of the ice dome 
structure is shown with Diana. 

Fig 226 Numerical Model Dome; FBXYZ
The support reactions of the ice dome 
structure is shown with Diana. 

225
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Displacement
The applied forces cause a deformation with a displacement 
in the  X-, Y- and Z-axis of the ice dome structure. This section 
analyses the displacements on different axis. 

DPLZ (V): Displacement in Z-axis
The displacement in the Z-axis provide the deformation of the 
horizontal plane of the shell in the Z-axis. 

227
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Fig 227 Numerical Model Dome; DplZ
The displacement of the ice dome structure 
is shown with Diana + Midas Fx. 

Fig 228 Numerical Model Dome; DplZ
The displacement of the ice dome structure 
is shown with the modelling program Diana. 

max

min

Post-processing 
The maximum displacement [mm] in the Z-axis can be 
found at the top of the shell structure with a value of -2,89 
mm. This confirms with the fact that the center of the shell 
has the most distance from the constrained point, thus 
having the  largest displacement. The horizontal wind load 
creates another small deformation in the shell structure. An 
excessive shape transformation of this effect can be seen in 
figure 51.  Contrary to the negative displacement, a positive 
displacement in the Z-axis occurs at the opening with a value 
of +0,84 mm. Because the maximum stress of the material is 
not exceeded, the small deformation occurring in the ice shell 
structure is plausible. 
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Forces
The occuring force in the shell structure is unlikely to exceed 
the maximum absorbable stress. The force stated in the 
following analyses is indicated in N and represents the force 
in the shell structure as a result of the applied forces. 

Nxx: Distributed forces X-axis
The distributed forces on the X-axis are called hoop forces. 
By dividing the forces with the thickness of the shell the 
normal stresses on the structure can be identified.

Post-processing 
The maximum value of the distributed forces in the X-axis is 
-98,2 N/mm [compression] and +177 N/mm [tensile]

Location    Value [N/mm]    
Top Dome   -98,2 
Base Dome   +28,2    
Maximum opening [tensile]  +177
Maximum opening [compression] -55,1

Fig 229 Numerical Model Dome; N
xx

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Calculation Check 
The maximum absorbable compression strength of ice is 2,00 N/
mm2; the maximum absorbable tensile stress of ice is 1,02 N/
mm2; the safety value is 0,3 N/mm2; the thickness of the shell 
is 300 mm. With these values, the maximum amount of forces 
applied to that surface area are as follows:  

NXXmax = Smax* t   [Tumb Rule] 

The maximum allowable compression force in the overall structure 
is 600 N/mm. The maximum allowable tensile force in the structure 
is 306 N/mm [Safety: 90 N/mm]

Compression Forces
300 * -2,00 = -600 N/mm 

This value is much higher than the occurring force of -98,2 N/mm. 
Therefore, the structure is safe on this aspect. 

Tensile Forces
300 * 1,02 = +306 N/mm

This value is much higher than the occurring force of +177 N/mm. 
Therefore, the structure is safe on this aspect. 

Tensile Force [Safety]
300 * 0,3 = 90 N/mm 

This value is lower than the occurring force of +177 N/mm. In this 
case the maximum absorbable forces are exceeded. Therefore, 
an accurate check on the material stress has to be conducted. 
Reffering to the safety measures, the thickness of the opening 
and foundation will have a much larger width.  The assumed 
thickness of the ice shell near the exceeded force at the opening is 
approximately 1200mm, which is able to resist 360 - 540 N/mm. 
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Nyy: Distributed forces Y-axis
The distributed forces on the Y-axis are called meridional 
forces. By dividing the forces with the thickness of the shell 
the normal stresses on the structure can be identified.

Post-processing 
The maximum value of the distribution forces in the Y-axis is 
-202 N/mm [compression] and +60,9 N/mm [tensile]. 

Location    Value [N/mm]    
Top Dome   -82,5
Base Dome   -90,8
Maximum opening [tensile]  +60,9
Maximum opening [compression] -202

Fig 230 Numerical Model Dome; N
yy

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.
 

Calculation Check 
The maximum absorbable compression strength of ice is 
2,00 N/mm2; the maximum absorbable tensile stress of ice is 
1,02 N/mm2; the safety value is 0,3 N/mm2; the thickness of 
the shell is 300 mm. With these values, the maximum amount 
of forces applied to that surface area are as follows:  

NYYmax = Smax* t   [Tumb Rule] 

The maximum allowable compression force in the overall 
structure is 600 N/mm. The maximum allowable tensile force 
in the structure is 306 N/mm [Safety: 90 N/mm]

Compression Forces
300 * -2,00 = -600 N/mm 

This value is higher than the occurring force of -202 N/mm. 
Therefore, the structure is safe on this aspect. 

Tensile Forces
300 * 1,02 = +306 N/mm 

This value is higher than the occurring force of +60,9 N/mm. 
Therefore, the structure is safe on this aspect. 

Tensile Force [Safety]
300 * 0,3 = +90 N/mm 

This value is higher than the occurring force of +60,9 N/mm. 
Therefore, the structure is safe on this aspect. 

230

Fig 231 Hoop & meridional forces
The distribution of the internal forces [Nyy, 
Nxx].  
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232

233

Fig 232 Numerical Model Dome; S
xx, top

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fig 233 Numerical Model Dome; S
xx, middle

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Stresses
Sxx: Distributed forces X-axis
The distributed forces on the X-axis are called hoop forces. 
The Sxx are the stresses which occur in the material. The 
material has to resist the stresses to prevent the colapse.

Post-processing 
The maximum value of the distributed forces in the X-axis 
is -0,327 N/mm2 [compression] and +1,02 N/mm2 [tensile]. 
Each sample is analysed in three locations of the shell 
thickness [Bottom layer, Middle layer, Top layer]. This way, 
the shell is analysed and calculated over the whole thickness 
of the layer.

Location   Bottom    Middle     Top
Top Dome [N/mm2]  -0,234    -0,24     -0,253
Base Dome [N/mm2] -0,11    -0,132     -0,177
Maximum, opening [N/mm2] +1,02    +0,587     +0,288
Maximum, opening [N/mm2] -0,301    -0,327     -0,36

Calculation Check
The maximum absorbable compression stress of ice is 2,00 
N/mm2; the maximum absorbable tensile stress of ice is 1,02 
N/mm2; the safety value is 0,3 N/mm2. With these values, the 
maximum amount of stress applied to that surface area are 
as follows:  

Compression Forces [-2,00 N/mm2]
The maximum possible stress of -2,0 N/mm2 is much higher 
than the occurring stress of -0,327 N/mm2. Therefore the 
construction is safe on this aspect.

Tensile Forces [+1,02 N/mm2]
The maximum possible stress of +1,02 N/mm2  equals the 
occurring stress of +1,02 N/mm2. Therefore the construction 
is safe on this aspect.

Tensile Force [Safety: + 0,3 N/mm2]
The safety measurement of +0,3 N/mm2 is much lower than 
the occurring stress of +1,02 N/mm2. The high tensile stress 
is a reaction to the interruption of the ice shell at the opening. 
These high stress values appear only near the opening of 
the shell structure. In the applied model this might form a 
problem; however, in practice the shell is much thicker at 
this location. The assumed thickness near the opening is 
approximately 1200mm, which is able to resist three times 
the calculated strength.

Fig 234 Numerical Model Dome; S
xx, base

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 234
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Fig 235 Numerical Model Dome; S
yy, top

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fig 236 Numerical Model Dome; S
yy, middle

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.

Syy: Distributed forces Y-axis
The distributed forces on the Y-axis are called meridional 
forces. The Syy are the stresses which occur in the material. 
The material has to resist the stresses to prevent the colapse.

Post-processing 
The maximum value of the distribution forces in the Y-axis 
is -1,08 N/mm2 [compression] and +0,308 N/mm2 [tensile]. 
Each sample is analysed in three locations of the shell 
thickness [Bottom layer, Middle layer, Top layer]. This way, 
the shell is analysed and calculated over the whole thickness 
of the layer.

Location   Bottom    Middle     Top
Top Dome [N/mm2]  -0,252    -0,275     -0,285
Base Dome [N/mm2] -0,45    -0,301     -0,241
Maximum, opening [N/mm2] +0,308    +0,2     +0,279
Maximum, opening [N/mm2] -1,08    -0,673     -0,517

Calculation Check
The maximum absorbable compression stress of ice is 2,00 
N/mm2; the maximum absorbable tensile stress of ice is 1,02 
N/mm2; the safety value is 0,3 N/mm2. With these values, the 
maximum amount of stress applied to that surface area are 
as follows:  

Compression Forces [-2,00 N/mm2]
The maximum possible stress of -2,0 N/mm2 is higher than the 
occurring stress of -1,08 N/mm2. Therefore the construction 
is safe on this aspect.

Tensile Forces [+1,02 N/mm2]
The maximum possible stress of +1,02 N/mm2 is higher 
than the occurring stress of +0,308 N/mm2. Therefore the 
construction is safe on this aspect.

Tensile Force [Safety: + 0,3 N/mm2]
The safety measurement of +0,3 N/mm2 is slightly lower than 
the occurring stress of +0,308 N/mm2. Similar to the previous 
stress on the X-axis, the opening in the shell structure 
interrupts the stress distribution. However, in practice the 
shell thickness is thicker near the opening than the calculated 
thickness in the model.

235

236

237

Fig 237 Numerical Model Dome; S
yy, bottom

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 
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With the large amount of safety measures the maximum tested 
absorbable forces and stresses will not be exceeded. This 
proves that the structure is safe in extreme circumstances. 

With all these safety measures it is important to follow the 
construction method very critically. In a shell structure the 
design is important in relation of the distribution of the 
internal forces. This calculation proves that the structure will 
be safe despite of negative load changes, extreme weather 
and failure in the construction period. Careful construction 
should make the project feasible.

Conclusion & Overview
The most important stresses and forces are the maximal 
absorbable force/stress that might occur in the structure. The 
proportions between both will indicate the safety factor in the 
structure.

Foundation

//     Pressure forces:
Maximum absorbable force: 300 kN 
Current maximal force: 84,2 kN. 
Factor: 4,6

//     Tensile forces:
Maximum absorbable force: 153 kN 
Current maximal force: 17,7 kN
Factor: 8,6

//     Shear stresses: 
Maximum absorbable force: 315 kN 
Current maximal force: 41 kN.
Factor: 7,7

Membrane Shell 

//     Pressure forces:
Maximum absorbable stress: -2,00 N/mm2 

Current maximal stress: -1,08 N/mm2

Factor: 1,9

//     Tensile forces:
Maximum absorbable stress: +1,02 N/mm2 
Current maximal stress: +1,02 N/mm2 
Factor: 
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238

239

Fig 238 Numerical Model Dome; S
xx, top

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fig 239 Numerical Model Dome; S
yy top

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

To gain more experience and information about the structural 
behavior of the Pykrete Dome, several variants have been 
studied. The different cases calculate and analyse the extreme 
situations and different designs of the shell structure.

Pinned Ice Shell [Extreme Conditions]
The first example analyses the extreme load conditions on 
the shell structure [Snow + Wind + Dead Load].

Loads
//  Body Load    0.00306 N/mm2

//  Snow Load    0.0066 N/mm2

//  Wind Load    0.0015N/mm2

Geometry
//  Type   Curved shell
//  Span    30000 mm
//  Shell Thickness  300 mm [t]
//  Constrain  Pinned
//  Radius   16800 mm [r/a]
//  Top   00 [φ]
//  Base   63,40 [φ]

Model
//  Mesh Size  500 mm
//  Orientation  Spherical [0, 0, -7561]

Results
A short overview of the analysed data gives a insight in the 
results of the extreme load conditions. The stresses in the 
memebrane are analyzed in the top, middle and bottom 
part of the shell structure. Similar to the previous structural 
analyses, the stress is calculated in the bottom, middle and 
top section of the shell structure.

//    Sxx  
Location   Bottom[*]  Middle[*]     Top[*]

Base [N/mm2]   -0,119 -0,09     -0,24
Middle [N/mm2]   +0,116 +0,135     +0,178
Top [N/mm2]   -0,271 -0,26     -0,262

//    Syy  
Location   Bottom[*]  Middle[*]     Top[*]

Base [N/mm2]   -0,363 -0,302     -0,18
Middle [N/mm2]   -0,273 -0,271     +0,129
Top [N/mm2]   -0,265 -0,275     -0,278

Location    Top   
Displacement [mm]  -2,89

Conclusion
As can be seen from the results, the maximum stress values 
are still relatively low and do not exceed the maximum 
absorbable stress value of the construction material [Ice]. 

//    Maximum compressive stress -0,363 [N/mm2]  
//    Maximum tensile stress:  +0,129 [N/mm2]  

The results are similar to the previous analysed models. 
The quality of the structure. With these results a simple 
overview is given about the quality of the structure. Important 
to mention is the design of this model is calculated with a 
pinned constrain

[*] Exact location of the layers in the shell thickness.

Fig 240 Numerical Model Dome; DTZ
displacement

The displacement dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.240
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241

242

Fig 241 Numerical Model Dome; S
xx, top

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fig 242 Numerical Model Dome; S
yy top

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fixed Ice Shell [Extreme Conditions]
This model is almost similar to the previous design. The only 
difference is the constrain of the model [Fixed]. The model is 
also exposed and analysed to extreme load conditions.

Loads
//  Body Load    0.00306 N/mm2

//  Snow Load    0.0066 N/mm2

//  Wind Load    0.0015N/mm2

Geometry
//  Type   Curved shell
//  Span    30000 mm
//  Shell Thickness  300 mm [t]
//  Constrain  Fixed
//  Radius   16800 mm [r/a]
//  Top   00 [φ]
//  Base   63,40 [φ]

Model
//  Mesh Size  500 mm
//  Orientation  Spherical [0, 0, -7561]

Results
The analyses is conducted similar to the previous calculations, 
with a stress calculation in the bottom, middle and top section 
of the shell structure.

//    Sxx  
Location   Bottom[*]  Middle[*]     Top[*]

Base [N/mm2]   -0,000 -0,09     -0,179
Middle [N/mm2]   +0,08 +0,09     +0,129
Top [N/mm2]   -0,268 -0,268     -0,310

[*] Exact location of the layers in the shell thickness.

//    Syy  
Location   Bottom[*]  Middle[*]     Top[*]

Base [N/mm2]   -0,000 -0,298     -0,596
Middle [N/mm2]   -0,398 -0,278     -0,148
Top [N/mm2]   -0,265 -0,266     -0,310

Location    Top   
Displacement [mm]  -2,82

Conclusion
As can be seen from the results, the maximum stress values 
are again relatively low and do not exceed the maximum 
absorbable stress value of the construction material [Ice]. 

//    Maximum compressive stress: -0,596 [N/mm2]  
//    Maximum tensile stress:  +0,148 [N/mm2] 

Some differences in the analysed model can be seen 
compared to the previous analyses. The fixed constrain 
causes a bending moment to occur, while the bending 
moment does not occur at the pinned constrain. Therefore, 
the overall stress in the shell structure are focused towards 
the constrain of the model. This results in a higher stress 
value in the model; however, the advantage with the fixed 
constrain, is that the stress occurs in the section with the 
highest structural mass [Foundation].

Fig 243 Numerical Model Dome; DTZ
displacement

The displacement dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 243
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244

245

Fig 244 Numerical Model Dome; S
xx, top

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fig 245 Numerical Model Dome; S
yy top

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fixed Ice Shell [Minimum Load]
This model analyses the fixed ice shell with minimal load 
conditions. Therefore, the shell structure is only subjected to 
the dead load of the structure.

Loads
//  Body Load    0.00306 N/mm2

Geometry
//  Type   Curved shell
//  Span    30000 mm
//  Shell Thickness  300 mm [t]
//  Constrain  Fixed
//  Radius   16800 mm [r/a]
//  Top   00 [φ]
//  Base   63,40 [φ]

Model
//  Mesh Size  500 mm
//  Orientation  Spherical [0, 0, -7561]

Results
Again, the stress is analysed in the bottom, middle and top 
section of the shell structure.

//    Sxx  
Location   Bottom[*]  Middle[*]     Top[*]

Base [N/mm2]   -0,019 -0,035     -0,05
Middle [N/mm2]   -0,027 -0,0014     +0,0058
Top [N/mm2]   -0,07 -0,08     -0,087

//    Syy  
Location   Bottom[*]  Middle[*]     Top[*]

Base [N/mm2]   -0,065 -0,110     -0,167
Middle [N/mm2]   -0,134 -0,1     -0,077
Top [N/mm2]   -0,077 -0,082     -0,087

Location    Top   
Displacement [mm]  -0,77

Conclusion
As expected, the stress values are very low compared to 
the previous calculations. the maximum stress values do 
not exceed the maximum absorbable stress value of the 
construction material [Ice]. 

//    Maximum compressive stress -0,134 [N/mm2]  
//    Maximum tensile stress  +0,0058 [N/mm2]  

The previous model shows that the structure is safe under 
extreme conditions. This model is solely subjected to the dead 
load of the structure [Safety Factor Included]. The difference 
between both models provides the safety factor of the design.

//    Compressive Stress Factor 4,4
//    Tensile Stress Factor  25,8

[*] Exact location of the layers in the shell thickness.

Fig 246 Numerical Model Dome; DTZ
displacement

The displacement dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.246
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247

248

Fig 247 Numerical Model Dome; S
xx, top

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fig 248 Numerical Model Dome; S
yy top

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fixed Ice Shell [Extreme Load]
The next variant is analysed with an extreme load applied in 
addition to the dead load of the structure. The extreme load 
measures a weight of 5000kg and is applied on a square 
surface [6,25 m2] on the top of the shell structure.

Loads
//  Body Load    0.00306 N/mm2

//  Extreme Load    0.007848 N/mm2

Geometry
//  Type   Curved shell
//  Span    30000 mm
//  Shell Thickness  300 mm [t]
//  Constrain  Fixed
//  Radius   16800 mm [r/a]
//  Top   00 [φ]
//  Base   63,40 [φ]

Model
//  Mesh Size  500 mm
//  Orientation  Spherical [0, 0, -7561]

Results
Similar to the previous analyses, the stress is calculated in 
the bottom, middle and top section of the shell structure.

//    Sxx  
Location   Bottom[*]  Middle[*]     Top[*]

Base [N/mm2]   -0,019 -0,036     -0,05
Middle [N/mm2]   -0,0045 +0,002    +0,009  
Top [N/mm2]   -0,035 -0,191     -0,412

[*] Exact location of the layers in the shell thickness.

//    Syy  
Location   Bottom[*]  Middle[*]     Top[*]

Base [N/mm2]   -0,062 -0,119     -0,078
Middle [N/mm2]   -0,135 -0,108     -0,175
Top [N/mm2]   -0,035 -0,191     -0,412

Location    Top   
Displacement [mm]  -1,82

Conclusion
The maximum stress values show that even with an extreme 
load applied to the shell structure, the maximum absorbable 
stress values of the construction material [Ice] are not 
exceeded.

//    Maximum compressive stress -0,412 [N/mm2]  
//    Maximum tensile stress  +0,009 [N/mm2]  

The shell structure is tested with an additional load of 5000kg 
on top of the structure. This causes a higher stress value 
in the top of the dome, resulting in a higher deformation 
[1,05mm]. However, the deformation is still relatively low and 
can be assumed as safe.

Fig 249 Numerical Model Dome; DTZ
displacement

The displacement dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 249
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250

251

Fig 250 Numerical Model Dome; S
xx, top

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fig 251 Numerical Model Dome; S
yy top

The stresses in the ice dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana. 

Fixed Ice Shell [100m Span]
The last variant analyses an extreme design condition of the 
shell structure subjected to the dead load of the structure. The 
analyses shows if an extreme span [100m] is possible. With 
an increase in span, the dead load highly increases, which 
results in higher stress values in the construction material. 
The analyses calculates if the maximum absorbable stress 
values of the construction material [Ice] are not exceeded in 
a 100m shell structure.

Loads
//     Body Load   0.00816 N/mm2

Geometry
//  Type   Curved shell
//  Span   10000 mm
//  Shell Thickness  800 mm [t]
//  Constrain  Fixed
//  Radius   56000 mm [r/a]
//  Top   00 [φ]
//  Base   63,40 [φ]
//  Opening  No

Model
//  Mesh Size  2000 mm
//  Orientation  Spherical [0, 0, -27300]

Results
At last, the stress values are calculated in the bottom, 
middle and top section of the shell structure. The values are 
compared to previous calculated models and compared to 
the allowable stress in the construction material.

//    Sxx  
Location   Bottom[*]  Middle[*]     Top[*]

Base [N/mm2]   -0,07 -0,157     -0,151
Middle [N/mm2]   -0,003 +0,0065    +0,038  
Top [N/mm2]   -0,262 -0,275     -0,288

//    Syy  
Location   Bottom[*]  Middle[*]     Top[*]

Base [N/mm2]   -0,215 -0,273     -0,552
Middle [N/mm2]   -0,468 -0,332     -0,222  
Top [N/mm2]   -0,265 -0,273     -0,288

Location    Top   
Displacement [mm]  -8,47

Conclusion
The stress values show that the maximum absorbable stress 
values of the construction material are not exceeded. 

//  Maximum compressive stress -0,552 [N/mm2]  
//  Maximum tensile stress  +0,038 [N/mm2]  

Because the maximum stress values are not exceeded, the 
shell thickness can be thinner than previous designs to 
reduce the dead load of the structure. Application of pykrete 
allow for even thinner shell thickness, resulting in lower dead 
load of the structure. The analyses show that an theoretical 
approach of an ice shell with an extreme span [100m] is 
possible.

[*] Exact location of the layers in the shell thickness.

Fig 252 Numerical Model Dome; DTZ
displacement

The displacement dome structure are 
shown with the modelling program Diana.252
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Various experiments and construction tests have to be conducted to gain more experience with the 
construction technique and to validate the literature results. The following chapter analyses and 
describes the different experiments that have been conducted.

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
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7.1 Introduction
There are two main reasons to conduct the experimental 
research. First of all, to validate the data found in the literature 
reasearch, which formed the base of the design conditions. 
Secondly, it is necessary to conduct experiments on material 
and construction research, to gain more experience, 
knowledge and validation of the construction method 
regarding the Pykrete Dome Project. All experiments are 
designed and described using eight steps [Aim, Constants & 
Variables, Hypothesis, Method, Experiment, Analysis, Review 
and Further Research]. 

The experimental research can be divided in four steps which 
follow a cyclical process as discribed by Martin Smit, 2008. 
The four steps are [Re]Design, Prototype, Testing and Analyse. 
In the material research, various conditions are tested to 
process the pykrete composition. Each step, shown on the 
next page, can be completed using the research model of 
Martin Smit. As a result from previous experimental research 
[F. Janssen & R. Houben, 2013], the construction material is 
a pykrete composition of water, snow and sawdust, which 
are described in chapter 4. Thereafter, the material was 

Fig 253 Experiment Method; Cyclical Process
A cyclical process method by Martin Smith, 
2008

Fig 254 Experiment Method; Field of Experimental Research
Experimental research method specified 
on material tests and construction method 
experiments.

[Re]Design

Prototype

Testing

Analyse Cyclical Process

Martin Smit, 2008

tested on the first design conditions. For the first test an 
experiment design was made to discribe the design method. 
After the method was completed a prototype, in this case 
a pump model, was chosen to process the material. The 
pump was tested and analysed after the experiment. When 
the pump turned out successful, the cycle is completed and 
the next design conditions can be tested. If the pump turned 
out unsuccessful, the research cycle starts over and a new 
prototype is tested.  When all material design conditions 
[Pump, Spray & Temperature] have been met, the first input 
for the Pykrete Dome construction method is completed.

The second experimental research, the construction method, 
describes the same cyclical process as the material research 
model. Each step is subjected to a design, prototype, test 
and analysis. If the test turned out unsuccessful, the cycle 
starts over and a new prototype has been made. When all 
the construction design conditions [Membrane, Rope Cover 
& Foundation] have been met, the final design conditions for 
the Pykrete Dome construction method are completed.

253
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Material Behavior

Pump Conditions

Spray Conditions

Temperature Conditions

 

Sawdust

Design Conditions

Kokawa Ice Shells

Membrane Design

Rope Cover Design
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Design Conditions

Pykrete Dome Project

Material Research Construction Method Research

Experiments
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7.2 Preliminary Experimental Research
In the past, various research on pykrete have been 
conducted. Various experiments to determine the mechanical 
properties of ice composites conducted in the past are Coble 
& Kingery [1963], Wuori [1963], Kagan [1965], Nixon & Smith 
[1987], Gold [1989], Vasilliev [2011] and Janssen & Houben 
[2013]. The latest research of Janssen & Houben [2013], 
will be described in further detail, since these experiments 
started the investigation on the development of the Pykrete 
Dome construction conditions. The purpose of the pykrete 
experiment was to test the flexural and compressive strength 
of different fibrous cellulose ice composites. For these 
experiments it is important that the laboratory conditions 
resemble the designed construction method. Previous 
tests always worked with a different method of flooding 
the tested material. Since this is not representative for the 
construction method described by Kokawa, new tests have to 
be performed to obtain mechanical properties of ice that are 
related to the designed construction method. Therefore, the 
experiments conducted by Janssen & Houben are performed 
by spraying the material into a mold, resembling the designed 
construction method of Kokawa where water and snow are 
sprayed on an inflatable membrane.

The experiment consisted of various test specimen. These 
specimen were divided into two general parts. First the beams, 
which were designed for the flexural test. The dimensions of 
the beam depends on the test setup. Investigations with ice 

Fig 255 Test Setup; Compressive Strength
Test setup for the pykrete pressure test on 
various test models.

Fig 256 Test Setup; Flexural Strength
Test setup for the pykrete flexural test on 
various test models.256

255

have shown the beam geometry to influence the results. In 
order to eliminate grain size effect in the beams, the height 
of the beam must be 100mm or greater. Combined with the 
recommendation to create a beam length 7 to 10 times the 
ice thickness and beam width 1 to 2 times the ice thickness. 
[J. Schwarz et. Al, 1980] the dimensions for the beam result 
in 700mmx200mmx100mm [L; W; H]. 

The second specimen consist of cylinders. These cylindrical 
specimen are subjected to the compressive test to generate 
the compressive mechanical values of the various material. 
The specimen are within a range of 70mm to 100mm in 
diameter and are flattened at the end. A PVC pipe, with an 
inner diameter of 95mm and a length of 150mm, is used 
to create the cylindrical specimen. A very thin sheet of 
compressible material [Cardboard] is used between the 
specimen and the pressure plate to compensate very small 
surface irregularities [J. Schwarz et. Al, 1980]. 

Each specimen [Beam & Cylinder] is conducted in various 
pykrete compositions. Variations in fibre [Sawdust, 
Wood Shavings, Wood Chips] are used in the specimen. 
Each variation in material has a different percentage of 
reinforcement used [0%, 2.6%, 5.3%, 10.5%]. To validate 
the test results, each specimen is produced five times. 
This results in 50 beams [10 Series x 5 Validation] and 50 
cylinders, counting a total of 100 tested specimen. 
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257

258

Fig 257 Results; Compressive & Flexural Strength
Test results from the pykrete pressure test 
on various test models.

Fig 258 Test Failure; Coupling Blockage
The narrowing in the coupling caused a 
blockage of solid ice in the hose.

When the specimen are finished, they are ready to be tested.  
A 52 metric ton hydraulic cylinder in a steel frame will be 
used to conduct the experiments; however, this device is 
only suitible to test compresseive strength. At the Eindhoven 
University of Technology the steel frame was modified, 
allowing it to be converted to a flexural strength test. Since 
the mechanical properties of ice are highly temperature 
and strain rate dependent, the tests are performed under 
controlled temperature conditions. Besides the temperature 
and strain rate, important mechanical factors are the 
stress applied to the specimen and the deformation of the 
specimen during the test. After all the beams were tested on 
flexural strength, the testing device was converted into the 
compressive test setup where the cylindrical speciment were 
tested on compressive strength values.

Results of the test [Figure 257] show a high improvement 
in both compressive and flexural strength of the various 
pykrete specimen compared to the mechanical properties of 
plain ice. The use of sawdust as ice reinforcement turned 
out to be most successful compared to the other fibrous 
reinforcements [Wood Shavings & Wood Chips]. Higher 
concentrations of sawdust [10.5%] improved the flexural 
strength by three times, and the compressive strength by four 
times the normal values of plane ice. Therefore, reinforced 
ice [Pykrete] has a high potential when constructing and 
designing ice related structures.

The main problem during the experiment was caused by a 
blockage in the hose. Because the diameter of the hose is 
reduced from 25mm to 19mm [Figure 258] at the coupling, 
the mixture of snow, ice and wood fibres caused a blockage 
at the narrowing. Therefore, the mixture got stuck inside the 
hose under high pressure of the pump, making it unable to 
process the mixture in cold conditions with the used pump 
[PFT G5 Caddy]. In summary the problem can be described 
as the following:

“Any narrowing in the hose makes the mixture slow 
down. The mixture will accumulate just in front of 
the choke point. Because the pressure builds up, 
the snow in the mixture will be compressed into 
ice, which makes it unable to process the mixture.” 
[Janssen & Houben]

One of the solutions to this problem Janssen & Houben give 
is described as followed:

“Mix the reinforced fibres with water and apply the 
snow separatly from the mixture with a rotary snow 
blower.”

Further research will prove which pump is suitable to process 
and spray a mixture of water and sawdust in cold climate 
conditions.

[Frank Janssen & Rémy Houben, 2013]
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7.3 Pykrete Spray Test [#1]
Previous research of Frank Janssen & Rémy Houben 
concluded it was not possible to pump a combined mixture 
of water, snow and sawdust. Because of the compressive 
behavior of snow, it turns into solid ice when pumped under 
high pressure. Therefore, the snow should be sprayed 
separately from the water and sawdust to prevent the 
occurance of ice formations in the pump.

Aim
As a result of the failure of the pump test described in chapter 
3.2, the aim of this experiment is to test if a 1-cylinder diesel 
diaphrahm pump can pump, transport and spray a mixture of 
10% sawdust and water. 

Constants & Variables
Pump [Selwood PD 75]
 » Pressure build-up [Diaphragm]
 » Power supply pump [Petrol]
 » Pump capacity [L/min]
 » Inlet/Outlet diameter

Hose
 » Material
 » Diameter
 » Length
 » Stiffness

Material
 » Water/Sawdust ratio
 » Mixture content
 » Sawdust particle size
 » Mixture temperature

Environment
 » Temperature

Hypothesis
Spraying a mixture of 10% sawdust and water can be 
pumped with the aid of a diaphragm pump

Method
 » Test the functionality of the pump with pure water. [no    

additions] 
 » Prepare a mixture of 10kg sawdust and 90kg water.  

[10% total weight]
 » Let the sawdust absorb the water until the sawdust is 

fully saturated. [mix occasionally]
 » Turn on the pump.
 » Put the end of the outlet hose in an empty container to 

control the mixtures and compare the end result with the 
input material.

 » Put the inlet hose of the pump in the tub while stirring 
the mixture.

Experiment
Before the start of the ‘Pykrete Spray Test’, the functionality 
of the pump was tested with water. The inlet hose (Ø75mm) 
was put into the pond at the TU/e terrain. To create a circuit, 
the outlet hose (Ø75mm) was pointed towards the pond. 
To extend the spraying distance, the end of the hose was 
squized to build up more pressure. With a pump capacity 
of 30 m3/h, which is equivalent to 8,3L/s, the pump had a 
spraying distance of approximately 6m.

After the functionality of the pump was confirmed, the pykrete 
mixture could be made. Previous research [F. Janssen & R. 
Houben, 2013] showed that a mixture of 10% sawdust gives 
the best mechanical properties of all the wood-fibre based 
ice composites. Therefore, a mixture of 10% sawdust was 
used in this test. 
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Fig 259 Experiment; Functionality Test
To test the functionality of the diaphragm 
pump, pure water was sprayed in the pond.

Fig 260 Experiment; Mixing Pykrete
The required amount of sawdust and water 
was measured and mixed by hand.
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The amount of water and sawdust was weighted, measured 
and mixed in a mortar tub. The sawdust required some time 
to absorb the water. After one hour most of the mixture was 
saturated. A more detailed observation showed that half 
the mixture was sunk to the bottom of the tub, some of the 
mixture surfaced and other particles floated in the water. It 
seemed that there was some sort of pollution in the sawdust,  
which consisted of styrofoam fibres. These fibres were 
obtained from the extraction system of the wood workshop 
at the University. The styrofoam fibres were unable to absorb 
the water and thus floated at the surface. This resulted in an 
uncomparable mixture of pykrete as used in previous tests.

When most of the mixture was occasionally stirred and 
soaked for about one hour, the mixture was ready for the 
spray test. The pump was switched on, and while stirring the 
mixture the inlet hose was put into the mortar tub. The outlet 
hose was put into another empty tub to catch the pumped 
mixture. At first the pump seemed to succesfully work and 
pump the mixture; however, after a few seconds the pump 
lost its suction power. The pump housing was clogged with 
dry mixture and the experiment was aborted.

Analysis
As a result of a clogged pump housing, the pump was 
unable to succesfully pump the mixture. The water was 
drained out of the mixture and only dry sawdust was left 
in the pumphouse. As mentioned before, the failure of the 
pump might be caused by the polluted sawdust. The sawdust 
contained large quantities of styrofoam fibres. Styrofoam 
is used in the University workshop and is shaped with the 
same machinery as wood. Therefore, the mixture contains 
both wood and styrofoam particles. Becease the styrofoam 
was hydrophobic, the pump house was clogged with a dry 
mixture. This might be one of the reasons the pump house 
got stuck and was unable to pump the mixture. 

Review
The pump was unable to pump the 10% mixture of sawdust 
and water. Since the sawdust mixture was polluted with 
styrofoam, the test results were unreliable. The hydrophobic 
styrofoam fibres got stuck in the pump housing, most likely 
because the water was drained out of the mixture. Pure 
sawdust would have been completely saturized and will 
probably not get stuck in the pump house, because the water 
is absorbed by the fibres creating a more homogeneous 
mixture.

Further Research
A clean sample of non polluted sawdust has to be obtained. 
The test can then be repeated with a better mixture to verify 
the pump capability of pumping the pykrete mixture. Another  
possibility is to test a different type of pump with a clean 
pykrete mixture.
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Fig 261 Test Failure; Clogged Pumphouse
The pumphouse was clogged with polluted 
dry sawdust.

Fig 262 Test Failure; Pollution
Difference between dry styrofoam [Left] and 
saturated sawdust [Right].
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7.4 Pykrete Spray Test [#2]
The result of the previous ‘Pykrete Spray Test’ showed that 
the pump was unable to process the mixture. It was uncertain 
if the pump or the polluted mixture was the problem for the 
negative test result.

Aim
To obtain a pump that is able to process and spray the proper 
amount of mixture, the aim of this experiment is to test if a 
centrifugal pump can process and spray a mixture of 10% 
clean sawdust and water.

Constants & Variables
Pump [Submersible Sewage]
 » Compressor [Centrifugal]
 » Power [3000/400 W/V]
 » Pump capacity [48 L/min]
 » Drainage [50mm]

Hose
 » Material
 » Diameter
 » Length
 » Stiffness
 » Nozzle

Material
 » Water/Sawdust ratio
 » Mixture content
 » Sawdust particle size
 » Mixture temperature

Environment
 » Temperature

Hypothesis
Spraying a mixture of 10% sawdust and water can be 
pumped with the aid of a centrifugal pump

Method
 » Test the functionality of the pump with pure water. [no    

additions] 
 » Prepare a mixture of 12kg sawdust and 108kg water in 

a container. [10% total weight]
 » Let the sawdust absorb the water until the sawdust is 

fully saturated. [mix occasionally]
 » Attach the nozzle to the end of the outlet hose.
 » Put the pump in the container while stirring the mixture.
 » Turn on the pump.
 » Hold the nozzle and spray the mixture on an open field.
 » While spraying, check the hose for any buckling or 

obstructions to prevent the pump from clogging.

Experiment
Similar to the previous ‘Pykrete Spray Test’, the functionality 
of the pump was tested with water. The pump was placed in 
a container filled with water. The outlet hose, attached to the 
output of the pump, was led towards an open field to spray 
and measure the spraying height and distance. The water 
sprayed from the centrifugal pump with a capacity of 48L/
min had a spraying distance of approximately 20 meter and a 
spraying height of approximately 7 meter.

When the functionality of the pump was confirmed, the 
pykrete mixture could be created in the container. Just like 
the previous ‘Pykrete Spray Test’, a mixture of 10% sawdust 
was made to use during this spraying test. The amount of 
water and sawdust was weighed, measured and mixed in 
a container. The final mixture contained 9,8% sawdust 
[113,3kg water & 12,4kg sawdust]. 
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Fig 263 Requirements; Centrifugal Pump
Centrifugal pump with suction strainer.

Fig 264 Requirements; Adjustable Nozzle
Adjustable nozzle attached to the end of the 
outlet hose.
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Analysis
The end result of the test turned out successful. After several 
attempts the centrifugal pump was able to process and spray 
the pykrete mixture. At first the suction strainer prevented the 
mixture from entering the pump, causing a blockage at the 
strainer. After removing the suction strainer, the input opening 
was large enough to process the pykrete mixture.

To keep the pykrete in a homogeneous state, the mixture 
should be constantly stirred. After several attempts to stir the 
mixture by hand, a pump was used to stir the mixture. This 
turned out to work better to keep the mixture homogeneous 
and prevent sedimentation.

Two different nozzles were used to spray the pykrete mixture 
[Adjustable & Non-adjustable]. The adjustable nozzle turned 
out negative. The nozzle opening got stuck with pykrete fibres 
when reducing the opening size. The non-adjustable nozzle 
is supplied with a larger standard opening. Therefore, the 
normal nozzle worked better when processing and spraying 
the thick pykrete mixture.

The last attempt on spraying the pykrete turned out negative. 
This was caused by an impure supply of sawdust. The 
sawdust was polluted with larger wood fibers, chips and 
planks. Together with some nails and screws the pollution 
clogged the pumphouse, preventing it from pumping the 
mixture.

Fig 265 Centrifugal Pump
Centrifugal pump with detached suction 
strainer to enlarge drainage opening size.

Fig 266 Pykrete Mixture
Homogeneous mixture pouring out of the 
fire hose.

After one hour of soaking the sawdust into the water, the 
sawdust was completely saturated. After stirring the mixture 
it showed that most of the particles were homogeneous 
divided in the water. To retain the homogeneous mixture and 
prevent sawdust from sedimentation, the mixture should be 
stirred during or before spraying.

The first attempt of spraying the mixture with a centrifugal 
pump resulted in a negative test result. The pump was 
protected with a suction strainer to prevent large fibres from 
clogging the pump. The pykrete accumulated at the strainer 
which prevented the mixture from entering the pump house. 
This caused the pump from draining the water out of the 
mixture, leaving a dry mixture in the container.

After cleaning the pump and hose from blockages, the suction 
strainer was removed from the pump to enlarge the drainage 
input [50mm]. The second attempt on spraying the pykrete 
mixture turned out succesfull. The mixture of 9,8% sawdust 
and water was sprayed on an open field with a spraying 
distance of 17 meter and a spraying height of approximately 
6 meter.

A third attempt was made to varify the capability of the 
pump. The remaining sawdust was mixed with water to 
create a mixture of 10% sawdust and water. After adding 
the sawdust to the container filled with water, several wood 
chips, fibres and boards floated on the surface. The large 
pieces of wood were removed from the mixture resulting in a 
lower percentage of pykrete mixture of approximately 7,5% 
sawdust. When the remaining sawdust was saturated the 
third attempt could start. After stirring the mixture, the pump 
was switched on and placed in the container. However, the 
pump was clogged with nails, screws and larger wood fibres. 
Therefore, the mixture could not be succesfully sprayed for a 
second time. 
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Review
The centrifugal pump was able to pump the 10% mixture 
of sawdust and water. The first mixture worked out well; 
however, the second mixture of pykrete turned out unreliable 
since it was polluted with large fibres and pieces of nails and 
screws. The pollution clogged the pumphouse; therefore, 
the composition of the supplied sawdust is very important. 
The sawdust should only contain small particles of wood 
and should be checked for large wood fibres or other kind 
of pollution.

The size and shape of the container can also influence the 
test results. In this test a small, long container was used. The 
pump used most of the space in the container and a second 
pump to stir the mixture could not be used simultaniously. 
Therefore, a larger and wider container is desirable when 
processing, pumping and spraying the pykrete mixture.

Fig 267 Test Failure; Suction Strainer
Due to the suction strainer, dry pykrete was 
left in the container.

Fig 268 Test Failure; Sawdust Composition
Large wood fibres and nails clogged the 
nozzle and pump in the final test.

Fig 269 Test Succes; Spraying Pykrete
Successfully spraying 10% pykrete mixture 
with a centrifugal pump.
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Further Research
Sawdust used for the test should be checked for pollution 
and particle size in order to have successful test results. The 
test can then be repeated in colder circumstances to verify 
the compatability of the pump in cold climates.
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In addition to testing the spraying technique, it is also 
necessary to test the construction & production technique. 
This gives more experience and insight in the required 
material to build an ice shell structure.

Aim
The aim of this experiment is to gain knowledge and 
experience in the production and construction technique 
of the pneumatic formwork. This experiment consists of 
three parts. First, ‘Production of the Inflatable Membrane’. 
Second, ‘Production of the Rope Cover’. And last, ‘Testing the 
Pneumatic Formwork’.

Constants & Variables
Membrane [UL Siloplast]
 » Material [Triple Layered Polyethylene]
 » Strength [400KN]
 » Size [11m]
 » Connection [Ironing]
 » Leaf Blower [Petrol Fuelled]

Rope Cover
 » Material [Polypropylene]
 » Diameter [Ø10]
 » Pattern [Geodesic Triacon Division 4]
 » Strength
 » Connection

Foundation
 » Material [Steel Scaffolding Poles]
 » Size [Ø33]
 » Thickness [3mm]
 » Length [500mm]

Environment
 » Weather Conditions
 » Soil Type

7.5 Inflatable & Rope Cover
Hypothesis
Producing and testing an 11m pneumatic formwork will be 
possible using a polyethylene membrane and polypropylene 
ropes.

Method [Production Inflatable Membrane]
 » Place the polyethylene sheet [UL Siloplast] in a large flat 

area. [15mx15m] 
 » Prevent the sheet from catching air by putting weights 

on the edge of the sheet.
 » Determine the center of the desired circle. [11m]
 » Draw a circle from the center using a rope.                      

[Length/Radius Circle; 5,5m]
 » Cut out the circle and repeat the process once.
 » Place both circles on top of each other. 
 » Connect the circles together by flipping the edge of the 

bottom layer over the top layer and iron them together. 
The polyethylene layers will melt together under high 
temperatures. To prevent unwanted melting process, 
use a piece of wood to protect layers from melting 
together. [Note: Use aluminum foil to prevent the iron 
from melting with the polyethylene sheet.]

 » Continue the ironing process until both circles are 
connected over the edge of the sheet.

 » Create an opening in the membrane. [Inflation Tube]
 » Connect the inflation tube with the membrane using the 

same melting technique.

Method [Production Rope Cover]
 » Determine the length and pattern of the required ropes  

using a 3D-model. [Geodesic Triacon Division 4]
 » Cut the ropes to the desired length. [Note: The connecting 

loop at the foundation requires extra length of the ropes.]
 » Place the foundation poles at the desired location using 

a rope and a centerpoint.
 » Place and connect the ropes at the calculated foundation 

nodes. 
 » Connect the nodes with a loose knot. [Ø4]

Fig 270 Model; Rope Pattern
Model of the rope pattern used in this 
experiment, determines the length of the 
ropes used in the test model.

Fig 271 Model; 3D-Rhino Model
3D-Rhino Model used to determine the size 
and length of the inflatable and rope cover 
in this experiment.
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Fig 272 Production of Inflatable Membrane; Measuring
Measuring and determining the location of 
the circle on the polyethylene sheet.

Fig 273 Production of Inflatable Membrane; Flat Membrane
Result after cutting out the circles in the 
membrane sheet.

272
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Method [Testing Pneumatic Formwork]
 » Determine foundation points [See ‘Production Rope 

Cover’]
 » Place foundation poles in the ground, [Steel Scaffolding 

Poles, Ø33, Thickness 3mm, Length 500mm] using a 
steel maul.

 » Place the inflatable membrane inside the foundation 
ring.

 » Place the rope cover on top of the inflatable membrane 
and connect the ropes to the foundation nodes.

 » Inflate the membrane through the inflation tube using a 
leaf blower.

 » After inflation is completed and tested, deflate the 
membrane using the reversed leaf blower. 

 » Fold and store the pneumatic formwork for possible 
reuse.

Experiment
As mentioned before, the experiment is divided in three parts: 
‘Production of the Inflatable Membrane’, ‘Production of the 
Rope Cover’ and ‘Testing the Pneumatic Formwork’. The 
different parts will be discussed in the indicated order.

Production of the Inflatable Membrane
The first part of the experiment started with the production 
of the inflatable membrane. To start the experiment, a large 
location has to be found to produce and test the inflatable 
membrane. Therefore, the test was carried out on a farm 
in Goirle, where there was enough space to perform the 
experiment.

At first, the membrane roll [UL Siloplast] has to be unfolded 
on a flat surface. To prevent the polyethylene sheet from 
blowing away, the edges were weighted with poles and rocks. 
When the setup and preparations were completed, the exact 
location and size of the circle could be defined and marked 
on the flat polyethylene sheet. After the correct markings 
have been made, the shape could be cut out following the 

Fig 274 Production of Inflatable Membrane; Connection
Ironing and melting the two circular 
membranes together using an iron and 
aluminum foil. 274

circular dotted line on the sheet. This process was repeated, 
resulting in two similar flat polyethylene circles. 

When the two circular surfaces were finished, it was time to 
connect both circles to each other. This could be done using 
various methods. First, the sheets can be glued together.  
Secondly, both sheets can be sewn together. At last, the 
polyethylene can be melted together. Since the melting 
procedure was the best cost-time-efficient method, this 
method was chosen to be conducted during this experiment. 
In addition, the melted connection was unknown in this scope 
and could therefore be tested on strength and reliability.

Both polyethylene sheets were placed inside a shed to 
prevent any weather influences during the melting process. 
The sheets were placed on top of each other after which 
the edge of the bottom sheet was folded and flipped over 
the top sheet. The sheets are then connected using an iron 
to heaten the polyethylene surface, which causes the two 
sheets to melt together. An aluminum foil is used between 
the iron and the polyethylene to prevent the polyethylene to 
stuck with the iron. A wooden plank is used from the inside 
of the membrane, between the sheets, to prevent unwanted 
melting behavior. This way, only the edge of the polyethylene 
sheet will melt together forming a circular inflatable bag.
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At last, the inflation tube is connected with the membrane 
bag. A hole is made in the edge of the membrane bag to 
attach the tube to the membrane. The tube is then placed 
over the hole and both pieces are melted together. The 
inflatable membrane is now finished and ready for use. 

Production of the Rope Cover
Before the rope pattern can be knotted, some preparations 
have to be made. First, the length of each rope has to be 
determined, marked and cutted. This was done by using a 
geodesic triacon 4 division in a 3D modeling tool. With this  
tool, the pattern and the length of the ropes was determined 
and the ropes are cut off at the indicated length. Each rope is 
then marked with a letter to prevent confusion. 

After cutting the ropes to the desired length, the location of 
the steel foundation poles was calculated and placed. Each 
rope can now connect to the matching foundation pole. When 
the ropes are placed, the ropes can be connected on the 
indicated nodes. The nodes are located on the intersection 
of multiple ropes. On these nodes the ropes are connected 
using a loose, flat knot. This loose knot allows the ropes to 
move in minimal directions. Thus letting the ropes adept 
to the tension pattern when inflating the membrane. The 
membrane pushes the rope cover upwards, resulting in the 
rope cover not being subjected to undesired tension forces; 
therefore, creating a cohesion between the pressure based 
inflatable membrane and tension based rope cover.

Now that the rope pattern is almost completed, the last part 
of the production, is creating the connection between the 
rope cover and the foundation. This connection was done 
by creating a loop at the end of each rope. The loop can be 
placed around the steel foundation pole. By using a loop, 
the rope can easily be attached and deattached from the 
foundation pole; therefore, changes can easily be made to 
the location and connection of the rope cover

Finally, a circle was made in the center of the rope cover 
to connect the ropes comming from different directions into 
one node. The circle connects each rope that leads straight 
to the center of the rope cover. In a geodesic triacon division 
the amount of ropes leading to the center of the rope cover 
is five.

When the rope cover is finished, it is ready to use and can 
be tested by placing the rope cover over the membrane and 
inflate the membrane with an air blower.

Testing the Pneumatic Formwork
With the production of both the inflatable membrane and 
the rope cover completed, the pneumatic formwork can be 
tested and analysed.

The test of the pneumatic formwork was conducted in several 
steps. The first step was placing the inflatable membrane 
inside the foundation ring. For this test, the same foundation 
ring is used as the production of the rope cover. After the 
membrane has been placed, the rope cover was connected 
to the matching foundation poles. Now that the preparations 
were completed, the inflation of the membrane could start. A 
petrol powered leaf blower was used for the inflation, inflating 
the membrane in a total time of 45 minutes. The pneumatic 
formwork is now stiff and bouncy due to the pressure inside 
the membrane.

The strength of the pneumatic formwork was tested by placing 
a ladder against the inflatable membrane and climbing the 
pneumatic formwork. Due to the high point load pressure 
and the relatively weak polyethylene foil, the membrane was 
unable to hold a person, causing elastic deformations in the 
membrane.

Fig 275 Production of Rope Cover; Measuring
Ropes are placed in position after the length 
has been determined using the pattern 
model.

Fig 276 Production of Rope Cover; Knots
Loose, flat knots are made where multiple 
ropes intersect at a node.
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Analysis
All stages of the experiment were largely successful. The 
first stage, production of the membrane, started out relatively 
easy by measuring and cutting out two flat polyethylene 
circles. The next step was to connect both circles to each 
other. The connection was made by heathing the membrane, 
causing the polyethylene to melt and merge with each other. 
After half the circle was completed, the first problem showed 
up. By using two exact same circles, the edge of the sheet 
began to crinkle, resulting in a non-optimal shape of the 
membrane and residual polyethylene material at the end of 
the connection. This problem could have been prevented by 
producing one circle larger than the other. This way the larger 
circle can easily be folded on the edge over the smaller circle 
causing no material loss in the connection.

Due to the production technique of the membrane, using two 
identical circles, the end of the circle resulted in excessive 
material of the inner circle. Therefore, leaving an opening at 
the edge of the inflatable. This opening was used to attach 
the inflation tube to the membrane. This way the problem 
of the identical circles was solved and no extra openings 
have to be made in the inflatable membrane. However, the 
opening was not very suited for the inflation tube, resulting in 
a weaker connection at the inflation point. 

The next step in the process was producing the rope cover. 
At first, the length of the ropes had to be determined. When 
cutting the ropes to the proper length, the ropes were cut 
of slightly longer than indicated. This was done beceause 
the loop at the end of the rope, connecting the foundation 
required some extra length of the rope. Secondly, the correct 
knot had to be found to connect the intersecting ropes. After 
the appropriate knot was found, each intersection node was 
connected relatively fast and easy using a loose, flat knot.

After the production of the inflatable membrane and the rope 
cover was completed, the pneumatic formwork was ready 

for a first test inflation. After some preparations and correctly 
placing the pneumatic formwork, the membrane was inflated 
by a petrol powered leaf blower. At first, the inflation started 
succesfully. However, after a certain period of time the ropes 
did not give enough tension to the membrane; resulting in 
the wrong shape of the membrane. This problem was solved 
by connecting certain points of the rope cover directly to the 
foundation poles, thus giving a better grip and strength to 
the rope cover. After the new connections were made, the 
infaltion continued and was successful.

When the pressure inside the membrane was sufficient, the 
rope cover showed a lot of tension by almost pulling the 
foundation poles out of the ground. To test the strength of 
the membrane, we subjected the pneumatic formwork to a 
human live load. By placing a ladder to the membrane it was 
possible to climb the membrane. This immediately caused a 
visible elastic deformation, showing us that the membrane 
was not capable of high point-loaded forces.

The next day, the pneumatic formwork was almost completely 
intact. Only the pressure was removed from the membrane 
after a certain period of time. Therefore, the deflation was 
accelerated by using a reversable leaf blower. The remaining 
deflation time was approximately 30min.
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Fig 277 Testing the Pneumatic Formwork; Preparation
Preparing the pneumatic formwork for 
inflation.

Fig 278 Testing the Pneumatic Formwork; Inflation
Inflating the pneumatic formwork using a 
petrol powered leaf blower.

Fig 279 Testing the Pneumatic Formwork; Leaf Blower
Reversable leaf blower, used to deflate the 
membrane. 279
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Further Research
The first design of the inflatable was successful. Future 
research must show an optimal dimensions and design 
for the membrane and the rope cover. The experiment can 
be repeated in colder circumstances to verify the strength 
and behavior of the polyethylene material and connection 
strength in cold conditions.

Review
The production of the membrane and rope cover was 
successful. The production process was relatively easy 
and could be conducted by two persons in three days. The 
production process can be improved; Therefore, attention 
should be paid to the final design of the membrane regarding 
dimensions and materialization. 

In addition, the final design of the rope cover, regarding 
dimensions and connections, can be improved. This will 
result in an optimized shape of the pneumatic formwork.

With proper preparations, the production and test of a 
pneumatic formwork can be done quite easily. If the 
requirements are met and time and location are available, a 
new and improved model could be tested.
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Fig 280 Testing the Pneumatic Formwork; Tension Strength
Due to the high tension forces in the rope 
cover, the foundation poles were almost 
pulled out of the ground.

Fig 281 Testing the Pneumatic Formwork; Deformation
The membrane showed an elastic 
deformation after subjected to a human live 
load.

Fig 282 Testing the Pneumatic Formwork; End Result
End result of the pneumatic formwork after 
full inflation.
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The next step in the experimental method is to test and varify 
the construction method. This was done on a small scale in 
Snowworld Landgraaf, where the first dome was build on the 
cold slopes of the indoor ski hall.

Aim
To gain more knowledge and experience of the construction 
method it is necessarry to test and validate a scale model 
of the final ice shell. During the experiment, comparable 
construction techniques will be used to gather knowledge of 
possible failures and methods of the construction method in 
similar conditions. The experiment is divided in the following 
steps: ‘Production of the Inflatable Membrane’, ‘Production of 
the Rope Cover’, ‘Preparing the Foundation’, ‘Application of 
Snow & Water’ and finally ‘Removing the Membrane’.

Constants & Variables
Membrane [UL Siloplast]
 » Material [Triple Layered Polyethylene]
 » Strength [400KN]
 » Size [6m]
 » Connection [Ironing]
 » Leaf Blower [Electrical]
 » Double Airlock [Custom Ø1200mm]

Rope Cover
 » Material [Polypropylene]
 » Diameter [Ø14]
 » Pattern [Geodesic Triacon Division 4]
 » Connection [Ø6 Nodes]

Foundation
 » Composition [Anchoring Blocks + Snow Ring]
 » Anchoring Rope [Polypropylene Ø10]
 » Size [Snow Ring: 500mm x 500mm]
 » Materialization [Snow & Water]
 » Opening [900mm]
 » Foundation Plate [Concrete Plywood, 840mm x 500mm]

7.6 Snowworld
Conditions
 » Outdoor Temperature [Variable 8Co / 14Co] 
 » Indoor Temperature [Constant -7Co]
 » Weather [None / Indoor]
 » Working Area [Limited / 10m x 10m]
 » Freezing Time [Variable]

Water Supply
 » Water Temperature [Tapwater 12Co]
 » Hose [Ø12,5mm]
 » Nozzle #1 [High Pressure]
 » Nozzle #2 [Adjustable]
 » Spraying Distance [Variable]
 » Capacity

Snow Supply
 » Equipment [Honda Snow Blower - HS1336iAS]
 » Snow Supply [Artificial Snow Cannons]
 » Snow Temperature [-7Co]
 » Snow Density
 » Spraying Distance [Variable]

Hypothesis
It is possible to construct a comparable scale model of the 
final ice shell design in similar conditions.

Method
The method of the Snowworld Experiment can be divided 
in two main phases. First the production of the construction 
material. The first part is almost similar to the previous 
described production [Chapter 3.5] and only contains minor 
changes in dimensions and entrance area of the inflatable. 

The second phase includes the actual construction of the ice 
shell. This phase describes the construction and application 
of snow and water to the pneumatic formwork [5m] under 
controlled conditions. [Indoor Snowworld]

Fig 283 2D Membrane Circles
The membrane is constructed with two 2D 
circels melted together with a ironing tool. 
This creates a hamburger shaped balloon. .

Fig 284 Inflated membrane; 5m Dome.
The inflatable membrane is tested in at the 
Eindhoven University of Technology. 
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Method [Production Rope Cover]
 » Determine the length and pattern of the required ropes 

[Polypropylene Ø14] using a 3D-model. [Geodesic 
Triacon Division 4]

 » Cut the ropes to the desired length. [Note: The connecting 
loop at the foundation requires extra length of the ropes.]

 » Place the foundation points at the desired location using 
a rope and a centerpoint. 

 » Place the ropes according to the model, using the 
foundation points as a reference.

 » Connect the intersecting nodes with a loose knot. [Ø4]
 » Attach the anchor ropes [Polypropylene Ø14, 700mm] to 

the end of the rope cover.
 » Connect the anchor blocks [Wooden Block]to the end of 

the anchor ropes.
 » Label the ropes [A-T] for proper storage and re-use.

Method [Production Inflatable Membrane]
 » Place the polyethylene sheet [UL Siloplast] in a large flat 

area. [7mx7m] 
 » If outside, prevent the sheet from catching air by putting 

weights on the edge of the sheet.
 » Determine the center of the desired circle. [6m]
 » Draw a circle from the center using a rope.                      

[Length/Radius Circle; 3m]
 » Cut out the circle and repeat the process once.
 » Place both circles on top of each other. 
 » Connect the circles together by flipping the edge of the 

bottom layer over the top layer and iron them together. 
The polyethylene layers will melt together under high 
temperatures. To prevent unwanted melting process, 
use a piece of wood to protect layers from melting 
together. [Note: Use aluminum foil to prevent the iron 
from melting with the polyethylene sheet.]

 » Continue the ironing process until both circles are 
connected over the edge of the sheet.

 » Create an opening in the membrane. [Inflation Tube]
 » Connect the inflation tube with the membrane using the 

described melting technique.
 » Cut out the double air lock according to the drawings 

[4x Air Pocket, 1x Air Tube], from the polyethylene sheet.  
[UL Siloplast] 

 » Connect the sheets [Air Pocket] at the edge using the 
described melting technique. The individual air pockets 
are now ready.

 » Test the air pockets and repair any holes and flaws in the 
design. The air pockets are now air-thight.

 » Connect the sheet [Air Tube Ø1200mm] at the edge in a 
cilinder using the described melting technique.

 » Connect the air pockets to the inside of the air tube 
using the described melting technique. [Detailed 
Drawings] The double air lock is now ready and needs to 
be connected to the inflatable membrane on the desired 
location.

 » Test the pneumatic formwork [ See ‘Testing Pneumatic 
Formwork’, chapter 3.5] and indicate the location of the 
entrance [Double Air Lock] on the inflated membrane.

 » Deflate the membrane using the reversed leaf blower.
 » Cut out the indicated location on the membrane.
 » Connect the entrance [Double Air Lock] to the edges of 

the indicated entrance points on the membrane using 
the described melting technique.

 » Optionally relocate the inflation tube to a desired location 
next to the entrance.

 » Re-test the inflatable membrane and check the working 
of the air-thight double air lock. [Entrance]

Fig 285 Determine Placing Sluice; 5m Dome
The optimal location of the sluice can be 
determined with iat the location.

Fig 286 Testing the Pneumatic Formwork; 5m Dome
The inflatable is tested in combination with 
the rope cover. 
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Method [Preparing the Foundation]
 » Before constructing the snow foundation ring, it is 

necessary to level out the construction site. 
 » Determine the location of the foundation [Note: The 

inner circle [Radius: 2500mm] and outer circle [Radius: 
3000mm] of the foundation ring need to be indicated 
separately.]

 » Place the rope cover, with anchoring, on the desired 
location.

 » Place the foundation panels [Concrete Plywood] on the 
indicated inner and outer circle. [Note: The distance 
between the panels should be verified [500mm] and the 
anchoring blocks are located between the panels.]

 » Attach the end of the anchoring rope [Rope Cover 
Connection] to the top of the inner foundation panel. The 
anchoring rope is now tensioned.

 » Fill the space between the foundation panels with snow 
and water. [Note: The mixture should be tamped to 
create a high density, solid snow ring.]

 » Repeat the process until the foundation ring is completed.
 » Remove and clear the snow at the entrance location. 

[Width: 1000mm]
 » Let the foundation freeze over a certain period of time to 

achieve a solid, strong ice foundation ring.

Method [Application of Snow & Water]
 » Place the inflatable membrane [UL Siloplast] inside the 

foundation ring.
 » Inflate the membrane with an air ventilator. [Electrical 

Leaf Blower]
 » Check for gaps between the inflatable and the foundation 

ring. Fill any possible gaps with snow and water until the 
foundation ring is connected with the inflatable.

 » Apply snow in thin layers onto the pneumatic formwork 
using a snow blower.

 » Simultaneously add water to the layer construction. 
[Adjustable Nozzle]

 » When a thin layer of snow and water is applied to the 
pneumatic formwork, the construction requires a certain 
freezing time to harden the current layer.

 » When the applied layer reaches a solid state, the 
application and freezing process of the snow and water 
layers can be repeated until the desired total layer 
thickness has been reached.

Method [Removing the Membrane]
 » Deflate the membrane. [Reversed Leaf Blower]
 » Remove the membrane from the ice shell.
 » Fold and store the inflatable membrane for re-use.
 » Remove the rope cover from the ice shell. [Note: Some 

nodes might be covered in ice and hard to remove, it is 
adviced not to put high pressure on the construction in 
the early stage.]

 » Measure the thickness of the ice shell on various 
locations. [Steel Pin]

Experiment
The experiment was conducted in two parts over two weeks 
time. The first part, production of the construction material, 
was conducted on the Eindhoven University of Technology in 
one week time with a team of ten persons.

The second part, the construction of the ice shell, was 
conducted in Snowworld Landgraaf in three days time with 
a similar group of students. The construction of the ice shell 
required cold environmental conditions and heavy snow 
equipment; therefore, it was constructed in the climate 
controlled hall of Snowworld.

The experiment was conducted from 28 - 31 October on the 
University and from 4 - 6 November in Snowworld Landgraaf. 
During this period, different groups of students successfully 
worked on the realization of the first ice shell scale model. 
The process will be described in two parts. [Production & 
Construction]

Fig 287 Infalbable with connected Sluice; 5m Dome
The sluice is connected after it is 
signed off when the membrane was blown. 
With the sluice its possible to enter de 
dome. 
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Preparation of Construction Material
During the first week, the construction material [Inflatable 
Membrane & Rope Cover] were produced for the realization of 
the ice shell scale model. First, the rope cover was produced 
with a small group of four people. This was done according 
to previous experiments as described in chapter 3.5. The 
rope cover was made of Ø14 polypropylene rope with Ø6 
node connection ropes and was constructed with a geodesic 
triacon division 4 according to a 3D modeling tool. In the 
end, the anchor ropes were connected to the end of each 
rope. These anchor ropes were first cut to the desired length 
[670mm] and attached to the loop at the end of each rope. 
Anchor blocks [300mm x 100mm x 12mm] were attached 
to the anchoring ropes to create a larger surface and higher 
resistance of the anchoring points.

The next step in the preparation process was the production of 
the inflatable membrane. This was conducted by two groups 
of students. The first group started on the production of the 
oversized membrane bag, which consisted of two circles 
with a radius of respectively 3000mm [Bottom] and 3100mm 
[Top]. These circles were placed on top of each other and 
connected according to the described method. At last, the 
inflation tube was connected to the membrane. The first part 
of the inflatable membrane was finished and tested before 
use. During the test, the entrance location was indicated on 
the membrane. The entrance consisted of a double air lock 
system which was produced by a second group of students. 
The double air lock system was more complicated; therefore, 
it took more time to produce the system and attach it to the 
membrane. Because of the size and location of the entrance, 
the rope cover was adjusted to fit according to the new 
inflatable system. 

Finally, the concrete plywood foundation panels were made. 
Four panels [2x Inner Circle Panels, 2x Outer Circle Panels]
were produced to create a fast and easy system during the 
construction of the foundation. 

Construction of the Ice Shell
The second week [4-6 November] consisted of the 
construction of the small ice shell. The construction started 
with the preparation of the foundation ring. The location of the 
ice shell was indicated in the snow with an inner ring [Radius: 
2,5m]  and an outer ring [Radius: 3m]. These circles indicated 
the location and dimensions of the foundation. Plywood plates 
[L:800mm; H:400] were then placed on the inner circle and 
similar larger plywood plates   [L:1000mm; H:400] were 
placed on the outer circle. The rope cover was positioned 
and the anchoring points were placed on the proper location, 
inside the foundation ring. The space between the plywood 
plates was now ready to be filled with snow and water; and 
was tamped to create a solid dense ice ring. The anchoring 
points were now covered with a thick layer of snow and ice 
to absorb the forces in the rope cover.

After a night, the foundation was frozen and strong enough 
to  withstand the forces applied by the membrane pressure. 
Next step was placing and inflating the membrane. This was 
done with an electrical leaf blower, which kept the membrane 
under the right pressure during the construction. With the 
inflation completed [30min], the application of snow and 
water could start.
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Fig 288 Foundation; Wooden formwork
Wooden plates are used to construct a 
snow / ice ring with anchored ropes.

Fig 289 Foundation Ring; Anchored Ropes
The ropes are achored in the foundation 
ring by using wooden blocks. 

Fig 290 Placing Inflabable; 5m Dome
The membrane could be placed before 
inflating. .
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After filling the gaps between the foundation and the inflatable 
membrane, snow was applied onto the membrane with the 
use of a rotary snow plow. Simultaniously, water was applied 
on the layer of snow with a high pressurized water pump. 
This resulted in a nebulized effect, causing the water to be 
applied on the membrane as thin as possible. Besides, the 
snow on the membrane worked as a sponge, absorbing the 
water and withholding it from flowing off the membrane. The 
snow also enabled the water to freeze faster due to the lower 
temperature of the snow. Resulting in lower freezing time and 
thus lower construction time.

After applying the layer of snow and water, the material 
required time to freeze. After a short break, the process 
was repeated with similar thin layers of ice and consecutive 
breaks to strengthen the material. Thereafter, when the 
desired thickness [100mm] has been reached after a 
repetitive process of application of snow and water, the ice 
structure was strong enough to be self-supporting.

The last step in the process was deflating and removing the 
inflatable membrane from the ice shell. By reversing the  air 
supply, the deflation did not require excessive amount of 
time and effort. The membrane was removed and the ice 
shell was successfully realized under controlled conditions. 
To determine the quality of the dome, the thickness was 
measured using a sharp steel pin on different locations of 
the ice shell.

Analysis
Both the preparation and the construction of the ice shell 
scale model were overall successful. Because of the relatively 
small size of the experiment compared to the Pykrete Dome  
and the previous experience in production of the construction 
material, the preparations were fairly fast and easy. 

The difficult part during the production was the new design 
for the entrance of the inflatable. Mainly due to the lack 
of experience and the complicated design [double-air 
lock system], the entrance took more time and effort than 
expected. Once the sheets were cut and connected according 
to the design, the entrance had to be attached to the inflatable 
bag. This was done during a first test of the membrane bag 
with the rope cover attached to the foundation poles. The 
membrane bag was nog shaped by the rope cover and the 
exact position of the entrance could now be indicated onto the 
membrane. The location was decided according to the rope 
pattern. The rope cover was partly adjusted to fit the entrance 
onto the membrane; therefore, the location of the entrance 
was very specific and important during the production of the 
inflatable. Once the position was determined, the membrane 
was deflated to attach the entrance to the membrane using 
the melting technique described in the method [Production 
Inflatable Membrane].

During the inflation of the membrane on the construction 
site [Snowworld Landgraaf], the entrance showed a slight 
distortion in the design. When attaching the entrance tube 
to the membrane, the material was partly folded and melted 
together. This caused local creasing and high stresses in the 
material; however, the resulting ice structure was unaffected 
by the local transitions in the inflatable.

Fig 291 Inflated Membrane; 5m Dome
The membrane is inflated with a electrical 
powered leaf blower. 

Fig 292 Creating layer; 5m Dome
Thin layers of snow are covered on the 
membrane. These layers are mixed with 
water to create ice. 
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The second part of the experiment [Construction of the Ice 
Shell] was despite the lack of experience very successful. 
Even though some problems occured during the construction, 
the ice shell was successfully realized and we gained much 
experience by the experiment. First of all, the construction of 
the foundation. Even though this was a quite straightforward 
part of the construction, some problems occured. The 
anchoring blocks, attached to the anchoring ropes, were 
very thin and the material [MDF] weakened after the water 
was partly absorbed by the material. This caused some of 
the anchoring blocks to break, thus reducing the resistance 
of the anchoring points; however, the blocks were still large 
enough to resist the force after the snow ring was completed. 
This was mainly due to the high amount of snow and weight 
applied on the anchoring points. A second remark was the 
entrance location. The foundation ring had to be interrupted 
to properly place the entrance of the inflatable. This caused 
no further problems but locally weakened the foundation ring 
at the point of interruption.

During the application of snow and water, the construction 
method was analysed and improved. One of the aspects was 
the application of snow. In contrast to the design method, the 
rough mechanics of the snow thrower made it unable to apply 
a fine thin layer of snow onto the membrane. This resulted in 
local thickening of snow layers which exceeded the allowed 
thickness of approximately 1 cm per layer. The thickening 
caused a weakness in the total structure. Because the water 
is only absorbed by the top snow layer, the underlaying snow 
is unable to interact with the water and thus unable to create 
an ice layer. This phenomenon is called a snow sandwich 
where snow is trapped between two layers of ice, causing a 
weakness in the structure.

Another aspect during the application process is the water 
supply. At first, the high pressurized pump was used to spray 
the water onto the membrane. However, when a certain 
thickness was reached and more material was applied to 
the structure, the nebulized effect of the nozzle was unable 
to soak the snow with a layer of water. Because of the 
nebulizing effect, the water leaving the nozzle immediately 
turned into small ice particles which were unable to interact 
with the snow layer. For a better result, a normal water hose 
with nozzle was used to spray more water at once; therefore, 
soaking the snow with a proper amount of water.

A final observation was made and analysed after completing 
the ice shell model. The relative high temperature and large 
amount of snow applied on the shell showed a weaker 
structure minutes after the deflation. After measuring the 
thickness with a steel pin, it was remarkable how easily 
the device went through the shell structure. However, 
observations of the dome a week later showed a much 
stronger structural behavior. The material had more time to 
freeze from both the outside and the inside, resulting in a 
much stronger ice layer which was able to hold the weight 
of various people.

At last, the quality of the ice can be varified by the light 
emitted through the material. When the ice has the right 
quality it should transmit light to the inside of the dome. A 
colored light can intensify the translucent effect of the ice 
shell structure.
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Fig 293 Construction method; Spraying Snow
The artificial snow is sprayed with a snow 
thrower. 
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Fig 294 Ice Shell, Colored Grid Pattern
View from the inside with colored 
translucent shell structure.
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Fig 295 Ice Shell, Grid Pattern
View from the inside translucent pattern of 
the shell structure.

Review
Due to the experience of previous experiments, the production 
of both the inflatable membrane and the rope cover went 
very well. The only problem occured with the attachment of 
the entrance tube to the inflatable. Even though, in the end it 
did not cause for any problems, the design of the double air 
lock system can be improved to reduce construction errors.

Next to that, the application of snow and water can be 
improved. The importance of patiently applying thin layers 
of snow became very clear. Sudden large clumps of snow 
can weaken the structure drastically and should therefore be 
avoided.

Like the application of snow, the application of water is also 
very important. The amount of water and the aspects of the 
nozzle provide a number of possible variables when applying 
the water onto the membrane.

Because the ropes are partly frozen within the ice layers, 
it is hard to remove the rope cover from the ice shell after 
completion. Only after several days, the ropes get loose under 
their own weight, but this might not always be the case if the 
rope is covered in a thick layer of ice.

Further Research
The first ice shell model was successful; however, the 
application process of pykrete has not been tested in cold 
conditions. Therefore, future research must show the 
processing behavior of pykrete under cold circumstances. 
In addition, the dimensions of the shell structure can be 
increased and optimized which requires larger and heavier 
equipment during the construction process.

Fig 296 Ice Shell, Rope Cover
View from the inside of the ice shell with a 
lose rope cover before it was removed.

Fig 297 Ice Shell, Construction Group
Group foto of the Snowworld ice shell 
construction group.
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The next step in the Pykrete Dome Research is the realisation of the final design. A successful 
realisation requires a well organised and prepared construction process. The following chapter 
analyses and describes the different steps of the organisation and construction process of the 
Pykrete Dome.

8 REALISATION
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8.1 Introduction
The realisation of the Pykrete Dome is a composition of the 
Design [Chapter 6], Structural Analyses [Chapter 7] and 
Experimental Research [Chapter 8]. In addition, the project 
organisation and planning is reflected and documentated for 
further research.

The documentation of the Pykrete Dome realisation provides 
a clear view of the complete process. The experimental 
construction of the project combines the construction 
method of the Kokawa Ice Shell structures with the enhanced 
structural material Pykrete. All observations, failures 
and process developments are documented to provide 
improvement points for future research. 

The Pykrete Dome is completed and officially opened on 
the 18th of January in Juuka Finland. The construction 
successfully realised the first and largest reinforced ice 
building in the world.
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8.2 Organisation
Accomodation
A well organised project requires certain accomodation 
and facilities near the construction site. For instance, the 
volunteers require a sleeping facility close to the location. 
This sleeping facility consisted of an old renovated school 
building with 4 large rooms, a kitchen and washing facilities. 
The building is situated 7km from the construction site and 
was able to facilitate 50 persons. In the center of Juuka, 
next to the construction site, an office was converted to an 
information center with printers, internet access and meetings 
for the Pykrete Dome project. At last, a school cafetaria was 
used to facilitate the volunteers with meals during the day.

Another aspect was the transportation between the 
different locations [Residence, Lunch, Office, Construction 
Site]. Due to the large amount of volunteers, at least five 
cars were required to transport everybody to the designated 
location. 

Climate
As already mentioned in Chapter 5 [Design], the climate can 
be very extreme in Finland. Especially when continuously 
working with water, the extreme temperature of -26°C 
require special working clothing. With these extreme cold 
conditions it is recommended not to work longer than 4 
hours. Otherwise, the construction workers can obtain severe 
cold and health problems.

Media
During the project, a media crew documented the construction 
process of the Pykrete Dome. The documentation caused 
for many exposure in the news on national telivsion, radio 
and social media in both the Netherlands and Finland. The 
media success was a collaboration between different parties 
[Project Team, Media Crew, University]. An overview of all 
media publications is shown in Appendix 12.7.

A group of 50 volunteers [figure 298] [friends, family, 
students and others], helped during the construction of the 
project. To provide a well organised planning, the volunteers 
were designated to different roles in the organisation and 
construction process of the Pykrete Dome [Food Supply, 
Cleaning, Activities, Construction, Organisation]. To keep 
everybody up to date with information about the project, every 
volunteer is provided with important information about the 
project and conditions [Climate, Requirements, Construction 
Process, Planning]. This helped to provide a clear organised 
start before the construction process of the Pykrete Dome. 
During the construction process, the communication between 
the volunteers was very important to keep everybody up to 
date with the latest information and progress. The volunteers 
were instructed to avoid misunderstandings and chaos 
during the construction process. Especially during the 24h 
construction shifts, the communication was very important 
to retain a similar construction process between the different 
construction crews. A good communication is important to 
maintain the quality and succes of the construction. To prevent 
chaos and miscommunication, the project leader makes the 
final decision when problems during the construction process 
occur. 

Fig 298 Accomodation
The renovated school building was used to 
accomodate 50 Dutch volunteers.

Fig 299 Climate
Working with water in cold temperatures 
can lead to extreme working conditions.
 

Fig 300 Media
The whole construction process was 
documented by a media crew.300
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Planning
Due to the extreme warm weather conditions, the construction 
process was delayed, which caused a change in the planning.   
Planning changed according to the different temperatures 
during the construction period. From 29 December until           
4 January, the temperatures were between 3°C and -2°C, 
which was too warm to start the construction. From 5 to 9 
January the average temperature dropped between -2°C. 
and -6°C. Finally, from 10 to 18 January, the temperatures 
were between -11°C and -26°C, which was cold enough to 
construct the Pykrete Dome. Due to the delayed construction 
process, the planning was changed and preparations and 
experiments were conducted on the construction equipment 
and construction site during the warm weather.

Date            Time[h]    Activities [Required Persons]   
29-12-13 [*] 0   Arrival
30-12-13  8   Preparation [8]
31-12-13  8   Anchoring / Preparation [10]
01-01-14  4   Rope covers / Preparation [10]
02-01-14  8   Pykrete test / Preparation [10]
03-01-14  8   Sieving / Preparation [10]
04-01-14  8    Sieving [8]
05-01-14 [*] 8   Inflation 11m / Sieving [10]
06-01-14  6   Foundation 11m / Sieving [10]
07-01-14  4   Pykrete Spray test succes [5]
08-01-14  0   -
09-01-14  4   Inflation 30m [15]
10-01-14  24   Shifts [6]
11-01-14  24   Snow accumulation / Shifts [6]
12-01-14[*] 24   11m completed / Shifts [6]  
13-01-14  24   Power shutdown / Shifts [7]
14-01-14  24   Shifts [7]
15-01-14 [*] 24   Clogged blower / Shifts [8]  
16-01-14  24   Shifts [8]
17-01-14  24   30m completed / Shifts [12] 
18-01-14  4   Load testing [8] / Opening
19-01-14[*] 0   Departure 

[*] Departure/Arrival volunteers

Shiftwork
The warm weather caused a delay of the construction 
process of one week. Therefore, the planning is changed to 
a 24h work shift. The planning are divided in two shifts of 3h 
with 6-8 construction workers. Each group was lead by at 
least two shift leaders who can discuss and solve problems 
that might occur during the construction work.

      Time [24 h]
//  Shift 1   00:00 - 03:00
//  Shift 2   03:00 - 06:00
//  Shift 3   06:00 - 09:00
//  Shift 4   09:00 - 12:00
//  Shift 1   12:00 - 15:00
//  Shift 2   15:00 - 18:00
//  Shift 3   18:00 - 21:00
//  Shift 4   21:00 - 00:00

Construction Schedule
The construction process of the Pykrete Dome can be divided 
in several different parts. The first three days during the 
24h shiftwork consisted of applying snow to the foundation 
and saturating the snow to create a solid ice foundaiton. In 
addition, pykrete was tested on the 11m dome. Because of 
the successful result, the pykrete was applied on the lower 
section of the Pykrete Dome [30m]. After three days, the 11m 
dome was finished and the foundation of the Pykrete Dome 
was completed. Next, snow and water are applied onto the 
inflatable structure. To create a thinner top section of the 
dome, the structure was slowly constructed from the base to 
the top. After eight days of construction work, the thickness 
was checked on various locations in the shell structure and 
the membrane was deflated and removed from the structure.

Fig 301 Night Shift [03:00 - 06:00]
Impression of the night shift spraying the 
Pykrete Dome with the help of the Fire 
Department.
 

Fig 302 Day Shift [12:00 - 15:00]
Impression of the day shift. In order to 
control the heavy water hose, it had to be 
supported by several workers.
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Construction Equipment
Different local companies sponsored the construction 
equipment. In addition, licensed drivers were arranged to 
help control the heavy machines.

//  Loader
//  Rotary Snow Plow
//  Construction Crane
//  Boomlifts
//  Snow Cannon
//  Centrifugal Pumps
//  Air Blowers

Construction Site
A large and facilitated construction site was required to 
successfully build the Pykrete Dome. The municipality of 
Juuka organised a collaboration between local companies to 
provide the required accomodation.

//  Electricity
//  Webcam
//  Fences
//  Office Building
//  Storage Container
//  Water Containers
//  Small Equipment
//  Fire Hoses

Facilities
In order to accomodate the construction team and volunteers, 
different facilities were arranged by the municpality of Juuka.
 
//  Sleeping Accomodation
//  Sport Hall
//  Information Center

Sponsoring
An important aspect in the organisation of the Pykrete Dome 
is the sponsoring. Without the many sponsors to help the 
project, it was impossible to realize the final design. The 
University, municipality of Juuka and the project team all 
contributed to the sponsor program.

Network
The contacts who have helped connecting the Finnish and 
Dutch collaborating parties were very important to construct 
world largest ice dome with the use of pykrete.

//  Juuka and North Karelia 
//  Dutch Ambassy in Helsinki
//  University 
//  Media

Finance
Due to the current economic state, money appears to be 
the most difficult form of sponsoring. Money is required to 
pay for different facilities, unexpected costs, materials and 
equipment

Materials
In order to built the Pykrete Dome, construction material is 
required. Some sponsors also provided the project team with 
facilities about certain material.

//  Rope
//  Inflatable Membrane
//  Tape
//  Sawdust
//  Water

Food
Local companies and sponsored food and drinks for the 
volunteers. 

//  Supermarket
//  Restaurants
//  School

Transportation
Transportation was arranged for local transport and transport 
between Finland and the Netherlands. 

//  Car Rental
//  Boat Transport
//  Local Transport

Opening Ceremony
The opening ceremony was orgaized by the municipality of 
Juuka with the collaboration of many local companies.

//  Lighting
//  Activities
//  Food and Drink

Activities
The municipality of Juuka and local people offered many 
activities for the volunteers in their spare time.

//  Spa
//  Snow Mobile
//  Ice Fishing

Media
The media was supported by the University and other facilities 
to boost the exposure of the project. 

//  Photographer
//  Drone
//  Communication

Fig 303 Sponsors; Company Logos
The supporting company logos are shown 
in an overview.  
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First, the construction site is equipped and constructed 
according to the drawings [Appendix 12.5.1] [Chapter 
5]. In addition, a construction fence is placed to close the 
construction site. The safety fence is used to protect both 
people during the construction process and equipment from 
being stolen. The lighting, which is installed to work during 
the night time, is placed outside the fenced construction 
site to protect the construction workers and equipment 
from danger. The snow cannon is also placed next to the 
fenced construciton site to avoid snow disturbance on the 
construction site and to protect the workers from any danger 
of the snow cannon when it freezes. As described, much 
expensive equipment is used during the construction process. 
Therefore, a storage container is placed on the fenced site to 
safely store the equipment. In addition, the sawdust is stored 
on the construction site, close to the containers to reduce 
transportation of the construction material.

Construction Material
During the first week, all the information and construction 
materials were obtained which were required to construct 
both ice domes. The quality of the material is important during 
the construction to acquire the right structural properties 
of the shell structure. During the process, three different 
construction materials are used to realise the Pykrete Dome. 
[Sawdust, Snow, Water]

Sawdust
The sawdust is used as a reinforcement to the ice                 
[Chapter 4]. Different experimental studies [Chapter 7] 
concluded that the particle size of the sawdust has a high 
influence on the processability and structural behavior 
of the material. A small particle size greatly improves the 
behavior of the material. The sawdust provided during the 
realisation appeared to consist of a small particle size, which 
was perfect for the construction process. However, when 
the sawdust [10% Weight] was added and mixed with the 
water, the pumps were clogged. The mixture was circulated 
with two centrifugal pumps in a large container [Figure 307]. 
The pumps were similar to the tested pumps during the 
experimental field study [Chapter 7]. When the circulation 
stopped and the pumps were investigated, it was concluded 
that the quality of the sawdust was lower than expected. 
Therefore, the sawdust had to be sieved to acquire a smaller 
particle size to prevent the pumps from clogging.

At first, two manual sieves [Figure 305] were constructed 
to remove the large particles from the sawdust mixture. 
After three days of manual sieving only 20m3 sawdust was 
processed. The sieving process was very intensive and 
required lots of time and energy. Therefore, a faster method 
had to be designed. A sorting machine, used to separate 
stones, was used to sieve the sawdust. One day of mechanical 
sieving produced 40m3 of high quality sawdust. When 
delivered at the construction site, the sawdust was covered 
with a plastic sheet to protect it from water and snow.

Fig 304 Pykrete; Transport
The sawdust was transported to the 
construction site and stored on location.
 

Fig 305 Pykrete; Sieving [Manual]
the sawdust had to be sieved to acquire the 
desired quality.

Fig 306 Pykrete; Sieving [Automatic]
To decrease the sieving time, the process 
was automated with heavy machinery.
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8.3 Preparations
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Fig 307 Pykrete; Mixture 
Sawdust was mixted with water in a 
container. Circulation was done with 
centrifugal pumps.

Fig 308 Pykrete; Spray Test
Pykrete [Sieved Sawdust] was sprayed 
succesfully.

Fig 309 Snow; Artificial Snow
Because of the weather snow has to be 
produced artificially by a snow lance. 309

The new high quality sawdust was mixed with water and 
tested. After circulation by two centrifugal pumps, the 
sawdust appears to be of the desired size. The test showed 
the possibility to create a homogeneous mixture after by 
continuously circulating the water. A third centrifugal pump 
was used to process and spray the pykrete. After a successful 
spraying test, the process was varified and could be used to 
spray the pykrete mixture onto the inflatable structure.

//  Amount   60 m3

//  Desired Particle Size  2x2 mm

Snow
Due to the high temperatures, there was not much snow 
available at the time of arrival. Only a small amount of low 
quality snow was collected and crused by heavy machinery 
for the construction of the Pykrete Dome. However, the amount 
of snow was still to low. Because of the bad weather, artificial 
snow was produced by a snow lance [Figure 309]. Water was 
pumped from a river closeby and nebulized at a maximum 
temperature of -10oC. Due to the required temperature of 
-10oC to produce the snow, good quality construction snow 
could only be produced at the end of the second week. With 
higher temperatures, the snow is too wet and does not fit the 
required properties for the construction process.

//  Amount [Artificial Snow]  600 m3

//  Amount [Natural Snow]  50 m3

Water
The use of water is an imporant aspect during the construction 
process. Water is the main construction material to create 
thin layers of ice, it is used to process the sawdust and for 
saturation of the snow layers. A hose was connected to the 
water supply located on the construction site. The pressure 
could be regulated to control the distance and amount of 
water sprayed. In addition, the fire department provided a fire 
truck to improve the capacity and processabilty of the water 
and reach the top of the Pykrete Dome.

//  Amount [Water Supply]  600 m3

//  Amount [Fire Department]  120 m3
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Construction Equipment
Different equipment is used to built the Pykrete Dome. The 
large size of the dome [30m] required the use of heavy 
construction equipment. To reduce the construction time, it is 
also necessary to use heavy machines.

Centrifugal Pumps
A total of three centrifugal pumps were used to process and 
spray the pykrete mixture onto the inflatable structure. An 
additional centrifugal pump was used to pump the water 
from the river to the snow lance to produce the artificial snow.

     Capacity [m3/h]
//  1 Pumpex Centrifugal Pump 30-60
//  1 Pumpex Centrifugal Pump 66-102
//  2 Pumpex Centrifugal Pump 108-150

Boomlifts
Two boomlifts were used for several aspects to ease the 
construction process. For instance, repairations of the shell 
structure, measurements and spraying of the construction 
material.
     Reach/Height [m]
//  Boomlift [Large]   15/20
//  Boomlift [Medium]  12/18

Rotary Snow Plow
During the construction of the 11m dome, a small rotarty 
snow plow was used. However, the capacity and range of the 
small snow plow was too low for the Pykrete Dome. The large 
snow plow, which is connected to an excavator, has a much 
larger range. However, due to the low snow quality, the heavy 
snow plow was still not able to reach the top of the dome. 
Therefore, the top of the dome is constructed with water and 
natural snow.
     Range [m]
//    Snow plow [Small]  10
//    Snow plow [Large]  30

Snow Loader
In order to process the snow and apply it onto the inflatable 
structure, a large amount of snow has to be transported on 
the construction site. The snow is placed in piles next to the 
structure, then the rotary snow plow can spray the snow onto 
the membrane. The loader has a large capacity to reduce the 
construction time and also has the ability to crush the snow 
to improve the quality.

Fire Department
Due to the delay in the construction process by the warm 
weather, a fire truck is provided by the local fire department 
to gain a higher water capacity. The fire truck also has enough 
pressure to reach the top of the shell structure and create a 
nebulized effect to apply a thin layer of water onto the dome.

     Capacity [dm3/min.]
//  Fire Truck   350

Fig 310 Equipment; Snow Loader
The loader moved and crushed snow on 
the construction site.
 

Fig 311 Equipment; Snow Plow [Small]
The small snow plow is used fo the 11m 
dome. A larger snow plow is used to 
construct the 30m dome.
 

Fig 312 Equipment; Centrifugal pump
The pumps are used to mix and spray the 
pykrete. 
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8.4 Construction
The construction process is divided in several different steps 
from indicating of the structure to the application of the 
construction material. The construction process has been 
analysed and documented for later research.

Measurements
Before starting the construction work, the location of both 
the 11m and 30m dome have to be determined. Important 
for the indication of the exact location is the orientation of 
the entrance and the distance to the water supply point. Next 
to that, to heavy machinery requires enough working space 
around the dome. Therefore, the working space has to be 
taken into account when indicating both dome structures 
in order for the heavy machines to work on the ice domes 
without limitations.

When the exact location of the dome is determined, the 
anchorpoints are indicated on the construction site. The 
anchorpoints are defined with a 5,5m rope for the small dome 
and a 15m rope for the Pykrete Dome. The rope is attached to 
a fixed point in the center of the dome. When the rope is held 
tight, the anchoring can be determined by walking in a circle 
around the center point. Important during the indication of the 
anchorpoints is the location of the entrance. The rope cover 
has been adjusted on one location to indicate the entrance. 
This exact location should match the appropriate anchorpoint.

Anchoring
The earth anchors were placed into the ground on the indicated 
locations. By fixing a drive steel on top of a jackhammer, the 
earth anchors were drilled into the ground [Chapter 5.2]. By 
using a heavy drill, it is possible to cut through the layers of 
ice and the frozen ground surface. All the earth anchors were 
drilled approximately 80cm into the ground, where they are 
permenantly fixed on the location.

Rope Cover
When the earth anchors are fixed on the indicated location, 
the rope cover is unfolded and attached to the steel anchoring.
First, the rope cover of the 11m dome is unfolded and placed. 
However, the small rope cover was completely tangled and 
took more time to unravel than expected. It took two persons 
about two hours to completely unravel the 11m rope cover. 
The tangled structure might be caused by the folding method 
of the rope cover. Since the rope cover had already been used 
before, the ropes were probably not folded correctly causing 
a tangled structure.

The large rope cover [30m] had never been used before 
and was folded very carefully by taping the ropes together to 
prevent tangling of the ropes during the transportation. This 
method eased the unfolding process. Due to the weight and 
size of the rope cover it took eight to ten people to unfold 
and place the rope cover at the exact anchoring points. 
Next, the ropes were connected to the anchor points and 
double checked if the knot was applied properly. At last, the 
entrance location is indicated on the rope cover by cutting 
the indicated calculated rope to obtain enough space for the 
inflatable tube. 

Fig 313 Anchoring; Drilling Anchor Points 
Anchors where drilled in the ground surface 
with a jackhammer. 

Fig 314 Rope Cover; Connecting
The anchoring is connected to the rope 
cover.

Fig 315 Membrane; Unfolding
The membrane is placed under the rope 
cover, unfolded and orientated. 
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317

Fig 316 Membrane; Placing 
At least fifteen people are required to place 
and orientate the membrane in the right 
location.  

Fig 317 Membrane; Inflation
The membrane is inflated and shaped by 
the rope cover to define the mold of the 
Pykrete Dome.
 

Fig 318 Membrane; Gap
The gap is caused by the high tension 
around entrance of the inflatable. 318

Inflatable Membrane
The next step in the construction process is placing the 
inflatable membrane. The membrane is unfolded in one 
direction, creating a long sheet in order to obtain more surface 
to carry the membrane. Next, the rope cover is lifted with the 
boomlifts and the membrane is placed under the rope cover. 
When the membrane is placed on the indicated location, 
the membrane is completely unfolded. Due to the oversized 
design of the inflatable membrane, the edge slightly overlaps 
the anchoring points. At last, the membrane is placed exactly 
with the entrance at the indicated gap of the rope cover. Due 
to the heavy weight of the membrane [300kg], placing and 
unfolding the membrane requires approximately 15 people. 
Compared to the small dome, where only 4 people are 
required, this requires exact coordination and communication.

Inflation
When the inflatable structure is placed on the exact location, 
it can be inflated to complete the final mold of the Pykrete 
Dome. The inflation of the large dome [30m] is done with 
an air blower [3000 m3/h, 550 pascal]. For the small dome 
[11m] only a low capacity air blower is required; therefore, a 
leaf blower is used to inflate the small membrane. The small 
dome was inflated relatively fast [30min] compared to the 
inflation time of the large dome [2h]. 

When the membrane was inflated, the pressure in the 
membrane [550 Pa] caused high tension near the entrance. 
Eventually, some gaps occured around the inflatable entrance 
tube. Probably, this has to do with the construction method 
of the inflatable. The connection between the inflatable 
membrane and the entrance has been weakened by heating 
and melting the material. Therefore, a slight deviation in the 
design can cause high tensions stress in the membrane and 
result in local ruptures. The gap was repaired by attaching 
a small sheet over the gap and melting it to the membrane. 

At last, to protect the air blower from snow and water 
during the construction process, an wooden shelter has been 
constructed around the blower. The shelter was covered with 
a plastic sheet to create a water resistant structure. The 
electrical cables were concealed in a slot, which was covered 
with snow to prevent the cables from breaking. When these 
preventions are not made, the inflatable might lose pressure 
which can cause serious damage to the shell structure during 
the construction process due to the loss of support of the 
structure.
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Application
The behavior and processability of the application of water, 
snow and pykrete has been tested on the small dome [11m]. 
The successful result of the pykrete behavior made it possible 
to apply the material to the large dome [30m]. When the 
inflatable structure is completed, the construction material 
can be applied onto the membrane structure. Snow, water 
and pykrete are used to construct the final Pykrete Dome 
design. The application of the construction material has to be 
done in thin layers to retain a good quality of the ice.

Snow
The snow is applied in two different ways. The foundation, 
which required a mass amount of snow with relatively low 
quality and the shell structure, which required thin layers of 
high quality snow.

//  Foundation
First, the snow was placed around the inflatable structure 
with the use of the snow loader. Then, the large snow plow 
crushed the snow and sprayed the crushed snow at the 
bottom section of the inflatable structure [Figure 320]. The 
snow is applied in large amounts to fill the negative curve 
at the bottom of the inflatable structure. The negative curve 
prevents the application of water because the water flows of 
the membrane due to the angle of the inflatable structure. 
When the snow is applied it is saturated with water to create 
a solid ice mass in the foundation.

//  Ice shell
When the foundation is completed [Figure x], the construction 
of the shell structure can start. The construction material 
[Snow, Water, Pykrete] is applied in thin layers. Due to the fact 
that natural snow was unavailable, artificial snow is applied 
with a large snow plow. The high temperatures created 
large amounts of packed snow, which is heavier and clumps 
together very easily. The application required experienced 
workers to control the heavy equipment. Too much snow at 
one place causes a weakness in the structure. This can be 
fatal to the geometry of the inflatable. The heavy weight and 
behavior of the artificial snow resulted in a lower spraying 
range of the machines. To reach the top of the shell structure, 
the artificial snow lance was placed next to the dome to apply 
the snow directly on the shell structure.

Water
Water is the most important construction material because 
the quality of the ice depends on the amount of water used 
during the application.

//  Foundation
In the foundation, the water is used to saturate the snow and 
strengthen the snow layer. To keep up with the large amount 
of snow in the foundation, the water is continuously applied 
onto the foundation structure. This quickly creates a large 
mass of snow and ice. The high mass has a lower strength 
than regular ice but a sufficient load bearing surface.

//  Ice shell
Due to the limited reach of the snow plow, the top of the shell 
structure consists of pure ice. The water on top of the shell is 
applied with a fire truck to provide sufficient pressure in the 
water supply. However, the snow is important to decrease the 
temperature of the applied water. The relative warm water 
[5°C] is sprayed on the ice shell [-25°C] which can result in 
cracks due to sudden temperature changes [Thermoshock]. 
The snow rapidly decreases the water temperature to prevent 
thermoshock.

Fig 319 Snow application 
Snow is applied in thin layers on top of the 
inflatable structure. 

Fig 320 Foundation
The foundation contains a mixture of 
packed snow and water. 

Fig 321 Water Application
The top of the dome is constructed of pure 
water or a mixture of water and snow.
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Fig 322 Application; Pykrete
Pykrete was sprayed in the lower part of the 
shell structure. 

Fig 323 Construction Failure; Snow Accumulation
The collapse could be the result of 
deformations in the construction process.

Fig 324 Construction Failure; Power Shutdown
Result of the construction failure after the 
power shutdown and loss in membrane 
pressure. 324

Pykrete
The pykrete is only applied on the shell structure to a 
height of approximately 5m. The pykrete is applied similar 
to the water in thin layers onto the layers of snow. With 
temperatures of -25°C, the layers froze quickly which made 
it possible to continuously work on the application of pykrete. 
Due to the fact that the pykrete was mixed and stored in a 
large container, the mixture had time to cool down. Therefore, 
the pykrete freezed faster than normal water. The colder 
temperatures and structural behavior of the mixture lowered 
the risk of thermoshock in the structure.

Construction Failure 
During the construction process, some problems occured 
which influenced the structural behavior and the construction 
process of the Pykrete Dome.

//  Frozen Hoses
As a result of the low temperatures during the construction 
process [-10 °C to -25°C], the hoses for the water supply 
could freeze. To prevent the water in the hose from freezing, 
the supply of water had to be continuously flowing through 
the hose. The continuous movement of the water, even in 
small amounts, prevented frozen hoses. The pykrete was 
circulated through the hose back into the mixing container.

//  Snow Accumulation
as described, it is difficult to apply the heavy packed snow 
onto the inflatable structure. Snow accumulation caused a 
small deformation in the inflatable due to the sudden high 
mass in the structure. The snow was removed [Figure 323]
to repair the structure and prevent snow-sandwiches from 
occuring. 

//  Power Shutdown 
After a few days, when the shell reached a thickness of 
approximately 5cm, there was a power shutdown at the 
construction site. The main power was accidentally turned 

off. This caused the air blower to shut down, which resulted 
in a pressure loss in the inflatable membrane. Since the shell 
was too thin to support its own weight, the shell deformed and 
a third of the upper shell structure collapsed [Figure 324]. The 
emergency aggregate, which was turned on one minute after 
the power shutdown, could not prevent the pressure loss and 
eventual collapse of the structure. By removing the cracked 
ice plates from the inflatable structure and adding new layers 
of water on the collapsed shell section, the damage was 
repaired and only a small deformation was left in the shell 
structure.

//  Clogged Air Blower
During the construction process, a high amount of snow 
was applied onto the inflatable structure. However, some of 
the snow piled up around the air blower. After a while, the 
air supply was clogged with snow. The air blower was still 
working; however, it could not blow air into the membrane. 
Therefore, the pressure dropped in the inflatable which caused 
a small deformation in the shell structure. The deformation 
occured at the weak spots caused by previous failures in the 
construction process. Despite the clearly visible deformation, 
no cracks occured and the shell structure remained whole. 
When the snow was removed from the air supply, the 
membrane was reinflated and the weak spot was reinforced 
by applying additional pykrete around the deformation to 
prevent additional deformation in the structure.
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Deflation
After enough layers of ice and pykrete are applied on the 
structure, the Pykrete Dome was completed. The bad weather, 
change in planning and the construction failures during the 
process caused the final thickness of the shell to be thinner 
than designed. The top of the shell is designed at a thickness 
of 30cm while the actual thickness measured only 15cm. 
However, calculations show that a thickness of 15cm is 
sufficient to resist the membrane forces in the structure. The 
membrane was deflated the day before the official opening 
in Juuka and the inflatable structure could be removed from 
the Pykrete Dome.

       Membrane Forces   N/mm
//    Model Calculations [Chapter 6]  -98,1
//    Designed Thickness [300 mm]   -606[*] 
//    Realised Thickness [150 mm]   -303[*]

[*] Analysed and calculated with low quality ice

To deflate the membrane, the air blower was turned off and 
the pressure dropped automatically. To decrease the deflation 
time, a reversable air blower is connected to the inflation 
tube. Calculations and previous experience show that the 
deflation should take two hours. However, the large hole in 
the membrane, which was cut to increase the process and 
decrease the deflation time, stagnated the deflation process.  
The two deflation points worked against each other and 
one opening worked as an air entrance, so the membrane 
stopped deflating. The hole was covered again to retain only 
one deflation point [Reversed Air Blower].

In addition, the inflatable membrane was stuck in 
the frozen layers of ice. While deflating, the edges of the 
membrane were teared by manually pulling at the membrane. 
This  slowed down the deflation process again. At last, the air 
blower was turned off and a big hole [5m] has been made in 
the inflatable. This greatly increased the deflation process; 
however, reuse of the inflatable membrane was impossible. 
After complete deflation, the membrane was removed by 
pulling the membrane out of the entrance by a car.

When the membrane was removed the ground surface 
was covered with 30cm of water. The temperature inside 
the dome [-8°C] was very high compared to the outside air 
temperature [-25°C]. To reduce the inside temperature, warm 
air is removed from the inside structure by drilling holes in 
the top of the shell structure. The warm air rises and leaves 
the dome creating a natural air circulation in the dome. After 
drilling the holes and pumping out the water in the dome, the 
Pykrete Dome was completed and could freeze over the night 
to strengthen the structural behavior.

Fig 325 Pykrete Dome; Completion 
After 6 days of contruction the Pykrete 
Dome was completed. 

Fig 326 Pykrete Dome; Layers
View of the layer construction of the Pykrete 
Dome shell structure. 

Fig 327 Deflation; Internal View
The membrane is deflated by reversing the 
air blower and tearing the membrane to 
decrease the deflation time. 327
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8.5 Evaluation
The construction of the Pykrete Dome was a very labor 
intensive process and was highly dependant on the weather. 
The warm mild winter caused a delay in the construction 
process of one week. This resulted in less construction time 
and a thinner shell structure. The use of heavy equipment 
[Loader, Snow Plow, Fire Truck, Snow Lance] and the 24h 
construction planning made it possible to complete the 
Pykrete Dome in time. Many safety measurements have to be 
made to guarantee the safety during the construction process. 
Several facilities have to be arranged on the construction site 
to create a comfortable construction environment.

The first application of pykrete turned out to be successful. 
The application method has been improved and optimized 
during the construction process. The quality of the sawdust is 
very important and should be checked before delivery to the 
construction site. The application of water, snow and pykrete 
on the shell created a mixed layer construction. Therefore, the 
pykrete has not reached its full potential during the Pykrete 
Dome project and could be improved for future research.

Several problems during the construction process caused 
a deformation in the inflatable structure, thus also in the 
shell structure. The deformation causes a weakness in the 
structural behavior. A power shutdown is very crucial and 
should be prevented to retain a high quality shell structure.

Opening Ceremony
The oficially celebrate the realisation of the Pykrete Dome, 
the municipality of Juuka organised an opening ceremony 
on 18 January 2014. Approximately 2000 people visited the 
ceremony of acts, music and speeches. During the ceremony 
the responsibility of the Pykrete Dome has been transferred 
to the municipality of Juuka and was symbolized by a pykrete 
key [Figure 329]. 

During the opening ceremony visitors were able to 
enter the dome to experience the Pykrete Dome from the 
inside. Visitors could enter the dome in groups of 20 people 
to prevent extreme heating of the structure. The outside 
temperature measured -18°C, while the inside temperature 
rised during the day from -12°C to -6°C. At the end of the day 
the dome was closed to prevent the structure from heating 
up and weaken the structure. The presence of human body 
heat can cause severe heating of the structure and requires 
additional research in order to use the Pykrete Dome in the 
future.

Aftercare
When the dome was completed, the responsability of the 
structure were explained and transferred to the municipality 
of Juuka [Chapter 5.5]. Nobody was allowed to enter the 
dome for safety reasons. However, visitors could view the 
inside of the dome from the entrance. After several collapses 
[Chapter 9.3], the dome has been completely closed. On the 
7th of March the Pykrete Dome has been demolished due to 
the high temperatures and structural instability of the dome.Fig 328 Pykrete Dome; Internal view 

The ice layers were translucent while the 
pykrete layers were solid.

Fig 329 Pykrete Dome Opening; Pykrete Key
The responsibility of the dome is symbolicly 
transferred to the municipality of Juuka. 

Fig 330 Pykrete Dome; Demolishment
The dome was demolished after one and a 
half month. [07-03-2014]
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The design is compared with the constructed Pykrete Dome. Data assumed out of theoretical 
research is used to create the Pykrete Dome design. The realised structure is analysed and tested 
to validate the theoretical data output. 

9 VALIDATION
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9.1 Result Pykrete Dome
To learn about the successful realisation of the first reinforced 
ice structure, different analyses and structural experiments 
have been conducted to validate the design. First, the exact 
dimensions [Span, Height, Thickness] of the Pykrete Dome 
have been measured. Next, the material is tested and 
compared to previous research.

Dimensions 
First, the dimensions of both domes have been measured to 
gain a clear sight of the realisation compared to the designed 
model. The exact dimensions also provide the official record 
data.

Test Dome [11m]
The test dome has been constructed to gain more experience 
of the construction method and the behavior of pykrete. 
The success of the test dome made it possible to apply the 
construction method and material on the Pykrete Dome.

    Value [mm]
//  Span   10420
//  Height [Dome]  3600
//  Height [Entrance]  1900
//  Height [Foundation]  1000
//  Shell Thickness   80 - 120

Pykrete Dome [30m]
The construction and analyses of the Pykrete Dome have been 
measured thouroughly to compare the results to the previous 
experiments, realisations and designed model. Due to the 
lack of experience in the construciton method, it is assumed 
that the structure is not optimally constructed. This results 
in structural imperfection and decreased structural behavior. 
There are several reasons for the structural weakness and 
construction method of the Pykrete Dome.

//  Variation in the construction process.
//  Construction problems during the process.
//  Variation in shifts result in different construction methods. 
//  Variation in the composition of the construction materials.
//  Variation in the equipment influenced the process.

The exact shape of the Pykrete Dome [Spherical] is hard 
to determine. However, the internal dimensions are measured 
with a laser device. In addition, the location of the pykrete 
layers have been analysed and documented.

    Value [mm]
//  Span   29060
//  Height [Dome]  9750
//  Height [Entrance] 3100
//  Height [Pykrete]  5680 - 6650
//  Shell Thickness   150 - 400

The thickness of the shell has been measured on different 
locations in the structure. By drilling holes in the shell, the 
thickness could be defined [Figure x]. The section shows the 
gruaduation in the shell structure from the base [2m][*] to the 
top of the shell [150mm]

[*] Because it was not able to measure the base of the Pykrete Dome, the 

thickness of the base has been assumed to be at least 2m.
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Fig 331 Pykrete Dome; Section
Section of the Pykrete Dome design with 
indicated span of the structure. 

Fig 332 Pykrete Dome; Section
Section of the Pykrete Dome design with 
indicated thickness of the structure. 

Fig 333 Model; Top view
Top view of the Pykrete Dome design with 
indicated height of th structure.
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To validate the structural model and guarantee safety during 
the opening ceremony, the structural strength and behavior 
of the Pykrete Dome have been tested.

Aim
The goal is to compare the structural behavior of the Pykrete 
Dome with the numerical model. When the behavior is similar 
to the structural model, the Pykrete Dome can be assumed 
to be safe.

Method
To compare the results of the structural behavior of the 
Pykrete Dome, the numerical model has to be defined. In 
chapter 6 [FEM], the specific situation [Extreme Load] has 
been modeled, calculated and analysed.

 » Define weight of the load [5 x 1000kg] 
 » Place the load seperately on the top of the shell structure 

with the use of a construction crane.
 » Constantly measure the deformation of the dome.
 » Define final deformation after the full weight of the load 

has been placed.
 » Remove load from the shell structure.
 » Compare results to the numerical model

  Load [Weight]  5000kg
  Load [Surface]  6,25m2 

  Load [Value]  0,007848 N/mm2

  Deformation [Extreme Load] 1,05mm

Experiment
The experiment has been conducted approximately 12h after 
deflating the membrane. The goal to simulate the structural 
model [FEM] was not completely possible and has been 
adjusted to conduct a similar experiment.

Sand bags of 500kg have been used to apply an additional 
load to the Pykrete Dome. A construction crane with integrated 
scale device has been used to lift and place the bags on 
top of the structure. At first, one seperate bag [500kg] has 
been placed on top of the dome and the deformation has 
been measured. Next, the load was removed and four sand 
bags [Total Weight: 1850kg] were simultaniously placed on 
the structure. The deformation has been measured and the 
extreme load has been removed from the Pykrete Dome.

//  Load [Weight]    1850kg 
//  Load [Surface]    3,24 m2

//  Load [Value]   0,00571 N/mm2 

//  Deformation [Extreme Load] -

Analysis
The experiment has been conducted with the available 
methods. Due to the deformation and limited thickness 
of the shell structure, the weight of the extreme load 
has been reduced to 1850 kg. Therefore, the experiment 
can not completely be compared to the structural model. 
Approximately one thirth of the calculated load has been used 
during the experiment. The weight is comparable to 73% of 
the calculated with. However, in both cases the deformation 
was very small and considered to be safe.

9.2 Extreme Load Test

Fig 334 Model [FEM]; Extreme Load Deformation
The model shows the deformation of the ice 
dome subjected with an extreme load.
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Ten days after the completion of the Pykrete Dome, part of 
the top shell section collapsed. The remaining hole in the roof 
caused a severe weakness in the structure. The location of 
the collapse occured exactly at the weakened deformated 
section of the shell structure. The oval shape of the hole 
measured an average width of 6,67m and an average 
length of 5,63m. Due to the structural instability the Pykrete 
Dome started to deform even more and eventually collapsed 
due to a combination of structural weakness and warm 
temperatures. The Pykrete Dome has been demolished due 
to safety measurements.

Timeline
The deflation of the membrane indicated the official time 
of the completed Pykrete Dome. The first collapse started a 
sequence of events caused by the structural instability of the 
Pykrete Dome.

     Event    Date
//  Deflation   17 January 
//  Cracks    25 January
//  Collapse [1]   28 January
//  Collapse [2]   15 February
//  Large Deformation  20 February
//  Demolition   7 March

Observations
During the construction process, a small deformation was 
visible in the shell structure. The deformation became even 
worse when a second power shutdown occured. When the 
Pykrete Dome was completed, the dent in the structure was 
still visible; however, the dome was strong enough to support 
its own weight. From the inside of the dome, the deformation 
was clearly visible. After the completion, small cracks begin to 
form at the deformation. A few days before the first collapse, 
the cracks were clearly visible and grew to large proportions 
[Figure 335]. Three days after the large cracks occured, the 
dome partially collapsed on the deformated location.

Evaluation
The reason of the collapse can be attributed to a combination 
of several causes in the Design and Construction Process of 
the Pykrete Dome.

Design
//  Due to the warm weather, the construction process was 

behind on schedule. Despite the adjusted planning, there 
was not enough time to create a shell thickness of 30cm. 
Therefore, only a thickness of 15cm on the top has been 
reached, which weakens the structure.

//  The warm weather also caused an increase in creep rate. 
The creep caused a larger deformation on the weakened 
structure. Therefore, the shape differed from the original 
optimal design, creating a deformed, weaker geometry.

Construction Process
// The inflatable structure has been deformed during the

construction process due to a sudden large load of snow. 
// The power shutdown caused a pressure loss in the 

membrane. Because the structure was not thick enough, 
the shell partially collapsed causing a weakness in the 
structure.

// Due to a blocked airblower [Snow Accumulation], the 
deformation in the structure increased. The air capacity 
was lowered causing a loss in pressure in the membrane.

Fig 335 Cracks 
Large cracks show debilitation of the 
structure of the Pykrete Dome. 

9.3 Collapse

8,4

7,9

9,2 
9,3

[1]
[2]

Fig 336 Collapse [1]
The collapse might be the result of early 
deformations in the construction process.

Fig 337 Top View; Collapse Dimensions
Image shows the location and dimensions 
of the collapse [1 & 2] of the Pykrete Dome.
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The quality and strength of the construction material used in 
the Pykrete Dome are determined from theoretical data. This 
data is used in the calculations and analyses of the Pykrete 
Dome design. The exact dimensions of the design have also 
been defined according to the data output. However, the 
deformation and collapse assumed that the strength of the 
construction material did not match the presumed quality. A 
structural strength experiment should determine the quality 
and strength of the construction material in the Pykrete 
Dome.

Aim
The aim of this experiment is to gain more knowledge about 
the properties of the construction material in the Pykrete 
Dome. The combination of the construction method and the 
application of pykrete has never been done before. Therefore, 
the properties and behavior of the material are unknown.

Constants & Variables
Equipment
 » Diamond drill [Length: 400mm,  Diameter: 90mm] 
 » Chainsaw
 » Saw Table
 » Measuring Device [DMZ 11 & Manometer]
 » Testing Device [Hydraulic Compression Device]

Samples
 » Dimensions
 » Temperature
 » Obtaining Samples
 » Weight 
 » Density

Material
 » Temperature [Testing: -25°C]
 » Reinforcement [Sawdust]
 » Pykrete Composition [10% Sawdust / 90% Water]
 » Ice Composition [Water & Snow]

Hypothesis
The structural properties of the construction material are 
assumed to be stronger than the FEM values, but lower 
than the values found in the conditioned environment of the 
experiment in Venlo.

Method [Taking Samples]
 » A diamon drill has been used to cut the samples out of 

the Pykrete Dome structure.
 » The circulair samples have to be drilled on various 

locations in the structure.
 » At least four samples per location are required to define 

the strength of the construction material.
 » The samples have to be cut on the desired dimensions 

[200mm] and flattened on both sides.
 » The samples have to be cut on the right length [200 mm] 

and flattened on both sides. 
 » The exact weight and dimensions of the samples have 

to be determined. 
 » The samples are marked to define the location of the 

sample in the Pykrete Dome.

Method [Testing Structural Strength]
 » The samples are tested with a testing device [Hydraulic 

Compression Device].
 » Cartboard is used to prevent direct contact between the 

steel and the sample and smoothen the surface of the 
sample.

 » The starting value [V] has to be noted.
 » Pressure is increased by slowly pumping the device.
 » When the sample reaches the critical compression 

value, the sample breaks and the highest compression 
value [V] is noted.

 » The difference between the starting value and the end 
value defines the strength of the material.

 » The results are analysed and compared to the theoretical 
values of the construction material.

Fig 338 Testing Device
Testing device to test the cubic samples 
with the hydraulic compression device

Fig 339 Diamant Drill
The sample is stuck in the diamant drill. 
Therefore, this drilling method can not 
be used to obtain the samples from the 
Pykrete Dome.

338

9.4 Structural Strength

339
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Fig 340 Samples; Chainsaw
The samples are cut from the ice layers.

Fig 341 Samples; Sawing Machine
A sawing table is used to cut the samples in 
the desired dimensions.

341

340

Experiment
As mentioned before, the experiment is divided in two parts: 
‘Taking Samples’ and ‘Testing Structural Strenght. The two 
parts are documented and discussed seperately.

Taking Samples
The samples should be drilled out of the shell structure with 
a diamond drill. However, the drill could not get a proper grip 
on the surface of the structure; therefore, it was impossible 
to drill the samples with a diamond drill. After several 
adjustments to the drill, it was still not possible to drill the 
samples out of the Pykrete Dome. The drill did get more grip, 
but the samples broke inside the drill and got stuck [Figure 
339]. It was unable to remove the samples out of the drill in 
one piece. Therefore, this method was unusefull to obtain the 
right samples.

A new method has been constructed to obtain the 
samples out of the Pykrete Dome. Large blocks of ice/pykrete 
are cut out of the structure with a chainsaw [Figure 340]. 
The samples are cut in five different locations of the shell 
structure.

    Location [Figure 344]  Height [m]
//  [A] Foundation   2
//  [B] Pykrete   4
//  [C] Transition ice/Pykrete  6
//  [D] Deformation   7
//  [E] Top    8

At each location, five samples are cut out of the shell 
structure. Because it was not possible to create cylindrical 
samples, the samples were cut in cubes. With the chainsaw, 
large rough samples are obtained. Next, these samples were 
cut to the exact dimensions [90mm x 90mm x 90mm] with 
the use of a saw table [Figure 341]. At last, the samples are 
weighed and measured before testing the samples. Fig 342 Samples; Testing Device

A hydraulic compression device is used to 
determine the strength of the samples. 342

Testing Structural Strength
After cutting the samples, the cubes were labeled and marked 
with the right location of the sample in the Pykrete dome. Due 
to a limited timespan only four of the five samples have been 
tested on each location.

The hydraulic compression device is installed and placed 
outside at an air temperature of approximately -25°C. The air 
temperature resembles the temperature at the construction 
site in order to retain similar properties and behavior of the 
samples. The pressure is measured in electrical voltage by a 
digital device [DMZ 11] and an analog device [Manometer]. 
The DMZ device is more accurate; however, it is uncertain if 
the device works in extreme cold temperatures. Therefore, 
the Manometer is used to obtain a backup value.

The samples are placed on the testing device. The 
force is applied parallel to the layer structure of the sample 
to resemble the situation in the Pykrete Dome. To remove 
imperfections in the sample, a cardboard is placed between 
the sample and the steel device. Next, the starting value is 
notated. Then, the pressure is increased carefully to increase 
the compression forces on the sample. When the critical 
value of the sample has been reached, the sample breaks. 
The end value is notated and the deformation of the sample 
is measured. The difference in voltage between the starting 
value and the end value is used to calculate the strength of 
the sample. The specific properties [Weight, Dimensions, 
Deformation] are used to calculate the values.
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samples in the Pykrete Dome test do no consist of 100% 
pykrete. The deformation of the pykrete sample with a height 
of 90mm is approximately 10% before the ice in the sample 
cracks. However, when a pure pykrete sample [100%] is 
tested it is assumed that the deformation is even higher.

Evaluations
In addition to the results of the properties of the construction 
material, some observations have been made and analysed 
for further improvement.

//  Taking Samples
It was impossible to drill the samples out of the Pykrete Dome. 
Therefore, the samples were cut out of the shell structure 
with a chain saw. The pykrete samples were much stronger 
and harder to cut out of the structure. In addition, the location 
of the sample can cause for problems. Higher locations in the 
shell structure are more diffictult to reach.

//  Samples
The samples were cut in five different locations and heights 
of the structure. At each location, five different samples were 
taken. Each location provided an unique composition of the 
construction material in the sample. Due to the shape of the 
structure, some samples were cut in a cerain angle which 
caused a different in the orientation of the layer construction  
in the sample. The layer orientation can have a high influence 
on the strength of the sample. In addition, the samples do 
not consist of pure pykrete or pure ice. The samples are 
a combination of layers of pykrete, snow and ice, which 
influenced the structural properties of the sample.

Analysis
The experiment has been conducted successfully after 
several adjustments to the method. The analyses has been 
divided in two parts [Results, Evaluation].

Results
The results of the experiment contain the calculations and 
properties of the construction material in the Pykrete Dome. 
An overview of the calculations has been documented  
[Appendix 12.6]. The results of the calculations provide the 
structural properties of the ice and pykrete samples.

//  Ice [Location E]
The ice sample has been obtained at the top of the Pykrete 
Dome where pure ice is applied on the shell structure. The 
samples are tested, analysed and compared to previous 
calculations of the theoretical properties of ice. The FEM 
analyses uses ice with a maximum absorbable compressive 
strength value of 2N/mm2. This was a low estimation derived 
from theoretical values. The experimental results provide an 
average strength of 4,15 N/mm2 [density ≈ 912 kg/m3]. This 
is comparable to the average theoretical strength of 3,45 N/
mm2  [density 910 kg/m3], but lower that the values resulting 
from the conditioned experiment in Venlo [density ≈ 844 
kg/m3] [Appendix 6]. In addition, the deformation of the ice 
sample with a height of 90mm measures between 5-8% of 
the starting values.

//  Pykrete [Location B/C]
The pykrete samples are tested similar to the previous 
examples. The sample with 42% pykrete and 58% snow 
and ice is approximately 21% stronger than regular ice. 
The average strength of 5,02 N/mm2  [density ≈ 896 kg/m3] 
obtained from the results of the experiment, are much lower 
than the values resulting from the experiment in Venlo; 12,45 
N/mm2 [density ≈ 955 kg/m3]. The strength is also lower than 
the theoretical strength of 7,45 N/mm2 [density 980 kg/m3]. 
This can be attributed to the composition of the sample. The 
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Fig 343 Samples; Location
Location of the lower samples in the Pykrete 
layers of the dome.

Fig 344 Model; Samples Location
The samples are located in five different 
location spread over de ice dome.

[A] 

[B] 

[C] 

[D] 

[E] 
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Fig 345 Samples; Overview
The samples were measured, weighed, 
marked and tested. 

Fig 346 Graph; Compressive Strength Pykrete
Results compared to theoretical values and 
experiments in the Nederlands and Finland.

345

346

Fig 347 Graph; Compressive Strenght Ice
Results compared to theoretical values and 
experiments in the Nederlands and Finland. 347

//  Testing Samples
The tests were conducted with samples of similar dimensions.
[90mm x 90mm x 90mm]. The orientation of the different 
layers seem to have a large influence on the strength of the 
sample. In addition, some samples had a skew surface which 
resulted in negative strength values. It was clear that Pykrete 
layers could resist higher forces than regular ice. The ice 
shattered after high compression, while the pykrete layers 
remain in shape and slightly deform over time.

Review
The experiment has been conducted in a total time of two 
days. Five different locations in the shell structure have been 
tested, calculated and analysed. At each location, at least 
four samples were tested on the structural properties of the 
material.

The experiment proves that the compressive strength of 
the ice layers in the top of the shell structure have a high 
strength. The compressive strength values are higher than 
the theoretical strength values. It can be concluded that the 
construction method creates a high quality of ice during the 
construciton process.

The pykrete samples [B] were 21% stronger than the ice 
samples [E]. However, the samples only consisted of 42% 
pykrete. Therefore, it is hard to determine the full strength of 
a 100% pykrete sample.

Further Research
Because of the construction method each location of the 
dome is unique. Therefore, it could be interesting for further 
research to take more samples on different locations for 
better results. This could lead to increased knowledge of the 
behavior and structural strength of the construction material.

The samples were tested parallel to the layer construction. 
This was done to simulate the forces in the shell structure. 
However, because some layers were skew, the simulation was 
not completely realistic. The angle of the force on the layered 
construction could make the samples weaker. Therefore, the 
influence of the layer construction should be investigated.

The construction method causes a unique layer 
construction in the shell structure. Therefore, it is interesting 
to test a pure pykrete sample [100%]. The combination of 
snow, ice and pykrete layers give a good impression of the 
realistic strength of the construction method.

[C] [D] [E] [B] [A] 
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The evaluation of the research thesis gives a conclusion about the Pykrete Dome Project and 
recommendations for further research to improve the construction method and structural behavior 
of the Pykrete Dome.

10 CONCLUSION
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10.1 Conclusion
The goal of the research is to investigate the optimal 
construction of an ice shell structure. To achieve this goal, 
prelimenary research is conducted based on literature 
theories. The conclusions of the research resulted in a 
design for the Pykrete Dome. The results are analysed and 
documented for further research.

Pykrete Dome Project
The ambition for the Master Thesis was to create world 
largest ice dome. At the 18th of January, a team of 50 Dutch 
volunteers realised a 29,06m span ice dome with a total 
height of 9,75m in Juuka, Finland. The design implemented 
the use of fiber [Sawdust] reinforced ice [Pykrete] to 
strengthen the structure. The application of pykrete was 
unique in the construction industry.

Organisation
The planning was to construct the Pykrete Dome within three 
weeks time. A group of 50 Dutch volunteers helped during 
the realisation. The group was divided in a construction 
crew, media crew and care crew. Each group had their own 
priorities in order to help with the realisation of the Pykrete 
Dome.

The extreme weather and additional preparations 
[Chapter 8.1 & 8.2] caused a delay in the construction 
process. The weather was to warm to construct the dome in 
order to produce snow and create layers of ice. In addition, 
the sawdust, which was used in the pykrete mixture, had to 
be sieved to create the desired quality of the material. Overall, 
the project strongly depends on the weather conditions in 
order to construct the ice shell structure.

Structural Design
The design of the Pykrete Dome is derived from the 
structural behavior of shell structures. Various domes are 
analysed [Chapter 2] on the optimal structural behavior in 

combination with different construction materials. A materal 
like ice or concrete is able to resist high compression forces; 
however, the material is relative weak in tensile strength. The 
top of the spherical dome is only subjected to compression 
forces [Chapter 2.3]. Therefore, ice is suitable to use as a 
construction material. In addition, the design of the dome is 
relative flat, resulting in lower wind load on the structure.

The optimal dome structure is combined with the 
construction method of T. Kokawa [Chapter 3]. The dome is 
constructed with ice to resist the compression forces in the 
structure. However, the deformation due to creep rate is very 
high in ice structures. The creep behavior is very important 
and can influence the shape and desing of the ice structure. 
Kokawa also uses a reinforced ribbed structure as a result 
from the specific construction method. The geodesic ribbed 
structure improves the stability and reduces the stress in the 
shell structure [Chapter 2.7]. However, the disadvantage of 
the ribbed structure is that the forces are not equally divided 
over the shell structure.

The ice shell structure has been analysed [Chapter 6]. 
Results show the relative low stress in the construction 
material [Ice]. An extreme situation of a static structure with 
a span of 100m appears to be possible with the relatively low 
stress values in the material.

Construction Method
The construction method of the Pykrete Dome consist of a 
combination of the construction method of T. Kokawa and the 
relatively unknown construction material pykrete [Chapter 
4]. The construction method has been analysed [Chapter 
3] and adjusted to the Pykrete Dome design. An oversized 
membrane is inflated under the geodesic rope cover. The 
inflatable structure is used as a mold for the Pykrete Dome. 
Water, Snow and pykrete is sprayed in thin layers onto the 
membrane with a minimum temperature of -10°C.

The construction material pykrete is a fiber reinforced ice 
which can be two times as strong as regular ice. The pykrete 
is applied on the lower section of the Pykrete Dome where the 
stress in the shell structure are higher. By conducting various 
experiments [Chapter 7], the construction method has been 
analysed and improved. High quality sawdust [Chapter 8.2] 
is mixed with water and sprayed onto the membrane with a 
centrifugal pump and an adjustable nozzle [Chapter 8].

The planning of the Pykrete Dome was delayed due to the 
warm weather. Due to the delay, only 6 days of construction 
were left. Therefore, 24h work days were introduced to 
complete the Pykrete Dome in time. The desired thickness of 
the shell [300m] could not be achieved, the top measured a 
final thickness of 150mm. To complete the structure in time, 
heavy equipment was required [Chapter 8].

Result
The world record realisation of the Pykrete Dome consisted of 
a combination of ice and pykrete. Before the official opening, 
the dome has been tested by an extreme load to determine 
the safety. Eight days of completion, large cracks occured at 
the deformed structure. Two days later, the dome collapsed. 
The deformation was caused by several problems during the 
construction process. Due to pressure loss in the inflatable, 
the structure weakened and partially collapsed. Power 
shutdown of the air blower [Chapter 7] is crucial for the 
structure and should be prevented to contain a high quality 
shell structure. In combination with the large creep rate due 
to the high dead load, the structure collapsed. Structural 
experiments show that the quality of the ice was very high 
[Chapter 7]. However, the application of pykrete was lower 
due to the layer construction in the samples. Compression 
test with pykrete samples [42% Pykrete, 58% Ice] resulted in 
a 5,02 N/mm2 compression strength. These values are 21% 
higher compared to regular ice. However, the full strength of 
pykrete has to be determined.
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10.2 Recommendations
The research done in this thesis can serve as boundary 
conditions for further research. The specific recommendations 
are divided in two parts. At first, the analyses and result of the 
Pykrete Dome Project create new possible research topics. 
These new studies can improve the structural behavior and 
construction method of the Pykrete Dome. Secondly, ice 
structure related research can be conducted to create new 
methods and different structures with ice and pykrete. There 
is no direct relation with the Pykrete Dome; however, the 
results can be implemented in the new design.

Pykrete Dome Project
To improve the realisation of the Pykrete Dome there are 
three main topics for further research [Design, Construction, 
Geometry].

Design
The structural behavior and structural design can be improved 
by investigating the influence of the ribbed shell structure 
[Figure 348]. In addition, the deformation in the structure can 
be modeled to predict the structural behavior during failure. 
This way the deformation can be reflected on the strength of 
the shell structure.

Construction Process
The specific construction method resulted in a succesfull 
realisation of the Pykrete Dome. However, the construction 
process was not optimal and required some improvements. 
First, the application of snow appeared to be harder than 
expected. The heavy equipment has to be adjusted to 
the large dimensions of the structure. An improved way 
application of snow can result in a structural and esthetically 
better result. This can be achieved by a careful and patient 
application of thin layers of snow. For this, the quality of the 
snow has to be perfect. Next, emergency facilities have to be 
located on the construction site to prevent failurs such as a 
power shutdown during a future construction process. At last, 
the planning can be improved to create a better construction 
process. The planning is highly dependant on the cold climate 
and weather; therefore, it is difficult to make a very specific 
planning of the construction process.

Geometry
The Pykrete Dome has been measured and analysed to gain 
more information about the result. These measurements show 
the span, height, shell thickness and various test samples. 
These results give a global overview of the structural quality. 
Due to several failures during the construction process, the 
Pykrete Dome was weakened and slightly deformed. This 
can be prevented by an improved construction process and 
improved design. For instance, the shell thickness should 
constantly be checked. This can be done by thickness 
indicators attached on the inflatable structure. In addition, 
the exact final shape of the dome should be analysed and 
modeled [FEM] to provide more information about the specific 
structural behavior.

One improtant aspect in the structural behavior of the 
Pykrete Dome is the creep behavior. The creep rate has to 
be analysed and measured to gain more experience with the 
creep behavior in ice structures. For instance, the temperature 
has a large influence on the creep rate.

349
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Fig 348 Geodesic Pattern
The geodesic pattern can provide extra 
stability and strenght of the structure.

Fig 349 Rainbow Colored Igloo
Limonade syrop added to the water results 
in colored ice blocks. A total of 500 ice 
blocks were required to build the dome. 

Fig 350 Free Form Shaped Ice Shell; T. Kokawa
Changing the design of the rope cover 
and the membrane can result in different 
shapes.  
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It is also possible to create new construction methods 
for ice and pykrete structures [Figure 351]. These new 
methods can result in different shapes, appearance and other 
advantages such as additional reinforcement and structural 
behavior.

Material
The construction material pykrete was used for the first time 
in the construction industry. However, other reinforcement 
materials are also interesting in ice structures. New 
reinforcement materials change the structural behavior and 
appearance of the material. For instance, paperdust instead of 
sawdust can be added to the ice to create a grey appearance 
of the reinforced ice with almost similar properties [Figure 
352].

Many different reinforcement materials are possible to 
improve the ice properties. For instance, synthetic fibers, 
glassfibre or natural and steel fibres are a few of many 
possibilities. However, the specific behavior have to be 
examined to create new construction methods and improved 
structural behavior.

When applying the reinforcement material, it is important 
to maintain the quality of the material. For instance, when 
sawdust is used, it is sieved before application. Manually 
sieving the sawdust is very intensive. New methods can 
improve the sieving process or even skip the process by 
creating new construction methods where large particles can 
be processed to improve the processability of the material.

351
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Fig 351 Experiment; Hourglass; T. Verberne
The method of covering water on top a net 
results in a new shape. The combination 
with light results in a colored sculpture.

Fig 352 Experiment; Compression Test; Reinforced ice
Paper dust is added to the ice to improve 
the strenght.

At last, samples can be tested to investigate the 
structural properties of the Pykrete Dome. Several samples 
have already been tested and analysed; however, a larger 
test study can provide more information about the specific 
structural behavior. For instance, a full pykrete sample [100% 
Pykrete] has to be tested to gain more information about the 
behavior of pykrete in the structure.

Related Research
There are some studies which are related to the Pykrete 
dome research. These studies can expand the different 
construction methods of ice structures in general or vary the 
structural behavior of reinforced ice.

Design
Ice is a promising construction material for its specific 
properties [Transparancy, Strength, Availability]. For instance, 
the transparant behavior can be combined with different 
colors added to the ice [Figure 349], or the transparancy can 
be used in combination with lighting to create an interesting 
appearance of the structure [Figure 351].

A large disadvantage of ice is the creep behavior. The 
creep causes large deformations in the construction material. 
Therefore, ice structures can only be used as temporary 
structures which slowly deform over time. Other materials 
can be used with lower creep behavior but similar properties 
such as concrete and mud to create similar structures.

Construction Method
The construction method of the Pykrete Dome can be used 
to create other shell shaped structures [Figure 350]. By 
adjusting the inflatable membrane and the rope cover, it 
is possible to create new free form shapes with a similar 
construction method. Research and experiments are required 
to discover the feasibility of these new designs.
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In this chapter the literature which is used in this research is summarized. The literature is 
alphabetically sorted by author. 
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In the appendix different files can be found which support arguments in this Report. Drawings, 
Tables and overview planning are added in this appendix. 
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25 m 30 m Ice Pantheon 40 m

Year 1984 1991 2009 1986 2010 1985 2011 2000 2012 2001

Construction Time 3 days [construction] 7 days [4,45 hour application] 20 hour [application]
7 hours [construction]                       
16 hours [application

3 days [construction] 36 hour [application]
1 week [site survey]                       
40 hour [application]

7 days [56 hour application] 10 days

Inner Diameter 7,65 m 9,7 m 8,6 m 13,7 m 12,8 m 14,1 m 16,0 m 17,2 m 21,2 m 25,0 m 40,0 m

Inner Heigth
2,3 m [design]                                  
2,2 m [realisation]

3,0 m 3,0 m
3,30 m [design]                                    
3,13  m [realisation]

5,0 m
5,06 m [design]                                              
4,68 m [realisation]

6,3 m 6,5 m 8,1 m 9,2 m 16,0 m

Average Shell Thickness 12,5 cm 7 cm 14,5 cm 17,9 cm [realisation] 20 cm 25 cm 30 cm

Base Shell Thickness 16 cm - 17 cm 10 cm - 12 cm 13 cm [designed]                 
20,0 cm [design]                          
18,4 cm [realisation]

Middle Shell Thickness 14 cm - 17 cm
17 cm - 21 cm [windward side]               
12 cm - 17 cm [leeward side]

10 cm [designed] 15,0 cm - 26,0 cm
17,5 cm [design]                             
17,9 cm [realisation]

25 cm - 30 cm [windward side]                         
22 cm - 27 cm [leeward side]

Top Shell Thickness 11,5 cm 17,5 cm 10 cm [designed] 14,0 cm
15,0 cm [design]                               
12,5 cm [realisation]

22 cm -26 cm

Foundation Ring 80 cm x 50 cm [W x H] none 100 cm x 45 cm [W x H] 130 cm x 45 cm [W x H] 100 cm x70 cm [W x H] 120 cm x 60 cm [W x H] 100 cm x 90 cm [W x H] 130cm x120cm [W x H] 180 cm x  150 cm [W x H]
Creep 2,2 mm/day 1,5 mm/day 20 mm/day  [construction failure] 3,0 mm/day 6,5 mm/day

Type
Sirocco Fan       [Inflation]  
Voltex Blower  [Pressure]

Ventilator         [Inflation]                    
Voltex Blower  [Pressure]

Voltex Blower, Pressure Control Boltex Blower, Pressure Control Portable blower

Total Capacity 20 m^3/min 55 m^3/min 40 m^3/min 115 m^3/min 44 m^3/min 45 m^3/min 44 m^3/min
Inflation Time 30 min 20 min 30 min 60 min

Producible Pressure
0,490 kN/m^2 [Inflation]  0,588 
kN/m^2 [Pressure]

0,343 kN/m^2 [Pressure] 0,686 kN/m^2 0,490 kN/m^2 0,686 kN/m^2 0,5 kN/m^2

Flat Diameter 10 m 10 m 15 m 15 m 20 m 20 m 25 30 m 40 m

Materialization Synthetic Fiber Membrane Bag
Polyester Fibers with Polyvinyl 
Chloride Coating

PVC PVC Nylon Fiber PVC PVC Polyetheleen PVC, T-SF 100%

Thickness 0,65 mm 0,35 mm

Tension Strength
60,0 N/3cm [longitudinal]            
56,0 N/3cm [traverse]

10 kg/cm
120 kg/3cm [longitudinal]      
110kg/3cm [traverse]

150 kg/3cm [longitudinal]        
110kg/3cm [traverse]

Weight 430 g/m^2 360 g/m^2 152 g/m^2 530-570 g/m^2
Total Weight 125 kg 150 kg 350kg
Total Upward Force 22 ton 15 ton
Total Weight Foundation 38 ton 40 ton

Type Ø 9mm Polyethyleen Ø 9mm Polyethyleen Ø 12mm Polypropyleen Ø 12mm Polypropyleen Ø 14mm Polypropyleen Ø 14mm Polypropyleen Ø 14mm Polypropyleen Ø 14mm Polypropyleen
Pattern Geodesic Triacon Division 4 Geodesic Triacon Division 8 Geodesic Triacon division 6 Geodesic Triacon Division 8
Maximum Rope Tension 20,6 kN 21,9 kN 30 kN
Produced Rope Tension 4 kN 9,96 kN [Maximum]
Foundation Type Ø25mm, 80cm steel bars Ø 14mm Polypropyleen 45 mm x 45 mm x 3600 mm timber bars
Rope Spacing 1,0 m 1,25 m 1,65 m 2,4 m [Average] 2,2 m 1,5 m
Anchor Points 64 20 30 40

Capacity 150 ton/hour 90 ton/hour

Throwing Distance
6 m   [General use]                   
13 m [Central parts]

15-20 m 17 m 15 m 22 m 25 m
22 m [General use]                       
30 m [Central parts]

Capacity
180 L/min [Submersible Pump]         
200 L/min [Line Pump]  

55 L/min [Total] 450 L/min [Maximum] 60 L/min 130-230 L/min
240-290 L/min [Total]                 
150-200 L/min [Ø40mm]   

Throwing Distance 15m 20 m 15 m

Hose Ø32,4 mm Ø40mm
1x Ø40mm                                              
6x Ø20mm

Total Water Usage 13 ton 14/40  L/min

Spraying Nozzle 1 [Adjustable Nozzle]
1 [2-3 mm holes in nozzle to prevent 
freezing]

4 [Adjustable Nozzle] 1 [Adjustable Nozzle] Aantal: 6

15 m10 m 20 m 

Water Supply

Dimensions

Air Blower

Membrane

Ropes

Snow blower

Appendix 1Appendix 1Appendix 1Appendix 12.1.1
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Unit 25 m

Year Jaar 1983 1985 1991 2009 1986 2010 1985 2011 2000 2012 1985 2001 2005 2005
Construction year jaar 1983 No Constr. 1991 2009 1986 2010 1985 2011 2000 2012 No Constr. 2001 No Constr. No Constr. No Constr.

Calculating span meter [m] 10 15 30 25 40 40
Internal diameter m 10,78 10 9 8,6 13,7 12,6 14,1 16 17 21 25

Internal hight m 2 3 3 3,26 5 4,68 6,3 6,5 8,1 9 12,35 16
Foundation mm [width/hight] 1000x450 1300x450 1000x450 1200x600 1000x900 1300x1200 1800x1500

Angular rotation ° 44,8 49,4 44 55,8 63,4 65 63,4 63,4
Radius mm 7650 5390 9860 10400 14000 22370

Geometrical form - spherical spherical spherical spherical spherical spherical spherical spherical spherical spherical spherical spherical spherical spherical non spherical
Snow load kg/m2 110 20 20 17
Dead load kg/m2 106 123 152 213

Avarage thickness shell cm 12,5 7 14,5 20 17 25 40

30 m Ice Pantheon20 m 10 m 15 m

Properties of the material Ice

Design of the Ice Shell

Properties Ice Shell

Density g/cm3 0,85 0,85 0,85 0,83-0,88 0,85 0,85 0,85 0,85 0,85
Compressive strength kg/cm3

Max calculating tensile strength kg/cm3 3 3
σd max kg/cm2 3 3

Viscosity [E] kg/cm2 3364 3500 4534 3654 3563 3500 4000
Flexural strength kg/cm3 10 10

Uniaxial compressive strength kg/cm2 0,66 0,37 0,49 0,5 0,74 0,65 0,71 0,75
Ratio compression/allowed compression - 1/40 1/60 1/50

Compressive strength [average] kg/cm2 42,6 37,5
Minimal thickness ice [100 Kg single load] cm 6 6 7* (*15-30m domes)

Creep per day mm 2 1,5 20 2,5-3 6,5 5,4-7,2 15,5 17
Density snow load  gf/cm3 0,2

Properties of the material Ice

Appendix 12.1.2
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0:00
1:00
2:00 2:30 Verwachte aankomst verblijf Juuka 21 pers.
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00 7:00 Aanwezigheid Bouwplaats small group
8:00
9:00

10:00 10:00 Bezoek Jan Graafmans [Kannas]
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00 15:00 Vergadering lokale committee [Ellinkulma] small group
16:00 Verzamelen vliegveld Weeze 21 pers.
17:00 17:45
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00 21:20
22:00
23:00

9:00 Ophalen materiaal Ramirent [Joensuu] 2/3 pers.

17:00

29-12-2013

Busreis Lappeenranta - Juuka

21 pers.

21 pers.

30-12-2013 31-12-2013

Busreis Lappeenranta - Juuka 21 pers.

Vlucht Dusseldorf Weeze - Lappeenranta

Start bouw Dome [11m]. Indien te hoge 
temperatuur, uitstellen bouw tot minimale 

temperatuur is bereikt. 

1-1-2014

2-1-2014 3-1-2014 4-1-2014

Bouw Dome [11m]

Bouw Dome [11m]                                        
Afhankelijk van start bouw in verband met 

temperatuur. Indien nodig langer doorwerken om 
gewenste dikte te bereiken [10-15cm]

Afwerken Dome. Verwijderen inflatable, 
touwennet, etc.

Oud & Nieuw

Voorbereiden Bouwplaats. Materieel, Locatie 
Domes, Verankering, Mixcontainer, etc.

Inventariseren organisatie. Bezoek bouwplaats. 
Werkkleding, Eten, Vervoer, etc.

Oud & Nieuw

Voorbereiden Bouw & Experiment. Boor, 
Cilinders, Drukproef, Materieel, Touwennet, 

Pykrete, etc. 

Opblazen inflatable [11m]

Appendix 12.2.1
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0:00
1:00
2:00 2:30 Verwachte aankomst verblijf Juuka 14 pers.
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00

10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00 15:00 Vertrek bus Juuka - Lappeenranta 3 pers.
16:00
17:00 17:45
18:00
19:00
20:00 21:20
21:00 21:45
22:00
23:00 23:30

7-1-2014 8-1-2014

Vlucht Weeze - Lappeenranta 14 pers.

5-1-2014 6-1-2014

Opblazen inflatable [30m]
Totaal:               
35 pers. 

Vlucht Lappeenranta - Weeze 3 pers.

Bouw Dome [30m]                                     Afhankelijk 
van start bouw in verband met temperatuur. Indien 

nodig langer doorwerken om gewenste dikte te 
bereiken [30cm]

Busreis Lappeenranta - Juuka 14 pers.

Bouw Dome [30m]

Start bouw Dome [30m]. Indien te hoge 
temperatuur, uitstellen bouw tot minimale 

temperatuur is bereikt. 

Bouw Dome [30m] Bouw Dome [30m]

Bouw Dome [30m]

11-1-201410-1-20149-1-2014
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0:00
1:00
2:00 2:30 Verwachte aankomst verblijf Juuka 8 pers.
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00

10:00
11:00
12:00 12:00 Aankomst Philips contactpersoon
13:00
14:00
15:00 15:00 Vertrek bus Juuka - Lappeenranta 6 pers.
16:00
17:00 17:45
18:00
19:00
20:00 21:20
21:00 21:45
22:00
23:00 23:30

14:00 Start openingsceremonie

14-1-2014 15-1-2014

16-1-2014 17-1-2014 18-1-2014

Vlucht Weeze - Lappeenranta 8 pers.

Vlucht Lappeenranta - Weeze 6 pers.

Busreis Lappeenranta - Juuka 8 pers.

12-1-2014 13-1-2014
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Time Shift #1 Shift #2 Shift #3 Shift #4
0:00 Transport Site > Residence 0:00 Transport Site > Residence Shift #4 0:00
0:15 Arrival Residence 0:15 0:15
0:30 0:30 0:30
0:45 0:45 0:45
1:00 1:00 1:00
1:15 1:15 1:15
1:30 1:30 1:30
1:45 1:45 1:45
2:00 2:00 2:00
2:15 2:15 2:15
2:30 Preparation 2:30 2:30
2:45 Transport Residence > Site Bus 2:45 Transport Residence > Site Shift #2 2:45
3:00 Transport Site > Residence Bus 3:00 Transport Site > Residence Shift #1 3:00
3:15 Arrival Residence 3:15 3:15
3:30 3:30 3:30
3:45 3:45 3:45
4:00 4:00 4:00
4:15 4:15 4:15
4:30 4:30 4:30
4:45 4:45 4:45
5:00 5:00 5:00
5:15 5:15 5:15
5:30 Preparation 5:30 5:30
5:45 Transport Residence > Site Bus 5:45 Transport Residence > Site Shift #3 5:45
6:00 Transport Site > Residence Bus 6:00 Transport Site > Residence Shift #2 6:00
6:15 6:15 6:15
6:30 6:30 6:30
6:45 6:45 6:45
7:00 7:00 7:00
7:15 7:15 7:15
7:30 7:30 7:30
7:45 7:45 7:45
8:00 8:00 8:00
8:15 8:15 8:15
8:30 Preparation 8:30 8:30
8:45 Transport Residence > Site Bus 8:45 Transport Residence > Site Shift #4 8:45
9:00 _ Transport Site > Residence Bus 9:00 Transport Site > Residence Shift #3 9:00
9:15 9:15 9:15
9:30 9:30 9:30
9:45 9:45 9:45

10:00 10:00 10:00
10:15 10:15 10:15
10:30 10:30 10:30
10:45 Transport Residence > School Bus 10:45 Transport Residence > School Shift #1 10:45
11:00 11:00 11:00
11:15 11:15 11:15
11:30 Transport Residence > School Bus Transport Residence > School Bus 11:30 Transport Residence > School Shift #2,3 11:30
11:45 Transport to School > Site Walk 11:45 Transport Residence > Site Shift #1 11:45
12:00 Transport Site > School Walk 12:00 12:00
12:15 12:15 12:15
12:30 Transport to School >Residence Bus Transport to School >Residence Bus 12:30 Transport to School >Residence Shift #2,3, 12:30
12:45 12:45 12:45
13:00 Transport to School >Residence Bus 13:00 Transport to School >Residence Shift #4 13:00
13:15 13:15 13:15
13:30 13:30 13:30
13:45 13:45 13:45
14:00 14:00 14:00
14:15 14:15 14:15
14:30 14:30 14:30
14:45 Transport Residence > Site Bus 14:45 Transport Residence > Site Shift #2 14:45
15:00 Transport Site > Residence Bus 15:00 Transport Site > Residence Shift #1 15:00
15:15 15:15 15:15
15:30 15:30 15:30
15:45 15:45 15:45
16:00 16:00 16:00
16:15 16:15 16:15
16:30 16:30 16:30
16:45 16:45 16:45
17:00 17:00 17:00
17:15 17:15 17:15
17:30 17:30 17:30
17:45 Transport Residence > Site Bus 17:45 Transport Residence > Site Shift #3 17:45
18:00 Transport Site > Residence Bus 18:00 Transport Site > Residence Shift #2 18:00
18:15 18:15 18:15
18:30 18:30 18:30
18:45 18:45 18:45
19:00 19:00 19:00
19:15 19:15 19:15
19:30 19:30 19:30
19:45 19:45 19:45
20:00 20:00 20:00
20:15 20:15 20:15
20:30 20:30 20:30
20:45 Transport Residence > Site Bus 20:45 Transport Residence > Site Shift #4 20:45
21:00 Transport Site > Residence Bus 21:00 Transport Site > Residence Shift #3 21:00
21:15 Arrival Residence 21:15 21:15
21:30 21:30 21:30
21:45 21:45 21:45
22:00 22:00 22:00
22:15 22:15 22:15
22:30 22:30 22:30
22:45 22:45 22:45
23:00 23:00 23:00
23:15 23:15 23:15
23:30 23:30 23:30
23:45 Transport Residence > Site Bus 23:45 Transport Residence > Site Shift #1 23:45

Working Shift [0:00 - 3:00] 3h Working Shift [3:00 - 6:00] 3h Working Shift [6:00 - 9:00] 3h Working Shift [9:00 - 12:00] 3h
Working Shift [12:00 - 15:00] 3h Working Shift [15:00 - 18:00] 3h Working Shift [18:00 - 21:00] 3h Working Shift [21:00 - 0:00] 3h
Sleep 7h Sleep 7h Sleep 7h Sleep 7h
Spare Time 6h45 Spare Time 6h Spare Time 6h Spare Time 6h30
Persons 7 Persons 7 Persons 7 Persons 7 28

Residence

SchoolShift #1,2,3,4

Diner Shift #1,2,3,4

Shift #1 Shift #2 Shift #3 Shift #4

Sleep [2h30]

Sleep [0h45]

Sleep [2h35]

Working Shift

Sleep [4h30]

Wake-up

Breakfast

Lunch

Working Shift

Diner

_

_

Residence

School

Residence

Residence

SchoolLunch

_

Working Shift

Sleep [2h00]

Wake-up

Working Shift

Breakfast [Optional]

Sleep [4h15]

Wake-up

_

Diner

Diner Residence

Working Shift

Residence

_

SchoolLunch

_

Residence

Breakfast [Optional] Residence

Working Shift

Working Shift

SchoolLunch

Breakfast [Optional]

Wake-up

Residence

Sleep [7h00]

Breakfast

Wake-up

Breakfast [Optional] Shift #3 Residence

Breakfast Shift #4

Sleep [4h30]

Residence

Breakfast [Optional] Shift #2 Residence

_

Diner Residence

Transport Schedule Food Schedule

Working Shift

Breakfast Shift #1 Residence

Lunch
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Construction Proces Action Persons Required Time Required Equipments Equipment Specification
Rope ≥ 20m
Measuring Tape ≥ 20m
Poles [Ring Location Indicators] Amount: 40
Snow Shovel [Hand] Amount: 4
Snow Shovel [Machine] Amount: 1 [Licenced Driver]
Snow Shovel [Hand] Amount: 4
Surveying Equipment [Leveling] Amount: 1
Anchoring Amount: 40
Anchoring Rope [Polypropylene] Amount: 40, Length: 2m, Ø14mm
Water Bassin Amount: 3, Capacity: 20m3
Water Supply Supply of 3 x 20m3 Water Bassin

Total: 9 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 4 2 Hours Wooden Foundation Panels Amount: 15,  2000mm x 1800mm

Snow Shovel [Machine] Amount: 1 [Licenced Driver]
Snow Shovels Amount: 4
Water Hose Amount: 3, Ø20mm
Water Supply

Total: 2 Days
Placing Formwork 12 0.5 Hour Pneumatic Formwork PVC Membrane with Polyethylene Cover Rope
Connecting Rope Cover 2 1 Hour - -

[Styrofoam] Spacers >35cm
[Glue?] Connection Low Temperature Resistant

Inflation 2 2 Hours Air Blower 45m3/min, Pressure: 0.686kN/m2
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour Wooden Framework/Inflatable Tube Indicate Ice Shell Opening

Total: 6 Hours
Rotary Snow Plow Amount: 1, Throwing Distance: 30m
Snow Shovel [Machine] Amount: 1 [Licenced Driver]
Snow Shovel [Hand] Amount: 1
Water Hose 1x Ø40mm, 3x Ø20mm
Water Supply Total Capacity: 240L/min
Water Pump Total Capacity: 240L/min
Adjustable Nozzle Amount: 2
Aerial Platform Reach Length: ≥ 12m, Amount: 2
Water Bassin [Prepared] Amount: 2, Capacity: 20m3
Sawdust Amount: 40m3

Total: 60 Hours
Hammer Amount: 2
Chisel Amount: 2
Extended Broom / Snow Shovel Amount: 2
Aerial Platform / Rope Ladder Amount: 1

Deflation & Storage 12 5 Hours Storage
Total: 9 Hours

Opening Official Opening Pykrete Dome

Total: 10 Days

1 Hour

Leveling Construction Site 4 4 Hours

Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour

4Measuring Construction Site

2 2 Hour

1.5 Hours4Attaching Spacers

2 Hours

8 2 DaysFoundation

Placing & Inflation

Removing Excessive Snow 4 2 Hour

Clearing Shell Openings

Adding Snow & Water [Foundation Ring]

Adding Water 2

3

Preparations

Preparing Water Bassin 4

Planning Specifications

Application Snow & Water 
[Working Shifts]

Finishing

Mixing Pykrete 2

60 Hour

Adding Snow
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Date
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Measuring Construction Site 2 - 3 1 Hour
Leveling Construction Site 4 5 Hours
Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour
Preparing Water Bassin 4 2 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 3 - 4 2 Hours
Adding Snow, Water & Saw Dust 6 - 8 2 Days
Placing Formwork 12 - 16 0.5 Hour
Connecting Rope Cover 2 1 Hour
Attaching Spacers 2 - 4 1.5 Hours
Inflation 2 2 Hours
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour
Adding Snow 4
Adding Water 4
Clearing Shell Openings 2 2 Hour
Removing Excessive Snow 2 - 4 2 Hour
Deflation & Storage  12 - 16 5 Hours

Date
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Measuring Construction Site 2 - 3 1 Hour
Leveling Construction Site 2 - 3 2 Hours
Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour
Preparing Water Bassin 2 1 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 3 - 4 2 Hours
Adding Snow, Water & Saw Dust 4 10 Hours
Placing Formwork 4 0.5 Hour
Connecting Rope Cover 2 0.5 Hour
Attaching Spacers 1 -2 0.5 Hours
Inflation 2 0.5 Hours
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour
Adding Snow 2
Adding Water 2
Clearing Shell Openings 2 2 Hour
Removing Excessive Snow 2 2 Hour
Deflation & Storage  4 2 Hours

Construction Proces Action Persons Required Time
Day 6

Total: 10 Days               
Min. Persons: 16

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Preparations

Foundation

60 HoursApplication Snow & Water

Finishing Total: 9 Hours

Total: 60 Hours

Total: 6 Hours

Total: 2 Days

Total: 9 Hours

Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9
Required TimePersons

Pneumatic Formwork

Construction Proces

Night Day Night Day

Opening

Pykrete Dome 30 meter [With Working Shifts]

Official Opening Pykrete Dome

Action

Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night NightDay Night Day

Preparations Total: 5 Hours

Foundation Total: 12 Hours

Pneumatic Formwork Total: 3 Hours

15 Hours Total: 15 Hours

Finishing Total: 6 Hours

Opening Official Opening Pykrete Dome
Total: 6 Days             
Min. Persons: 4

Pykrete Dome 10 meter [No Working Shifts]

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Night Day Night

Application Snow & Water

NightDayNight Day Night Day Night Day Night Day

Appendix 12.2.4
Date
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Measuring Construction Site 2 - 3 1 Hour
Leveling Construction Site 4 5 Hours
Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour
Preparing Water Bassin 4 2 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 3 - 4 2 Hours
Adding Snow, Water & Saw Dust 6 - 8 2 Days
Placing Formwork 12 - 16 0.5 Hour
Connecting Rope Cover 2 1 Hour
Attaching Spacers 2 - 4 1.5 Hours
Inflation 2 2 Hours
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour
Adding Snow 4
Adding Water 4
Clearing Shell Openings 2 2 Hour
Removing Excessive Snow 2 - 4 2 Hour
Deflation & Storage  12 - 16 5 Hours

Date
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Measuring Construction Site 2 - 3 1 Hour
Leveling Construction Site 2 - 3 2 Hours
Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour
Preparing Water Bassin 2 1 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 3 - 4 2 Hours
Adding Snow, Water & Saw Dust 4 10 Hours
Placing Formwork 4 0.5 Hour
Connecting Rope Cover 2 0.5 Hour
Attaching Spacers 1 -2 0.5 Hours
Inflation 2 0.5 Hours
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour
Adding Snow 2
Adding Water 2
Clearing Shell Openings 2 2 Hour
Removing Excessive Snow 2 2 Hour
Deflation & Storage  4 2 Hours

Construction Proces Action Persons Required Time
Day 6

Total: 10 Days               
Min. Persons: 16

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Preparations

Foundation

60 HoursApplication Snow & Water

Finishing Total: 9 Hours

Total: 60 Hours

Total: 6 Hours

Total: 2 Days

Total: 9 Hours

Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9
Required TimePersons

Pneumatic Formwork

Construction Proces

Night Day Night Day

Opening

Pykrete Dome 30 meter [With Working Shifts]

Official Opening Pykrete Dome

Action

Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night NightDay Night Day

Preparations Total: 5 Hours

Foundation Total: 12 Hours

Pneumatic Formwork Total: 3 Hours

15 Hours Total: 15 Hours

Finishing Total: 6 Hours

Opening Official Opening Pykrete Dome
Total: 6 Days             
Min. Persons: 4

Pykrete Dome 10 meter [No Working Shifts]

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Night Day Night

Application Snow & Water

NightDayNight Day Night Day Night Day Night Day
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Date
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Measuring Construction Site 2 - 3 1 Hour
Leveling Construction Site 4 5 Hours
Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour
Preparing Water Bassin 4 2 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 3 - 4 2 Hours
Adding Snow, Water & Saw Dust 6 - 8 2 Days
Placing Formwork 12 - 16 0.5 Hour
Connecting Rope Cover 2 1 Hour
Attaching Spacers 2 - 4 1.5 Hours
Inflation 2 2 Hours
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour
Adding Snow 4
Adding Water 4
Clearing Shell Openings 2 2 Hour
Removing Excessive Snow 2 - 4 2 Hour
Deflation & Storage  12 - 16 5 Hours

Date
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Measuring Construction Site 2 - 3 1 Hour
Leveling Construction Site 2 - 3 2 Hours
Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour
Preparing Water Bassin 2 1 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 3 - 4 2 Hours
Adding Snow, Water & Saw Dust 4 10 Hours
Placing Formwork 4 0.5 Hour
Connecting Rope Cover 2 0.5 Hour
Attaching Spacers 1 -2 0.5 Hours
Inflation 2 0.5 Hours
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour
Adding Snow 2
Adding Water 2
Clearing Shell Openings 2 2 Hour
Removing Excessive Snow 2 2 Hour
Deflation & Storage  4 2 Hours

Construction Proces Action Persons Required Time
Day 6

Total: 10 Days               
Min. Persons: 16

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Preparations

Foundation

60 HoursApplication Snow & Water

Finishing Total: 9 Hours

Total: 60 Hours

Total: 6 Hours

Total: 2 Days

Total: 9 Hours

Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9
Required TimePersons

Pneumatic Formwork

Construction Proces

Night Day Night Day

Opening

Pykrete Dome 30 meter [With Working Shifts]

Official Opening Pykrete Dome

Action

Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night NightDay Night Day

Preparations Total: 5 Hours

Foundation Total: 12 Hours

Pneumatic Formwork Total: 3 Hours

15 Hours Total: 15 Hours

Finishing Total: 6 Hours

Opening Official Opening Pykrete Dome
Total: 6 Days             
Min. Persons: 4

Pykrete Dome 10 meter [No Working Shifts]

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Night Day Night

Application Snow & Water

NightDayNight Day Night Day Night Day Night Day

Appendix 12.2.5

Date
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Measuring Construction Site 2 - 3 1 Hour
Leveling Construction Site 4 5 Hours
Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour
Preparing Water Bassin 4 2 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 3 - 4 2 Hours
Adding Snow, Water & Saw Dust 6 - 8 2 Days
Placing Formwork 12 - 16 0.5 Hour
Connecting Rope Cover 2 1 Hour
Attaching Spacers 2 - 4 1.5 Hours
Inflation 2 2 Hours
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour
Adding Snow 4
Adding Water 4
Clearing Shell Openings 2 2 Hour
Removing Excessive Snow 2 - 4 2 Hour
Deflation & Storage  12 - 16 5 Hours

Date
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Measuring Construction Site 2 - 3 1 Hour
Leveling Construction Site 2 - 3 2 Hours
Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour
Preparing Water Bassin 2 1 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 3 - 4 2 Hours
Adding Snow, Water & Saw Dust 4 10 Hours
Placing Formwork 4 0.5 Hour
Connecting Rope Cover 2 0.5 Hour
Attaching Spacers 1 -2 0.5 Hours
Inflation 2 0.5 Hours
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour
Adding Snow 2
Adding Water 2
Clearing Shell Openings 2 2 Hour
Removing Excessive Snow 2 2 Hour
Deflation & Storage  4 2 Hours

Construction Proces Action Persons Required Time
Day 6

Total: 10 Days               
Min. Persons: 16

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Preparations

Foundation

60 HoursApplication Snow & Water

Finishing Total: 9 Hours

Total: 60 Hours

Total: 6 Hours

Total: 2 Days

Total: 9 Hours

Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9
Required TimePersons

Pneumatic Formwork

Construction Proces

Night Day Night Day

Opening

Pykrete Dome 30 meter [With Working Shifts]

Official Opening Pykrete Dome

Action

Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night NightDay Night Day

Preparations Total: 5 Hours

Foundation Total: 12 Hours

Pneumatic Formwork Total: 3 Hours

15 Hours Total: 15 Hours

Finishing Total: 6 Hours

Opening Official Opening Pykrete Dome
Total: 6 Days             
Min. Persons: 4

Pykrete Dome 10 meter [No Working Shifts]

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Night Day Night

Application Snow & Water

NightDayNight Day Night Day Night Day Night Day
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Date
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Measuring Construction Site 2 - 3 1 Hour
Leveling Construction Site 4 5 Hours
Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour
Preparing Water Bassin 4 2 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 3 - 4 2 Hours
Adding Snow, Water & Saw Dust 6 - 8 2 Days
Placing Formwork 12 - 16 0.5 Hour
Connecting Rope Cover 2 1 Hour
Attaching Spacers 2 - 4 1.5 Hours
Inflation 2 2 Hours
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour
Adding Snow 4
Adding Water 4
Clearing Shell Openings 2 2 Hour
Removing Excessive Snow 2 - 4 2 Hour
Deflation & Storage  12 - 16 5 Hours

Date
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Measuring Construction Site 2 - 3 1 Hour
Leveling Construction Site 2 - 3 2 Hours
Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour
Preparing Water Bassin 2 1 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 3 - 4 2 Hours
Adding Snow, Water & Saw Dust 4 10 Hours
Placing Formwork 4 0.5 Hour
Connecting Rope Cover 2 0.5 Hour
Attaching Spacers 1 -2 0.5 Hours
Inflation 2 0.5 Hours
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour
Adding Snow 2
Adding Water 2
Clearing Shell Openings 2 2 Hour
Removing Excessive Snow 2 2 Hour
Deflation & Storage  4 2 Hours

Construction Proces Action Persons Required Time
Day 6

Total: 10 Days               
Min. Persons: 16

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Preparations

Foundation

60 HoursApplication Snow & Water

Finishing Total: 9 Hours

Total: 60 Hours

Total: 6 Hours

Total: 2 Days

Total: 9 Hours

Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9
Required TimePersons

Pneumatic Formwork

Construction Proces

Night Day Night Day

Opening

Pykrete Dome 30 meter [With Working Shifts]

Official Opening Pykrete Dome

Action

Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night NightDay Night Day

Preparations Total: 5 Hours

Foundation Total: 12 Hours

Pneumatic Formwork Total: 3 Hours

15 Hours Total: 15 Hours

Finishing Total: 6 Hours

Opening Official Opening Pykrete Dome
Total: 6 Days             
Min. Persons: 4

Pykrete Dome 10 meter [No Working Shifts]

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Night Day Night

Application Snow & Water

NightDayNight Day Night Day Night Day Night Day

Date
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Measuring Construction Site 2 - 3 1 Hour
Leveling Construction Site 4 5 Hours
Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour
Preparing Water Bassin 4 2 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 3 - 4 2 Hours
Adding Snow, Water & Saw Dust 6 - 8 2 Days
Placing Formwork 12 - 16 0.5 Hour
Connecting Rope Cover 2 1 Hour
Attaching Spacers 2 - 4 1.5 Hours
Inflation 2 2 Hours
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour
Adding Snow 4
Adding Water 4
Clearing Shell Openings 2 2 Hour
Removing Excessive Snow 2 - 4 2 Hour
Deflation & Storage  12 - 16 5 Hours

Date
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Measuring Construction Site 2 - 3 1 Hour
Leveling Construction Site 2 - 3 2 Hours
Placing Rope Anchoring Points 2 1 Hour
Preparing Water Bassin 2 1 Hours
Building Foundation Wall 3 - 4 2 Hours
Adding Snow, Water & Saw Dust 4 10 Hours
Placing Formwork 4 0.5 Hour
Connecting Rope Cover 2 0.5 Hour
Attaching Spacers 1 -2 0.5 Hours
Inflation 2 0.5 Hours
Placing Opening Framework 2 1 Hour
Adding Snow 2
Adding Water 2
Clearing Shell Openings 2 2 Hour
Removing Excessive Snow 2 2 Hour
Deflation & Storage  4 2 Hours

Construction Proces Action Persons Required Time
Day 6

Total: 10 Days               
Min. Persons: 16

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Preparations

Foundation

60 HoursApplication Snow & Water

Finishing Total: 9 Hours

Total: 60 Hours

Total: 6 Hours

Total: 2 Days

Total: 9 Hours

Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9
Required TimePersons

Pneumatic Formwork

Construction Proces

Night Day Night Day

Opening

Pykrete Dome 30 meter [With Working Shifts]

Official Opening Pykrete Dome

Action

Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night NightDay Night Day

Preparations Total: 5 Hours

Foundation Total: 12 Hours

Pneumatic Formwork Total: 3 Hours

15 Hours Total: 15 Hours

Finishing Total: 6 Hours

Opening Official Opening Pykrete Dome
Total: 6 Days             
Min. Persons: 4

Pykrete Dome 10 meter [No Working Shifts]

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Night Day Night

Application Snow & Water

NightDayNight Day Night Day Night Day Night Day
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Appendix 12.3.2
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Appendix 12.3.3
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Appendix 12.3.4
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uitvouw washandje (4x)

uitvouw model koker (1x)

vooraanzicht bovenaanzichtzijaanzicht

Appendix 12.4.2
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vooraanzicht

bovenaanzicht

zijaanzicht

Appendix 12.4.3

uitvouw model washandje (4x)

uitvouw model koker (1x)
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Koske
lantie

Vanhatie

Pykrete Dome

15 seats

16 seats

16 seats

17 seats

17 seats

17 seats

17 seats

16 seats

16 seats

15 seats

14 seats

13 seats

12 seats

10 seats

7 seats

4 seats

15 seats

16 seats

16 seats

17 seats

17 seats

17 seats

17 seats

16 seats

16 seats

15 seats

14 seats

13 seats

12 seats

10 seats

7 seats

4 seats

444 seats
706 m2

Stage

25
00

1700 mm height

4400

10
00

30
00

8000

3600

25
20

2000 30000 2000

Extra entrance
Cut out of the ice

Pavilion Yolanda

Pavilion Teun

Pavilion Martijn

Pavilion Lars

Pavilion Kevin

Pavilion Yaron

Pavilion Marco

Pavilion Jordy

1700 mm height

1000 11000 1000

Test Dome

Mobile Toilet EHBO Container

Tribune

Remarks:
- The Ice Dome construction can be used after approval
of the municipality of Juuka and the team of the
Eindhoven University of Technology. When the ice
dome construction will be  reviewed as unsafe, nobody
is allowed to enter the dome.

- This map is a concept how the event map could look.
The definitive map will be created in consultation with
other collaborating parties.

- The different pavilions surrounding the ice domes are
small projects of different students for the Eindhoven
University of Technology. These structures can be seen
as ice sculptures.

- Philips will ensure different products for color lighting
which can be used to emphasize the buildings.

Vanhatie

Old sports field, koskelantie, Vanatie

Pykret Dome Project

Event Map, building site Juuka 

Concept drawing

Construction has to be checked on thickness, strenght and shape before use. 

:
JM Hijl

getekend

A01

:

C
B
A

gewijzigd

:

nummer
werk

formaat

nummer
tekening

A2

0101

:

:

schaal

datum

1:200

23-11-2013
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Experiments Pykrete Dome in Juuka, Finland Venlo, The Netherlands Theory
Foundation [A] Pykrete [B] Pykrete/ice [C] Dent [D] Top [E] Ice Pykrete Ice Pykrete

2 4 6 7 8
Overall 14% 26% 20% 10% 0%
Tested 20% 42% 27% 10% 0% 0% 100% 0% 100%
Overall 716,2 905,5 867,4 847,9 841,4
Tested 796,7 895,7 852,6 851,6 836,6 912,88 954,5 910 980

3,12 5,02 4,23 4,15 4,15 6,55 12,45 3,45 7,45
9% 10% 6% 5% 8% 0% 0% 0% 0%Deformation ratio [%]

Overview
Height [m]
Assumed percentage of Pykrete [%]

Density [kg/m^3]

Strength [N/mm²]

Appendix 12.6.1
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Pykrete Dome Experiments; Compressive strenght of cubical samples
Average

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8
Location Heigth [+/- m] 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3

Foundation X X X X X X X X
Pykrete ring - - - - - - - -
Ice shell - - - - - - - -

Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Percentage Pykrete in Sample
10% 15% 10% 0% 25% 10% 0% 40% 14% overall
10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 20% tested
Cube Cube Cube Cube Cube Cube Cube Cube

30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014
10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00

Length [mm] 95 91 94 91 94 95 92 91
Width or Ø [mm] 95 91 93 88 93 94 89 84
Heigth [mm] 88 93 91 97 93 95 94 95

0,56 0,54 0,54 0,58 0,5 0,67 0,46 0,65
794200 770133 795522 776776 813006 848350 769672 726180 Density
705,1 701,2 678,8 746,7 615,0 789,8 597,7 895,1 716,16 overall

6917,1 6878,6 6659,0 7324,9 6033,2 7747,6 5863,0 8780,9 796,66 tested

31-1-2014 TNP TNP TNP TNP 31-1-2014 TNP 31-1-2014
13:00 - - - - 13:00 - 13:00

DMZ 11 X - - - X - X
Manometer - - - - - X - X
Callibraton factor [kg/V] 88,696 - - - - 88,696 - 88,696
Start value [V] 0,007 - - - - 0 - 0,03
End value [V] 0,271 - - - - 0,291 - 0,365
End - start value [V] 0,264 - - - - 0,291 - 0,335
Ultimate strength [kN] 23,42 - - - - 25,81 - 29,71
Ultimate strength [kg] 2386,93 - - - - 2631,04 - 3028,86
Callibraton factor [kg/V] 0,4477 - - - - 0,4477 - 0,4477
Start value [V] - - - - - 0 - 0
End value [V] - - - - - 60 - 73
End - start value [V] - - - - - 60 - 73
Ultimate strength [kN] - - - - - 26,86 - 32,68
Ultimate strength [kg] - - - - - 2738,23 - 3331,51
Heigth after test [mm] 81 - - - - 85 - 88
Deformation [mm] 7 - - - - 10 - 7
Strength* [N/mm2], DMZ 11 2,59 - - - - 2,89 - 3,89 3,12 3 samples
Strength* [N/mm2], Manometer - - - - - 3,01 - 4,28 3,64 2 samples
Deformation ratio 8% - - - - 11% - 7% 9% deformation ratio

Maximum scope of the 
compressor is reached. 

Sample easy yo 
compress.

- - - - This sample was very 
skew.

-

TNP = Test Not Preformed
* = σ= F/(L*H)

Remark: [overall remark: The foundation is made of ice with a lot of 
snow as base material. Snow is still easy to compress without breaking. 
The sample deforms with a relative low compression force.]]

Time

General Information

Specimen

Testing

Specimen Number

Area

Reinforcement type

Pykrete: assumed Percentage reinforcement by dry weight [%]
Geometry

Dimensions 

Assumed Percentage Pykrete in sample [%]

Density [N/m^3]
Density [kg/m^3]

Deformation 

Result

Testing device 

Date
Time

Weight [kg]

DMZ 11

Manometer

Volume [mm^3]

Date

Appendix 12.6.2
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Pykrete Dome Experiments; Compressive strenght of cubical samples
Average

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7
Location Heigth [+/- m] 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Foundation - - - - - - -
Pykrete ring X X X X X X X
Ice shell - - - - - - -

Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Percentage Pykrete in Sample
20% 25% 15% 25% 30% 30% 40% 26% overall
10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 42% tested
Cube Cube Cube Cube Cube Cube Cube

30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014
10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 11:00

Length [mm] 94 93 90 98 93 92 94
Width or Ø [mm] 88 91 88 86 93 88 93
Heigth [mm] 91 97 92 97 93 95 94

0,77 0,66 0,63 0,71 0,78 0,68 0,76
752752 820911 728640 817516 804357 769120 821748 Density
1022,9 804,0 864,6 868,5 969,7 884,1 924,9 905,53 overall

10034,8 7887,1 8482,0 8519,8 9512,9 8673,3 9072,9 895,67 tested

TNP 31-1-2014 TNP TNP 31-1-2014 31-1-2014 31-1-2014
- 13:00 - - 13:00 13:00 13:00

DMZ 11 - X - - X X X
Manometer - - - - X X X
Callibraton factor [kg/V] - 88,696 - - 88,696 89,696 90,696
Start value [V] - 0,007 - - 0 0,003 -
End value [V] - 0,189 - - 0,429 0,433 -
End - start value [V] - 0,182 - - 0,429 0,43 -
Ultimate strength [kN] - 16,14 - - 38,05 38,57 -
Ultimate strength [kg] - 1645,53 - - 3878,75 3931,63 -
Callibraton factor [kg/V] - 0,4477 - - 0,4477 0,4477 0,4477
Start value [V] - - - - 0 - 0
End value [V] - - - - 93 - 115
End - start value [V] - - - - 93 - 115
Ultimate strength [kN] - - - - 41,64 - 51,49
Ultimate strength [kg] - - - - 4244,25 - 5248,27
Heigth after test [mm] - TNP - - 87 80 88
Deformation [mm] - - - - 6 15 6 4,24 4 samples
Strength* [N/mm2], DMZ 11 - 1,91 - - 4,40 4,76 - 5,02 3 samples, without failed sample
Strength* [N/mm2], Manometer - - - - 4,81 - 5,89
Deformation ratio - - - - 6% 16% 6% 10% deformation ratio

- Snowy ice in 
combination with 
Pykrete. Ice broke 

easily

- - - This sample was very 
skew.

TNP = Test Not Preformed
* = σ= F/(L*H)

Remark: [overall remark: The samples from the pykrete layer where 
difficult to test. The layer was a combination of Pykrete and ice. Some 
of them were very skew connected.]

Time

General Information

Specimen

Testing

Specimen Number

Area

Reinforcement type

Pykrete: assumed Percentage reinforcement by dry weight [%]
Geometry

Dimensions 

Assumed Percentage Pykrete in sample [%]

Density [N/m^3]
Density [kg/m^3]

Deformation 

Result

Manometer

Volume [mm^3]

Date

Testing device 

Date
Time

Weight [kg]

DMZ 11
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Pykrete Dome Experiments; Compressive strenght of cubical samples
Average

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
Location Heigth [+/- m] 6 6 6 6 6 6

Foundation - - - - - -
Pykrete ring X X X X X X
Ice shell X X X X X X

Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Percentage Pykrete in Sample
20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% overall
10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 27% tested
Cube Cube Cube Cube Cube Cube

30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014
10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00

Length [mm] 93 93 92 96 93 91
Width or Ø [mm] 91 95 88 84 93 94
Heigth [mm] 95 94 93 97 92 92

0,71 0,7 0,7 0,6 0,73 0,68
803985 830490 752928 782208 795708 786968 Density
883,1 842,9 929,7 767,1 917,4 864,1 867,37 overall

8663,2 8268,6 9120,4 7524,9 8999,9 8476,6 852,61 tested

31-1-2014 31-1-2014 TNP 31-1-2014 31-1-2014 TNP
13:00 13:00 - 13:00 13:00 -

DMZ 11 X X - X X -
Manometer X X - X X -
Callibraton factor [kg/V] 88,696 88,696 - 88,696 88,696 -
Start value [V] -0,001 0,005 - 0 0 -
End value [V] 0,513 0,508 - 0,36 0,247 -
End - start value [V] 0,514 0,503 - 0,36 0,247 -
Ultimate strength [kN] 45,59 44,61 - 31,93 21,91 -
Ultimate strength [kg] 4647,27 4547,82 - 3254,90 2233,22 -
Callibraton factor [kg/V] 0,4477 0,4477 - 0,4477 0,4477 -
Start value [V] 0 0 - 0 - -
End value [V] 113 110 - 72 - -
End - start value [V] 113 110 - 72 - -
Ultimate strength [kN] 50,59 49,25 - 32,23 - -
Ultimate strength [kg] 5156,99 5020,08 - 3285,87 - -
Heigth after test [mm] 88 89 - TNP TNP -
Deformation [mm] 7 5 - - - - 4,23 4 samples
Strength* [N/mm2], DMZ 11 5,39 5,05 - 3,96 2,53 -
Strength* [N/mm2], Manometer 5,98 5,57 - 4,00 - -
Deformation ratio 7% 5% - - - - 6% deformation ratio

- - - This sample was very 
skew.

- -

TNP = Test Not Preformed
* = σ= F/(L*H)

Remark

Time

General Information

Specimen

Testing

Specimen Number

Area

Reinforcement type

Pykrete: assumed Percentage reinforcement by dry weight [%]
Geometry

Dimensions 

Assumed Percentage Pykrete in sample [%]

Density [N/m^3]
Density [kg/m^3]

Deformation 

Result

Manometer

Volume [mm^3]

Date

Testing device 

Date
Time

Weight [kg]

DMZ 11
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Pykrete Dome Experiments; Compressive strenght of cubical samples
Average

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5
Location Heigth [+/- m] 7 7 7 7 7

Foundation - - - - -
Pykrete ring - - - - -
Ice shell X X X X X

Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Sawdust Percentage Pykrete in Sample
10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% overall
10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% tested
Cube Cube Cube Cube Cube

30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014
10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00

Length [mm] 93 90 97 93 94
Width or Ø [mm] 91 92 95 93 93
Heigth [mm] 91 94 96 91 92

0,63 0,69 0,73 0,69 0,67
770133 778320 884640 787059 804264 Density
818,0 886,5 825,2 876,7 833,1 847,90 overall

8025,0 8696,8 8095,2 8600,2 8172,3 851,61 tested

31-1-2014 31-1-2014 31-1-2014 31-1-2014 TNP
13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 -

DMZ 11 - - X - -
Manometer X X X X -
Callibraton factor [kg/V] 88,696 88,696 88,696 88,696 -
Start value [V] - - - 0,001 -
End value [V] - - - 0,329 -
End - start value [V] - - - 0,328 -
Ultimate strength [kN] - - - 29,09 -
Ultimate strength [kg] - - - 2965,57 -
Callibraton factor [kg/V] 0,4477 0,4477 0,4477 0,4477 -
Start value [V] 0 0 0 0 -
End value [V] 93 80 82 70 -
End - start value [V] 93 80 82 70 -
Ultimate strength [kN] 41,64 35,82 36,71 31,34 -
Ultimate strength [kg] 4244,25 3650,97 3742,24 3194,60 -
Heigth after test [mm] 88 88 93 84 -
Deformation [mm] 3 6 3 7 -
Strength* [N/mm2], DMZ 11 - - - 3,36 - 4,15 4 samples
Strength* [N/mm2], Manometer 4,92 4,33 3,98 3,62 -
Deformation ratio 3% 6% 3% 8% - 5% deformation ratio

- - - - -
TNP = Test Not Preformed
* = σ= F/(L*H)

Remark

Time

General Information

Specimen

Testing

Specimen Number

Area

Reinforcement type

Pykrete: assumed Percentage reinforcement by dry weight [%]
Geometry

Dimensions 

Assumed Percentage Pykrete in sample [%]

Density [N/m^3]
Density [kg/m^3]

Deformation 

Result

Manometer

Volume [mm^3]

Date

Testing device 

Date
Time

Weight [kg]

DMZ 11
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Pykrete Dome Experiments; Compressive strenght of cubical samples
Average

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5
Location Heigth [+/- m] 8 8 8 8 8

Foundation - - - - -
Pykrete ring - - - - -
Ice shell X X X X X

No No No No No Percentage Pykrete in Sample
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% overall
No No No No No 0% tested

Cube Cube Cube Cube Cube

30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014 30-1-2014
10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00

Length [mm] 97 94 92 95 93
Width or Ø [mm] 82 92 93 93 91
Heigth [mm] 92 98 94 89 92

0,63 0,7 0,68 0,64 0,67
731768 847504 804264 786315 778596 Density
860,9 826,0 845,5 813,9 860,5 841,36 overall

8445,7 8102,6 8294,3 7984,6 8441,7 836,58 tested

31-1-2014 31-1-2014 31-1-2014 31-1-2014 TNP
13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 -

DMZ 11 - - - X -
Manometer X X X X -
Callibraton factor [kg/V] 88,696 88,696 88,696 88,696 -
Start value [V] 0,003 0,004 - 0,002 -
End value [V] 0,346 0,437 - 0,403 -
End - start value [V] 0,343 0,433 - 0,401 -
Ultimate strength [kN] 30,42 38,41 - 35,57 -
Ultimate strength [kg] 3101,20 3914,92 - 3625,60 -
Callibraton factor [kg/V] 0,4477 0,4477 0,4477 0,4477 -
Start value [V] - - 0 0 -
End value [V] - - 82 82 -
End - start value [V] - - 82 82 -
Ultimate strength [kN] - - 36,71 36,71 -
Ultimate strength [kg] - - 3742,24 3742,24 -
Heigth after test [mm] 84 87 89 TNP -
Deformation [mm] 8 11 5 - -
Strength* [N/mm2], DMZ 11 3,82 4,44 - 4,03 - 4,15 4 samples
Strength* [N/mm2], Manometer - - 4,29 4,16 -
Deformation ratio 9% 11% 5% - - 8% deformation ratio

- - - - -
TNP = Test Not Preformed
* = σ= F/(L*H)

Deformation 

Result

Testing device 

Date
Time

Weight [kg]

DMZ 11

Manometer

Volume [mm^3]

Date

Remark

Time

General Information

Specimen

Testing

Specimen Number

Area

Reinforcement type

Pykrete: assumed Percentage reinforcement by dry weight [%]
Geometry

Dimensions 

Assumed Percentage Pykrete in sample [%]

Density [N/m^3]
Density [kg/m^3]

Appendix 12.6.6
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Appendix 12.7.1
Press officers
Ivo Jongsma 040 247 2110 / 06 4194 2160

Barry van der Meer 040 247 4061 / 06 2878 3207
Charlotte van den Heuvel 040 247 8136 / 06 2878 2894

Overview of media attention
Subject: Ice Dome Finland

RADIO/TV
Date Channel Program Link Country
5-12-2014 Omroep Brabant Onder ons http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZil4M22z5oNetherlands
27-12-2103 Radio 1 NOS Radio 1 Journaal http://nos.nl/audio/591106-de-vezels-maken-het-ijs-sterker.htmlNetherlands
27-12-2013 Radio 2 Nieuwsbulletin 12:00 (vanaf 1:28) http://content50c1a.omroeNetherlands
30-12-2013 BNR Nieuwsradio BNR Ochtendspits http://www.bnr.nl/?service=player&type=archief&fragment=20131230073818300Netherlands
6-1-2014 Nederland 1 Vandaag de dag http://www.omroepwnl.nl/video/detail/vandaag-de-dag-6-januari__60114Netherlands
10-1-2014 Nederland 1 NOS Journaal 10:00 (vanaf 5:35) http://www.uitzendinggemist.nl/afleveringen/1388879Netherlands
10-1-2014 Radio 1 NOS Radio 1 Journaal http://nos.nl/audio/595626-eindhovense-studenten-bouwen-megaijskoepel-in-finland.html Netherlands
16-1-2014 Studio 040 Nieuws http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/21905-grote-problemen-voor-ijskoepelbouwers-tue.htmlNetherlands
17-1-2014 Radio 2 Knooppunt Kranenbarg http://knooppuntkranenbarg.ncrv.nl/ncrvgemist/17-1-2014/knooppunt-kranenbargNetherlands
17-1-2014 Nederland 3 NOS op 3 http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/598889-oerhollandse-iglo-is-de-grootste-ter-wereld.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Nederland 1 NOS Journaal (Vanaf 05:38 uur in 18:00 uur uitzending) http://www.uitzendinggemist.nl/afleveringen/1390718Netherlands
18-1-2014 Nederland 1 NOS Journaal (het nieuws in 60 seconden) http://nos.nl/video/599031-het-nieuws-in-60-seconden-1030-uur.htmlNetherlands18-1-2014 Nederland 1 NOS Journaal (het nieuws in 60 seconden) http://nos.nl/video/599031-het-nieuws-in-60-seconden-1030-uur.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 SBS6 Hart van Nederland (vanaf 13:59) http://www.hartvannederland.nl/archief/2014/late-editie-van-18-januari-2014/Netherlands
18-1-2014 Nederland 3 Jeugdjournaal http://jeugdjournaal.nl/uitzending/avond/2014-01-18Netherlands
20-1-2014 RTL 4 Editie NL (na 1:33) http://www.rtlxl.nl/#!/editie-nl-216694/0f94b709-e54a-40dc-add8-05a4bd27d262Netherlands
22-1-2014 Omroep Brabant Onder ons http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0jptwDgF-wNetherlands
23-1-2014 Omroep Max Studio Max Live (Vanaf 16:34) http://www.uitzendinggemist.nl/afleveringen/1392267Netherlands
23-1-2014 Nederland 3 ZAPPLIVE (Vanaf 30:47) http://zapplive.ncrv.nl/ncrvgemist/23-1-2014/zapplive-afl-50Netherlands
28-1-2014 Studio 040 Nieuws http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/22097-huldiging-ijskoepelbouwers-tue-in-vertigo.htmlNetherlands
16-2-2014 City TV SPAM http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIx3MJIeTWQNetherlands

PRINT MEDIA
Date Title Publication title Link1 Country
28-12-2013 AD Iglo wordt 10 meter hoog http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
28-12-2013 AD / Utrechts Nieuwsblad Iglo wordt 10 meter hoog http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
28-12-2013 Dagblad van het Noorden Studenten maken in Finland hoogste iglo http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
28-12-2013 Brabants Dagblad Bouw grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
28-12-2013 Brabants Dagblad Goirlenaar bouwt ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
4-1-2014 Brabants Dagblad Warmste winter in 146 jaar, nog geen ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
4-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad TU-iglo wekt Finse spot: waar blijft vorst? Netherlands
6-1-2014 Brabants Dagblad TU-iglo wekt Finse spot: waar blijft vorst? http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
10-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad TU/e start met bouw ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
15-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad Ijskoud afstuderen http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
15-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad De sfeer is hier fantastisch http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
15-1-2014 Dagblad de Limburger Grootste ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands15-1-2014 Dagblad de Limburger Grootste ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
16-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad Tegenvaller bij bouw ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
18-1-2014 Limburgs Dagblad Ijskoepel: Veel Limburgse inbreng http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
18-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad Bouwen van grootste ijskoepel afgerond http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
18-1-2014 NRC Handelsblad De grootste iglo van de wereld http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
20-1-2014 Dagblad de Limburger Lang leve de vorstintrede http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
20-1-2014 AD Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste iglo ooit Netherlands
20-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad Iedereen wil kijkje nemen in ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
20-1-2014 Reformatorisch Dagblad Bouw mega-iglo voltooid http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
21-1-2014 Volkskrant Ijs met zaagsel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
1If possible we provide a digital copy of the published article along with this report. If not, we provide here a link to the LexisNexis database
where the complete text of the article can be found (without lay out). Every employee of TU/e has access to this database.

ONLINE
Date Source Title Link Country
7-11-2013 ED.nl Tue studenten bouwen gigantische ijskoepel http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/tu-e-studenten-bouwen-gigantische-ijskoepel-1.4085954Netherlands
30-11-2013 ED.nl Studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/studenten-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-1.4120106Netherlands
30-11-2013 ED.nl TU Eindhoven wil mega ijskoepel bouwen http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/tu-eindhoven-wil-mega-ijskoepel-bouwen-1.4120148Netherlands
30-11-2013 Telegraaf.nl Grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22101306/__grootste_ijskoepel_ooit__.htmlNetherlands
25-12-2013 Scientias Nederlanders gaan grootste ijskoepel ter wereld bouwen http://www.scientias.nl/nederlanders-gaan-grootste-ijskoepel-ter-wereld-bouwen/95519Netherlands
27-12-2013 ED.nl Student uit Goirle bouwt mee aan grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/student-uit-goirle-bouwt-mee-aan-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-1.4154077Netherlands
27-12-2013 Volkskrant.nl Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.volkskrant.nl/vNetherlands
28-12-2013 NOS De vezels maken het ijs sterker http://nos.nl/audio/591106-de-vezels-maken-het-ijs-sterker.htmlNetherlands28-12-2013 NOS De vezels maken het ijs sterker http://nos.nl/audio/591106-de-vezels-maken-het-ijs-sterker.htmlNetherlands
28-12-2013 AD Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.ad.nl/ad/nl/101Netherlands
28-12-2013 Volkskrant Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.volkskrant.nl/vNetherlands
28-12-2013 Parool Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.parool.nl/parooNetherlands
28-12-2013 Trouw Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.trouw.nl/tr/nl/Netherlands
28-12-2013 De Redactie Nederlanders bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/wetenschap/131227_IJskoepelFinland?mode=atomNetherlands
28-12-2013 BN de Stem Student uit Goirle bouwt mee aan grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.bndestem.nl/regio/brabant/student-uit-goirle-bouwt-mee-aan-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-1.4154077Netherlands
28-12-2013 Brabants Dagblad Student uit Goirle bouwt mee aan grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.bd.nl/regio/tilburg-en-omgeving/goirle/student-uit-goirle-bouwt-mee-aan-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-1.4154077Netherlands
28-12-2013 NOS Studenten bouwen giga-ijskoepel http://nos.nl/artikel/591053-studenten-bouwen-gigaijskoepel.htmlNetherlands
28-12-2013 Jeugdjournaal Studenten bouwen mega-iglo http://jeugdjournaal.nl/item/591145-studenten-bouwen-megaiglo.htmlNetherlands
28-12-2013 NOS Studenten gaan mega-iglo bouwen http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/591151-studenten-gaan-megaiglo-bouwen.htmlNetherlands
28-12-2013 Eindhoven Nieuws Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://eindhoven.nieuws.nl/nieuws/20131227/Eindhovense-studenten-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ter-wereldNetherlands
3-1-2014 ED.nl Warmste winter in 146 jaar in Finland ontregelt ijskoepel TU Eindhoven http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/warmste-winter-in-146-jaar-in-finland-ontregelt-ijskoepel-tu-eindhoven-1.4161989Netherlands
3-1-2014 ED.nl Redactie brengt weblog over ijskoepel TU Eindhoven in Finland http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/redactie-brengt-weblog-over-ijskoepel-tu-eindhoven-in-finland-1.4161837Netherlands
4-1-2014 Studio040.nl Warm weer spelbreker bij bouw ijskoepel Finland http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/21751-warm-weer-spelbreker-bij-bouw-ijskoepel-finland.htmlNetherlands
6-1-2014 Omroepbrabant.nl Finland te warm voor bouw grootste iglo ter wereld door studenten TU Eindhovenhttp://www.omroepbrabanNetherlands
8-1-2014 Bouwwereld.nl Te warm voor ijskoepel http://bouwwereld.nl/nieuws/te-warm-voor-ijskoepel/Netherlands
9-1-2014 ED.nl Eindelijk vorst in Finland http://www.ed.nl/algemeenNetherlands
9-1-2014 Technisch Weekblad.nl TU/e bouwt grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.technischweekblad.nl/tu-e-bouwt-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.352349.lynkxNetherlands
9-1-2014 Brabants Dagblad Eindelijk vorst in Finland http://www.bd.nl/algemeenNetherlands
11-1-2014 Omroepbrabant.nl In 7 foto's bouw van grootste iglo ter wereld http://www.omroepbrabanNetherlands
11-1-2014 Brabants Dagblad Wereldrecord Iglo bouwen http://www.bd.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/wereldrecord-iglo-bouwen-weblog-over-ijskoepel-tu-eindhoven-in-finland-1.4161837Netherlands
13-1-2014 Eindhoven Dichtbij Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.dichtbij.nl/eindhoven/regio/artikel/3327287/bouw-s-werelds-grootste-ijskoepel-op-schema.aspxNetherlands
13-1-2014 Telegraaf.nl Ijskoepel op schema http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22206341/___ijskoepel__bouw_op_schema__.htmlNetherlands
13-1-2014 My Jour Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema https://myjour.com/a/mijn.Netherlands13-1-2014 My Jour Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema https://myjour.com/a/mijn.Netherlands
13-1-2014 AD.nl Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.ad.nl/ad/nl/1012/Nederland/article/detail/3576712/2014/01/13/Bouw-grootste-ijskoepel-op-schema.dhtmlNetherlands
13-1-2014 Volkskrant.nl Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.volkskrant.nl/vk/nl/2686/Binnenland/article/detail/3576712/2014/01/13/Bouw-grootste-ijskoepel-op-schema.dhtmlNetherlands
13-1-2014 Parool.nl Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.parool.nl/parool/nl/225/BUITENLAND/article/detail/3576712/2014/01/13/Bouw-grootste-ijskoepel-op-schema.dhtmlNetherlands
13-1-2014 Trouw.nl Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.trouw.nl/tr/nl/Netherlands
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Press officers
Ivo Jongsma 040 247 2110 / 06 4194 2160

Barry van der Meer 040 247 4061 / 06 2878 3207
Charlotte van den Heuvel 040 247 8136 / 06 2878 2894

Overview of media attention
Subject: Ice Dome Finland

RADIO/TV
Date Channel Program Link Country
5-12-2014 Omroep Brabant Onder ons http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZil4M22z5oNetherlands
27-12-2103 Radio 1 NOS Radio 1 Journaal http://nos.nl/audio/591106-de-vezels-maken-het-ijs-sterker.htmlNetherlands
27-12-2013 Radio 2 Nieuwsbulletin 12:00 (vanaf 1:28) http://content50c1a.omroeNetherlands
30-12-2013 BNR Nieuwsradio BNR Ochtendspits http://www.bnr.nl/?service=player&type=archief&fragment=20131230073818300Netherlands
6-1-2014 Nederland 1 Vandaag de dag http://www.omroepwnl.nl/video/detail/vandaag-de-dag-6-januari__60114Netherlands
10-1-2014 Nederland 1 NOS Journaal 10:00 (vanaf 5:35) http://www.uitzendinggemist.nl/afleveringen/1388879Netherlands
10-1-2014 Radio 1 NOS Radio 1 Journaal http://nos.nl/audio/595626-eindhovense-studenten-bouwen-megaijskoepel-in-finland.html Netherlands
16-1-2014 Studio 040 Nieuws http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/21905-grote-problemen-voor-ijskoepelbouwers-tue.htmlNetherlands
17-1-2014 Radio 2 Knooppunt Kranenbarg http://knooppuntkranenbarg.ncrv.nl/ncrvgemist/17-1-2014/knooppunt-kranenbargNetherlands
17-1-2014 Nederland 3 NOS op 3 http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/598889-oerhollandse-iglo-is-de-grootste-ter-wereld.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Nederland 1 NOS Journaal (Vanaf 05:38 uur in 18:00 uur uitzending) http://www.uitzendinggemist.nl/afleveringen/1390718Netherlands
18-1-2014 Nederland 1 NOS Journaal (het nieuws in 60 seconden) http://nos.nl/video/599031-het-nieuws-in-60-seconden-1030-uur.htmlNetherlands18-1-2014 Nederland 1 NOS Journaal (het nieuws in 60 seconden) http://nos.nl/video/599031-het-nieuws-in-60-seconden-1030-uur.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 SBS6 Hart van Nederland (vanaf 13:59) http://www.hartvannederland.nl/archief/2014/late-editie-van-18-januari-2014/Netherlands
18-1-2014 Nederland 3 Jeugdjournaal http://jeugdjournaal.nl/uitzending/avond/2014-01-18Netherlands
20-1-2014 RTL 4 Editie NL (na 1:33) http://www.rtlxl.nl/#!/editie-nl-216694/0f94b709-e54a-40dc-add8-05a4bd27d262Netherlands
22-1-2014 Omroep Brabant Onder ons http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0jptwDgF-wNetherlands
23-1-2014 Omroep Max Studio Max Live (Vanaf 16:34) http://www.uitzendinggemist.nl/afleveringen/1392267Netherlands
23-1-2014 Nederland 3 ZAPPLIVE (Vanaf 30:47) http://zapplive.ncrv.nl/ncrvgemist/23-1-2014/zapplive-afl-50Netherlands
28-1-2014 Studio 040 Nieuws http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/22097-huldiging-ijskoepelbouwers-tue-in-vertigo.htmlNetherlands
16-2-2014 City TV SPAM http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIx3MJIeTWQNetherlands

PRINT MEDIA
Date Title Publication title Link1 Country
28-12-2013 AD Iglo wordt 10 meter hoog http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
28-12-2013 AD / Utrechts Nieuwsblad Iglo wordt 10 meter hoog http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
28-12-2013 Dagblad van het Noorden Studenten maken in Finland hoogste iglo http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
28-12-2013 Brabants Dagblad Bouw grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
28-12-2013 Brabants Dagblad Goirlenaar bouwt ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
4-1-2014 Brabants Dagblad Warmste winter in 146 jaar, nog geen ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
4-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad TU-iglo wekt Finse spot: waar blijft vorst? Netherlands
6-1-2014 Brabants Dagblad TU-iglo wekt Finse spot: waar blijft vorst? http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
10-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad TU/e start met bouw ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
15-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad Ijskoud afstuderen http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
15-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad De sfeer is hier fantastisch http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
15-1-2014 Dagblad de Limburger Grootste ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands15-1-2014 Dagblad de Limburger Grootste ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
16-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad Tegenvaller bij bouw ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
18-1-2014 Limburgs Dagblad Ijskoepel: Veel Limburgse inbreng http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
18-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad Bouwen van grootste ijskoepel afgerond http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
18-1-2014 NRC Handelsblad De grootste iglo van de wereld http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
20-1-2014 Dagblad de Limburger Lang leve de vorstintrede http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
20-1-2014 AD Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste iglo ooit Netherlands
20-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad Iedereen wil kijkje nemen in ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
20-1-2014 Reformatorisch Dagblad Bouw mega-iglo voltooid http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
21-1-2014 Volkskrant Ijs met zaagsel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
1If possible we provide a digital copy of the published article along with this report. If not, we provide here a link to the LexisNexis database
where the complete text of the article can be found (without lay out). Every employee of TU/e has access to this database.

ONLINE
Date Source Title Link Country
7-11-2013 ED.nl Tue studenten bouwen gigantische ijskoepel http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/tu-e-studenten-bouwen-gigantische-ijskoepel-1.4085954Netherlands
30-11-2013 ED.nl Studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/studenten-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-1.4120106Netherlands
30-11-2013 ED.nl TU Eindhoven wil mega ijskoepel bouwen http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/tu-eindhoven-wil-mega-ijskoepel-bouwen-1.4120148Netherlands
30-11-2013 Telegraaf.nl Grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22101306/__grootste_ijskoepel_ooit__.htmlNetherlands
25-12-2013 Scientias Nederlanders gaan grootste ijskoepel ter wereld bouwen http://www.scientias.nl/nederlanders-gaan-grootste-ijskoepel-ter-wereld-bouwen/95519Netherlands
27-12-2013 ED.nl Student uit Goirle bouwt mee aan grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/student-uit-goirle-bouwt-mee-aan-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-1.4154077Netherlands
27-12-2013 Volkskrant.nl Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.volkskrant.nl/vNetherlands
28-12-2013 NOS De vezels maken het ijs sterker http://nos.nl/audio/591106-de-vezels-maken-het-ijs-sterker.htmlNetherlands28-12-2013 NOS De vezels maken het ijs sterker http://nos.nl/audio/591106-de-vezels-maken-het-ijs-sterker.htmlNetherlands
28-12-2013 AD Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.ad.nl/ad/nl/101Netherlands
28-12-2013 Volkskrant Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.volkskrant.nl/vNetherlands
28-12-2013 Parool Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.parool.nl/parooNetherlands
28-12-2013 Trouw Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.trouw.nl/tr/nl/Netherlands
28-12-2013 De Redactie Nederlanders bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/wetenschap/131227_IJskoepelFinland?mode=atomNetherlands
28-12-2013 BN de Stem Student uit Goirle bouwt mee aan grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.bndestem.nl/regio/brabant/student-uit-goirle-bouwt-mee-aan-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-1.4154077Netherlands
28-12-2013 Brabants Dagblad Student uit Goirle bouwt mee aan grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.bd.nl/regio/tilburg-en-omgeving/goirle/student-uit-goirle-bouwt-mee-aan-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-1.4154077Netherlands
28-12-2013 NOS Studenten bouwen giga-ijskoepel http://nos.nl/artikel/591053-studenten-bouwen-gigaijskoepel.htmlNetherlands
28-12-2013 Jeugdjournaal Studenten bouwen mega-iglo http://jeugdjournaal.nl/item/591145-studenten-bouwen-megaiglo.htmlNetherlands
28-12-2013 NOS Studenten gaan mega-iglo bouwen http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/591151-studenten-gaan-megaiglo-bouwen.htmlNetherlands
28-12-2013 Eindhoven Nieuws Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://eindhoven.nieuws.nl/nieuws/20131227/Eindhovense-studenten-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ter-wereldNetherlands
3-1-2014 ED.nl Warmste winter in 146 jaar in Finland ontregelt ijskoepel TU Eindhoven http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/warmste-winter-in-146-jaar-in-finland-ontregelt-ijskoepel-tu-eindhoven-1.4161989Netherlands
3-1-2014 ED.nl Redactie brengt weblog over ijskoepel TU Eindhoven in Finland http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/redactie-brengt-weblog-over-ijskoepel-tu-eindhoven-in-finland-1.4161837Netherlands
4-1-2014 Studio040.nl Warm weer spelbreker bij bouw ijskoepel Finland http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/21751-warm-weer-spelbreker-bij-bouw-ijskoepel-finland.htmlNetherlands
6-1-2014 Omroepbrabant.nl Finland te warm voor bouw grootste iglo ter wereld door studenten TU Eindhovenhttp://www.omroepbrabanNetherlands
8-1-2014 Bouwwereld.nl Te warm voor ijskoepel http://bouwwereld.nl/nieuws/te-warm-voor-ijskoepel/Netherlands
9-1-2014 ED.nl Eindelijk vorst in Finland http://www.ed.nl/algemeenNetherlands
9-1-2014 Technisch Weekblad.nl TU/e bouwt grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.technischweekblad.nl/tu-e-bouwt-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.352349.lynkxNetherlands
9-1-2014 Brabants Dagblad Eindelijk vorst in Finland http://www.bd.nl/algemeenNetherlands
11-1-2014 Omroepbrabant.nl In 7 foto's bouw van grootste iglo ter wereld http://www.omroepbrabanNetherlands
11-1-2014 Brabants Dagblad Wereldrecord Iglo bouwen http://www.bd.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/wereldrecord-iglo-bouwen-weblog-over-ijskoepel-tu-eindhoven-in-finland-1.4161837Netherlands
13-1-2014 Eindhoven Dichtbij Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.dichtbij.nl/eindhoven/regio/artikel/3327287/bouw-s-werelds-grootste-ijskoepel-op-schema.aspxNetherlands
13-1-2014 Telegraaf.nl Ijskoepel op schema http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22206341/___ijskoepel__bouw_op_schema__.htmlNetherlands
13-1-2014 My Jour Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema https://myjour.com/a/mijn.Netherlands13-1-2014 My Jour Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema https://myjour.com/a/mijn.Netherlands
13-1-2014 AD.nl Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.ad.nl/ad/nl/1012/Nederland/article/detail/3576712/2014/01/13/Bouw-grootste-ijskoepel-op-schema.dhtmlNetherlands
13-1-2014 Volkskrant.nl Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.volkskrant.nl/vk/nl/2686/Binnenland/article/detail/3576712/2014/01/13/Bouw-grootste-ijskoepel-op-schema.dhtmlNetherlands
13-1-2014 Parool.nl Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.parool.nl/parool/nl/225/BUITENLAND/article/detail/3576712/2014/01/13/Bouw-grootste-ijskoepel-op-schema.dhtmlNetherlands
13-1-2014 Trouw.nl Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.trouw.nl/tr/nl/Netherlands
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Overview of media attention
Subject: Ice Dome Finland

RADIO/TV
Date Channel Program Link Country
5-12-2014 Omroep Brabant Onder ons http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZil4M22z5oNetherlands
27-12-2103 Radio 1 NOS Radio 1 Journaal http://nos.nl/audio/591106-de-vezels-maken-het-ijs-sterker.htmlNetherlands
27-12-2013 Radio 2 Nieuwsbulletin 12:00 (vanaf 1:28) http://content50c1a.omroeNetherlands
30-12-2013 BNR Nieuwsradio BNR Ochtendspits http://www.bnr.nl/?service=player&type=archief&fragment=20131230073818300Netherlands
6-1-2014 Nederland 1 Vandaag de dag http://www.omroepwnl.nl/video/detail/vandaag-de-dag-6-januari__60114Netherlands
10-1-2014 Nederland 1 NOS Journaal 10:00 (vanaf 5:35) http://www.uitzendinggemist.nl/afleveringen/1388879Netherlands
10-1-2014 Radio 1 NOS Radio 1 Journaal http://nos.nl/audio/595626-eindhovense-studenten-bouwen-megaijskoepel-in-finland.html Netherlands
16-1-2014 Studio 040 Nieuws http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/21905-grote-problemen-voor-ijskoepelbouwers-tue.htmlNetherlands
17-1-2014 Radio 2 Knooppunt Kranenbarg http://knooppuntkranenbarg.ncrv.nl/ncrvgemist/17-1-2014/knooppunt-kranenbargNetherlands
17-1-2014 Nederland 3 NOS op 3 http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/598889-oerhollandse-iglo-is-de-grootste-ter-wereld.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Nederland 1 NOS Journaal (Vanaf 05:38 uur in 18:00 uur uitzending) http://www.uitzendinggemist.nl/afleveringen/1390718Netherlands
18-1-2014 Nederland 1 NOS Journaal (het nieuws in 60 seconden) http://nos.nl/video/599031-het-nieuws-in-60-seconden-1030-uur.htmlNetherlands18-1-2014 Nederland 1 NOS Journaal (het nieuws in 60 seconden) http://nos.nl/video/599031-het-nieuws-in-60-seconden-1030-uur.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 SBS6 Hart van Nederland (vanaf 13:59) http://www.hartvannederland.nl/archief/2014/late-editie-van-18-januari-2014/Netherlands
18-1-2014 Nederland 3 Jeugdjournaal http://jeugdjournaal.nl/uitzending/avond/2014-01-18Netherlands
20-1-2014 RTL 4 Editie NL (na 1:33) http://www.rtlxl.nl/#!/editie-nl-216694/0f94b709-e54a-40dc-add8-05a4bd27d262Netherlands
22-1-2014 Omroep Brabant Onder ons http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0jptwDgF-wNetherlands
23-1-2014 Omroep Max Studio Max Live (Vanaf 16:34) http://www.uitzendinggemist.nl/afleveringen/1392267Netherlands
23-1-2014 Nederland 3 ZAPPLIVE (Vanaf 30:47) http://zapplive.ncrv.nl/ncrvgemist/23-1-2014/zapplive-afl-50Netherlands
28-1-2014 Studio 040 Nieuws http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/22097-huldiging-ijskoepelbouwers-tue-in-vertigo.htmlNetherlands
16-2-2014 City TV SPAM http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIx3MJIeTWQNetherlands

PRINT MEDIA
Date Title Publication title Link1 Country
28-12-2013 AD Iglo wordt 10 meter hoog http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
28-12-2013 AD / Utrechts Nieuwsblad Iglo wordt 10 meter hoog http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
28-12-2013 Dagblad van het Noorden Studenten maken in Finland hoogste iglo http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
28-12-2013 Brabants Dagblad Bouw grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
28-12-2013 Brabants Dagblad Goirlenaar bouwt ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
4-1-2014 Brabants Dagblad Warmste winter in 146 jaar, nog geen ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
4-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad TU-iglo wekt Finse spot: waar blijft vorst? Netherlands
6-1-2014 Brabants Dagblad TU-iglo wekt Finse spot: waar blijft vorst? http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
10-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad TU/e start met bouw ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
15-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad Ijskoud afstuderen http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
15-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad De sfeer is hier fantastisch http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
15-1-2014 Dagblad de Limburger Grootste ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands15-1-2014 Dagblad de Limburger Grootste ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
16-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad Tegenvaller bij bouw ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
18-1-2014 Limburgs Dagblad Ijskoepel: Veel Limburgse inbreng http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
18-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad Bouwen van grootste ijskoepel afgerond http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
18-1-2014 NRC Handelsblad De grootste iglo van de wereld http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
20-1-2014 Dagblad de Limburger Lang leve de vorstintrede http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
20-1-2014 AD Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste iglo ooit Netherlands
20-1-2014 Eindhovens Dagblad Iedereen wil kijkje nemen in ijskoepel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
20-1-2014 Reformatorisch Dagblad Bouw mega-iglo voltooid http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
21-1-2014 Volkskrant Ijs met zaagsel http://www6.lexisnexis.comNetherlands
1If possible we provide a digital copy of the published article along with this report. If not, we provide here a link to the LexisNexis database
where the complete text of the article can be found (without lay out). Every employee of TU/e has access to this database.

ONLINE
Date Source Title Link Country
7-11-2013 ED.nl Tue studenten bouwen gigantische ijskoepel http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/tu-e-studenten-bouwen-gigantische-ijskoepel-1.4085954Netherlands
30-11-2013 ED.nl Studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/studenten-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-1.4120106Netherlands
30-11-2013 ED.nl TU Eindhoven wil mega ijskoepel bouwen http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/tu-eindhoven-wil-mega-ijskoepel-bouwen-1.4120148Netherlands
30-11-2013 Telegraaf.nl Grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22101306/__grootste_ijskoepel_ooit__.htmlNetherlands
25-12-2013 Scientias Nederlanders gaan grootste ijskoepel ter wereld bouwen http://www.scientias.nl/nederlanders-gaan-grootste-ijskoepel-ter-wereld-bouwen/95519Netherlands
27-12-2013 ED.nl Student uit Goirle bouwt mee aan grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/student-uit-goirle-bouwt-mee-aan-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-1.4154077Netherlands
27-12-2013 Volkskrant.nl Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.volkskrant.nl/vNetherlands
28-12-2013 NOS De vezels maken het ijs sterker http://nos.nl/audio/591106-de-vezels-maken-het-ijs-sterker.htmlNetherlands28-12-2013 NOS De vezels maken het ijs sterker http://nos.nl/audio/591106-de-vezels-maken-het-ijs-sterker.htmlNetherlands
28-12-2013 AD Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.ad.nl/ad/nl/101Netherlands
28-12-2013 Volkskrant Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.volkskrant.nl/vNetherlands
28-12-2013 Parool Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.parool.nl/parooNetherlands
28-12-2013 Trouw Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.trouw.nl/tr/nl/Netherlands
28-12-2013 De Redactie Nederlanders bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/wetenschap/131227_IJskoepelFinland?mode=atomNetherlands
28-12-2013 BN de Stem Student uit Goirle bouwt mee aan grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.bndestem.nl/regio/brabant/student-uit-goirle-bouwt-mee-aan-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-1.4154077Netherlands
28-12-2013 Brabants Dagblad Student uit Goirle bouwt mee aan grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.bd.nl/regio/tilburg-en-omgeving/goirle/student-uit-goirle-bouwt-mee-aan-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-1.4154077Netherlands
28-12-2013 NOS Studenten bouwen giga-ijskoepel http://nos.nl/artikel/591053-studenten-bouwen-gigaijskoepel.htmlNetherlands
28-12-2013 Jeugdjournaal Studenten bouwen mega-iglo http://jeugdjournaal.nl/item/591145-studenten-bouwen-megaiglo.htmlNetherlands
28-12-2013 NOS Studenten gaan mega-iglo bouwen http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/591151-studenten-gaan-megaiglo-bouwen.htmlNetherlands
28-12-2013 Eindhoven Nieuws Eindhovense studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://eindhoven.nieuws.nl/nieuws/20131227/Eindhovense-studenten-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ter-wereldNetherlands
3-1-2014 ED.nl Warmste winter in 146 jaar in Finland ontregelt ijskoepel TU Eindhoven http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/warmste-winter-in-146-jaar-in-finland-ontregelt-ijskoepel-tu-eindhoven-1.4161989Netherlands
3-1-2014 ED.nl Redactie brengt weblog over ijskoepel TU Eindhoven in Finland http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/redactie-brengt-weblog-over-ijskoepel-tu-eindhoven-in-finland-1.4161837Netherlands
4-1-2014 Studio040.nl Warm weer spelbreker bij bouw ijskoepel Finland http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/21751-warm-weer-spelbreker-bij-bouw-ijskoepel-finland.htmlNetherlands
6-1-2014 Omroepbrabant.nl Finland te warm voor bouw grootste iglo ter wereld door studenten TU Eindhovenhttp://www.omroepbrabanNetherlands
8-1-2014 Bouwwereld.nl Te warm voor ijskoepel http://bouwwereld.nl/nieuws/te-warm-voor-ijskoepel/Netherlands
9-1-2014 ED.nl Eindelijk vorst in Finland http://www.ed.nl/algemeenNetherlands
9-1-2014 Technisch Weekblad.nl TU/e bouwt grootste ijskoepel ooit http://www.technischweekblad.nl/tu-e-bouwt-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.352349.lynkxNetherlands
9-1-2014 Brabants Dagblad Eindelijk vorst in Finland http://www.bd.nl/algemeenNetherlands
11-1-2014 Omroepbrabant.nl In 7 foto's bouw van grootste iglo ter wereld http://www.omroepbrabanNetherlands
11-1-2014 Brabants Dagblad Wereldrecord Iglo bouwen http://www.bd.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/wereldrecord-iglo-bouwen-weblog-over-ijskoepel-tu-eindhoven-in-finland-1.4161837Netherlands
13-1-2014 Eindhoven Dichtbij Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.dichtbij.nl/eindhoven/regio/artikel/3327287/bouw-s-werelds-grootste-ijskoepel-op-schema.aspxNetherlands
13-1-2014 Telegraaf.nl Ijskoepel op schema http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22206341/___ijskoepel__bouw_op_schema__.htmlNetherlands
13-1-2014 My Jour Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema https://myjour.com/a/mijn.Netherlands13-1-2014 My Jour Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema https://myjour.com/a/mijn.Netherlands
13-1-2014 AD.nl Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.ad.nl/ad/nl/1012/Nederland/article/detail/3576712/2014/01/13/Bouw-grootste-ijskoepel-op-schema.dhtmlNetherlands
13-1-2014 Volkskrant.nl Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.volkskrant.nl/vk/nl/2686/Binnenland/article/detail/3576712/2014/01/13/Bouw-grootste-ijskoepel-op-schema.dhtmlNetherlands
13-1-2014 Parool.nl Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.parool.nl/parool/nl/225/BUITENLAND/article/detail/3576712/2014/01/13/Bouw-grootste-ijskoepel-op-schema.dhtmlNetherlands
13-1-2014 Trouw.nl Bouw 's werelds grootste ijskoepel op schema http://www.trouw.nl/tr/nl/Netherlands
18-1-2014 Utrechtjournaal.nl Studenten voltooien ijskoepel http://www.utrechtjournaal.nl/toon_item.php?id=261630Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Alphen.cc http://www.alphen.cc/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar BN/De Stem http://www.bndestem.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Culemborgse Courant http://www.culemborgsecourant.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Dagblad De Limburger http://www.limburger.nl/article/20140117/ANPNIEUWS01/301179874/1030#Grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Dagblad van het Noorden http://www.dvhn.nl/nieuws/nederland/article10845953.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Gelderlander http://www.gelderlander.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Gooi- en Eemlander http://www.gooieneemlander.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Stad Gorinchem http://www.destadgorinchem.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Stentor http://www.destentor.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Telegraaf http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22221158/__Grootste_ijskoepel_ooit__.html?cid=rssNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Telegraaf http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22221158/__Grootste_ijskoepel_ooit__.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Weekkrant http://www.deweekkrant.nl/artikel/2014/januari/17/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Eindhovens Dagblad http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Fok! http://frontpage.fok.nl/nieuws/634550/1/1/50/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Het Leidsch Dagblad http://www.leidschdagblad.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Het Leidsch Dagblad http://www.leidschdagblad.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Hoog en Laag http://www.hoogenlaag.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar IJmuider Courant http://www.ijmuidercourant.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Leeuwarder Courant http://www.lc.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article16552003.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Metro http://www.metronieuws.nl/nieuws/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar/xlknaq!7jgUVkHAaiESLp3fu05pxQ/Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar MSN.nl http://nieuws.nl.msn.com/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Myjour https://myjour.com/a/mijn.nieuws/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-klaar/?utm_campaign=Share&utm_medium=feed&utm_source=Myjour+FeedNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Noordhollands Dagblad http://www.noordhollandsdagblad.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Noordhollands Dagblad http://www.noordhollandsdagblad.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar PZC - Provinciale Zeeuwse Courant http://www.pzc.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar TC/Tubantia http://www.tubantia.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Veenendaalse Krant http://www.veenendaalsekrant.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ter wereld klaar NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/artikel/598963-grootste-ijskoepel-ter-wereld-klaar.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Ijskoepelbouwers TU/e denken deadline te gaan halen Studio 040 http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/21930-ijskoepelbouwers-tue-denken-deadline-te-gaan-halen.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 JUUKA/EINDHOVEN (ANP) - Studenten van de TU Eindhoven hebben in Finland de...Ede stad http://www.edestad.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 NOS op 3 Wekdienst 17 januari NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/598499-nos-op-3-wekdienst-17-januari.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Oer-Hollandse iglo is de grootste ter wereld NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/598889-oerhollandse-iglo-is-de-grootste-ter-wereld.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Record: grootste iglo ooit van TU/e in Finse Juuka is klaar - Foto's Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/205383872/Record+grootste+iglo+ooit+van+TU+e+in+Finse+Juuka+is+klaar+-+Fotos.aspxNetherlands
18-1-2014 Record: grootste iglo ooit van TU/e in Finse Juuka is klaar Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/205383872/Record+grootste+iglo+ooit+van+TU+e+in+Finse+Juuka+is+klaar+-+Fotos.aspxNetherlands
18-1-2014 Recordkoepel van ijs met zaagsel De Architect http://www.dearchitect.nl/nieuws/2014/01/17/recordkoepel-van-ijs-met-zaagsel.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven ronden grootste ijskoepel ooit af NU.nl http://www.nu.nl/wetenschap/3678504/studenten-tu-eindhoven-ronden-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-af.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven ronden grootste ijskoepel ooit af NU.nl Mobiel http://mobiel.nu.nl/wetenschap/3678504/studenten-tu-eindhoven-ronden-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-af.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit Algemeen Dagblad http://www.ad.nl/ad/nl/1012/Nederland/article/detail/3579377/2014/01/18/TU-studenten-voltooien-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.dhtmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit De Volkskrant http://www.volkskrant.nl/vNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit Het Parool http://www.parool.nl/parooNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit KPN Vandaag http://www.kpnvandaag.nl/index.jspNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit Trouw http://www.trouw.nl/tr/nl/4492/Nederland/article/detail/3579377/2014/01/18/TU-studenten-voltooien-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.dhtmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 WEBLOG IJSKOEPEL #16 - IJskoud afstuderen Eindhovens Dagblad http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/weblog-ijskoepel-16-ijskoud-afstuderen-1.4181142Netherlands
18-1-2014 WEBLOG IJSKOEPEL #17 - Ice-Queen Eindhovens Dagblad http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/weblog-ijskoepel-17-ice-queen-1.4181149Netherlands
19-1-2014 Eindhovense ijskoepel in Finland voltooid Finlandsite http://finlandsite.nl/finlandsite/finland/cms/news.php?extend.14002Netherlands
19-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Telegraaf http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22221158/__Grootste_ijskoepel_ooit__.html?cid=rssNetherlands
19-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Reformatorisch Dagblad http://www.refdag.nl/nieuws/anp/binnenland/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_1_798894?localLinksEnabled=falseNetherlands19-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Reformatorisch Dagblad http://www.refdag.nl/nieuws/anp/binnenland/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_1_798894?localLinksEnabled=falseNetherlands
19-1-2014 Havenbedrijf onderzoekt invloed wind bij Wilhelminapier De Binnenvaartkrant http://www.binnenvaartkrant.nl/2/artikel.php?artikel_id=5463Netherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlanders bouwen grootste iglo NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/artikel/598963-nederlanders-bouwen-grootste-iglo.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlanders bouwen mega-ijskoepel Hart van Nederland http://www.hartvannederland.nl/nederland/noord-brabant/2014/nederlanders-bouwen-mega-ijskoepel/Netherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo ooit Het Nieuwsblad http://www.nieuwsblad.be/article/detail.aspx?articleid=dmf20140118_00935241Netherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo NOS Audio & Video http://nos.nl/video/599033-nederlandse-studenten-bouwen-grootste-iglo.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/video/599033-nederlandse-studenten-bouwen-grootste-iglo.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen mega-iglo in Finland De Morgen http://www.demorgen.be/dNetherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen mega-iglo in Finland Het Laatste Nieuws http://www.hln.be/hln/nl/1Netherlands
19-1-2014 Record: grootste iglo ooit van TU/e in Finse Juuka is klaar - Foto's Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/205383872/Record+grootste+iglo+ooit+van+TU+e+in+Finse+Juuka+is+klaar+-+Fotos.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Record: grootste iglo ooit van TU/e in Finse Juuka is klaar - Foto's Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/205383872/Record+grootste+iglo+ooit+van+TU+e+in+Finse+Juuka+is+klaar+-+Fotos.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Robots gaan zelf kennis en ervaring delen IT-Infra http://www.it-infra.nl/IT-Infra/Nieuws/2014/Robots_gaan_zelf_kennis_en_ervaring_delen.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld De Redactie http://www.deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/buitenland/140118_IJskoepel_Finland?mode=atomNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten maken grootste iglo ter wereld Hart van Nederland http://www.hartvannederland.nl/nederland/noord-brabant/2014/studenten-maken-grootste-iglo-ter-wereld/Netherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven testen eerst met kleine ijskoepel NOS Audio & Video http://nos.nl/video/598974-studenten-tu-eindhoven-testen-eerst-met-kleine-ijskoepel.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven testen eerst met kleine ijskoepel NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/video/598974-studenten-tu-eindhoven-testen-eerst-met-kleine-ijskoepel.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU/e bouwen grootste ijskoepel ooit Dichtbij De Peel http://www.dichtbij.nl/eindhoven/onderwijs/artikel/3337144/studenten-tue-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU/e bouwen grootste ijskoepel ooit Dichtbij Eindhoven http://www.dichtbij.nl/eindhoven/onderwijs/artikel/3337144/studenten-tue-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU/e bouwen grootste ijskoepel ooit Over Eindhoven http://dichtbij.nl/eindhoven/onderwijs/artikel/3337144/studenten-tue-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU/e voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit Studio 040 http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/21939-studenten-tue-voltooien-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten van de Technische Universiteit (TU) Eindhoven hebben in Finland de...De Standaard http://www.standaard.be/cnt/dmf20140118_00935242Netherlands
19-1-2014 Van een koude kermis thuis? Arbeidsmarkt http://arbeidsmarkt.com/techniek/nieuws/84183/van-een-koude-kermis-thuis/Netherlands
20-1-2014 Recordkoepel van ijs met zaagsel Cobouw http://www.cobouw.nl/nieuws-kort/algemeen/2014/01/16/recordkoepel-uit-ijs-met-zaagselNetherlands
19-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ter wereld voltooid Architectenweb http://www.architectenweb.nl/aweb/redactie/redactie_detail.asp?iNID=33912Netherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven ronden grootste ijskoepel ooit af Nu.nl (voorpagina) http://www.nu.nl/wetenschap/3678504/studenten-tu-eindhoven-ronden-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-af.htmlNetherlands
20-1-2014 Studenten TU/e bouwden record-iglo BN/De Stem http://www.bndestem.nl/regio/brabant/studenten-tu-e-bouwen-record-iglo-1.4183416Netherlands
21-1-2014 Heldenstatus in Finland voor TU/e-studenten na bouw grootste ijsdome Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/2054951083/Heldenstatus+in+Finland+voor+TU+e-studenten+na+bouw+grootste+ijsdome.aspxNetherlands
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18-1-2014 Utrechtjournaal.nl Studenten voltooien ijskoepel http://www.utrechtjournaal.nl/toon_item.php?id=261630Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Alphen.cc http://www.alphen.cc/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar BN/De Stem http://www.bndestem.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Culemborgse Courant http://www.culemborgsecourant.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Dagblad De Limburger http://www.limburger.nl/article/20140117/ANPNIEUWS01/301179874/1030#Grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Dagblad van het Noorden http://www.dvhn.nl/nieuws/nederland/article10845953.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Gelderlander http://www.gelderlander.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Gooi- en Eemlander http://www.gooieneemlander.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Stad Gorinchem http://www.destadgorinchem.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Stentor http://www.destentor.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Telegraaf http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22221158/__Grootste_ijskoepel_ooit__.html?cid=rssNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Telegraaf http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22221158/__Grootste_ijskoepel_ooit__.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Weekkrant http://www.deweekkrant.nl/artikel/2014/januari/17/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Eindhovens Dagblad http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Fok! http://frontpage.fok.nl/nieuws/634550/1/1/50/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Het Leidsch Dagblad http://www.leidschdagblad.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Het Leidsch Dagblad http://www.leidschdagblad.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Hoog en Laag http://www.hoogenlaag.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar IJmuider Courant http://www.ijmuidercourant.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Leeuwarder Courant http://www.lc.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article16552003.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Metro http://www.metronieuws.nl/nieuws/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar/xlknaq!7jgUVkHAaiESLp3fu05pxQ/Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar MSN.nl http://nieuws.nl.msn.com/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Myjour https://myjour.com/a/mijn.nieuws/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-klaar/?utm_campaign=Share&utm_medium=feed&utm_source=Myjour+FeedNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Noordhollands Dagblad http://www.noordhollandsdagblad.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Noordhollands Dagblad http://www.noordhollandsdagblad.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar PZC - Provinciale Zeeuwse Courant http://www.pzc.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar TC/Tubantia http://www.tubantia.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Veenendaalse Krant http://www.veenendaalsekrant.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ter wereld klaar NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/artikel/598963-grootste-ijskoepel-ter-wereld-klaar.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Ijskoepelbouwers TU/e denken deadline te gaan halen Studio 040 http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/21930-ijskoepelbouwers-tue-denken-deadline-te-gaan-halen.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 JUUKA/EINDHOVEN (ANP) - Studenten van de TU Eindhoven hebben in Finland de...Ede stad http://www.edestad.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 NOS op 3 Wekdienst 17 januari NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/598499-nos-op-3-wekdienst-17-januari.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Oer-Hollandse iglo is de grootste ter wereld NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/598889-oerhollandse-iglo-is-de-grootste-ter-wereld.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Record: grootste iglo ooit van TU/e in Finse Juuka is klaar - Foto's Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/205383872/Record+grootste+iglo+ooit+van+TU+e+in+Finse+Juuka+is+klaar+-+Fotos.aspxNetherlands
18-1-2014 Record: grootste iglo ooit van TU/e in Finse Juuka is klaar Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/205383872/Record+grootste+iglo+ooit+van+TU+e+in+Finse+Juuka+is+klaar+-+Fotos.aspxNetherlands
18-1-2014 Recordkoepel van ijs met zaagsel De Architect http://www.dearchitect.nl/nieuws/2014/01/17/recordkoepel-van-ijs-met-zaagsel.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven ronden grootste ijskoepel ooit af NU.nl http://www.nu.nl/wetenschap/3678504/studenten-tu-eindhoven-ronden-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-af.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven ronden grootste ijskoepel ooit af NU.nl Mobiel http://mobiel.nu.nl/wetenschap/3678504/studenten-tu-eindhoven-ronden-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-af.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit Algemeen Dagblad http://www.ad.nl/ad/nl/1012/Nederland/article/detail/3579377/2014/01/18/TU-studenten-voltooien-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.dhtmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit De Volkskrant http://www.volkskrant.nl/vNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit Het Parool http://www.parool.nl/parooNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit KPN Vandaag http://www.kpnvandaag.nl/index.jspNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit Trouw http://www.trouw.nl/tr/nl/4492/Nederland/article/detail/3579377/2014/01/18/TU-studenten-voltooien-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.dhtmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 WEBLOG IJSKOEPEL #16 - IJskoud afstuderen Eindhovens Dagblad http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/weblog-ijskoepel-16-ijskoud-afstuderen-1.4181142Netherlands
18-1-2014 WEBLOG IJSKOEPEL #17 - Ice-Queen Eindhovens Dagblad http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/weblog-ijskoepel-17-ice-queen-1.4181149Netherlands
19-1-2014 Eindhovense ijskoepel in Finland voltooid Finlandsite http://finlandsite.nl/finlandsite/finland/cms/news.php?extend.14002Netherlands
19-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Telegraaf http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22221158/__Grootste_ijskoepel_ooit__.html?cid=rssNetherlands
19-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Reformatorisch Dagblad http://www.refdag.nl/nieuws/anp/binnenland/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_1_798894?localLinksEnabled=falseNetherlands19-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Reformatorisch Dagblad http://www.refdag.nl/nieuws/anp/binnenland/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_1_798894?localLinksEnabled=falseNetherlands
19-1-2014 Havenbedrijf onderzoekt invloed wind bij Wilhelminapier De Binnenvaartkrant http://www.binnenvaartkrant.nl/2/artikel.php?artikel_id=5463Netherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlanders bouwen grootste iglo NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/artikel/598963-nederlanders-bouwen-grootste-iglo.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlanders bouwen mega-ijskoepel Hart van Nederland http://www.hartvannederland.nl/nederland/noord-brabant/2014/nederlanders-bouwen-mega-ijskoepel/Netherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo ooit Het Nieuwsblad http://www.nieuwsblad.be/article/detail.aspx?articleid=dmf20140118_00935241Netherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo NOS Audio & Video http://nos.nl/video/599033-nederlandse-studenten-bouwen-grootste-iglo.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/video/599033-nederlandse-studenten-bouwen-grootste-iglo.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen mega-iglo in Finland De Morgen http://www.demorgen.be/dNetherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen mega-iglo in Finland Het Laatste Nieuws http://www.hln.be/hln/nl/1Netherlands
19-1-2014 Record: grootste iglo ooit van TU/e in Finse Juuka is klaar - Foto's Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/205383872/Record+grootste+iglo+ooit+van+TU+e+in+Finse+Juuka+is+klaar+-+Fotos.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Record: grootste iglo ooit van TU/e in Finse Juuka is klaar - Foto's Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/205383872/Record+grootste+iglo+ooit+van+TU+e+in+Finse+Juuka+is+klaar+-+Fotos.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Robots gaan zelf kennis en ervaring delen IT-Infra http://www.it-infra.nl/IT-Infra/Nieuws/2014/Robots_gaan_zelf_kennis_en_ervaring_delen.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld De Redactie http://www.deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/buitenland/140118_IJskoepel_Finland?mode=atomNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten maken grootste iglo ter wereld Hart van Nederland http://www.hartvannederland.nl/nederland/noord-brabant/2014/studenten-maken-grootste-iglo-ter-wereld/Netherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven testen eerst met kleine ijskoepel NOS Audio & Video http://nos.nl/video/598974-studenten-tu-eindhoven-testen-eerst-met-kleine-ijskoepel.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven testen eerst met kleine ijskoepel NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/video/598974-studenten-tu-eindhoven-testen-eerst-met-kleine-ijskoepel.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU/e bouwen grootste ijskoepel ooit Dichtbij De Peel http://www.dichtbij.nl/eindhoven/onderwijs/artikel/3337144/studenten-tue-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU/e bouwen grootste ijskoepel ooit Dichtbij Eindhoven http://www.dichtbij.nl/eindhoven/onderwijs/artikel/3337144/studenten-tue-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU/e bouwen grootste ijskoepel ooit Over Eindhoven http://dichtbij.nl/eindhoven/onderwijs/artikel/3337144/studenten-tue-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU/e voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit Studio 040 http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/21939-studenten-tue-voltooien-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten van de Technische Universiteit (TU) Eindhoven hebben in Finland de...De Standaard http://www.standaard.be/cnt/dmf20140118_00935242Netherlands
19-1-2014 Van een koude kermis thuis? Arbeidsmarkt http://arbeidsmarkt.com/techniek/nieuws/84183/van-een-koude-kermis-thuis/Netherlands
20-1-2014 Recordkoepel van ijs met zaagsel Cobouw http://www.cobouw.nl/nieuws-kort/algemeen/2014/01/16/recordkoepel-uit-ijs-met-zaagselNetherlands
19-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ter wereld voltooid Architectenweb http://www.architectenweb.nl/aweb/redactie/redactie_detail.asp?iNID=33912Netherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven ronden grootste ijskoepel ooit af Nu.nl (voorpagina) http://www.nu.nl/wetenschap/3678504/studenten-tu-eindhoven-ronden-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-af.htmlNetherlands
20-1-2014 Studenten TU/e bouwden record-iglo BN/De Stem http://www.bndestem.nl/regio/brabant/studenten-tu-e-bouwen-record-iglo-1.4183416Netherlands
21-1-2014 Heldenstatus in Finland voor TU/e-studenten na bouw grootste ijsdome Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/2054951083/Heldenstatus+in+Finland+voor+TU+e-studenten+na+bouw+grootste+ijsdome.aspxNetherlands
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18-1-2014 Utrechtjournaal.nl Studenten voltooien ijskoepel http://www.utrechtjournaal.nl/toon_item.php?id=261630Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Alphen.cc http://www.alphen.cc/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar BN/De Stem http://www.bndestem.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Culemborgse Courant http://www.culemborgsecourant.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Dagblad De Limburger http://www.limburger.nl/article/20140117/ANPNIEUWS01/301179874/1030#Grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Dagblad van het Noorden http://www.dvhn.nl/nieuws/nederland/article10845953.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Gelderlander http://www.gelderlander.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Gooi- en Eemlander http://www.gooieneemlander.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Stad Gorinchem http://www.destadgorinchem.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Stentor http://www.destentor.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Telegraaf http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22221158/__Grootste_ijskoepel_ooit__.html?cid=rssNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Telegraaf http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22221158/__Grootste_ijskoepel_ooit__.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Weekkrant http://www.deweekkrant.nl/artikel/2014/januari/17/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Eindhovens Dagblad http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Fok! http://frontpage.fok.nl/nieuws/634550/1/1/50/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Het Leidsch Dagblad http://www.leidschdagblad.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Het Leidsch Dagblad http://www.leidschdagblad.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Hoog en Laag http://www.hoogenlaag.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar IJmuider Courant http://www.ijmuidercourant.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Leeuwarder Courant http://www.lc.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article16552003.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Metro http://www.metronieuws.nl/nieuws/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar/xlknaq!7jgUVkHAaiESLp3fu05pxQ/Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar MSN.nl http://nieuws.nl.msn.com/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Myjour https://myjour.com/a/mijn.nieuws/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-klaar/?utm_campaign=Share&utm_medium=feed&utm_source=Myjour+FeedNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Noordhollands Dagblad http://www.noordhollandsdagblad.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Noordhollands Dagblad http://www.noordhollandsdagblad.nl/algemeen/binnenland/article26562133.ece/Grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaarNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar PZC - Provinciale Zeeuwse Courant http://www.pzc.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar TC/Tubantia http://www.tubantia.nl/algemeen/binnenland/grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-is-klaar-1.4181122Netherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Veenendaalse Krant http://www.veenendaalsekrant.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ter wereld klaar NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/artikel/598963-grootste-ijskoepel-ter-wereld-klaar.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Ijskoepelbouwers TU/e denken deadline te gaan halen Studio 040 http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/21930-ijskoepelbouwers-tue-denken-deadline-te-gaan-halen.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 JUUKA/EINDHOVEN (ANP) - Studenten van de TU Eindhoven hebben in Finland de...Ede stad http://www.edestad.nl/_incs/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_2818813.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 NOS op 3 Wekdienst 17 januari NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/598499-nos-op-3-wekdienst-17-januari.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Oer-Hollandse iglo is de grootste ter wereld NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/op3/artikel/598889-oerhollandse-iglo-is-de-grootste-ter-wereld.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Record: grootste iglo ooit van TU/e in Finse Juuka is klaar - Foto's Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/205383872/Record+grootste+iglo+ooit+van+TU+e+in+Finse+Juuka+is+klaar+-+Fotos.aspxNetherlands
18-1-2014 Record: grootste iglo ooit van TU/e in Finse Juuka is klaar Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/205383872/Record+grootste+iglo+ooit+van+TU+e+in+Finse+Juuka+is+klaar+-+Fotos.aspxNetherlands
18-1-2014 Recordkoepel van ijs met zaagsel De Architect http://www.dearchitect.nl/nieuws/2014/01/17/recordkoepel-van-ijs-met-zaagsel.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven ronden grootste ijskoepel ooit af NU.nl http://www.nu.nl/wetenschap/3678504/studenten-tu-eindhoven-ronden-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-af.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven ronden grootste ijskoepel ooit af NU.nl Mobiel http://mobiel.nu.nl/wetenschap/3678504/studenten-tu-eindhoven-ronden-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-af.htmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit Algemeen Dagblad http://www.ad.nl/ad/nl/1012/Nederland/article/detail/3579377/2014/01/18/TU-studenten-voltooien-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.dhtmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit De Volkskrant http://www.volkskrant.nl/vNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit Het Parool http://www.parool.nl/parooNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit KPN Vandaag http://www.kpnvandaag.nl/index.jspNetherlands
18-1-2014 TU-studenten voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit Trouw http://www.trouw.nl/tr/nl/4492/Nederland/article/detail/3579377/2014/01/18/TU-studenten-voltooien-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.dhtmlNetherlands
18-1-2014 WEBLOG IJSKOEPEL #16 - IJskoud afstuderen Eindhovens Dagblad http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/weblog-ijskoepel-16-ijskoud-afstuderen-1.4181142Netherlands
18-1-2014 WEBLOG IJSKOEPEL #17 - Ice-Queen Eindhovens Dagblad http://www.ed.nl/algemeen/specials/ijskoepel/weblog-ijskoepel-17-ice-queen-1.4181149Netherlands
19-1-2014 Eindhovense ijskoepel in Finland voltooid Finlandsite http://finlandsite.nl/finlandsite/finland/cms/news.php?extend.14002Netherlands
19-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar De Telegraaf http://www.telegraaf.nl/binnenland/22221158/__Grootste_ijskoepel_ooit__.html?cid=rssNetherlands
19-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Reformatorisch Dagblad http://www.refdag.nl/nieuws/anp/binnenland/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_1_798894?localLinksEnabled=falseNetherlands19-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ooit is klaar Reformatorisch Dagblad http://www.refdag.nl/nieuws/anp/binnenland/grootste_ijskoepel_ooit_is_klaar_1_798894?localLinksEnabled=falseNetherlands
19-1-2014 Havenbedrijf onderzoekt invloed wind bij Wilhelminapier De Binnenvaartkrant http://www.binnenvaartkrant.nl/2/artikel.php?artikel_id=5463Netherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlanders bouwen grootste iglo NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/artikel/598963-nederlanders-bouwen-grootste-iglo.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlanders bouwen mega-ijskoepel Hart van Nederland http://www.hartvannederland.nl/nederland/noord-brabant/2014/nederlanders-bouwen-mega-ijskoepel/Netherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo ooit Het Nieuwsblad http://www.nieuwsblad.be/article/detail.aspx?articleid=dmf20140118_00935241Netherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo NOS Audio & Video http://nos.nl/video/599033-nederlandse-studenten-bouwen-grootste-iglo.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/video/599033-nederlandse-studenten-bouwen-grootste-iglo.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen mega-iglo in Finland De Morgen http://www.demorgen.be/dNetherlands
19-1-2014 Nederlandse studenten bouwen mega-iglo in Finland Het Laatste Nieuws http://www.hln.be/hln/nl/1Netherlands
19-1-2014 Record: grootste iglo ooit van TU/e in Finse Juuka is klaar - Foto's Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/205383872/Record+grootste+iglo+ooit+van+TU+e+in+Finse+Juuka+is+klaar+-+Fotos.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Record: grootste iglo ooit van TU/e in Finse Juuka is klaar - Foto's Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/205383872/Record+grootste+iglo+ooit+van+TU+e+in+Finse+Juuka+is+klaar+-+Fotos.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Robots gaan zelf kennis en ervaring delen IT-Infra http://www.it-infra.nl/IT-Infra/Nieuws/2014/Robots_gaan_zelf_kennis_en_ervaring_delen.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld De Redactie http://www.deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/buitenland/140118_IJskoepel_Finland?mode=atomNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten maken grootste iglo ter wereld Hart van Nederland http://www.hartvannederland.nl/nederland/noord-brabant/2014/studenten-maken-grootste-iglo-ter-wereld/Netherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven testen eerst met kleine ijskoepel NOS Audio & Video http://nos.nl/video/598974-studenten-tu-eindhoven-testen-eerst-met-kleine-ijskoepel.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven testen eerst met kleine ijskoepel NOS Nieuws http://nos.nl/video/598974-studenten-tu-eindhoven-testen-eerst-met-kleine-ijskoepel.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU/e bouwen grootste ijskoepel ooit Dichtbij De Peel http://www.dichtbij.nl/eindhoven/onderwijs/artikel/3337144/studenten-tue-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU/e bouwen grootste ijskoepel ooit Dichtbij Eindhoven http://www.dichtbij.nl/eindhoven/onderwijs/artikel/3337144/studenten-tue-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU/e bouwen grootste ijskoepel ooit Over Eindhoven http://dichtbij.nl/eindhoven/onderwijs/artikel/3337144/studenten-tue-bouwen-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.aspxNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU/e voltooien grootste ijskoepel ooit Studio 040 http://www.studio040.nl/nieuws/21939-studenten-tue-voltooien-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit.htmlNetherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten van de Technische Universiteit (TU) Eindhoven hebben in Finland de...De Standaard http://www.standaard.be/cnt/dmf20140118_00935242Netherlands
19-1-2014 Van een koude kermis thuis? Arbeidsmarkt http://arbeidsmarkt.com/techniek/nieuws/84183/van-een-koude-kermis-thuis/Netherlands
20-1-2014 Recordkoepel van ijs met zaagsel Cobouw http://www.cobouw.nl/nieuws-kort/algemeen/2014/01/16/recordkoepel-uit-ijs-met-zaagselNetherlands
19-1-2014 Grootste ijskoepel ter wereld voltooid Architectenweb http://www.architectenweb.nl/aweb/redactie/redactie_detail.asp?iNID=33912Netherlands
19-1-2014 Studenten TU Eindhoven ronden grootste ijskoepel ooit af Nu.nl (voorpagina) http://www.nu.nl/wetenschap/3678504/studenten-tu-eindhoven-ronden-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-af.htmlNetherlands
20-1-2014 Studenten TU/e bouwden record-iglo BN/De Stem http://www.bndestem.nl/regio/brabant/studenten-tu-e-bouwen-record-iglo-1.4183416Netherlands
21-1-2014 Heldenstatus in Finland voor TU/e-studenten na bouw grootste ijsdome Omroep Brabant http://www.omroepbrabant.nl/?news/2054951083/Heldenstatus+in+Finland+voor+TU+e-studenten+na+bouw+grootste+ijsdome.aspxNetherlands
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Appendix 12.7.2
Press officers
Ivo Jongsma i.l.a.jongsma@tue.nl 040 247 2110 / 06 4194 2160

Barry van der Meer b.v.d.meer@tue.nl 040 247 4061 / 06 2878 3207
Charlotte van den Heuvel c.v.d.heuvel@tue.nl 040 247 8136 / 06 2878 2894

Overview of media attention
Subject:

RADIO/TV
Date Channel Program Link Country
3-1-2014 Yle Yle News 18:00 http://areena.yle.fi/tv/2126763 Finland
14-1-2014 MTV MTV Uutiset http://www.mtvkatsomo.fi/?progId=290084&itemId=69815rakennustyot-etenevat-juuassa/2753740Finland
10-2-2014 VTM VTM Nieuws http://nieuws.vtm.be/x-tra/79149-nederlanders-maken-grootste-iglo-ooitBelgium

WRITTEN / ONLINE MEDIA
Date Title Publication title Link CountryDate Title Publication title Link Country
28-10-2013 Helsingin Sanomat  Uuset omaaHollanlaisopiskelijat rakentavat 30-metrisen iglun Juukaanhttp://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/Hollantilaisopiskelijat+rakentavat+30-metrisen+iglun+Juukaan/a1382849816674Finland
28-10-2013 Yle HS: Hollantilaiset rakentavat Juukaan jättikokoisen iglunhttp://yle.fi/uutiset/hs_hollantilaiset_rakentavat_juukaan_jattikokoisen_iglun/6904040Finland
30-11-2014 Dmorgen Nederlands team wil grootste ijskoepel ooit bouwenhttp://www.demorgen.be/dm/nlBelgium
30-11-2014 Nederlands team wil grootste ijskoepel ooit bouwenhttp://www.hln.be/hln/nl/959/Bizar/article/detail/1749965/2013/11/30/Nederlands-team-wil-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-bouwen.dhtmlBelgium
25-12-2014 Natuur en Wetenschap Nederlanders gaan grootste ijskoepel ter wereld bouwen http://www.natuurenwetenschapBelgium
16-12-2013 arjalainen Maailman suurin jääkupoli rakennetaan Juukaan http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/40531-maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-rakennetaan-juukaanFinland
16-12-2013 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupoli valmis tammikuussa http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/:newsid/41588Finland
16-12-2013 Yle Maailman suurimman jääkupolin rakentaminen alkamassa http://yle.fi/uutiset/maailman_suurimman_jaakupolin_rakentaminen_alkamassa/6986923Finland
30-12-2013 Yle Miten käy maailman suurimmalle jääkupolille? http://yle.fi/uutiset/miten_kay_maailman_suurimmalle_jaakupolille/7002005Finland
2-1-2014 Yle Suuren jääkupolin rakentaminen alkaa viimein Juuassahttp://yle.fi/uutiset/suuren_jaakupolin_rakentaminen_alkaa_viimein_juuassa/7008681Finland
2-1-2014 Turun Sanomat Juuka aikoo rakentaa maailman suurimman jääkupolinhttp://www.ts.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/579354/Juuka+aikoo+rakentaa+maailman+suurimman+jaakupolinFinland
2-1-2014 arjalainen Juuassa yritetään maailmanennätystä http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/41303-juuassa-yritetaan-maailmanennatystaFinland
2-1-2014 Itä-Savo Juukaan nousee jättijääkupoli http://www.ita-savo.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/juukaan-nousee-j%C3%A4ttij%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli-92020Finland
3-1-2014 Yle Maailmanennätys vaatii rekkalastillisen käsin siivilöityä sahanpurua ja sukulaisiahttp://yle.fi/uutiset/maailmanennatys_vaatii_rekkalastillisen_kasin_siiviloitya_sahanpurua_ja_sukulaisia/7011738Finland
10-1-2014 arjalainen Maailman suurimman jääkupolin jäädytystyöt alkoivat Juuassa http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/41738-maailman-suurimman-jaakupolin-jaadytystyot-alkoivat-juuassaFinland
10-1-2014 Pohjalainen Maailman suurin jaakupoli nousemassa juukaan http://www.pohjalainen.fi/arki-ja-el%C3%A4m%C3%A4/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-nousemassa-juukaan-1.1533104Finland
10-1-2014 Victoria Media Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://victoriamedia.fi/2014/01/10/katso-livekuvaa-rakentamisesta-maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-nousemassa-juukaan/Finland
10-1-2014 Satakunnan ansa Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.satakunnankansa.fi/otimaa/1194866251472/artikkeli/maailman+suurin+jaakupoli+nousemassa+juukaan.htmlFinland10-1-2014 Satakunnan ansa Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.satakunnankansa.fi/otimaa/1194866251472/artikkeli/maailman+suurin+jaakupoli+nousemassa+juukaan.htmlFinland
10-1-2014 Itä-Savo Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.ita-savo.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli-nousemassa-juukaan-93408Finland
10-1-2014 Aamulehti Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.aamulehti.fi/otimaa/1194866225530/artikkeli/maailman+suurin+jaakupoli+nousemassa+juukaan.htmlFinland
10-1-2014 Helsingin Sanomat Maailman suurinta jääkupolia alettiin rakentaa Juuassahttp://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/a1389323340836Finland
10-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupoli säiden armoilla http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/uutisarkisto/:newsid/41789Finland
10-1-2014 Savon Sanomat Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.savonsanomat.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-nousemassa-juukaan/1749842Finland
10-1-2014 Maaseudun Tulevaisuus Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousee Juukaan http://www.maaseuduntulevaisuus.fi/maaseutu/maailman-suurin-j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli-nousee-juukaan-1.54221Finland
10-1-2014 Ilta-Sanomat Tässä sitä rakennetaan - maailman suurinta jääkupolia Juukaanhttp://www.iltasanomat.fi/kotimaa/art-1288641032744.htmlFinland
10-1-2014 MTV Maailman suurimman jääkupolin jäädytystyöt aloitettiin viime yönä Juuassa Pohjois-arjalassa.http://www.mtv.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/artikkeli/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-nousemassa-pohjois-karjalaan/2489452Finland
14-1-2014 arjalainen Maailmanennätyshankkeessa kriittiset hetket http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/41957-maailmanennatyshankkeessa-kriittiset-hetketFinland
14-1-2014 MTV Ennätyssuuren jääkupolin rakennustyöt etenevät Juuassahttp://www.mtv.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/artikkeli/ennatyssuuren-jaakupolin-rakennustyot-etenevat-juuassa/2753740Finland
17-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Jääkupolia jäädytetään vielä - testi aamulla http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/:newsid/41864Finland
17-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupolin avajaiset huomenna http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/uutisarkisto/:newsid/41857Finland
17-1-2014 Yle Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistuu Juuassa http://yle.fi/uutiset/maailman_suurin_jaakupoli_valmistuu_juuassa/7037938Finland
18-1-2014 Turun Sanomat Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.ts.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/585351/Maailman+suurin+jaakupoli+valmistui+JuuassaFinland
18-1-2014 arjalainen Maailman suurin jaakupoli valmistui juuassa http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/42233-maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-valmistui-juuassaFinland
18-1-2014 Pohjalainen Maailman suurin jaakupoli valmistui juuassa http://www.pohjalainen.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-valmistui-juuassa-1.1538070Finland
18-1-2014 IDE Grootste ijskoepel ter wereld geopend gebouwd. een knap staaltje van innovatie door middel van design en techniek.http://i-d-e.be/nieuws/grootste-iBelgium
18-1-2014 De Redactie Studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/buitenland/1.1838460Belgium
18-1-2014 Nieuwsblad Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo ooit http://www.nieuwsblad.be/article/detail.aspx?articleid=DMF20140118_00935241Belgium18-1-2014 Nieuwsblad Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo ooit http://www.nieuwsblad.be/article/detail.aspx?articleid=DMF20140118_00935241Belgium
18-1-2014 Itä-Savo Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.ita-savo.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli-valmistui-juuassa-94385Finland
18-1-2014 Geocaching Maailman suurin jääkupoli http://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC4W9PA_maailman-suurin-jaakupoliFinland
18-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupoli valmistui ajoissa http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/:newsid/41870?PHPSESSID=119c33bbd2d438eb41ac3cd6d3b20603Finland
18-1-2014 Savon Sanomat Tällaiselta näyttää maailman suurimmassa jääkupolissahttp://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/:newsid/41870?PHPSESSID=119c33bbd2d438eb41ac3cd6d3b20603Finland
18-1-2014 Iltalehti Maailman suurimpaan jääkupoliin jonotetaan Juuassahttp://www.iltalehti.fi/uutiset/2014011817944702_uu.shtmlFinland
18-1-2014 MTV Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.mtv.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/artikkeli/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-valmistui-juuassa/2759862Finland
18-1-2014 eleva Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.kaleva.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-valmistui-juuassa/653891/Finland
18-1-2014 Yle Juuassa valmistettiin maailman suurin jääkupoli http://yle.fi/uutiset/juuassa_valmistettiin_maailman_suurin_jaakupoli/7039441Finland
18-1-2014 Helsingin Sanomat Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Pohjois-arjalaanhttp://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/Maailman+suurin+j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli+valmistui+Pohjois-arjalaan/a1390012747495Finland
19-1-2014 Helsingin Sanomat Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/Maailman+suurin+j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli+valmistui+Juuassa/a1390023668300Finland
20-1-2014 Media laan Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo ter wereldhttp://www.medialaan.be/actualiteit/goed-nieuws/nederlandse-studenten-bouwen-grootste-iglo-ter-wereld.htmlBelgium
22-1-2014 BT Students build world’s biggest ice dome http://home.bt.com/news/oddnews/students-build-worlds-biggest-ice-dome-11363869104050United ingdom
23-1-2014 EuroTech Universities TU/e students complete worlds' biggest ice dome http://www.eurotech-universitiesBelgium
23-1-2014 arjalainen Jääkupolista yleisömenestys - kattoon tulleet halkeamat jäädytetäänhttp://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/42518-jaakupolista-yleisomenestys-kattoon-tulleet-halkeamat-jaadytetaanFinland
28-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupolista puuttuu pala http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/uutisarkisto/:newsid/41970Finland
28-1-2014 Yle Maailman suurimman jääkupolin katosta romahti pala Juuassahttp://yle.fi/uutiset/maailman_suurimman_jaakupolin_katosta_romahti_pala_juuassa/7056718Finland
28-1-2014 Helsingin Sanomat Maailman suurimman jääkupolin katosta lohkesi palahttp://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/a1390920218078?jako=88a43224b0d38f70419d1ef909ee6a75Finland
29-1-2014 Yle Jättimäisestä jääkupolista sortui katto Pohjois-arjalassahttp://www.tekniikkatalous.fi/rakennus/yle+jattimaisesta+jaakupolista+sortui+katto+pohjoiskarjalassa/a963388Finland29-1-2014 Yle Jättimäisestä jääkupolista sortui katto Pohjois-arjalassahttp://www.tekniikkatalous.fi/rakennus/yle+jattimaisesta+jaakupolista+sortui+katto+pohjoiskarjalassa/a963388Finland
28-2-2014 Yle Juuan jäärakentamiselle suunnitellaan jatkoa http://yle.fi/uutiset/juuan_jaarakentamiselle_suunnitellaan_jatkoa/7113814Finland
7-3-2014 arjalainen Maailmanennätyskupoli murskataan tänään - ensi vuonna uusiksi http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/45056-maailmanennatyskupoli-murskataan-tanaan-ensi-vuonna-uusiksiFinland
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Press officers
Ivo Jongsma i.l.a.jongsma@tue.nl 040 247 2110 / 06 4194 2160

Barry van der Meer b.v.d.meer@tue.nl 040 247 4061 / 06 2878 3207
Charlotte van den Heuvel c.v.d.heuvel@tue.nl 040 247 8136 / 06 2878 2894

Overview of media attention
Subject:

RADIO/TV
Date Channel Program Link Country
3-1-2014 Yle Yle News 18:00 http://areena.yle.fi/tv/2126763 Finland
14-1-2014 MTV MTV Uutiset http://www.mtvkatsomo.fi/?progId=290084&itemId=69815rakennustyot-etenevat-juuassa/2753740Finland
10-2-2014 VTM VTM Nieuws http://nieuws.vtm.be/x-tra/79149-nederlanders-maken-grootste-iglo-ooitBelgium

WRITTEN / ONLINE MEDIA
Date Title Publication title Link CountryDate Title Publication title Link Country
28-10-2013 Helsingin Sanomat  Uuset omaaHollanlaisopiskelijat rakentavat 30-metrisen iglun Juukaanhttp://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/Hollantilaisopiskelijat+rakentavat+30-metrisen+iglun+Juukaan/a1382849816674Finland
28-10-2013 Yle HS: Hollantilaiset rakentavat Juukaan jättikokoisen iglunhttp://yle.fi/uutiset/hs_hollantilaiset_rakentavat_juukaan_jattikokoisen_iglun/6904040Finland
30-11-2014 Dmorgen Nederlands team wil grootste ijskoepel ooit bouwenhttp://www.demorgen.be/dm/nlBelgium
30-11-2014 Nederlands team wil grootste ijskoepel ooit bouwenhttp://www.hln.be/hln/nl/959/Bizar/article/detail/1749965/2013/11/30/Nederlands-team-wil-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-bouwen.dhtmlBelgium
25-12-2014 Natuur en Wetenschap Nederlanders gaan grootste ijskoepel ter wereld bouwen http://www.natuurenwetenschapBelgium
16-12-2013 arjalainen Maailman suurin jääkupoli rakennetaan Juukaan http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/40531-maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-rakennetaan-juukaanFinland
16-12-2013 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupoli valmis tammikuussa http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/:newsid/41588Finland
16-12-2013 Yle Maailman suurimman jääkupolin rakentaminen alkamassa http://yle.fi/uutiset/maailman_suurimman_jaakupolin_rakentaminen_alkamassa/6986923Finland
30-12-2013 Yle Miten käy maailman suurimmalle jääkupolille? http://yle.fi/uutiset/miten_kay_maailman_suurimmalle_jaakupolille/7002005Finland
2-1-2014 Yle Suuren jääkupolin rakentaminen alkaa viimein Juuassahttp://yle.fi/uutiset/suuren_jaakupolin_rakentaminen_alkaa_viimein_juuassa/7008681Finland
2-1-2014 Turun Sanomat Juuka aikoo rakentaa maailman suurimman jääkupolinhttp://www.ts.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/579354/Juuka+aikoo+rakentaa+maailman+suurimman+jaakupolinFinland
2-1-2014 arjalainen Juuassa yritetään maailmanennätystä http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/41303-juuassa-yritetaan-maailmanennatystaFinland
2-1-2014 Itä-Savo Juukaan nousee jättijääkupoli http://www.ita-savo.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/juukaan-nousee-j%C3%A4ttij%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli-92020Finland
3-1-2014 Yle Maailmanennätys vaatii rekkalastillisen käsin siivilöityä sahanpurua ja sukulaisiahttp://yle.fi/uutiset/maailmanennatys_vaatii_rekkalastillisen_kasin_siiviloitya_sahanpurua_ja_sukulaisia/7011738Finland
10-1-2014 arjalainen Maailman suurimman jääkupolin jäädytystyöt alkoivat Juuassa http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/41738-maailman-suurimman-jaakupolin-jaadytystyot-alkoivat-juuassaFinland
10-1-2014 Pohjalainen Maailman suurin jaakupoli nousemassa juukaan http://www.pohjalainen.fi/arki-ja-el%C3%A4m%C3%A4/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-nousemassa-juukaan-1.1533104Finland
10-1-2014 Victoria Media Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://victoriamedia.fi/2014/01/10/katso-livekuvaa-rakentamisesta-maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-nousemassa-juukaan/Finland
10-1-2014 Satakunnan ansa Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.satakunnankansa.fi/otimaa/1194866251472/artikkeli/maailman+suurin+jaakupoli+nousemassa+juukaan.htmlFinland10-1-2014 Satakunnan ansa Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.satakunnankansa.fi/otimaa/1194866251472/artikkeli/maailman+suurin+jaakupoli+nousemassa+juukaan.htmlFinland
10-1-2014 Itä-Savo Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.ita-savo.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli-nousemassa-juukaan-93408Finland
10-1-2014 Aamulehti Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.aamulehti.fi/otimaa/1194866225530/artikkeli/maailman+suurin+jaakupoli+nousemassa+juukaan.htmlFinland
10-1-2014 Helsingin Sanomat Maailman suurinta jääkupolia alettiin rakentaa Juuassahttp://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/a1389323340836Finland
10-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupoli säiden armoilla http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/uutisarkisto/:newsid/41789Finland
10-1-2014 Savon Sanomat Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.savonsanomat.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-nousemassa-juukaan/1749842Finland
10-1-2014 Maaseudun Tulevaisuus Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousee Juukaan http://www.maaseuduntulevaisuus.fi/maaseutu/maailman-suurin-j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli-nousee-juukaan-1.54221Finland
10-1-2014 Ilta-Sanomat Tässä sitä rakennetaan - maailman suurinta jääkupolia Juukaanhttp://www.iltasanomat.fi/kotimaa/art-1288641032744.htmlFinland
10-1-2014 MTV Maailman suurimman jääkupolin jäädytystyöt aloitettiin viime yönä Juuassa Pohjois-arjalassa.http://www.mtv.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/artikkeli/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-nousemassa-pohjois-karjalaan/2489452Finland
14-1-2014 arjalainen Maailmanennätyshankkeessa kriittiset hetket http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/41957-maailmanennatyshankkeessa-kriittiset-hetketFinland
14-1-2014 MTV Ennätyssuuren jääkupolin rakennustyöt etenevät Juuassahttp://www.mtv.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/artikkeli/ennatyssuuren-jaakupolin-rakennustyot-etenevat-juuassa/2753740Finland
17-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Jääkupolia jäädytetään vielä - testi aamulla http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/:newsid/41864Finland
17-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupolin avajaiset huomenna http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/uutisarkisto/:newsid/41857Finland
17-1-2014 Yle Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistuu Juuassa http://yle.fi/uutiset/maailman_suurin_jaakupoli_valmistuu_juuassa/7037938Finland
18-1-2014 Turun Sanomat Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.ts.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/585351/Maailman+suurin+jaakupoli+valmistui+JuuassaFinland
18-1-2014 arjalainen Maailman suurin jaakupoli valmistui juuassa http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/42233-maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-valmistui-juuassaFinland
18-1-2014 Pohjalainen Maailman suurin jaakupoli valmistui juuassa http://www.pohjalainen.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-valmistui-juuassa-1.1538070Finland
18-1-2014 IDE Grootste ijskoepel ter wereld geopend gebouwd. een knap staaltje van innovatie door middel van design en techniek.http://i-d-e.be/nieuws/grootste-iBelgium
18-1-2014 De Redactie Studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/buitenland/1.1838460Belgium
18-1-2014 Nieuwsblad Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo ooit http://www.nieuwsblad.be/article/detail.aspx?articleid=DMF20140118_00935241Belgium18-1-2014 Nieuwsblad Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo ooit http://www.nieuwsblad.be/article/detail.aspx?articleid=DMF20140118_00935241Belgium
18-1-2014 Itä-Savo Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.ita-savo.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli-valmistui-juuassa-94385Finland
18-1-2014 Geocaching Maailman suurin jääkupoli http://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC4W9PA_maailman-suurin-jaakupoliFinland
18-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupoli valmistui ajoissa http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/:newsid/41870?PHPSESSID=119c33bbd2d438eb41ac3cd6d3b20603Finland
18-1-2014 Savon Sanomat Tällaiselta näyttää maailman suurimmassa jääkupolissahttp://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/:newsid/41870?PHPSESSID=119c33bbd2d438eb41ac3cd6d3b20603Finland
18-1-2014 Iltalehti Maailman suurimpaan jääkupoliin jonotetaan Juuassahttp://www.iltalehti.fi/uutiset/2014011817944702_uu.shtmlFinland
18-1-2014 MTV Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.mtv.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/artikkeli/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-valmistui-juuassa/2759862Finland
18-1-2014 eleva Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.kaleva.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-valmistui-juuassa/653891/Finland
18-1-2014 Yle Juuassa valmistettiin maailman suurin jääkupoli http://yle.fi/uutiset/juuassa_valmistettiin_maailman_suurin_jaakupoli/7039441Finland
18-1-2014 Helsingin Sanomat Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Pohjois-arjalaanhttp://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/Maailman+suurin+j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli+valmistui+Pohjois-arjalaan/a1390012747495Finland
19-1-2014 Helsingin Sanomat Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/Maailman+suurin+j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli+valmistui+Juuassa/a1390023668300Finland
20-1-2014 Media laan Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo ter wereldhttp://www.medialaan.be/actualiteit/goed-nieuws/nederlandse-studenten-bouwen-grootste-iglo-ter-wereld.htmlBelgium
22-1-2014 BT Students build world’s biggest ice dome http://home.bt.com/news/oddnews/students-build-worlds-biggest-ice-dome-11363869104050United ingdom
23-1-2014 EuroTech Universities TU/e students complete worlds' biggest ice dome http://www.eurotech-universitiesBelgium
23-1-2014 arjalainen Jääkupolista yleisömenestys - kattoon tulleet halkeamat jäädytetäänhttp://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/42518-jaakupolista-yleisomenestys-kattoon-tulleet-halkeamat-jaadytetaanFinland
28-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupolista puuttuu pala http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/uutisarkisto/:newsid/41970Finland
28-1-2014 Yle Maailman suurimman jääkupolin katosta romahti pala Juuassahttp://yle.fi/uutiset/maailman_suurimman_jaakupolin_katosta_romahti_pala_juuassa/7056718Finland
28-1-2014 Helsingin Sanomat Maailman suurimman jääkupolin katosta lohkesi palahttp://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/a1390920218078?jako=88a43224b0d38f70419d1ef909ee6a75Finland
29-1-2014 Yle Jättimäisestä jääkupolista sortui katto Pohjois-arjalassahttp://www.tekniikkatalous.fi/rakennus/yle+jattimaisesta+jaakupolista+sortui+katto+pohjoiskarjalassa/a963388Finland29-1-2014 Yle Jättimäisestä jääkupolista sortui katto Pohjois-arjalassahttp://www.tekniikkatalous.fi/rakennus/yle+jattimaisesta+jaakupolista+sortui+katto+pohjoiskarjalassa/a963388Finland
28-2-2014 Yle Juuan jäärakentamiselle suunnitellaan jatkoa http://yle.fi/uutiset/juuan_jaarakentamiselle_suunnitellaan_jatkoa/7113814Finland
7-3-2014 arjalainen Maailmanennätyskupoli murskataan tänään - ensi vuonna uusiksi http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/45056-maailmanennatyskupoli-murskataan-tanaan-ensi-vuonna-uusiksiFinland
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Overview of media attention
Subject:

RADIO/TV
Date Channel Program Link Country
3-1-2014 Yle Yle News 18:00 http://areena.yle.fi/tv/2126763 Finland
14-1-2014 MTV MTV Uutiset http://www.mtvkatsomo.fi/?progId=290084&itemId=69815rakennustyot-etenevat-juuassa/2753740Finland
10-2-2014 VTM VTM Nieuws http://nieuws.vtm.be/x-tra/79149-nederlanders-maken-grootste-iglo-ooitBelgium

WRITTEN / ONLINE MEDIA
Date Title Publication title Link CountryDate Title Publication title Link Country
28-10-2013 Helsingin Sanomat  Uuset omaaHollanlaisopiskelijat rakentavat 30-metrisen iglun Juukaanhttp://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/Hollantilaisopiskelijat+rakentavat+30-metrisen+iglun+Juukaan/a1382849816674Finland
28-10-2013 Yle HS: Hollantilaiset rakentavat Juukaan jättikokoisen iglunhttp://yle.fi/uutiset/hs_hollantilaiset_rakentavat_juukaan_jattikokoisen_iglun/6904040Finland
30-11-2014 Dmorgen Nederlands team wil grootste ijskoepel ooit bouwenhttp://www.demorgen.be/dm/nlBelgium
30-11-2014 Nederlands team wil grootste ijskoepel ooit bouwenhttp://www.hln.be/hln/nl/959/Bizar/article/detail/1749965/2013/11/30/Nederlands-team-wil-grootste-ijskoepel-ooit-bouwen.dhtmlBelgium
25-12-2014 Natuur en Wetenschap Nederlanders gaan grootste ijskoepel ter wereld bouwen http://www.natuurenwetenschapBelgium
16-12-2013 arjalainen Maailman suurin jääkupoli rakennetaan Juukaan http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/40531-maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-rakennetaan-juukaanFinland
16-12-2013 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupoli valmis tammikuussa http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/:newsid/41588Finland
16-12-2013 Yle Maailman suurimman jääkupolin rakentaminen alkamassa http://yle.fi/uutiset/maailman_suurimman_jaakupolin_rakentaminen_alkamassa/6986923Finland
30-12-2013 Yle Miten käy maailman suurimmalle jääkupolille? http://yle.fi/uutiset/miten_kay_maailman_suurimmalle_jaakupolille/7002005Finland
2-1-2014 Yle Suuren jääkupolin rakentaminen alkaa viimein Juuassahttp://yle.fi/uutiset/suuren_jaakupolin_rakentaminen_alkaa_viimein_juuassa/7008681Finland
2-1-2014 Turun Sanomat Juuka aikoo rakentaa maailman suurimman jääkupolinhttp://www.ts.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/579354/Juuka+aikoo+rakentaa+maailman+suurimman+jaakupolinFinland
2-1-2014 arjalainen Juuassa yritetään maailmanennätystä http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/41303-juuassa-yritetaan-maailmanennatystaFinland
2-1-2014 Itä-Savo Juukaan nousee jättijääkupoli http://www.ita-savo.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/juukaan-nousee-j%C3%A4ttij%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli-92020Finland
3-1-2014 Yle Maailmanennätys vaatii rekkalastillisen käsin siivilöityä sahanpurua ja sukulaisiahttp://yle.fi/uutiset/maailmanennatys_vaatii_rekkalastillisen_kasin_siiviloitya_sahanpurua_ja_sukulaisia/7011738Finland
10-1-2014 arjalainen Maailman suurimman jääkupolin jäädytystyöt alkoivat Juuassa http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/41738-maailman-suurimman-jaakupolin-jaadytystyot-alkoivat-juuassaFinland
10-1-2014 Pohjalainen Maailman suurin jaakupoli nousemassa juukaan http://www.pohjalainen.fi/arki-ja-el%C3%A4m%C3%A4/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-nousemassa-juukaan-1.1533104Finland
10-1-2014 Victoria Media Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://victoriamedia.fi/2014/01/10/katso-livekuvaa-rakentamisesta-maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-nousemassa-juukaan/Finland
10-1-2014 Satakunnan ansa Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.satakunnankansa.fi/otimaa/1194866251472/artikkeli/maailman+suurin+jaakupoli+nousemassa+juukaan.htmlFinland10-1-2014 Satakunnan ansa Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.satakunnankansa.fi/otimaa/1194866251472/artikkeli/maailman+suurin+jaakupoli+nousemassa+juukaan.htmlFinland
10-1-2014 Itä-Savo Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.ita-savo.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli-nousemassa-juukaan-93408Finland
10-1-2014 Aamulehti Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.aamulehti.fi/otimaa/1194866225530/artikkeli/maailman+suurin+jaakupoli+nousemassa+juukaan.htmlFinland
10-1-2014 Helsingin Sanomat Maailman suurinta jääkupolia alettiin rakentaa Juuassahttp://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/a1389323340836Finland
10-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupoli säiden armoilla http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/uutisarkisto/:newsid/41789Finland
10-1-2014 Savon Sanomat Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousemassa Juukaan http://www.savonsanomat.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-nousemassa-juukaan/1749842Finland
10-1-2014 Maaseudun Tulevaisuus Maailman suurin jääkupoli nousee Juukaan http://www.maaseuduntulevaisuus.fi/maaseutu/maailman-suurin-j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli-nousee-juukaan-1.54221Finland
10-1-2014 Ilta-Sanomat Tässä sitä rakennetaan - maailman suurinta jääkupolia Juukaanhttp://www.iltasanomat.fi/kotimaa/art-1288641032744.htmlFinland
10-1-2014 MTV Maailman suurimman jääkupolin jäädytystyöt aloitettiin viime yönä Juuassa Pohjois-arjalassa.http://www.mtv.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/artikkeli/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-nousemassa-pohjois-karjalaan/2489452Finland
14-1-2014 arjalainen Maailmanennätyshankkeessa kriittiset hetket http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/41957-maailmanennatyshankkeessa-kriittiset-hetketFinland
14-1-2014 MTV Ennätyssuuren jääkupolin rakennustyöt etenevät Juuassahttp://www.mtv.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/artikkeli/ennatyssuuren-jaakupolin-rakennustyot-etenevat-juuassa/2753740Finland
17-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Jääkupolia jäädytetään vielä - testi aamulla http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/:newsid/41864Finland
17-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupolin avajaiset huomenna http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/uutisarkisto/:newsid/41857Finland
17-1-2014 Yle Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistuu Juuassa http://yle.fi/uutiset/maailman_suurin_jaakupoli_valmistuu_juuassa/7037938Finland
18-1-2014 Turun Sanomat Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.ts.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/585351/Maailman+suurin+jaakupoli+valmistui+JuuassaFinland
18-1-2014 arjalainen Maailman suurin jaakupoli valmistui juuassa http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/42233-maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-valmistui-juuassaFinland
18-1-2014 Pohjalainen Maailman suurin jaakupoli valmistui juuassa http://www.pohjalainen.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-valmistui-juuassa-1.1538070Finland
18-1-2014 IDE Grootste ijskoepel ter wereld geopend gebouwd. een knap staaltje van innovatie door middel van design en techniek.http://i-d-e.be/nieuws/grootste-iBelgium
18-1-2014 De Redactie Studenten bouwen grootste ijskoepel ter wereld http://www.deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/buitenland/1.1838460Belgium
18-1-2014 Nieuwsblad Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo ooit http://www.nieuwsblad.be/article/detail.aspx?articleid=DMF20140118_00935241Belgium18-1-2014 Nieuwsblad Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo ooit http://www.nieuwsblad.be/article/detail.aspx?articleid=DMF20140118_00935241Belgium
18-1-2014 Itä-Savo Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.ita-savo.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli-valmistui-juuassa-94385Finland
18-1-2014 Geocaching Maailman suurin jääkupoli http://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC4W9PA_maailman-suurin-jaakupoliFinland
18-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupoli valmistui ajoissa http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/:newsid/41870?PHPSESSID=119c33bbd2d438eb41ac3cd6d3b20603Finland
18-1-2014 Savon Sanomat Tällaiselta näyttää maailman suurimmassa jääkupolissahttp://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/:newsid/41870?PHPSESSID=119c33bbd2d438eb41ac3cd6d3b20603Finland
18-1-2014 Iltalehti Maailman suurimpaan jääkupoliin jonotetaan Juuassahttp://www.iltalehti.fi/uutiset/2014011817944702_uu.shtmlFinland
18-1-2014 MTV Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.mtv.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/artikkeli/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-valmistui-juuassa/2759862Finland
18-1-2014 eleva Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.kaleva.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/maailman-suurin-jaakupoli-valmistui-juuassa/653891/Finland
18-1-2014 Yle Juuassa valmistettiin maailman suurin jääkupoli http://yle.fi/uutiset/juuassa_valmistettiin_maailman_suurin_jaakupoli/7039441Finland
18-1-2014 Helsingin Sanomat Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Pohjois-arjalaanhttp://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/Maailman+suurin+j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli+valmistui+Pohjois-arjalaan/a1390012747495Finland
19-1-2014 Helsingin Sanomat Maailman suurin jääkupoli valmistui Juuassa http://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/Maailman+suurin+j%C3%A4%C3%A4kupoli+valmistui+Juuassa/a1390023668300Finland
20-1-2014 Media laan Nederlandse studenten bouwen grootste iglo ter wereldhttp://www.medialaan.be/actualiteit/goed-nieuws/nederlandse-studenten-bouwen-grootste-iglo-ter-wereld.htmlBelgium
22-1-2014 BT Students build world’s biggest ice dome http://home.bt.com/news/oddnews/students-build-worlds-biggest-ice-dome-11363869104050United ingdom
23-1-2014 EuroTech Universities TU/e students complete worlds' biggest ice dome http://www.eurotech-universitiesBelgium
23-1-2014 arjalainen Jääkupolista yleisömenestys - kattoon tulleet halkeamat jäädytetäänhttp://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/42518-jaakupolista-yleisomenestys-kattoon-tulleet-halkeamat-jaadytetaanFinland
28-1-2014 Iskelmä Rex Juuan jääkupolista puuttuu pala http://www.radiorex.fi/paikallisuutiset/uutisarkisto/:newsid/41970Finland
28-1-2014 Yle Maailman suurimman jääkupolin katosta romahti pala Juuassahttp://yle.fi/uutiset/maailman_suurimman_jaakupolin_katosta_romahti_pala_juuassa/7056718Finland
28-1-2014 Helsingin Sanomat Maailman suurimman jääkupolin katosta lohkesi palahttp://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/a1390920218078?jako=88a43224b0d38f70419d1ef909ee6a75Finland
29-1-2014 Yle Jättimäisestä jääkupolista sortui katto Pohjois-arjalassahttp://www.tekniikkatalous.fi/rakennus/yle+jattimaisesta+jaakupolista+sortui+katto+pohjoiskarjalassa/a963388Finland29-1-2014 Yle Jättimäisestä jääkupolista sortui katto Pohjois-arjalassahttp://www.tekniikkatalous.fi/rakennus/yle+jattimaisesta+jaakupolista+sortui+katto+pohjoiskarjalassa/a963388Finland
28-2-2014 Yle Juuan jäärakentamiselle suunnitellaan jatkoa http://yle.fi/uutiset/juuan_jaarakentamiselle_suunnitellaan_jatkoa/7113814Finland
7-3-2014 arjalainen Maailmanennätyskupoli murskataan tänään - ensi vuonna uusiksi http://www.karjalainen.fi/uutiset/uutis-alueet/kotimaa/item/45056-maailmanennatyskupoli-murskataan-tanaan-ensi-vuonna-uusiksiFinland






